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(a) What criteria are used to determine
if Crown l1and will be made available
for industrial development or for
other private purposes?
(b) Is Crown land allocated to an applicant at the discretion of the Minister consequent upon a recommendation from officers or bodies under
his control?
(c) How much Crown land has the Government in reserve to allocate as an
incentive'to private industry, and
where is this l1and?

For the Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development and
Decentralization) , the Hon. V. 0.
Dickie ('Minister of Housing) .-The
answer is(a) and (b) The Department of Crown
Lands and Survey primarily requires evidence
of the applicant's ability to develop the land
for the relevant purpose within a specified
period. In cases of sales by private treaty
under section 12 of the Land Act for decentralized industry, the sponsorship of the
Ministry for State Development ~and Decentralization is required.
(c) In the metropolitan area and in most
country towns where any demand exists
there is no Crown land which could be made
available for industrial or other private use
and the provision of such land is generally
confined to localities where reclamation of
old mining areas is occurring thus making
Crown land, previously unsaleable, suitable
for industrial or housing development.
Examples are at Wonthaggi where 29 industrial sites are available and alt Bendigo where
reclamation, subdivision and disposal to
local and decentralized industries is a continuing process. At present there are 11 sites
totalling 47 acres-19 ha-available in that
region.
At Ballarat in addition to reclaimed mining areas, about 1,300 acres-526 habeing the remainder of the common, on
which a considerable number of decentralized industries have been established, are
still held for subdivision and development
as the demand arises.
The position in regard to the existence and
availability of Crown land at 1any specific
location in Victoria can be readily explained
to any enquirer by the department on
request.

EUROPEAN CARP.
(Question No. 125)

The Hon. 0. G. JENKINS (SouthWestern Province) asked the Minister
of Housing, for the Minister for Conservation( a) Has the variety of fish commonly
known as European oarp infested all the
major Victorian river systems; if not, which
systems are free of infeSitation?

on Notice.

(b) What is the recorded maximum size
and weight to which this fish has grown in
Victoria?
(c) What steps have been taken or are
planned to control the spread of this fish?

The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE (Minister
of Housing) .-The answer supplied
by the Minister for Conservation
isUnfortuna{ely, there is no known effective
method of controlling the spread of European
carp.
Work has been going on for some years
in fisheries laboratories overseas to develop
a biological control for European carp or
for a cheap and effective means of chemical
control but none has been developed so far.
Noxious fish legislation Wias enacted in
Victoria in 1962 and this enabled officers of
the Fisheries and Wildlife Division to kill
European carp in more than 1,300 private
dams throughout the State. Unsuccessful
attempts were made to destroy the species
when it was found in the Yallourn storage
dam in 1963.
Under the legislation, there is a maximum
penalty of $1,000 for any person who releases
European carp into any water and this is
designed to help reduce the rate at which
the carp spreads.
To date, all waters approximately in the
western half of Victoria are free of European
carp except Lake Hawthorn near Mildura.
Elsewhere, the species is present in a
section of the Snowy River; a section of
Stony Creek; a section of Boggy Creek; the
lower reaches of most of the rivers which
flow into the Gippsland lakes, Lake Wellington and a section of the Tarwin River
system.
European carp are also present in the
Goulburn River from 1about Shepparton
downstream and in the lower reaches of
other streams which flow into the River
Murray between Echuca and Yarrawonga.
The maximum size of European carp
recorded in Victoria is 36 inches in length
and the weight of this fish was 44 lb.
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The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler) took the chair at 2.50 p.m.,
and read the prayer.
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NEW MEMBER.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler) announced that he had received a return to the writ he had
issued on 17th September for the
election of a member to serve for the
electoral district of Greensborough,
by which it appeared that Mr. Roy
Mountford Vale had been duly
elected for that electoral district.
Mr. Vale was introduced and
sworn.
ABSENCE OF MINISTER.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-! have to announce that
the Premier and Treasurer will be
delayed attending. the sittings of the
House until later this day.
QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE.

INTEREST RATES OF BUILDING
SOCIETIES.
Mr. WILKES (Northcote).-Can
the Deputy Premier inform honorable
members whether it is within the
province of the Government to control the interest rates of permanent
building societies in this State? If so,
why has the Government failed to
take this action as an anti-inflationary measure?
Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of Education) .-Since inflation became
galloping inflation early this year the
view of the Premier and Treasurer
has always been that there should be
a comprehensive policy to attack inflation, rather than move into
isolated fields, or take unilateral action which would not
have any impact on the general problem. The question of interest rates
in the field mentioned by the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition is one
aspect. This view has been consistantly adopted by the Premier and
Treasurer and, I believe, was supported at the Premiers Conference
in May last when the honorable
gentleman's approach was commended by the Prime Minister.
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FLINDERS LANE POLICE
STATION.
Mr. JONES (Melbourne).-Is the
Chief Secretary aware of the proposal to close the Flinders Lane
police station, which is situated near
Degraves Street? Is the honorable
gentleman further aware that that is
the only police· station which sends
police out on the beat east to Elizabeth Street? Is the honorable gentleman also aware that last year more
than 2,000 arrests were made by
officers from that police station,
which indicates a great deal of consumer usage? Can the Chief Secretary
inform the House why the police
station is being closed, and if not will
he undertake to investigate the
matter personally before the police
station is closed?
Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary).
-I will undertake to investigate the
matter personally and inform the
honorable member.
GYMNASIUMS FOR PRIMARY
SCHOOLS.
Mr. GINIF'ER (Deer Park).1 direct a question to the Assistant
Minister of Education. Is it the
policy of the Education Department
to post physical education teachers
to primary schools? If so, does the
department plan to build gymnasiums
or similar type halls at these schools
so that the abilities of these teachers
may be used to the fullest extent?
Mr. DIXON {Assistant Minister of
Education) .-It is the policy of the
Education Department to place
physical education teachers in
primary schools, and at present 25
are at these schools. By the beginning of next year, the number will
have increased to approximately 57.
They will cover 20 per cent of primary
school pupils.
It is Government policy to
expedite this process as more physical
education teachers become available
as a result of passing through the
Diploma of . Physical Education
course at the University· of Melbourne, and the degree course which
will· be established there, and the
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courses at the Monash teachers'
college, now called the State College
of Victoria, Rusden, the Footscray
Institute of Technology, and the
Preston Institute of Technology.
Recently a physical education conference agreed to set up a task force
to investigate ways to improve the
quality of physical education in
schools by increased use of members
of the Physical Education Branch.
Subsidies are paid for multipurpose rooms which can be used as
gymnasiums on a $1 for $1 basis to
a maximum of $8,000. The department is considering increasing the
rate of subsidy and the maximum
amount.
I have asked the Physical Education Branch to prepare plans for
primary school gymnasiums which
will be made available to school committees.
MOBILE HOUSES.
Mr. MUTTON (Coburg).-I direct
a question to the Minister representing the Minister of Housing. Is
the honorable gentleman aware of the
report in today's press of a statement
by the Federal Minister for Housing,
Mr. Johnson, in which he strongly
advocates the use of mobile houses
to overcome the housing shortage?
If so, what action has the Government taken in this regard?
Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transport) .-1 did not see the statement
referred to, but anything which
emanates from Mr. Johnson fails to
surprise me.
PENSIONER TENANTS OF
HOUSING COMMISSION.
Mr. AMOS (Morwell).-1 direct a
question to the Minister representing the Minister of Housing. Is the
Minister aware that the Housing Commission has recently instructed its
officers to institute legal proceedings
against pensioners who refuse to
leave their present accommodation
for smaller premises? Is he aware
that pensioners in the Latrobe
Valley have been threatened with
eviction if they do not comply with
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the commission's directives? Will
the Minister take steps to change
the directive so that pensioners will
not be evicted?
Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transport) .-In the past twelve months,
only twenty people of a total tenancy
of 40,000 have been evicted from
Housing Commission homes. I do not
believe a directive has been issued to
institute proceedings for eviction
against pensioners who fail to move
into smaller accommodation.
I point out that the tenancy agreement which is signed by a family
contains a provision that when the
family no longer needs larger accommodation, it will move. into smaller
accommodation which may be
offered to the family by the commission.
Naturally, the commission
expects that undertaking to be
honoured. I am not aware of action
taken by the Housing Commission
which has resulted in a pensioner or
other person being evicted on that
ground.
TRANSPORT COSTS.
Mr•. TREZISE (Geelong North).As the Railways Board is at present
inquiring into comparative costs of
railway passenger services on many
lines in northern Victoria and the use
of road transport for these services,
will the Minister of Transport ask
the board to make inquiries into the
comparative costs of railway bus
passenger and freight services similar
to those operating in Western Australia under the auspices of the State
Government?
Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transport).-The board is not only inquiring into the comparative costs of
these alternative services but also
examining the other matters referred
to by the honorable member.
POINT ORMOND RESTAURANT.
Mr. DOUBE (Albert Park).-As
section 66A of the Environment
Protection Act empowers the Environment Protection Authority to investigate visual pollution, will the Minister for Conservation refer to the
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authority for an opinion the proposal
to erect a restaurant at Point
Ormond?
Mr. BORTHWICK (Minister for
Conservation). -The answer is,
"No".
MODIFIED MOTOR VEHICLES.
Mr. EDMUNDS (Moonee Ponds).Is the Chief Secretary aware that
members of the Police Force consider
that the regulations governing "hotted up " vehicles are unworkable and
that these vehicles which are being
made available to the public are
deathtraps? If the Minister is aware
of this police opinion, will he
examine the regulations relating to
modified vehicles to ensure that the
vehicles have adequate braking and
steering for the hatted up engines
that will be used by the public?
Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary).
-In my discussions with the Chief
Commissioner of Police from time to
time this matter has not yet been
raised. If it is to be raised, according to the honorable member's
sources, if the police can convince
the Government that there is need
for an amendment to the regulations
-" Hotted up" or "modified motor
vehicles ", which is it?
M'r. EDMUNDs.-Regulations relating to modified motor vehicles.
Mr. ROSSITER.-Apparently the
vocabulary on the regulations ought
to be brought up to date. The matter
raised by the honorable member will
be considered if it comes up for discussion between the Chief Commissioner and me.
LONDON VISIT BY FORMER
PREMIER.
Mr. CURNOW (Kara Kara).-Can
the Deputy Premier inform the House
of the purpose and outcome of the
mystery visit to London last year by
the then Premier, Sir Henry Bolte,
who at the time held many mysterious
negotiations and supposedly negotiated many mysterious new deals for
Victoria?
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The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order!
The question
asked by the honorable member
seeks an opinion and I suggest that
he reframe the question so that it
will not require an opinion to be
expressed.
Mr. CURNOW.-Perhaps it will be
in order if I ask the first part of my
question again. What was the purpose and outcome of the mystery
visit paid to London last June by the
then Premier, Sir Henry Bolte?
Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of
Education).-On that occasion, in
line with many other occasions when
he went overseas, the Premier's
prime motive was to advance the
interests of Victoria and to bring
industry to the State. The general
development of the State in the period
when Sir Henry Bolte was Premier
bears eloquent testimony to the success of those missions, including the
one mentioned by the honorable
member.
CHEESE.
Mr. FOGARTY (Sunshine).-Can
the Minister of Agriculture advise me
whether the Government intends to
amend regulations governing the
manufacture of cheese for export to
allow additives, such as chemicals,
synthetics and colouring? If so, what
advantage will be gained?
Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of
Agriculture) .-It is certainly not my
intention to do so. If any of the
officers in my department propose to
alter those regulations, they have not
drawn the matter to my attention.
NATIONAL HEALTH SCHEME.
Mr. HANN (Rodney).-Is the Minister of Health aware of a statement
made last night by the Federal Minister for Social Security, Mr. Hayden,
that the Victorian State Minister
knows nothing. about the national
health scheme? Can the Minister indicate whether in fact he does know
anything about it?
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The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.

Wheeler).-Order! I am not sure
that this question should not be ruled
out of order. A question inviting the
Victorian Minister of Health to match
his knowledge with that of the Federal
Minister for Social Security is out of
order.
SOCIAL WELFARE ACT.
Mr. ROPER (Brunswick West).I direct a question to the Minister of
Agriculture, who represents the Minister for Social Welfare in this House.
Can the honorable gentleman inform
the House when the amendments to
the Social Welfare Act passed by the
previous Parliament, and relating to
such matters as periodic detention
and week-end leave, are likely to be
proclaimed? Can the Minister give
honorable members an idea when
those provisions are likely to become
operative within the prison service?
Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of
Agriculture) .-The honorable member is new in this Chamber and will
not have had the benefit of hearing
my previous comments on this subject. The Government is keen to
ensure that modern methods of rehabilitation are available to offenders
in Victoria. and, as a result of that
determination, three amendments
were made to the Social Welfare Act
in the previous Parliament. The
Government moved swiftly-in fact,
too swiftly-in Geelong to acquire a
suitable building for work release. Regrettably, some of the citizens of
Geelong took umbrage at the Government's move, perhaps because they
were not as forward-thinking as the
Government. The result was that the
Government had to curtail its
endeavours and have another look at
how it can achieve the desirable aims
which were expressed in that legislation.
One of the major problems in implementing this sort· of legislation is the
skill of the staff available. When I
was Minister for Social Welfare, three
of the top departmental officers were
sent overseas to recruit persons with
suitable
skills - trained
prison
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officers and trained social workersto help in the implementation of the
legislation. I am pleased to advise
the honorable member that that mission was successful and that a large
number of social workers are already
in this country and a large number
of prison officers have for some weeks
past been taking up duties at Pentridge and other prisons. Of course,
there are difficulties with all of these
moves; previously staff at penal institutions have been concerned about
being overloaded with work, and now
they are concerned that because of
the influx of additional trained staff
from the United Kingdom they do not
obtain so much overtime work. Therefore, it is difficult to win.
Nevertheless, with the skills available from this programme it will be
possible in the fairly near future to
implement the plans which were outlined in the legislation. I, for one,
am enthusiastic about it, and I know
my successor is, too.
NATIONAL HEALTH SCHEME.
Mr. A. T. EVANS (Ballaarat North).
-Can the Minister of Health explain
to the House what effect the national
health scheme will have on Victoria?
Furthermore, could he explain to the
House what discussions he has had
with Mr. Hayden? In fact, can he
explain whether it is possible to
enlighten Mr. Hayden on the problems
facing this State under the proposed
health scheme?
Mr. DOUBE (Albert Park).1 rise to a point of order. I submit
that when a member asks a Minister
whether he can explain the effect of
something, he must be asking for an
opinion. It is obvious that the effect
of such a scheme is a matter of
opinion. One side takes one view
and one side takes another. If this
question is allowed, all that will
happen is that honorable members
will hear the views of the Liberal
Party on what the effect will be.
There is no guarantee that we will
get the ·facts. Therefore, I believe
the question should be disallowed.
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The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! I could
not
uphold the point of order on the
basis that an opinion is required. I
would be more likely to uphold the
point of order on the ground that
the question is more or less hypothetical when it asks what effect the
proposed health scheme is likely to
have. I ask the honorable member
for Ballaarat North to reframe the
question so that it will not require a
lengthy answer.
Mr. A. T. EVANS (Ballaarat North).
-In view of the confusion which
exists at present in the mind of the
Federal Minister for Social Security,
Mr. Hayden, can the Minister of
Health inform the House of the result
of discussions that he has had with
that Minister?
Mr. WILTON (Broadmeadows).1 rise to a further point of order. The
second question that has been asked
is even more ridiculous than the
first, if that is possible. The honorable member for Ballaarat North
began his second question by referring to the confused state of the
Federal Minister's mind. That is
merely an expression of the honorable member's opinion. I believe it
is in the same category as the first
question.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! It is not quite in
the same category as the first question, but again I request the Minister,
in answering the question of the
honorable member for Ballaarat
North, to be brief.
Mr. SCANLAN (Minister of
Health) .-Thank you, Mr. Speaker, I
have had discussions with the Federal
Minister for Social Security regarding the application of certain
proposals that have been submitted
to him by two economists, Dr. Scott
and Dr. Deeble, to implement an
economic theory in regard to health
matters. At this stage that economic
theory, which the Prime Minister has
entrusted to Mr. Hayden to implement, has not been presented to the
Federal Cabinet or. to the Federal
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Labor Party and it has not been
expressed in the form of an approved
Federal Government document, but it
is the subject of discussions between
the Federal Minister for Social
Security and each State Minister of
Health. To this extent, it should be
made abundantly clear that the State
Ministers of Health, including myself,
know as much about the proposals
as does Mr. Hayden.
The difficulty for Mr. Hayden is
that he has frequently issued statements that have indicated an inability
on his part to determine and gauge
the effect of the proposals that he
has before him. At this moment,
despite the inability and confusion of
the Federal Minister for Social
Security to make up his mind about
the proposals he is going to implement, it is most important for
Victoria that the Prime Minister
should intervene in this matter.
Quite simply, the position is that
when the Prime Minister assumed
power he allotted the portfolios of
the Federal Government and saw fit
to reduce the powers of the Commonwealth Department of Health and to
transfer some of them to the jurisdiction of the Minister for Social
Security. It is manifest that the
Department of Social Security does
not appreciate the significance of the
powers which have been transferred
to it, and is unable to appreciate the
principles embodied in the Deeble report. I hope the Prime Minister will
consider returning these powers to
the Commonwealth Department of
Health.
Mr. DOUBE (Albert Park).1 rise to a point of order, Mr. Speaker.
A Minister should answer questions
only on matters for which he is responsible. The Minister of Health has
been pretending that he has responsibilities elsewhere, and he is making
suggestions concerning the way in
which the Prime Minister of Australia
has allocated Ministerial portfolios.
As the Minister has no direct responsibility in the matter, I suggest he is
not qualified to answer the question.
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He is not entitled to give an opinion
about the responsibility of other
Ministers.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! There is no point
of order.
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the Commonwealth Minister's remarks were based on overseas experience and, if so, will the Housing Commission inquire into the feasibility of
this project and submit a report to
Parliament?

Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of TransINFLATION.
port) .-The term " mobile house
Mr. WILKES (Northcote).-ls the units " is merely an euphemism for
Deputy Premier aware that the "caravans" or "trailers". They are
Premier was reported in the press much used in the United States of
this morning as saying that he is America, but I do not think they
prepared to co-operate with the would be considered to be desirable
Federal Government by allowing cer- in this State.
tain powers of this Parliament to be
transferred to the Commonwealth,
INFLATION.
and will the honorable gentleman
Mr. WILTON (Broadmeadows).-ln
define what powers the Premier
view of the Deputy Premier's answer
thinks should be transferred?
to the question asked by the Deputy
Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of Leader of the Opposition, is the House
Education) .-The Premier has con- to understand that the Government
sistently stated that he is prepared supports price control as a means of
to co-operate with the Federal curbing inflation?
Government in areas in which coMr. THOMPSON (Minister of
operation is desirable in the interests
The Education) .-The Premier has conof the people of this State.
Premier has also consistently stated sistently adopted the view that a unithat he would resist intervention in lateral attack on inflation from one
regard to the powers of this Parlia- area alone would be ineffective, and
ment when it was not in the interests has used the control of prices alone
as the best example of that approach.
of Victoria.
The Premier has said that a tem- The Premier adopts the view that
porary transfer of powers could be inflation should be attacked from all
justified as part of an all-Australian, avenues and not merely from one
direction.
comprehensive attack on inflation.
Mr. WILKEs.-And price control?
AGRICULTURAL COLLEG'E FOR
GIPPSLAND.
Mr. THOMPSON.-At one stage
Mr. MciNNES (Gippsland South).
the Premier suggested a temporary
transfer of power over prices - I direct a question to the Minister
and incomes together, as part of a of Agriculture. Following the honorcomprehensive attack on the gallop- able gentleman's answer to my recent
ing inflation in this country which question when I asked whether an
currently is running at a rate of 13 agricultural college would be estabper cent or 14 per cent per annum, and lished in Gippsland, and if so, where,
approximately 20 per cent per annum could the Minister now inform the
in the construction industry.
House in what year the college will
be established?
MOBILE HOUSES.
Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of AgriMr. MUTTON (Coburg).-Further culture).-The answer is, "No".
to my question of the Minister of
Housing concerning statements made
PLASTIC FOAM.
by Mr. Johnson, the Federal Minister
Mr. · SIMMONDS (Reservoir).for Housing, about the use of mobile
house units to overcome the housing Can the Minister of Labour and Inshortage, is the Minister aware that dustry give the House a progress
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report on his inquiries into the commercial use of plastic foam and the
dangers inherent in the use of that
material?
Mr. RAFFERTY (Minister of
Labour and Industry) .-The answer
is, "No".

Statement.
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The background to an answer is littered with Commonwealth Government indecision, apparent disinterest,
procrastination
and
cancelled
appointments.

MARINE RESEARCH INSTITUTE.
Mr. TREZISE {Geelong North).I direct my question to the Minister
for Conservation. What progress has
been made with the establishment of
a marine research institute in
Victoria?
Mr. BORTHWICK (Minister for
Conservation) .-The Government is
committed to involvement with the
marine research institute, and the site
recommended is on land in the Portsea area, currently owned by the
Commonwealth Government. Application has been made by the State
to the Commonwealth Government
to release approximately 14 acres of
land just inside the main entrance
to that area on the bay side. I know
that a number of honorable members
whose electorates are outside this
area are interested in the establishment of institutes in their own localities, but the reason for the strong
recommendations for the establishment of the institute in the Pottsea
area is the involvement with various
universities in the metropolitan arc·
A large proportion of scientific work
carried out by the institute will
directly involve the universities in
Melbourne.

The Honorable Charlie Jones,
Federal Minister for Transport,
has had eight months to recommend the appropriate financial assistance for a new dry
dock. I have not the faintest idea
what his thinking may be. The proper
course would be for the Minister to
resign. Mr. Jones does not seem
to care a jot about the future of
skilled unionists who have worked
for many years in Melbourne's ship
repair industry. If a replacement
dock is not provided in the Yarra
River, men will be thrown out of
work. If a black ban is put on the
Johnson Street bridge until a new
dock is provided-as the unions have
threatened-the cost to the community will amount to $4 million over
two years.
The Government of Victoria, the
Public Works Department, the Board
of Works, the Melbourne Harbor
Trust, Duke and Orr's, the ship
repair industry, the unions involved,
and - presumably - the honorable
member for Williamstown, are waiting patiently for the Honorable
Charlie Jones to make a decisionor admit that he is unable to. Access
by water to Duke and Orr's dry dock
will be cut off by the construction
of the proposed new bridge across
the Yarra River at Johnson Street,
South Melbourne.

MINISTERIAL STATEMENT.
DRY-DOCKING FACILITIES FOR PORT OF
MELBOURNE.
Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works) .-I desire to make a Ministerial statement in reply to a question on notice by the honorable
member for Williamstown, on 25th
September, 1973. The honorable
member asked about the latest development regarding future drydocking facilities for the port of
Melbourne owing to the imminent
closure of Duke and Orr's dry dock.

The Board of Works expects to be
able to call tenders for construction
of the bridge and approach roads at
the end of this year. Relocation of
wharf facilities, presently upstream
of the bridge site, is under way and
should be completed by December,
1974, to enable the river to be closed
to traffic and bridge construction to
start across the river.
Relocation of docking facilties
downstream of the Johnson Street
bridge is imperative as the Duke and
Orr's dry dock is the only one in
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Melbourne available for ·commercial
use. A number of local industries
have developed over the years and
sp~cialize in the repair of shipping
usmg the dry dock.
Representations for financial assistance from the Commonwealth for a
new dry dock in Melbourne were
made by the Premier to the then
Prime Minister in October last year,
but a decision was not made before
the defeat of the Government in
December. The Premier renewed the
representations to the incoming Prime
Minister on 19th December, 1972
stressing the urgent need to replac~
the Duke and Orr's dock.
On 16th February of this year I
wrote to the Federal M'inister for
Transport stressing the urgency of
the matter and seeking financial
assistance from the Commonwealth.
The Minister for Transport replied
through his private secretary four
days later that my letter had been
received and the matter was being
examined. On 8th March of this year
the Premier again wrote to the Prime
Minister requesting an urgent decision and pointing out that the unions
involved were concerned about future
redundancy if a new dock did not
replace the Duke and Orr's dock.
On 13th March, the Prime Minister
sent a telex to the Premier advising
that the Federal Minister for Transport and the Treasurer had been
authorized to negotiate with the
Government of Victoria. The Premier
replied advising the Prime Minister
that the Minister of Public Works
would represent the Government of
Victoria in negotiating the- arrangements.
On 3rd June, the Federal Minister
for Transport wrote to the chairman
of Duke and Orr's .stating·. It is my intention «? get these negotiations under way as quickly as possible.

On 24th August; the Acting Premier,
the Honorable L. H. S. Thompson,
wrote to the Prime Minister seeking
his personal intervention to ensure
that Victoria's submission on the new
dock would be dealt with as expe·
ditiously as possible.
Mr. Dunstan.

Statement.

On 24th September the Federal
Minister for Transport wrote to me
seeking my views on matters to be
discussed in negotiations. I replied
to the Minister for Transport on
5th October. On 28th September the
Prime Minister acknowledged the
Acting Premier's letter of 24th August
statingYou have my assurance there will be no
delay on the part of the Australian Government in the proposed negotiations for the
·
new dock.

Three appointments I have made
with the Federal Minister for Transport have been cancelled. They
were: 12th July, in Melbourne, cancelled because of the Australian Labor
Party Conference at Surfers Paradise;
II th October, in Canberra, cancelled
by telephone at 11.50 p.m. the previous day because the Federal Treasurer would not be available; and 19th
October, in Canberra, cancelled because of a special Federal Cabinet
meeting.
I visited the Minister for Transport
in Canberra on 29th August, but the
Honorable Charlie Jones, after exchanging a few pleasantries, told me
he had not had the opportunity of
discussing the matter with the Federal Treasurer.
A mission of four officers represening the Ports and Harbors Division of
my department, the Melbourne Harbor
Trust, Duke and Orr's .Amalgama_ted
Dry Dock Ltd., and the shipbuilding
division of the Federal Department of
Transport visited Canada, the United
States of America, the United ·Kingdom, Germany, Holland and Hong
Kong this year to investigate the
most suitable type of replacement
dock for Melbourne and submitted
an excellent report and recommendations of the overseas study group last
August. This report was presented
to the Federal Minister for Transport.
Mr. Ross-EnwARns.-When did that
mission go overseas?
·Mr. DUNSTAN.-The officers went
overseas approxi·mately in April last
and returned approximately early in
August or late ~uly. They were away
about fourteen weeks.' ·
·
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As early as 20th February this year,
the Federal Minister for Transport
was quoted in the Australian Financial Review as having said that the
Federal Government would subsidize
shipbuilding at the current 45 per
cent rate without any reduction. On
14th March, the Age reported the
Prime Minister as stating at a press
conference that the Commonwealth
Government would wholly finance the
new dry dock to be built in Melbourne. The Prime Minister mentioned joint ownership and operation.
On 30th April, 1973, an article in the
Australian Financial Review stated
that shipbuilding unions were restive
about lack of action by the Federal
Government in giving effect to
its new shipping and shipbuilding
policies. On 2nd October, a letter to
the editor of the Australian Financial
Review above the name of C. K.
Jones,
Minister for
Transport,
statedWe have agreed to provide finance for
the construction of new major ship repair
facilities in Victoria.

Mr. WILKES (Northcote).-On a
point of order, having listened with
interest to the Minister of Public
Works deliver his Ministerial statement and having also examined page
331 of May on Ministerial statements,
I am at a loss to relate the remarks
of fue honorable gentleman in his
statement to the provisions relating
to a Ministerial statement as appearing in May, with the exception of one
matter. I ask you, Mr. Speaker, to
rule whether the Ministerial statement is in order, taking into consideration the points raised under
the heading" Ministerial Statements"
as appearing on page 331 of May,
which states, inter aliaExplanations are made in the House by
Ministers on behalf of the Government
regarding their domestic and foreign policy;
stating the advice they have tendered to
the sovereign regarding their retention of
office or the dissolution of Parliament;
announcing the legislative proposals they
intend to submit to Parliament; or the
course they intend to adopt in the transaction and arrangement of public business.
These explanations are now usually elicited
by arrangement" in reply to a question.
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But the older practice under which they
were volunteered spontaneously is also often
followed.

Honorable members can relate the
Ministerial statement only to one
small portion of the explanation in
May-that the statement was in
answer to a question asked by the
honorable member for Williamstown.
There has been no reference to the
policy of the Government on drydocking facilities. As the Minister
has not stated what the policy of the
Government is, I submit on behalf of
the Opposition that he has not fulfilled the normal provisions cited in
May covering the making of Ministerial statements, and I ask you,
Mr. Speaker, to rule on that aspect.
Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works) .-On the point of order, it
must be clear that the urgent
Government policy is to· replace the
existing Duke and Orr's dry dock.
Mr. WILKES.~That is not stated in
the Ministerial statement.
Mr. DUNSTAN.-! might also add,
in courtesy to a member of the Opposition, the honorable member for
Williamstown, that I am making the
statement because I could not have
given such a lengthy reply in answer
to a question on notice which the
honorable member asked about a
month ago. I also question the
validity of the point of order raised
by the Deputy Leader of the Opposition, who has raised it at the beginning of the third last paragraph of
my statement. I believe in doing so,
the honorable member is taking
advantage of having read the last
three paragraphs and has raised the
point of order in the hope that he
would prevent me from completing
the last three paragraphs. If this is
the case, I regret having gone to the
trouble and courtesy of circulating
honorable members with a written
copy of the Ministerial statement I
was to make verbally.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! I refer to page
1142 of Hansard which records that
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on 18th October, 1973 the honorable
member for Williamstown asked the
Minister of Public WorksCan the Minister of Public Works inform
the House when he will make a Ministerial
statement on future dry-docking facilities
for Melbourne?

In the opening paragraph of the
Minister's statement there is reference to the question asked by the
honorable member for Williamstown
when the Minister saidI desire to make a Ministerial statement
in reply to a question on notice by the
honorable member for Williamstown, on
25th September, 1973.

The honorable member had asked
about the latest developments regarding future dry-docking facilities for
the port of Melbourne owing to the
imminent closure of Duke and Orr's
dry dock.
The Minister is endeavouring to
answer the question as requested by
the honorable member for Williamstown. Therefore, there is no point
of order.
Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works) .-It must be clearly evident
to this House that the Prime Minister
and the Minister for Transport have
failed to appreciate the urgency of a
replacement dock, and have failed
to assess the considerable cost to the
public in delayed construction of the
Johnson Street bridge. Otherwise,
it can only be assumed that the Commonwealth Government has not
decided on a firm policy for the shipbuilding and ship repair industry.
Despite the repeated assurances of
Hie Prime Minister and the Minister
for Transport, the Government of
Victoria is no nearer negotiating with
the Commonwealth Government than
it was eight months ago when this
Commonwealth Government came to
office-! refer to the second Whitlam
Ministry.
These events have proved that the
Minister for Transport is totally unworthy of his portfolio and altogether
incompetent as a Minister. In view
of the fact that the Minister is un-
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reliable I can only repeat that the
proper course would be for the
Minister to resign.
OMBUDSMAN.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-I have to announce to
the House that I have, at 2 p.m. this
day, administered to John Vincent
Dillon, the Commissioner for Administrative Investigations, the oath
required by section 10 of the
Ombudsman Act 1973.
PETITIONS.
MOTOR CYCLE THIRD-PARTY
INSURANCE.

Mrs. GOBLE (Mitcham) presented
a petition from certain citizens of
Victoria praying that the House take
such action as it may to -institute an
investigation into the justification of
the $35 increase in motor cycle
third-party insurance. She stated that
the petition was respectfully worded,
in order, and pore 91 signatures.
It was ordered that the petition
be laid on the table.
YALLOURN TOWNSHIP.

Mr. AMOS (Morwell) presented a
petition from certain citizens of Victoria praying that the House, in view
of recent circumstances and events,
take such action as it may to reverse
the decision of the Government in
adopting the recommendation of the
Public Works Committee for the
demolition of the Yallourn township.
He stated that the petition was
respectfully worded, in order, and
bore 2,016 signatures.
It was ordered that the petition
be laid on the table.
PAPERS.
The following papers, pursuant to
the directions of several Acts of
Parliament, were laid upon the table
by the Clerk:Entertainments Tax-Repor.t of the Commissioner of Entertainments Tax for the
year 1972-73.
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honorable member for Morwell, now
seeks to debate a Government
decision made some time ago. I am
somewhat concerned whether this is
a proper subject for a motion under
Standing Order No. 8B. The action
or inaction complained of is probably
not of such recent occurrence that the
honorable member for Morwell would
not have had the opportunity during
the debates over the past couple of
weeks of raising the matter. Before
ruling upon the admissibility of the
motion, I am prepared to hear limited
argument.
Mr. AMOS (Morwell).-Only last
week, on 19th October, an advertisement, supposedly inserted by the
State Electricity Commission, advertising the sale for removal of nine
houses in the Yallourn area, was published in the Latrobe Valley Express,
a newspap·er circulating in the area.
The recommendation to confirm the
correctness of the State Electricity
Commission's decision to destroy the
Yallourn township was made by the
Public Works Committee in 1971.
However, information that has
become available and policy changes
that have taken place have been more
recent and I have not had the opportunity of bringing the rna tter to the
attention of the House before today.
YALLOURN TOWNSHIP.
I could not present the facts during
Mr. AMOS (Morwell).-I desire the debate on the Budget or during
to move the adjournment of the the Address-in-Reply debate. Certain
House for the purpose of dis- information was not available to me
cussing a definite matter of urgent last week and became available only
public importance, namely, the as a result of meetings which I
failure of the Government to prevent attended during the week-end.
the current dismantling or removal Because the State Electricity. Comof houses in the Yallourn township, mission is now advertising the sale
in view of the changed economic for removal of homes in Yallourn
circumstances concerning the utiliza- and the numbers on the waiting
tion of brown coal in the Latrobe list for Housing Commission homes
Valley.
in the area are increasing-this inforThe SPEAKER (the Hon. K. W. mation became available only last
Wheeler).-! thank the honorable week-it is important that the matter
member for Morwell for supplying should be reviewed or debated now.
me, at an early hour, with
Accordingly, because I did not have
a copy of the motion he has now the information before today, because
moved. The terms of the motion, the State Electricity Commission as
which honorable members will now late as last week lodged the advertisehave before them, indicate that, in ment for the sale of these homes, and
view of changed circumstances, the because of the changes which have

Land Conservation Act 1970--Final recommendations of the Land Conservation
Council with respect to the bal,anced use
of public lands in the South Gippsland
study ·area, distri'Ct 1.
Public Service Act 1958-Public Service
(Public Service Board) RegulatrionsRegulations amended-Nos. 546 to 553
(eight papers)
Statutory Rules under the following Acts:Agricultural Lime Act 1958-No. 290.
Fruit and Vegetables Act 1958-No. 283.
Fertilizers Act 1958-No. 290.
Health Act 1958-No. 287.
Local Government Act 1958 -No. 293.
Melboum·e :and Metropolitan Board of
Works Act 1958-No. 286.
Metric Conversion Act 1973-Nos. 284
and 285.
Stamps Act 1958-No. 292.
Stock Foods Act 1958-No. 291.
Supreme Court Act 1958-No. 294.
Vegetation and Vine Diseases Act 1958No. 288.
Town and Country Planning Act 1961Ciity of Echuca Planning Scheme, Amendment Nos. 14 :and 16, 1972 (two
papers).
Shire of Momington Planning Scheme,
1959-Amendment No. 81, 1972.
Town of Stawell Planning Scheme, 1963
-Amendment No. 3, 1972.
Transport Regulation Board-Report for the
year 1972-73.-0rdered to be printed.
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taken place since 1971 and which
have only just come to my attention,
I am now attempting to raise the matter in the House.
Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of
Education) .-At page 364 of the
seventeenth edition, May states
clearly that a matter raised on a
motion for the adjournment of the
House must be definite, must not
be couched in general terms, must
be not offered when facts are in
dispute or before they are available
and must not involve hypothetical
circumstances. On those grounds, I
do not suggest that the motion is out
of order.
On page 365 May states that the
matter of the motion must be of recent occurrence and raised without
delay. The decision on the Yallourn
township was taken approximately
three years ago. The honorable member for Morwell suggested that the
facts did not come into his possession
until recently, but May states quite
clearly-

Township.

houses in the Yallourn area. This
action surely indicates that the commission has now decided to proceed
with its policy of displacing people
from their homes in Yallourn.
Therefore, it becomes urgent and
relevant that the matter should be
discussed by this House and that the
honorable member for Morwell should
be permitted to state why the
commission should desist from this
policy when it appears as recently as
last Saturday to have carried out the
recommendations made by the Public
Works Committee in 1971.
It is of no use for the Deputy
Premier to point out that the honorable member for Morwell has had
time in the past to raise the matter.
Nothing has occurred until recently
to suggest that the commission
was prepared to carry out this
Only now has conclusive
policy.
evidence become available that the
commission intends to carry out this
policy, and the honorable member for
Morwell has not had the opportunity
If the facts have only been recently rein the past of discussing these recent
vealed, that does not make ·the occurrence events and the change in the comrecent.
mission's policy on Yallourn.
If this were not the case, it would be
The honorable member should be
possible to raise any matter under the
urgency motion procedure weeks, given the opportunity of debating the
months or even years afterwards. matter in the interests of the people
On the basis that the matter raised whom he represents in Yallourn, and
must be of recent occurrence and be he should not be hindered by the
raised without delay, and the fact Deputy Premier's interpretation of
that it does not make the motion the passage he quoted from page 365
admissible simply because additional of May.
facts have been revealed only
Mr. BALFOUR (Minister for Fuel
recently, I suggest that the motion is and Power) .-In discussing whether
out of order.
the motion was admissible you, Mr.
Mr. WILKES (Northcote).-I con- Speaker, pointed out that the motion
tend that the motion is in order contained the words " in view of the
because it complies with the require- changed economic circumstances conments laid down in May. In 1971 a cerning the utilization of brown coal
recommendation was made by the in the Latrobe Valley". I do not
Public Works Committee, but one is believe the circumstances have
not entitled to presume that the changed since the report of the Public
Government will act on the recom- Works Committee was presented. If
mendation.
Indeed, a statutory anything, particularly since the
authority such as the State Electricity decision was made to duplicate the
Commission is capable of changing Yallourn W power station, coal from
its policy frorh day to day, as it did that area is needed more than it was
last week when it decided to adver- before. Also, in the light of existing
tise the · sale for removal of certain fuel resources, it is desirable to win
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coal which is readily accessible and
not leave pockets of coal which later
will be difficult to win.
To the best of my knowledge, the
only houses that have bee·n offered
for removal from Yalloum or are
intended to be removed-Mr. DOUBE (Albert Park).On a point of order, Mr. Speaker,
surely the Minister is debating the
question.
Mr. BALFOUR (Minister for Fuel
and Power) .-I am not debating the
motion; I am answering the question that has been raised. So far as
I know, the only houses that have
been removed or that the State Electricity Commission intends should be
removed are those which are not considered economical to maintain.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! I informed the
House rt'hat I w.ould hear limited debate on whether this motion was
admissible. I ask honorable members
to direct their remarks to the question whether the motion is admissible.
Mr. GINIFER '(Deer Park).-Mr.
Speaker, the Deputy Premier Taised
a point of or-der on Which he addressed you and which you have not
yet resO'lved.
·Mr. WILKEs·.~No, he did not.
The SPEAKER.-Order! Possibly
the honorable member for Deer Park
did no.t hear exa ctly what ·the Deputy
Premier said. rube honorable gentleman did not Ta:ise a point of order.
Mr. BALFOUR {Minister for 'Fuel
and Power) .-I suggest that there
has not been a change ,in economic
circumstances which would revers·e
the dec'ision reached iby the Public
Works Committee.
Mr. WILTON {Broadmeadows).I listened ~carefuUy to both the
Deputy Premier and the Minister for
Fuel and ·P.ower. I appreciate your
desire, 'Mr. !Speaker, to hear ,aTgument on the question of admissilbiHty,
whireh is diffi.cult to resolve, particularly on t:he aspect of ,1Ji,me. The·
Deputy Prem'ier's statement that the
1
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mere ·fa1ct that the honorable member
for ·MorweH had :recently come into
possession of information which 1led
the 'honorable member to believe the
circumstances had changed 'is irrelevant .to the rpoint that the Public
Works Committee presented its report .in 1971. I submirt tthat the 'argument should be rejected. Before an
hono·rab'le rmember takes such a se·l1ious step as moving a motion for the
adjoum·ment of the House, he lis
obliged to test his rcase thor-oughly
to ensure that rit warr.ants discussion
by the House. Under the 'Standing
Or-ders, this is the appropriate manner in which such a question should
be resolved. It is diffi,cult for the
Chair, not knowing what the honorable member for Morwell desirres t:o
put to the House, to determine the
question of adm,issi'b'ility.
:Instead of presenting an argument
why the motion should no:t be ac~cepted, the 'M'inister for Fuel and
Power advanced the type of argu·ment whi·ch one would expect .the
Government to advance to justify its
decision to proceed with the project,
which involves the State rElectflidty
Commiss'ion. However, as 'I was requested .to assist the honorable ·member for Morwell 1in this debate, certain material has ibeen suppHed to
rme by the honora'b'le member. !From
the material it is clear that the State
Electricity Commission submitted to
the Public Works Committee a considerable amount of technical evidence which indicated that the commission was going to be involved in a
long-term programme; the year 2000
was frequently mentioned. I have
been informed that, after the Public
Works Committee presented its report
irt1971, the State Electricity Commission rmade. a decision whirch changed
the time factor for the removal of
YaHoum township· and as a result
t'he programme 'has been brought
forward to a mu,ch earrlde·r date.
I have also been told :that the
M'inister for Social Welfare, the Honorable W. V. 'Houghton, 'M.L.C., who
was forinerly a ·member of the Public
Works Committee, has ·said 'that jf
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the ,committee lhad been aware of b~own coal is not the key to Victhis ·change in poUcy at the Hme lit ~toria'·s power generation and that it
made its 'inquiry the !COmmittee might 'Will not continue to be a major
well have reached a different de- factor, this ·matter should not be
cision. The change in rc'ircumstances debated.
has 'been so serious 1!hat it has
Mr. DOUBE {·Albert .Park).-I wish
prompted one member of :the com~mit to bring two matters to your notke,
tee which rCOnducted the .inquiry to Mr. Speaker. 'Jihe fkst 'is tha:t, U
·make :that ·comment. ~he honorable there is any value in the assertion
me,mber for Morwell should be per- of the Mrinister of Health that memmitted to submit his case to the bers of the Oppos'ition must demonHouse and the Government should be strate that drcumSitances have
given an opportunity of answering changed, 1 refer you to the debate
it. ·With aU due respe,ct to you and which took place in this Parliament
your respons'ibil'ities, ·Mr. Speaker, on 22nd November, 1972, when a
the final arbiter of the question member of another place who is now
should be the House itself.
a Minister said that if it had been
Mr.
SCANLAN
(Minister of ·known that the required capadty of
Health) .-As the ·Minister ·f\or Fuel Yallourn W power station would
and Power has col'recdy pointed out, be doubled, the Public Works
the question whi·ch you must resolve Committee might have come to
Mr. Speaker, and on whi,ch you are a different decision. The honorable
seeking .guidance, js the interpreta- gentleman clearly indicated that
tion of the wor.ds " in view of the there were changed circumstances.
changed e.conomirc c'ircumstances con- If the case rests on that point,
cerning the utilization of brown coal which the Minister of Health raised,
in the Latrobe VaHey " which are there is in the honorable gentlepart of the motion of the honorable man's own words that a new
member for 'Mor.weH. The OI'Iiginal set of circumstances has arisen.
report of the Public .Works Commit- I remind you, Mr. Speaker, thart tJhe
tee took into a'ccount projections of Deputy Leader of the Oppos,iitrion
the State Electridty Commission up made this quotati'OO from page 365
to tihe year 1995 ·which app·ear on of Maypage 6 of the report of t'he Publ'ic
The fact that a grievance is continuing is
Works Committee. The com·mittee not sufficient if it is not of recent occurrence.
also considered alternatives which 'Jlhe Deputy Leader of tile Opposition
may become apparent in the latter then rS!talted tJhat lthe Public Works
portion of this century in the Committee had oome to a decision
fields of nuclear energy rand natural on this matter app~oximately two or
gas. It ful'ly explored the rval'lious three years ago, but, as he poinrted
other alternatives and found that Vic- olllt, tlhat does not rrecessarily mean
,tol'lia would 'be hearvily reliant upon that the Government orr ltJhe State
brown coal un HI towards the end of Eliec't:Jricity Commission has come to
this century. .Jn order to have this a decis:i:on. On num·erou1s occ.asio'll's
motion debated 'in the House, mem- the Public Works Committee !has
bers of the Opposition must esrtabl'ish made a report to the House, the reclearly that there 'has been a change, port has been tabled and the· Governthat brown coal is no longer the key ment has lt!aken no ·action.
to power generation in Vi'ctoria and
·M.r. McCABE.-That is not correct.
that othe~" forms of energy are taking lit !has not happened on numerous
over. Only by establ'ishing that point
-they 'have had the opportunity of occasions--only occasionally.
DOUBE.-The·
honorable
Mr.
doing s<>---"can the House discuss the
motion. Members of the Opposition member and I differ 0111 the m·eanring
have had the opportun'ity of aUuding of 1:1he word numerous. I still say
to these matters but have not done it has occurred on nume·rous occaso. Until tlley can establiSh that sions. For example the Public Works
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Committee recommended that the
Lower Yan~a River crossing should
be in the £orrm of a tunnel, and that
recommendation was not aecepted by
the Govem·ment. It is of no use the
Deputy Premier saying :tJh'at because
the Public Works Committee reeomm-ended som:elthing three years ago a
member has had th~ee years in which
to raise objections. It is not so much
a m~atter of objections being raised
to the commilt'tee's recommendations,
as it is of objections being ~aised
to the action of the Govemmenrt in
implem·enting ilt.
The only evidence that has become
available over tJhe Y'ears on whether
the destruction of Y·aHoum was to
proceed was the publication of
notices in the local newspaper. No
one could have said with confidence
itha:t the Go:vemm·ent would accept
the recommendat1on of the Public
Works Committee. As soon as possible after rthe advertisement was
published in the newspaper the honorable member for Morwell moved
the adjournment of the House so that
the matter could be discussed. There
is no point in saying that it should
have been raised three years ago.
Mrr. WILKEs.-There is no legislation ;to show that the Government
wanted !to do this.
Mr. DOUBE.-Exactly. I invite
you, Mr. Sp,eaker, to consider
whether it would be possible for you
to name a date when the honorable
member could have raised this subject ; previously it was a matter of
a recommendaltion which should
have been ·accepted or rejected by
the Government and the State Electridty Comm•iss'ion.
Mr. GINIFER.-Or pidgeon-holed.
Mr. DOUBE.-Yes. No one was
bound to accept the recommendation of the Public Works Commilttee.
I suggest that the honorabl'e member for Morwell is in order in moving the adjournment motion because
he has done so on the fi~Sit obvious
indication thalt action was to take
place.
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Mr. TREZISE 1(Geelong North).-~I
agree with the honomble member
for Albe'rt Park. A recomm·endation
of a committee is nort nece,ssarily
accepted by a Government. In this
case the Government has not introduced legislation to implement the
recommendation of the committee.
The honorable member for Morwell
would be failing in his duty as the
local m·ember if he did not raise this
matter. I also contend that the
Minister for Fuel and Power is failing
in his Ministerial role if he does not
explain to the people of Morwell
as he claims that they have
nothing to worry about. By trying
to sweep the debate under the
oarpet, thie Minister i·s denying his
right to ·explain to the people if he
can that their concern, which will be
voiced by the honorable member for
Morwell, has been misplaced.

The Deputy PJ'IemieT quoted from
1\IIay and pointed out lbhat the sub-

jrect-ma!t'ter of .the motion must be
definilte ·and niQtt hyprot:hetioal. I contend that the subj'ect-matter is
surely definite and not hypothetical.
The whole ma:tter !has been sparked
off nO't by whalt has occurred in recent months but by an adverti.semenlt in the local newspaper last
Saturday. It has been simmering for
many ye~s in Yalloum but :the advertisement mised nrort only the conc·em of the honorable member for
Morwell but al·so the ire of the
people in the area. So much so 'l:lhat~
as the honorabl·e membeT said, in recent days protests have been received
in the area.
Again, the recommendation of a
committee is not necessarily adopted
by the Government of the day. The
honorable member for Morwell would
be failing in his duty if he did not
raise !the matter on behalf of his
constituents, and :the MiniSJter will be
tacking in responsibility if he does
not explain to the MorweH electorate-more so than to Parliamentthat the honorable member for Marwell was perhaps mistaken in his
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remarks about the people and the
houses. If the people are getting " off
their bikes " unnecessarily, they will
be pleased to be so informed. This is
without doubt a matter of urgency
which was sparked off last Saturday
since this House last met.
Mr. McCABE (Lowan).-I submit
that the motion should nott be debated. The Deputy Leader of the
Opposition stained that people were
being displaced f~om tJheir homes.
That is not oorrect. I understand
that the houses are vacant and ~hat
the adtion now be1ng taken is part of
a pl1an that ha•s been going on in the
area for some yea~s. If the report is
chlecked it will be seen that in 196970, 50 houses were d~opped.
Mr. WILTON {Broadmeadows).I rise 'to a po:int of o:rder. As I said
before, I app·redate the desire of the
Oha.ir Ito hear argumenJt on the admissibil'ity of the motion, but I submit that the honorable membe·r for
Lowan is now debating. the subjectmatter. The only matlter before the
House 'is whether the motion is admissibl·e, not :the subject-matter.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order!
I uphold the
point of order, and I again ask honorable m•embe:r.s to debate the admissibililty of the motion, not the subject-m,atter.
Mr. McCABE {Lowan).___:I thought
I was · in order in answering the
arguments put ~orward. The honor.;
able member ~or B~oadmeadows
drew a red herring across the ltrail
when he mentioned thlat a m1ember
of the comm:ittee which broughrt
down the rel·eVlant report stated thalt
he would have changed hi.s mind if
he had heen in possession of further
in~ormation. I believe the m·en!tion
of fumher mform,ation makes the
mat1ter relrevant.
The honorable
member did not say when or
where this Statement was made.
The same treatment was handed out
to the Minister of Health. No dates,
times or Hansard page numbers
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were quoted. My final point, Mr.
Speaker, is that the honorable member for Morwell, who has been the
representative of that area during
the whole of the period in which the
inquiry was conducted, did not take
the oppovtunity of giving evidence
to that inquiry.
Mr. GINIFER (Deer Park).---~I suggest that the remarks of the Deputy
Premier concerning a lapse of time
before the presentation of the Public Works Committee's report should
be re-examined and that the fac:ts
should be viewed in their proper
context.
The Public Works Committee does
not report to this House or to
another place. It reports to the
Governor in Council, and the Executive determines whether action
will be taken on the recommendations that are made. The first
tangible evidence that action has
been taken by the Executive on this
report of the Public Works Committee has been the calling of tenders
in the press for the dismantling of
houses. That nullifies the argument
advanced by the Deputy Premier.
I point out to the honorable member .for Lowan, that the Minister for
Social Welfare, the Honorable W. V.
· Houghton, who was a member of
the committee when the report was
submitted, said on 22nd November,
1972, as reported at pages 2338 and
2339 of Hansard! believe that if it had been known then
that the required capacity of the· Yalloum
West power station would be doubled, the
Public Works Committee may have come
to a different decision. I hope it was not
known at that time that the capacity of the
Yallourn West power station would be
doubled. I merely pose the question and
make the point.

I was a member of the Public Works
Committee when the re·commendation was made, and I wish to make
it clear that in the light of information supplied to me by the honorable member for Morwell today I
have grave doubts whether I would
now be a signatory to the report.
Further material which is available
needs to be examined.
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Mr. WILTON (Broadmeadows).Mr. Speaker, I wish to make a personal explanation. I have been misquoted by the honorable member.
The honorable member said that
I said that the Honorable W.
V. Houghton stated that if the
change of policy on the part of the
commission had been known he
might have come to . a different decision concerning Yallourn. I did
not say that Mr. Houghton would
have changed his mind. I said that
he had been quoted as saying that
the committee might have brought
down a different report. I did not
directly quote from the document
because it concerned a debate ·in
another place, and if I had done so I
would have been ruled out of order.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. ·H.
Wheeler).-I have 'listened carefully
to the arguments which have been
advanced. The honorable member for
Morwell has moved the adjournment
of the House for the purpose of discussing a definite matter of urgent
public importance, namely-
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tion of the honorable member for
Morwell, with one proviso. I will
permit dis·cussion on the recent house
removals and recent occurrences
which brought the matter to the honorable member's attention but I
the
will
preclude debate
on
1971 report of the Public Works
Committee.

Approval of the proposed discussion was indicated by the required
number of members rising in their
places, as specified in Standing Order
No. 8B.
Mr. AMOS '(Morwell).-At present, Mr. Speaker, many inquiries
are being made to the State Electricity Commission by people in the
Latrobe Valley concerning advertisements which have appeared in
the Latrobe Valley press calling for
the sale and removal of homes in
the Yallourn area. This is happening at a time when the demand for
housing is as high as, or higher than,
it has ever been. At :the same time,
advertisements calling for tenders
for the construction of homes for
the failure of the Government to prevent the Housing Commission in the Moe,
the current dismantling or removal of
houses in the Yallourn township, in view of Churchill and Morwell areas have
the changed economic circumstances con- appeared in the Latrobe Valley newscerning the utilization of brown coal in the papers. Tenders are being called for
Latrobe Valley.
the construction of seven homes in
I take it that the "current dis- the Morwell estate area and all
man;tling or removal of houses " re- honorable members know how
lates to advertisements which ap- difficult it has been to obtain tenders.
peared in the press last Thursday.
The Latrobe Valley Express of
The honorable member for Broad- 19th Octo her of this year, at
meadows said that if I ruled against page 23, advertised the sale
the motion I would be anticipating by tender of · nine
dwellings
what the honorable member for in the township of Yallourn. I do
Morwell intended to put forward, not wish to be in breach of your
but I can rule only on matters which ruling, Mr. Speaker, but I believe
are now in front of me.
it is important to bring to your
At page 365 of the seventeenth notice why the decision of the State
edition of May there is reference to Electricity Commission of Victoria. to
matters of recent occurrence and destroy Yallourn must be reviewed,
matters which should be raised with- and why recent events make that a
out delay, and if we were to take necessity.
into consideration the decision of
I realize that the Governor in
1971 and also the Public Works Com- Council accepted the recommendamittee's report that would be rele- tions of the Public Works Committee
vant. However, I do not believe it is on the Yallourn coal reserves inquiry.
relevant in this instance, and I there- Those recommend'ations were acfore rule that I will admit the mo- cepted on the basis of information
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supplied to the committee by the
State Electricity Commission and
evidence given to the commission by
other interested parties during the
inquiry. Again, I do not wish to
transgress your ruling, ·Mr. Speaker,
but in the report of the committee
there are two references to the fact
that the only real evidence on brown
coal and brown coal-fired power
stations that sould be drawn on was
the evidence of the commission. That
point is contained in the report.
The committee does not believe that
the commission was wrong or gave
false evidence, but no expert in the
field could be located to counter the
commission's evidence supporting
the destruction of Yallourn.
At this point I believe I would be
within your ruling, Mr. Speaker. Since
that time decisions have been made
by the State Electricity Commission
on matters which were not known
at the time of the inquiry. One has
a·lready been aNuded to in this debate
by the honorable members for Albert
Park and Deer Park. References were
made to the statement of ·Mr. Vasey
Houghton, M.L.C.-he is now Minister for Social Welfare - when
speaking to the Bill on the further
duplication of the Yallourn W power
station complex, .that if the committee had known certain facts at the
time of the inquiry the decision on
the Yallourn township could very
well have been different. One could
ask: What were those facts or
reasons which make the situation in
October, 1973, different from that
which obtained when the report was
made in 1971?
The objections raised at the 1970
inquiry by the State Electricity Commission to the use of Morwell coal,
for instance, instead of coal taken
from beneafh the town of Yallourn to supplement the coal
from the Yallourn field were
that if more than 30 million tons of
coal were used, the establishment of
a second major power station on the
Morwell open cut in addition to the
Hazelwood power station would be
prejudiced. That objection is no
Mr. Wilbon.
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longer valid because of the decision
of the commission to duplicate the
Yallourn W complex and to open up
the Loy Yang coal ·field instead of
establishing such a power station.
Objection was also taken because it
would be necessary to increase the
capacity of the inter-connecting railway, which is used to transport Yalloum coal to Morwell for briquetting.
That objection is no longer valid.
These are the objections which
were raised at the inquiry. They are
no longer valid, because in the longer
period of time available, up to the
year 2010, it is now possible :to transfer the necessary amount of coal at a
tonnage each year within the cap acity of the present inter-connecting
railway. An objection was made on
the ground that it would be necessary to incur the cost of establishing
additional coal-winning plant at Marwell. That objection also is no longer
valid because the east field now must
be opened in any case. The decision
to open the east .field was made after
the Public Works Committee inquired
into the coal reserves in the Latrobe
Valley. The increase of the coal-winning capacity required at ·Morwell
can be compensated for by a corresponding reduction in the amount
of coal-winning plant in the east field
when it is established. That is one of
the reasons why that objection can no
longer be valid.
Objection was also raised because
the higher boiler fouling properties
of ·Morwell coal would cause large
increases in operating costs. Again,
the objection is no longer valid, because from the time of opening of the
east field, Yallourn boilers will be
converted for and operating on east
field coal of a comparable fouling
index with coal from the Morwell
field. The difference is between ·13
for coal from the Morwell ·field and
·18 for coal from the other ·field. The
costly alterations which would have
to be carried out to the boilers at
the Yallourn power station will have
to be done in any case when the
Yallourn east field is opened· up and
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the power stations are using a mixture of Yallourn east field coal and
coal from beneath the Yallourn township.
Mr.
SCANLAN {Minister of
Health) .-I rise to a point of order.
In reference to the east field and its
utilization, I seek your clarification
and guidance, Mr. Speaker, because
this is a very complicated debate involving an appreciation of the
decision which you have given. The
honorable member has alluded to the
east field and stated certain facts
about that field and its further development. I submit that the subject of
the east .field, its future development
and the cost benefit survey and analysis were extensively and exhaustively discussed by the Public Works
Committee in its report in 1971.
Am I to take it that the honorable
member will be permitted to lead
certain information on the east .field
and its economic viability, and that
the Government cannot indicate on
behalf of the Public Works Committee that the very aspect to which the
honorable member has alluded is one
which was given full consideration
by the committee? If the honorable
member is quoting ·figures, do they
indicate any variation from the facts
and figures which were presented to
the Public Works Committee at the
time of its inquiry?
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order!
The point of
order of the Minister of Health is
well taken. I uphold it. I made a
ruling and asked all honorable members to keep strictly within its terms.
I know it may cause some difficulty
to honorable members in putting
their cases, but I ask them to restrict
their remarks to the ruling which I
gave.
Mr. AMOS .(Morwell).-Thank
you for your guidance, Mr. Speaker.
I suppose I also ought to thank the
Minister of Health, because he directed my attention to the need
for me to clarify the reasons why I
was alluding to that portion of the
inquiry carried out by the Public
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Works Committee and its relevance
today to the reasons why the Government should urgently review the
State Electricity Commission's decision to demolish further homes in
the Yallourn township and thus destroy the town.
In the brown coal ·fields in the
Latrobe Valley there are 85,000 million tons of coal. Under the township
of Yallourn there are approximately
128 million tons of coal.
The
State Electricity ·commission has
now stated that the duplicated
Yallourn West power station and the
operating Yallourn West power station would use some 25 million
tons of coal a year, and that there
were 128 million tons of coal under
the township. That would represent
only five years' supply of coal. In
other words, it is proposed to destroy
a community-more than just streets
and houses - for five years' supply
of coal, when this could be obtained
from existing open cuts at no
extra cost.
The consideration given by the
Minister of Health, when. he was a
member of the committee, and other
honorable members to opening the
east field and using coal from that
source instead of destroying the Yallourn township was largely based on
cost. The State Electricity Commission put forward an argument on
how much more it would cost the
commission and the community if the
east field were opened and the Yallourn township were not destroyed.
On present values those costs vary
between $3 million and $6 million.
If one takes account of inflation-it
is difficult to do that in these times
- and of the 5! per cent interest
over 30 or 40 years, the sum of $39
million odd would be involved, because the State Electricity Commission had already cancelled out the
costs of establishing another town
like Yallourn.
I submit that the curse of inflation
has necessitated this urgency motion
today because the cost of replacing
Yallourn three years ago with a town
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of similar size, or of replacing homes
in Yalloum with similar homes in
other Latrobe Valley towns, has risen
dramatically since then. The price
the State Electricity Commission
placed on Yallourn was based on a
valuation carried .out by one of its
valuers. It was estimated that the
kerb-side value of the housing in Yallourn was $8 million,
and that all homes would need to
be replaced by the year 2000. Recent
surveys and investigations suggest
that even allowing a conservative
estimate of $10,000 for each block
and a further $10,000 for each residence for the cost of providing facilities
and amenities in the town, and $20 a
square foot for every square foot of
commercial and industrial floor
space, Yallourn would be worth
between $30 million and $40 million
on present-day standards. Therefore,
the arguments which could be accepted when the committee made its
report are not applicable today.
The cost to the community - not
necessarily to the State Electricity
Commission of destroying Yallourn is too great for the community
to bear. The savings are no longer
applicable, because the Yalloum east
field has to be opened in any event.
If one accepts the State Electricity
Commission's upper limits on .the
coal required by the year 2010,
another coal field will still have
to be opened. The cost to the community of replacing housing which
is now being utilized in. Yallourn will
necessitate this urgent review.
I · do not accuse the Minister for
Fuel and Power or the State Electricity Commission of attempting to
hide the facts. However, it seems
more than a coincidence that events
have taken place recently which suggest that certain persons in the commission are worried that the costs to
which I have referred will be brought
to the attention of the public, and
that the public will demand that
Yalloum should not be destroyed.
Recently I asked the Minister for
Fuel and Power whether the State
Electricity Commission intended to
Mr. Amos.
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increase the rentals of its homes in
Yallourn. The Minister replied that
to the best of his knowledge there
would be an increase of about $3 a
week. I later placed a question on
the Notice Paper and received a
more detailed reply from the Minister
for Fuel and Power, which indicated
that the present rentals of homes in
Yallourn would be increased by 25
per cent, which would mean a minimum increase of $2 and a maximum
of $3. The honorable gentleman said
that rents which ranged between
$16.60 and $18.90 would be increased
to between $18.60 and $21.90.
It is interesting to note that the
administrative costs of the State
Electricity Commission have been reduced, but rentals are still being increased. This is happening not long
after the commission announced that
it would grant $2,000 to certain residents of Yalloum to compensate
them for having to leave the town.
I again raised that matter· in the
House, and the ·Minister indicated that
he understood the State Electricity
Commission would pay this money to
certain residents of Yallourn.
I then placed a series of detailed
questions on the Notice Paper asking the Minister for Fuel and
Power1. Who made the decision to make this
compensation available and why?
2. When the decision was made and on
whose recommendation?
3. Why the decision was made to treat
employees residing in Yalloum differently
from people in other areas who are required
to move as a result of a Government or
semi-government decision?
4. How many employees in Yalloum
qualify for the payment and how many of
such employees have gross yearly incomes
in excess of $7,000, $9,000, $11,000, $13,000
and $15,000, respectively?
5. How many former Yalloum residents
qualify for the payment indicating whether
such former residents are still in the employ
of the commission?

The answer I received from the honorable gentleman indicated that 85
employees received a salary in excess of $7,000 per annum. A further
57 employees received a salary in
excess of $9,000 per . annum and
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would therefore qualify. Thirty-one
commission employees in Yalloum
who received a salary in excess of
$11,000 per annum and 11 employees
who earned more than $13,000 a
year would qualify for this handout payment of $2,000. Five employees of the commission earned
a salary in excess of $15,000 per
annum and would also qualify.
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push ahead with its development of
the Yallourn W power station, it
brought forward the destruction of
t:he township of Yalloum by ·some
twelve years. The destruction of
that well-planned and beautiful township, bringing immense hardship to
residents, has to take place by 1983.

The number of signatories on the
petition I presented earlier today inWhat I am attempting to illustrate dicates that many people who reside
to honorable members is that the in the Yalloum area do not wish to
State Electricity Commission, by in- leave Yallourn or see the State Eleccreasing the rentals for homes in tricity Commission destroy the townYallourn, is influencing residents on ship. Where else in the area could
low incomes to move away from Yal- they be housed? Only twelve years
lourn. The commission is making it from now honorable members will
difficult for people to live there be witnessing the total destruction
but employees who receive high of this beautiful township by the
incomes receive the nice, juicy hand- State Electricity Commission. The
out of $2,000.
No commission Latrobe Valley Express-the largest
employee is compelled to live circulating newspaper in the areain the township of Yallourn. How- of 12th October, 1973, published a
ever, in no other area of Govern- report of a deputation which waited
ment activity has a decision been on the Minister of Housing. Those
made by a Government instrument- present at the deputation included
ality or authority to compensate its the deputy manager of the State
employees in the way proposed. I Electricity
Commission,
Latrobe
submit that because of the facts ap- Valley. It was reported that the
pertaining to the decision to change deputy manager had informed the
certain policies, the State Electricity Minister of Housing that he and the
Commission .is trying to get rid of Minister for Fuel and Power had
Yallourn as quickly as possible. It is agreed that few Yallourn workers
bribing certain employees on high would be earning less than $90 a
incomes to leave Yalloum and mak- week.
The upshot was that the
ing it difficult for those on lower in- Minister of Housing and the
Minister for Fuel and Power agreed
co~es to rema~n living there.
to prepare a statement to be
What will happen in the Latrobe forwarded to the Premier and
Valley if the State Electricity Com- Treasurer asking him to point
mission plan goes ahead? Honorable these matters out to the Prime Minismembers should bear in mind that ter. The honorable gentlemen were
the policy change has occurred since referring to the construction of furevidence was given to the Public ther housing in the Latrobe Valley
Works Committee. The change will to. house those peop,le dispossessed
mean that Yallourn is phased out of their homes in the Yalloum towntwelve years ~arlier than at first ship.
expected. The Public Works ComThe Latrobe Valley Express of
mittee gave consideration to the
hardships involved in destruction of 12th October directed attention to
the community. The State Electric- the problem confronting Yallourn
ity Commission submitted to the residents, and an article written by
committee that the town would be Karl Shoemaker statedphased out up until the year 1995
The Premier, Mr. Hamer, is to be asked to
or 2000 and that at no stage would plead with the Federal Government to
change its conditions for renting of houses.
real hardship be incurred. However, Both
might decline.
when the commission decided to
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Every pressure has been put on the residents to leave Yalloum as soon as possible :
$2000 cash in ·hand ; increased rents. But
where will they go?

Township.

spite of the big demand for housing,
when the costs of moving are now
greater than before because of inflation.

The author is talking about other
I am sure honorable members who
areas in the Latrobe Valley where
these peop·le could live if housing have visited Yallourn agree it is ·a
were made available. It is interest- short-sighted policy to consider deing to note the reply received from stroying a township and a communthe Minister for Fuel and Power ity for the sake of five years' supwhen this matter has been raised ply of coal. Coal could be obtained
by me on previous occasions seek- elsewhere. I remind honorable meming information on the proposals of bers that I am talking about 128
the State Electricity Commission to million tons of coal under the main
provide extra housing in the Latrobe township area in a region where
Valley for it·s employees. The hon- 85,000 million tons of coal can be
found and won just as economkally,
orable gentleman repliedon present-day figures, as under the
No other agreement has been reached for
further housing of the State Electricity proposal of the State Electricity
Commission employees in the Latrobe Val- Commission to mine the coal from
ley.
under Yallourn.'
I refer to the housing situation in
If the Government is sincere in its
the Latrobe Valley as at 31st Aug- decentralization programme it canust, 1973. On that date there were not allow destruction of Yallourn to
106 applicants waiting for Housing take place. If the Government is
Commission homes in the Morwell sincere about the quality -af life,
areas; I 04 applicants waiting for about protecting environment, and
homes in the Moe area and 64 ap- about providing housing for as many
plicants waiting for homes in the Victorians as possible, it should not
Traralgon area, a total of 284 ap- allow the destruction to occur. I
plicants. The waiting period for a have already indicated that the posihome in Moe was 3 to 6 months, in tion has changed dramatically. QualTraralgon 12 months, and in Morwell ity of life issues have been raised
6 to 9 months for a 2 or 3-bedroom in Parliaments throughout the Comhouse. That information indicates monwealth and these are real issues.
that on 31st August, 1973, there was What honorable members have to
a big demand for housing in the consider is not the bulldozing of
Latrobe Valley. The demand is houses or the destruction of elecincreasing.
tric light poles; the Government is
talking about destroying a communThe State Electricity Commission ity. The Government ·could provide
is now advertising in the local 100 houses in a paddock and force
newspapers calling for tenders
from people who wish to purchase people to live there but those people
for removal unwanted Yallourn would not constitute a community.
houses. The State Electricity Com- A community takes years to develop
mission ·is going ahead with the football teams, social clubs, schools,
destruction of Yallourn at a time recreational facilities, and all the
the
circumstances
have other things which go towards makwhen
changed ; when the economics of ing up a community. I submit to
coal winning from the east field honorable members that Yallourn is
have changed dramatically because the ideal community, and that it canthe commission has now decided not be replaced overnight. I imto open the east field and to divert plore the Government to give this
the Morwell River. The State Elec- mo:tion due consideration, and I urge
tricity Commission is proceeding it not to go ahead with the proposal
with the destruction of Yallourn in to destroy the township of Yallourn.
Mr. Amos.
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Mr. BALFOUR '(Minister for Fuel
and Power.-1 have listened with interest to the honorable member for
Morwell, who has not, in my view,
supported the argument that this
motion is urgent. The honorable
member has not illustrated the effect
of changed economic circumstances
surrounding the utilization of brown
coal in the Latrobe Valley. It is
right to say that in the early 1920s
the township of Yalloum was established at its present location because there was no communication
with any other outside place. It was
also well known that it was located
on top of very good coal. Arguments were advanced at that stage
that the township should be located
farther to the west. However, it
was established in its present location with the full knowledge that
at a later date the township would
be moved to allow the coal under
it to be won.
In 1944 it was indicated that the
time had come when the coal would
be needed. Tn 1961 it was stated
that a decision had to be made on
when the town should go. Laterabout 1965-the State Electric.ity
Commission decided that the town
should go, but the Government referred the matter to the Public
Works Committee which reported
on the correctness of the decision
made by the commission. The report of the committee was approved
by both the Government and the
commission. Ever since then the
people of Yalloum have known of
the decision and that at some stage
the town would go.
When I introduced legislation to
provide for the erection of two additional sets at Yalloum W power
station, the House was informed that
this would change the timing for
the shifting of the township of Yallourn. Instead of the first residents
being required to move about 1983,
the first houses would be required to
be shifted by 1979. This brought
things forward but the decision to
duplicate Yalloum W power station
substantiated the evidence placed
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before the Public Works Comthat
the
coal
under
mittee,
the
township
must be
won.
The coal requirements ,f.or Yallourn
stations and poss'ibly the .Morwell
briquetting works, consider.ing Jthe
useful 'life of these stations, will be
about 600 million tons. Currently the
south field ~contains appro~imately
220 milHon tons, the south-eastern
a·rea approximately 70 million !tons,
the east field about 180 ·million tons,
whilst under the town of Y·alloum
there is appro~imately 128 million
tons.
The honorable member for Marwell suggested 'bhat the coal under
the town would 'last for only four
or five years. On the antidpated
usage of 15 to 20 miUion tons a year,
the ~coal under the town would 'last
for ten to t'hi·rteen years. lit was a'lso
suggested that the ~coal,in the eastern
field should be used before rt:he coal
under the town. This would cost
approximately an additional $6 million to $8 million. It would be more
desirable to use the coal under the
town first and then proceed to open
up the east field, which is situated
across the Morwell River.
Although the honorable member
for Morwell spoke about inflation, the esti·mated cost-approximately $40 mi'llion-of leaving the
·coal under the town and bringing dn
supplies fr.om other pla'ces, is still
~much the same today. On due refle·ction I bel'ieve the decision to remove
1t!he town of Yalloum was right and
pr-oper and was substanNated !by the
report ·of ·the ·PubHc Works Committee. Nothing has happened in the interim to change the ci11cumstances
which ex:isted at the ,t;i·me of the
·committee's repor.t.
The debate has been prompted by
the proposed ·re·moval of nine houses
which are beyond repair. For some
yea·rs, there has been an arrangement
between the State 'Electricity Commission and 1the YaUourn Town Advisory Oounoil that when a house
·rea,ches a ~certain condition, w.itih the
approval of the council, the house
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can be removed. A number of houses
have been so removed. People who
have required homes have 'been
brought into Yallourn and the commission has carried out the maintenance of the town.
'J1he residents of YaUoum were
canvassed and asked Where they
wished to go, 'Whether they wished
to move to an adjoining town, build
their own home, rent a house, purchase a commission home for
removal to an adjoining town, accept
low-rental accommodation and so on.
The survey has :been completed and
the local people have indica ted their
desires. Plans are now in hand rto
ensure that sufficient land is available
in adjoining towns so that tthey can
be housed. The State E'lectticity
.Com,mission makes no apology for
offering the residents up to $2,000 to
assist them wi1th removal e~penses.
An undertaking to this effect was
given by the com·m,ission, whi·ch is
now honouring its obligations.
Certain'ly, a problem has arisen
under the ne·w Commonwealth-State
Hous'ing Agreement in that people
earning more than a 'Certain income
cannot rent or purchase a Housing
Commission home. It is hoped by the
Minister of Housing, tihe Prem1ie:r and
myself that the situation can be rectified by having the 1Latrobe VaUey
area declared, as has been done with
other areas in Aust·ralia, as a spec'ial
hous'ing area. H ·may then be possible
for families with a maximum weekly
income of $120 to rent or purchase
a Housing Commission home.
·Mr. WILKES.-Why not do that
across the board?
Mr. BALFOUR.-It would be across .the board for the Latrobe Valley
but not for tihe whole State be·cause
the Federal Minister for Housing
does not Uke it. 'I understand t'hat
areas in South Australia and Westem Aust·ra'l'ia have been declared in
this way for par.Hcular purposes. It
w'iH not be restricted purely to State
Electricity Commission employees in
the· Latrabe Va'lley because other
.people in the a~rea would be eligible.
1
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11 think I
have covered most of
the points raised iby :Dhe !honorable
member for Morwell. He has told the
loca'l peop'le rtha t he will raise the
matter in the House and he !has now
honoured that obl'igaHon. The situation has not changed. Having accepted the fact that the town must be
moved, it is unsettling for YaHourn
residents to have the ·whole matter
raked over again. Decisions have
been ·made and 'communicated to the
people ·concerned, and they have accepted those de'Cis·ions. I assure the
House that the State Ele,ctricity Com'mission will make the removal of
the town as easy as poss,ible for t'he
local res'idents.

Mr. . WILKES {Northcote).-The
Minister has not answered the case
submitted by the honorable member
for Morwel'l. What pr.ompted the honourable .member to raise the matter
was the preparedness of 2,000 people
to sign a petition that was presented
to Parliament thi-s afternoon expressing their dissatisfaction with the
s'ituation. The death knell has been
sounded for :the township of Yallourn. Ya'llourn is a oom·munity with
commun'ity interests in sporting, cultural and many other ac·mv:ities. The
local people have enjoyed living
together in the township.
The actions of the State Electt~icity
Commission, which are supported by
the Government, ·conflict with rthe
Govern·ment's genera·l poHcy on decentralization. The M-inister for State
Development and De,centra:J,ization is
tramping around the State praying
for people to establish 'industries in
particular areas for the same reasons
that the residents of Yallourn want
to stay at Yal'lourn. It is a conflict
of interest and of Govem·menrt pol:icy
to permit the 'State Ele·ctricity Commission to ~condemn Y.allourn township to be razed to the ground.
If economic reasons exist for the
action, the Minister has not referred to them. H the commission
claims that this 'is tthe only way ~t
can save money or that it is talcing
this step because the Government
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has been taking $5 mill'ion doHars
a year, the ·comm,ission ought to be
honest and say so.
It is all very well .for the ·Minister
for Fuel and Power to say that when
Yallourn •was estab'lished in the 1920s
it was known that ult'imatte1y the
coal under ~the town .would be required. ·Much has happened in t'he
five decades since then.
The
town has grown and a community
spirit has developed. It ·may have
been projected 1in the 1920s :to obtain
coal from under the town, but many
things have happened since then, and
it is doubtful whether that coal is
really needed now. The ·coal could
probably be won just as cheaply
from adjoin'ing areas and therefore
it would be worth whi'le allowing
YaUourn to •rema,in as a community.
A shortage of houses exists in the
Lat:robe Valley as elsewhere throughout .the State, particularly in country
areas. In fact, th,ere 1is a .greater
shortage ,in the Latrobe VaHey because of the existence of many industries. It is somewhat .iron'ica1 that
with a shortage of housing in the
Latrobe Va'lley, t'he Government
should give its blessing to the State
Electricity Commission to destroy a
town ·which 'can pro~ide this necessary housing. No effiort has been
made by the Hous'ing Commission to
establish additional satellite towns to
take the place of Ya'llourn, and no
such effort wHl be made.
The Minister said that 1the new
Commonwealth-State Hous'ing Agreement-this is a result of the
attitude of the Federal Minister
for Housing-p1aced a limit of
$90 on the income of persons who
can purchase or rent Housing Commission homes, but It:he Government
would like to have the Hmit increased in the case of YaUourn. The
Opposition would like the situation to
be altered because circumstances have
changed since the $90 Hmit was imposed. The Opposition would SlllPPOrt
the Minister in having the limit in~
creased f.or the whole of Victoria.
However, that is not the real point.
With a shortage of houses, it is
politically and adm·inistratively stupid
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to .pull houses down. The Govern•ment ought to encourage a continuation of ·t'he ·community spi·rit that has
been developed at YaHourn.
The Opposition is 'Confused and
local people are confused at the
Government's attitude on the matter.
According :to recent press statements,
on 3rd October this year the M'inister .for Fuel and .Power made it
abundantly ·dear :that the Lurgi plant
at 'Morwell would reopen with a
small oil refinery and a chem·1ca1
plant. The Min'ister announced that
the ,comP'lex would use Bass Stradt
crude oil, brown ·coal briquettes and
natural gas and refinery off-gases as
feedstocks. ·Presumably, :this will o·c'Cur almost immediately in :the Latrobe Val'ley and therefore additional
industry and more people will be
encouraged to ·move to ·the area.
Under this s·cheme, \brown coal would
become less impo~tant and :therefore
it may be less ~important for the
S:ta te Electricity Com·m,ission to pursue its present poHcy.
'Phere seems to be some conflict
in the statements by the Minister on
this matter, because more recently
the honorable gentleman said that
the stage finaUy seemed to be set
for the conversion of ;the Lurgi plant
to a 7,500-barrels-a-day oil refinery
together with a chem•ical plant. How·
ever, only last Friday the new owner
of the Lurgi plant, ·M·r. Peter Hookway, was reported in the Latrobe
Varley Express as saying that the
o'il refinery idea had been scrapped,
that nothing was yet finalized
and would not be finalized for
He was
three or four weeks.
asked if he knew of a statement
coming from the Minister and he
said that he did not, nor did he know
what •it would conta·in. He said that
he did not think a stateme.nt could tell
the whole story although the 1\:iinister
for Fuel and Power 'is supposed to
have told the newspaper on the Friday that his state·ment would clear
up everything. One may ask: What
statement? The question is whether
there is going to be an .oil refinery
and if it wHl help to encourage
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industry 'into the area. If that is
Does lthe Minister still maintain,
proposed, the Government shoU'ld now thalt thes·e obj~ections of the
have ano:ther look at the State Sua:ne El eCt ricity Commi,ssion are no
Electricity Com·m·ission's policy of longer valid and it has been clearly
destroying a township and t!he poin'ted out !that ithere are only five
community that has developed. to seven years of coal underneath
The first objection raised by the Yalloum, thaJt it is worth destroying
State Eleotricity Commission alt t!he the town? If the Sltate EJ!ectridty
1970 inquiry was that if more than Commission disputes the estimate of
30 million tons or so of MorweU fiv,e to seven years and states that
coal welie used, irt would prejudice· tJhe coal unde:r the town of Yalloum
the estabHshm·entt of a steoond power will sus!t:Jain !the plant for ten to fifstation on the Morwell open cut in teen years, do·es it still consider
addition tto Hazelwood power s'ta;tion. that it is worth destroying the town
Th'is objection is no longer valid when there are other fields in the
because the State Eledtricity Com- area rthart could be developed? There
mission has decided to open the Loy has been insufficient planning and
Yang co,al field instead of establish- research by the State Electricity
Commission into other fields in
ing another power station.
the· area, becaus·e the Government
The second objection raised was has been milking the· oommis·sion
that it would be neC'es.s•ary Ito in- year after year since lt:Jhe lturn·o;ve·r
crease the .capacity of tihe inter-oorn- tax was inltr.oduced. However, that
neCiting railway which is us1ed to is no ·reason why the commission
transport Yal1oum coal to Morwell should continually harass the people
for briquetting. This objeCition is in Yallourn, insert advertisements in
also no longer valid because, in the the· local newspaper and ftorce people
longer period of time up to the year out of 'their homes in lthe way the
2010, it will be possible to transfer Government does with its freeway
the necessary tonnage of coal a year planning when it says, " We are gowithin the capacity of the present ing to build a freeway here. Get
railway.
out of your house." Then the GovernThe .third objection was that it ment does nothing about the matter
would be necessary :to incur the cost for three years. In the same way the
of eS11Jablishing additional coal-win- State Electricity Commission is desning plant alt Morwell. The State troying the incentive of the people
ElectriC'i!ty Commission can no longer of Yallourn to develop the town.
justify that obje·ction be·caus.e the
How do the Government and the
east field is !to be opened and the Stalte Electricity Commission justify
increased coal-winning cap·acilty required at Morwell can be comp·en- the additiOtllal oosts that will be imsated for by a oorre·sponding reduc- posed on people who have been dis:tiiOIIl in the amounlt of cool-winning placed in the YaUoum area? It is
plant in the easlt field when it is common knowledge that oosts have
escalated •astr.onomioally since these
establ'islred.
people first occupied their homes in
The fourth obJection rai·sed by the Yallourn, but !ll'crthing has been done
State Electr'icity Commission was to assist them. Honorable members
that the higher boiler fouling pro- I'lead a lot of " polly waffle " in the
perties of ·M:Oirwell coal would cause
large i!Ilcreases in ope·ralting costs. papers this moming about' what the
This objtecti:on is no looge·r valid Government intends ·to do to keep
because by thie time the east fie·ld tJhe price of land down, but this
is opened rthe Yallourn. boilers. will be eleventh hour decision by !the Govcooverted for and operalting on east ernment will not have any effect on
field ooal of a comp·arable fouling the people at Y.alloum who will be
fiorced to pay astronomical prices to
index.
1
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obtain other houses and to J}ehabili- of Yalloum and in the be:st in terests
1Jalte !themselves. The Minister says of the State of Victoria rthe House
that if the Government could be should accept the motion. moved by
induced to raise the maximum weekly the honol'1able member for MoirWell.
wage under which a Housing ComMr. McCABE '(Lowan).---~I oppose
mission tenant becomes eligible to the motion that the House do now
buy a commission house to $120 a adjourn because of the failure of
week the commission could sell the Govem·mrent to p~reven:t the curhouses to the unfortunate people rent dismantling or removal of
who are to be thrown out of their houses from the Y.al1oum township.
present homes, but neither the HousM·r. Ross-EDWARDs.-There is more
ing Commission nor the Minister of
Housing can guarantee that the com- to it than thalt.
mission will build ten houses in the
Mr. McCABE.-If t'he Leader of
Latrobe Valley this year, despite the the Oonntry Prarty had been in the
comments made by the Victorian House when you g·ave your dedsion,
Minister about the Federal Minister Mr. Speaker, he would realize that the
for Housing.
dthe1r parts of the original motion aTe
The .fact of the matter is that nOit :to be discussed in o0111neclt:ion
these people will not be ·able to ob- wtth the. neport by the· Public Works
tain O'thler houses in the Lat:r:obe Committee.
Valley if tthey are !thrown out of
I wish to put forward some
:their :homes. If by some ~remolte information which was not given
chance houses are availablie· ·thl'lough by the honorable member for
the private sector, these people. will Morwell or perhaps not referred
not be ~able to affor:d to buy thJem to by him. He did not say
because of ~he escalation in price1s of how many houses were advertised
property in the area caused by the as being available for removal
fact that there has been no control or whether tlley were e·mpty. Hooorby the Government.
able members were led to believe at
Members of the Opposition are one stage that pe'Op.Je we·re to be
saying tha!t no satisfac1tocy alte·ma- removed from these houses. The
tives are avra'Hable to these peopl·e. hon:o1rable member for Morwell did
If lthere were aJit:e·m~atives, i:t would not say thaJt .these houses were
be futile f.or us to argue this oase Vlacant, how long they had been emptoday. The altJem·atives have been ty, or whether they needed a lot of
poinrted out clearly by the honorable mainlteoonce and renovations to
member for Morwell in the excellent make them habitable again. He al.so
paper that he has prepared, from did not m·enltion how many of the
which I have quoted only one or people who expre:s,sed conce'm about
two pas·sages. The honorable· mem- this matter, when they had !tlhe· opber knows more about the position portunity to speak against the
at Y~alloum than any body else in proposal, gave evidence at the inquiry
this House·. lit is foolish and indeed that was held into it.
The decision to demolish the Y.almor:ally wrong for the Gove·mment
to ·allow the· State Eleeitricilty Com- loum township was not mrade overmiss:ioo to con!tinue to dismantle night. These people and everybody
houses o:r to put peop.le out of their concerned have k1nown since 1961
houses in the Y.aHoum area with a about this. Lt was in ~that year that
view Ito destl'1oying what the honor- this matter was fiTst bJ.'loughrt to Hghrt,
abl·e member for MorweH refers to as although it is .true that even !those
a community within an 1area--a com- who went to Yal1oum when !the town
pact community such as the Govern- was first built knew that the time
ment wants 1Jo ·achieve in its de- would come when they would have
centr:alization policies in other areas. to move because the town was built
In the beslt interests of the people on top of a first-cJass coal deposit.
1
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It has been stated that there are
During the debate the honorable
85,000 milli·on tons of proved and m- member ·£or Morwell sta.Jted tha't the
valuation of ·.the tO'wnship of Yalfer.r~d reserves of ooal in !the area.
Thlat figure has been quott:ed a111d it loum could be arrived at by valuing
is possibly correct; I certainly would the 1,000 houses at $20,000 each and
not query it. However, no informa- adding a fllil';ther $20 m'illit()ln ~or the
tion :has been giv:en on the pl'1actioal comm:erdal centre, m·aking a tortal of
difficulties of winning a large pro- $40 m'illion.
pol1:ion of .these IJ"ese:rves as a comMr. EDMUNDS.-It did not cost that
m•eroial proposition, parlticularly unmuch.
der the cur.rent economic circumSttances. There are the difficul~ties of
Mr. McCABE.-The hOJno'l'able
the exoessire o¥er-burden, thin member arriVled at that figure by
seams, the location of deposits under adopting $10,000 as the value of the
or near nat~al or man-made house and $10,000 for the servkes
feaJtures such as rivers and rn:ilway.s, provided. I· know how valuers arrive
and of course the difficulty of the at their valuations, and I am quite
town of Yallourn being built on the sure that rt:he figure was plucked out
deposits. The current estimate by the of tihe ait" by t:he m~embe·r for MorState Electri:city Commission of the well.
amount of coal that can be won unMr. DouBE.-How could the honder today's conditions is in the
vicinity of 10,000 million tons, which orable member be sure of tha't?
is no where near the figure of 85,000
Mr. McCABE.-I am quite sure
million that has been bandied around !Chat ttlhis House should and will rethis House.
ject ~his m~otion.
When ~he Yalloum plant w·as built
Mr. GINIFER '(Deer Park).-I supit was designed to burn ooal from port the honorable member fior Morthe Y·a:Uoum ·seam because !technical well in his comments on the motion
problems and operating difficulties for the adjournment of the House
would arise rif coal from thie Mo'l'well and in doing so perhaps it would be
seam was used. One of fue main .ob- desirable for me to examine one or
jections Wtas the high fiOuling index two of the matters referred to by
of the coal from the Morwell seam. the honorable member for Lowan.
I inform Jthos:e !honorable members The honorable member referred
who do not understand or who have to the situation which obtained
not taken !the trouble to l1eam the in 1961, but I point out that
facts that the Hazelwood powell' sta- about 60 years ago the original
tion, which burns coal from the Mar- planning policy of the State
well seam, is out of oomm•issiJon for Electricity Commission provided that
seven days iJn. every ~our montths .:for Yallourn should be built and evencleaning, ·and this .costs $7,500 fior tually would be razed so th~t coal
each cleaning operation.
Bland deposits beneath the township could
statements that coal wi:thout :the be extracted.
same fouling content can be used,
However, today's values are
that there are methods of eliminating the cleaning p·I'1oce.ss or that different, and it is necessary that
the•re are technical methods of cl·ean- decisions which are· taken should not
ing .the planJt have been made but be based only on material considerano details of h10w thes1e p~:r-ooes1ses tions. Regard must be had to the
can be implemented have been sociological aspects of decisions. I
given. The value of the coal under think it is fair to say that the judgYallourn has, durilllg this. debate, ments which have been reached by
been estimated art $40 million, but the· State Electricity Commission are
this figure does not include !the cost based solely on a material considera.:.
of trransporting the othe1r coal and tion of the value of the· coal which
lies beneath Yallourn. It is also fair
the difficulties associa:ted with it.
Mr. McCabe.
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to say that any decision to dismantle and remove homes should be
a matter of serious consideration.
There is a shortage of housing in
the Latrobe Valley, and -having regard to the escalation in the value
of homes I think 'it will be found that
the Federal Government will be
asked to give special consideration
to the provision of homes there. Any
action concerning the housing needs
of people who are now at Yallourn
will involve a change of policy by
the Government of Victoria. A person who earns more than $90 a
week is disqualified from obtaining
a house from the Housing Commission. This is an ·unrealistic figure~
An article in the Latrobe Valley
Express of 12th October, referring
to a deputation to the Minister of
Housing, statedMoe Council had a deputation to the
Minister for Housing last week and came
away shocked.
They were told that the State Electricity
Commission workers earning more than $90
a week were not eligible to rent Housing
Commission houses.
The deputation had given· figures showing
that 138 Yallourn families wanted to rent
houses in Moe areas. Another 100 families
wanted to buy or rent flats in Moe. Moreover, 185 families were looking to buy land
in Moe.
·
The crunch must have come when the
State Electricity Commission Deputy Manager (Latrobe Valley) Mr. Black, told the
Housing Minister that very few Yallourn
State Electricity Commission workers would
be earning under $90 a week.

The argument of the Premier in
attempting to obtain special consideration of housing needs in the
Latrobe Valley is weak.
The
Federal Government is well aware
that there has always been a
deliberate plan to raze the township
of Yallourn. The article continuedTypical political duckshoving followed.
The Premier, Mr. Hamer, is to be asked to
plead with the Federal Government to
change its conditions for renting of houses.
Both might decline.
PUSHING LUCK.

The State Government could do this itself
because the Housing Commission is state
controlled. Apparently it doesn't want to
lose the millions the Federal Government
has allocated for housing in Victoria.
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Yet the Housing Minister, Mr. Dickie, publicly refused to accept the allocation for
weeks after it was offered because of the
strings attached.
The main string was that 30 per cent. of
Housing Commission homes built in the next
five years had

There has been a vast change in
property values and the need for
housing in rural Victoria and it is
important that more attention should
be paid to human considerations and
less to material considerations.
Yallourn has always been a model
town. It contains excellent amenities. It has kindergartens, primary
and
technical
schools,
elderly
people's clubs, and a central shopping centre. Between 28 and 30
teachers who work in the Latrobe
Valley area live in the township.
That is a matter which will cause
great difficulty. If the present
accommodation of teachers is removed, very considerable strain will
be placed on the resources of the
Teacher Housing Authority.
·
It will appear to honorable members that my attitude to this motion
is different from that which I
adopted at the time of the presentation of the report of the Public
Works Committee. That is true, and
it has been brought about by my
realization that involved in this
matter are social questions which far
outweighed the commercial value of
coal deposits beneath Yallourn.

Mr. WILTON ~Broadmeadows).1 thought the Government would call
more members to support it in its
stand against this motion, but
apparently the Minister could muster
support only from the honorable
member for Lowan.
The Government has once more
demonstrated the way in which it
treats the citizens of Victoria. The
Government is completely heartless
and mercenary. It is concerned only
with dollars and cents and completely ignores human elements
which are involved in various
problems.
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In an underhanded and devious
way, the Government has restricted
the operations and planning programmes of the State Electricity
Commission by imposing upon that
authority the most inequitable form
of taxation which can be devisednamely, a tax on its gross income.
Although the commission has paid
millions of dollars into the Consolidated Fund, it is forced, as a
result of this tax, to curb its operations and deal with many problems
apart from those associated with
meeting the demand for power
within Victoria.
It is essential for the Government
to pay more regard to human values.
It is not enough for a bureaucratic
Government to deal with a problem
such as that facing the town of
Yalloum by merely saying, " The
most economic way is to destroy it.
Get out the bulldozers and go ahead ".
Surely the citizens of this State
should be considered. If they are
not to be considered, what is the
purpose of having a Government?
The welfare of citizens is the first
concern of any Government. It is
certainly more important than
destroying a town in order to extract
coal.

The honorable member for Lowan,
in common with the Minister of
Health, the Minister of Public Works,
the Premier, and the Deputy Premier,
makes delightfully vague statements
and tells delightfully vague stories
about the economic factors involved.
He spoke vaguely of the overburden
and the maintenance and cleaning
of boilers, but surely he does not
expect the House to believe that,
with the mechanical monsters available today, and with the introduction
of so much mechanism into such
operations as cleaning boilersalthough there is a human element
involved-this problem is insuperable. That is rubbish. Over the
years the commission has had \T:ast
experience in converting to steam
generation the potential energy of
solid fuels and then converting it to
mechanical energy. For that reason
Mr. Wilton.

Township.

I do not think the honorable member
for Lowan can be serious when he
refers to the maintenance of boilers.
The commission has taken vast
strides-Mr. BILLING.-The workers are
always on strike.
Mr. WIITON.-That is a lot of
rubbish. The honorable member
should pay tribute to the people
who serve the State 24 hours a
day instead of sitting as a miserable excuse for a member of the
Government party and making
stupid interjections. He should
support the Minister for Fuel and
Power in an honourable manner
instead of running around like a
chicken which has lost its head.
The Minister for Fuel and Power
stated that the Public Works Committee reported on this matter. On a
previous occasion honorable members heard a Liberal Party member
of the committee making certain
observations that indicated he be. lieved the committee might have
brought down a different report.
What opportunities have honorable
members had of discussing that
report? The Public Works Committee
does not report to Parliament; it
reports to the Governor in Council.
If the Minister wants to justify his
policy on the evidence submitted to
the committee, he should have
ensured that Parliament could discuss the report.
The State Electricity Commission
has changed its policy as a result of
materially updating its expansion
programme involving the installation of more generating equipment
and the opening up of new areas for
the winning of coal. This has
changed the whole question of the
removal of the Yallourn township.
It would be a good opportunity for
the Government to plan development
of Yallourn on the basis that the
township could remain undisturbed.
The Government should now say,
" We will not take the easiest
course because human elements are
involved and citizens are entitled to
some consideration ". The technical
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expertise, capabilities and resources
of the commission should ensure that
the necessity to remove the township
no longer exists, and other means
could be found to secure new fuel
for the commission's generating
plant for the foreseeable future.
Most planning authorities believe the
" foreseeable future , to be the year
2000. If that is so, a reasonable
compromise could be agreed upon.
It would have been interesting to
observe the Government's attitude if
the area had been represented by a
member of the Government party.
Honorable members have observed
many gymnastics in the Government
ranks. All sorts of decisions have
been made to preserve the interest
of the community, but in this case
the Government has wiped its hands
of the people in the Yallourn township and they will be left to fend
for themselves. The only person prepared to go in to bat for them is the
honorable member for Morwell. I
congratulate him for moving this
motion. It is his purpose to bring
before Parliament the matters which
concern his constituents, the human
beings that he represents, not the
acres of land or the tons of coal in
the area.
Members of the Opposition put
people before coal. It is not beyond
the capabilities of the commission to
secure a supply of fuel from other
sources.
Perhaps an economics
argument could be put for increasing the charges for the supply of
energy by a few cents, but that did
not worry the Government when it
increased charges by the imposition
of a turnover tax on the State
Electricity Commission. The honorable member for Gippsland South
mentioned a figure of $6 million.
He is the big financier accustomed
to dealing in huge sums of this
nature.
Members of the Opposition would
like the Government to conduct its
affairs in a more honourable way.
Its fiscal policy is partly to blame
for the present situation and this
has made it difficult for the planning
Session 1973.-51
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authorities in the commission to
meet the demands for the production
of power. Members of the Opposition support the motion moved by
the honorable member for Morwell.
They know that the Government will
demand complete subservience from
its back-bench members and that the
motion will be defeated on numbers.
The result will be in accordance with
the Hamer philosophy of " Hamer
makes it happen,, Of course, he has
made it happen. He has made happen the destruction of the Yallourn
township. It is regrettable that this
House will see a repetition of a
Government act of using its weight
of numbers to defeat a motion without paying regard to the logic behind
it.
Mr.
SCANLAN ,(Min'ister
of
Health) .-The honorable member for
Broadmeadows spoke about gymnastics and made a number of other
statements· typical of him. He suggested that one of the "Hamer
happenings, was the destruction of
the Yallourn township. When a
study is made of gymnastics in the
ranks of the Opposition and of the
destruction of the Yallourn township, surely it is obvious that one
party in this Parliament is responsible. It goes without saying that
that party is the Australian Labor
Party, which has traditionally supported the State Electricity Commission's policy which has been spelt
out in its policy statement. This was
quite specific and it said that the
winning of coal in the town of
Yallourn seemed likely after the year
1995.
Mr. WILTON {Broadmeadows).1 rise to a point of order. The
Minister of Health should indicate
the name of the document to which
he is referring.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! Will the Minister
state the nature of the document?
Mr.
SCANLAN
(Minister
of
Health) .-1 am referring to the policy
statement of the State Electricity
Commission made in August, 1961,
that it aims at the gradual attrition
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of the town over the next 40 years
and the establishment of housing
accommodation on the basis of
public and private interests. The
Government recognizes the correctness of the decision of the State
Electricity Commission to remove
the town of Yallourn in stages as
required by the progressive development of the Yallourn open cut. That
policy of the commission is stated
clearly and emphatically. It has
been adopted by the Government on
the recommendation of the Public
Works Committee.
Mr. WILTON (Broadmeadows).-I
rise to a point of order. I submit that
the Minister of Health is deliberately
flouting the ruling which you clearly
made at the outset of this debate,
Mr. Speaker, that you were prepared
to allow the honorable member for
Morwell to move his motion, with
the specific qualification-you spelt
it out in clear terms-that clearly
prohibited honorable members from
discussing the Public Works Committee inquiry or the policy of the
State Electricity Commission in 1961.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order.
I uphold the
point ·of order. The Minister must
debate the motion as ruled.
Mr.
SCANLAN
(Minister of
Health) .-It is not my intention to
allude to that report. It is irrelevant
and unnecessary to the debate, but
it is important to remind the House,
when reference is made to gymnastics in the ranks of the Government
and of dereliction of duties mentioned by the honorable member for
Broadmeadows, that the honorable
member for Deer Park was a member of the committee which inquired
into the matter and which made
certain recommendations that determined Government policy.
The
report was studied by the Government and the recon1mendations have
been implemented.
Mr. WILTON (Broadmeadows).-I
rise again to a point of order. I
point out in all fairness that the
Minister of Health is behaving in a
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most disgraceful manner. He is
deliberately flouting the Chair. I
appeal to the Deputy Premier to
intervene and preserve the dignity
of this Parliament.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! I ruled at the outset that honorable members should
not refer to the policy of 1961 or
to the report of the Public Works
Committee. The debate should be
confined to the dismantling or
removal of houses in the Yallourn
township, in view of the changed
economic circumstances concerning
the utilization of brown coal in
the Latrobe Valley. I ask the
Minister of Health to return to the
debate in the terms that I have ruled.
SCANLAN
(Minister
of
Mr.
Health) .-Of course, Mr. Speaker.
Members of the Opposition have
suggested that the Government has
acted underhandedly and deviously.
However, honorable members know
who are the members of this
Chamber who act underhandedly
and deviously.
The honorable
member for Broadmeadows referred to royalties and taxes
imposed
by
the
Government
on the State Electricity Commission.
Of course the Government finds it
necessary to levy these taxes! It
would agree with the honorable
member for Broadmeadows that
taxes should not be levied in some
areas. But they mus't be because of
the policies of the Commonwealth
Government.
If that Government
adopted a realistic attitude, the
State would not have to impose the taxes to which the
honorable member alluded. Wha't
Victoria wants from the Commonwealth Government is co-operation
in the spirit of Federalism, not
policies which are destroying the
nation.
The honorable member for Broadmeadows said that the way the Government solved any problem was to
send in the bulldozers. I remind him
that the bulldozers would never have
gone into Yallourn if the Australian
Labor Party members of the Public
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Works Committee had seen fit to
make different recommendations
when they had the opportunity.
Despite the ·magnificent concepts of
the honorable member, ·who, apparently, can solve any problem, words
will not clean up the foul state of
the Hazelwood boilers. Fouling still
exists and will continue. This was
an important factor in the Government's dec'ision to use the brown
coal under Yallourn.
Nothing new, since the Public
Works Committee examined the
whole matter carefully and thoughtfully, has been brought forward in
this debate. I had hoped, •Mr.
Speaker, that members of the
Opposition would inject some new
element w'hich the committee did
not consider. The honorable member
for ·Morwell said that inflation was
new since 1971, when the comm'ittee
made its report. But the Public
Works Committee took inflation into
account. Of course, no one in his
senses could, at that stage, predict
the establishment of a Federal Labor
Government and the galloping inflation which followed.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! I have repeatedly
asked the Minister of Health to
speak within the scope o'f the ruling
I gave at the commencement of the
debate. I again· request the honorable gentleman to do that.
Mr. SCANLAN.-I shall not allude
to the report, but I suggest that inflation is not a new element. It
applies to building costs, manufacturing costs, mechanical costs and
all other costs. No new element and
no urgency has been introduced into
this question as a result of -inflation.
The shortage of houses has been
referred to but, up to December,
1971, the number of people living in
YaHourn fell by 500.
When the hospital was removed
from Yallourn and its facilities relocated at the Latrobe Valley Hospital,
a better service was provided for
the people of the valley, so it
is doubtful that the removal of the
hospital should 'be taken into account
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when it is suggested that, because
fac'iHties are being reduced, the
viability of the town is being
lessened.
I should have expected members
of the Opposition to speak about the
dramatic alternative uses now available for brown coal of which we
were not aware ten or twenty years
ago. Honorable ·member know about
the Lurgi plant, and projects have
been mooted to use brown coal in
the Latrobe Valley for the production of petrol and oil and in the char
industry. But none of these things .
is new. There has been no new
pronouncement by •the Government
wh'ich would mean that the town of
Yallourn should continue to develop.
In 1969 and 1971 wide rand detailed examinations were made of
alternatives to brown coal as the
basic fuel for power generation.
There was an inquiry into the use of
natural gas. Consideration was given
to :whether this would affect the
viability of Yallourn. Every possible
organization and person was consulted about the township, including
the Housing Commission, municipal'ities, and the Central Gippsland
Trades and Labour Council. Members of ·Parliament visited Churchill
to inspect residential accommodation for 'Sta•te Electricity Commission
employees.
It was clearly resolved by all
parties that the township of Yallourn must go 'because, if i't did not,
the publ'ic of Victoria would have to
pay an extra $40 million to develop
the east field. This would add further to the high cost of electricity.
That would have been a disservice
to the public. It was for that
reason that the recommendations of
the Public Works Committee were
unanimous.

Nothing new has been raised and
there is nothing urgent about this
motion. No new element has been
introduced by any member of the
Opposition which would lead the
House to conclude that it should
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change its mind about the future of
the Yallourn township. I strongly
oppose the motion.
Mr. ROPER ~(Brunswick West).I comm·end the Minister of Health
for his contribution to the debate.
He has many attributes of the bulldog breed. But the hospital has gone
from Yallourn. The Minister of
Health is probably qu'ite concerned
to have it pointed out to him by his
colleague, the Minister for Fuel and
Power, that the hospital is now in
the electorate of the honorable
gentleman. The honorable member
for ·Morwell would be happy to take
the Minister to the previous site of
the hospital to prove that it is no
longer there. In a way, this presents
a perfect reason for the moving of
this motion.
YaUourn is being allowed to run
down. Its social amenity is rapidly
diminishing. M'inis'ters a·re totally
unaware of the situation. They do
not know what is happening 'in the
Latrobe Valley as a result of their
decisions. One ·wonders whether, if
other Ministers had spoken in this
debate, they would have made mistakes, similar to that of the Minister
of Heal'th, about what is left in
Yallourn. The township has been
allowed ~to run down for a number
of years and 'it will be allowed to
run down even more rapidly in the
future,
despite
the substantial
changes in the circumstances of the
power-generation industry and the
housing situation in the area.
Apparently, the Government is
sure that the use of brown coal will
al·ways remain the same. However,
there have been substantial changes
in the way in which the State Electricity Commission and other authorities regard their requirements of
brown coal. In 1969 it was estimated that 3·80 million tons would
be required to the end of the
century. In 1970 the estimate was
500 million tons. We were told
earlier today that the availability of
brown coal for commercial use
in the Latrobe Valley in that
period would be greatly in ex-

Township.

cess of that amount. But a town
wiH be knocked do·wn for the sake
of 120 million tons of coal which is
not really required.
The Minister for Health suggested
that it would be ludicrous to consider other forms of power. Yet, the
other day, the House debated
a power station which will use
alternative fuels for the generation
of electric'ity. In the United States
of America and other parts of the
world there have been amazing
changes in the methods of powergeneration, with the use of nuclear
energy, solar energy, and natural gas.
In 'the not-too-distant future, Australia wiH use vast quantities of
natural gas from the BurmaWoodside fields off the West Australian coast. Gas from that area
will be available in Victoria as a
result of the activities of the
National Pipelines Authority. This is
a result of initiatives by one Government, the 'Federal Government, which
has a consistent fuel policy, not one
in which there are constant ·changes
in the estimates of the amount of
fuel required and about the type of
fuel needed.
A number of my colleagues have
aUuded to the fact that Yallourn
was and s't'ill is a delightful town in
which to live. I have visited Yallourn
on a number of occasions and found
there a sense of community which
does not ·exist in many other places.
This was demonstrated by the petition which was presented to the
House today. More than 2,000 residents of the area stated that they
wanted to remain in Yallourn and to
make it a living town. The Government ·wants to destroy th'is sense of
com·munity and move the people of
Yallourn to
one of its many
failures, Churchill, which never
got off the ground because of
faulty Government administration.
YalJourn is being regarded as the
solution to the problems of Churchill.
The Gippsland Institute of Advanced
Education has not solved the town's
problems as it was hoped. The
Government intends to add to its

.Yallourn
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exercise of covering up deficiencies
by moving many of the people from
Yallourn to Churchill.
Much has been said in this debate
about the difficulty of obtaining housing in the Latrobe Valley. I refer honorable members to questions placed
on notice by the honorable member
for Morwell and answered on 12th
September this year. The replies
revealed that more than 280 people
are on the waiting list for houses in
the Latrobe Valley towns of Morwell,
Moe and Traralgon, and that the
Housing Commission had considerable
difficulty in supplying houses in the
Traralgon area because of the breakdown of negotiations on contra~ts.
Part of the Minister's answer which
illustrates the difficulty statedEfforts to obtain building contractors to
erect homes at Traralgon in 1970-73 were
unsuccessful until May of this year and it
was found necessary to advise applicants
urgently in need of housing that the best
prospect of obtaining a home was to accept
one in another town.

There are problems everywhere in
obtaining adequate contractors to
carry out housing works, yet the
Government seems to be hastening
the day when the Yallourn people,
come hell or high water, are going to
be placed on the housing market. The
Government has brought forward the
time when Yallourn township is to be
completely demolished; it has brought
forward the time twelve years from
the original estimate of 1995, which
was mentioned by the Minister of
Health. This decision will greatly
increase the homes squeeze.
If members of the Government
party have any further doubts on the
question of the homes squeeze, I
refer them to an article in the Latrobe
Valley Express of 12th October, 1973,
which stated that very few Housing
Commission homes would be available even for those persons who were
eligible for them, that f.eyv: single person units and other facilities for aged
people were available in the areathey are among the persons who are
being thrown out-and that there was
also a substantial shortage of other
housing in the area.
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Moe council had a deputation to the
Minister of Housing and, in the words
of the La:trobe Valley Express, " came
away shocked." As has ~lready be.en
mentioned the deputatiOn was mformed that many of the families
would not be eligible. They might also
have been informed that many of the
pensioners in the area might h~ve
been eligible but that the Housmg
Commission had not provided for
them. Members of the deputation gave
figures that many people wanted to
live in the Moe area and wished to
either buy or rent houses there. However there are not sufficient Housing
Commission or other homes in Moe
to cater for the number of people who
have to shift out of Yallourn. One
might almost imagine that the Government's intention is that a substantial number of people now living .in
Yallourn should join the substantial
drift to the city of Melbourne and
add further to the barren decentralization policy of the Government.
Furthermore, the Federal Government is now being asked to bail the
State Government out of its previous
mistakes, and present errors, by
providing housing funds so that
people who are being displaced from
Yallourn can be housed. The State
Government is also proposing that the
income limit of $90 a week, which at
present determines eligibility for a
Housing Commission home, be set
aside. It seems odd that a Government which talks about co-operative
Federalism-honorable members are
continually hearing those words from
the Minister of Health-on the one
hand wants to suck scarce housing
funds from the Commonwealth
Government to cover this exercise
and on the other hand extracts considerable funds from the State Electricity Commission by way of taxes
and charges which it imposes on the
commission and, incidentally, on the
electricity users of Victoria. In th~s
case, it is the State Governments
bankrupt policy whioh needs to be
revised because times have changed
and not that the Commonwealth
should be asked to foot the bill.

Yallourn
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Another point worthy of mention
about the Latrobe Valley and Yalloum
is that the community in general is
being asked to meet the cost of replacing the social facilities which
now exist at Yallourn. One does not
need to catalogue them; there are
schools, pre-schools and hospital
facilities, the cost of which is already
apparent in this unnecessary operation. There is a whole range of social
amenities the replacement cost of
which the people of Victoria and the
Commonwealth Government will have
to bear because the State Government cannot change its mind.
In summation, this is a serious
motion for the adjournment of the
House, despite the attitude adopted
by ·members of the Government party
who have largely ignored the debate.
Members of the Opposition consider
that there is a time when Governments should consider changing their
policies. The Australian Labor Party
is not committed irreversibly to particular lines· of action. As circumstances change, so should Government policies ·change. The State
Government frequently changes its
policies - sometimes
with great
rapidity.......:... but on this question it
seems to have decided to adhere to
its prilicy · no ·matter what the re-

Mr. WILTON (Broadmeadows).I wish to make a personal explanation to correct an error made by the
Minister of Health. Among the many
other errors in his speech, the honorable gentleman stated that I was a
member of the Public Works Committee which investigated the removal
of Yallourn township. The record
will clearly show that I left the Public
Works Committee before it commenced its investigation and that the
honorable member for Deer Park took
my place on the committee.

The House divided on the
for the adjournment of the
(the Hon. K. H. Wheeler
chair)Ayes
Noes

Mr. Roper.

17
48

Majority against the
motion . .

31

AYES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Amos
Curnow
Doube
Edmunds
Fogarty
Fordham
Ginifer
Jones
Kirkwood

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Austin
Balfour
Billing
Birrell
Borthwick
Burgin
Chamberlain
Crellin
Dixon
Dunstan
Evans

quireme~ts.

Members of the Opposition implore
the Minister for Fuel and Power and
m~mbers of the Government party
to think again about the situation in
the Latrobe Valley; to think again
about the fuel .and energy requirements of Victoria; to think again
about what it means to displace
thousands of people, who are living
in an excellent community and who
have a high sense of community
value; to think again before it inserts
advertisements in the Latrobe Valley
Express to have fourteen houses
removed. We hope the Minister for
Fuel and Power and his colleagues
have the sense to think again on
these matters and trust that they will
support the motion moved by my
colleague, the honorable member for
Morwell.

motion
House
in the

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Lind
Mutton
Simmonds
Trezise
Wilkes
Wilton.
Tellers:

Mr. Roper
Mr. Stirling.
NOES.

(Ballarat North)

Mr. Evans
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Mrs. Goble
Mr. Guy
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Mr. MacDonald
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Scanlan
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Mr. Smith
( Warmambool)
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Stephen
Suggett
Templeton
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Wiltshire
Wood.
Tellers:

Mr. Ebery
Mr. Hann.
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PAIRS.

Mr. Bomstein
Mr. Holding

Mr. Baxter
Mr. Hamer.

The sitting was suspended at 6.31
p.m. until 8.4 p.m.

OSTEOPATHY, CHIROPRACTIC,
AND NATUROPATHY COMMITTEE.
Mr. THOMPSON '(Minister of Education) .-By leave, I moveThat Mr. Vale be appointed a member of
the Osteopa!thy, Chiropractic and Naturopathy Committee.

This, I suppose, could be described
as a consequential motion following
the election of the honorable member
to the Greensborough electorate.
The motion was agreed to.
LAW REFORM BILL.
Mr. WILCOX {Attorney-General)
presented a message from His Excellency the Governor recommending
that an appropriation be made from
. the Consolidated Fund for the purposes of the Law Reform Bill.
Mr. WILCOX (Attorney-General)
moved for leave to bring in a Bill to
establish the office of Law Reform
Commissioner, to provide for the constitution of the Law Reform Advisory
Council to assist the Law Reform
Commissioner, to amend the Legal
Profession Practice Act 1958 and
for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read
a first time.
BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE.
Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of Education) .-Mr. Speaker, I have given
notice that I shall move a motion
relating to the conduct of the business of the House. I have had discussions with the Leaders of the
other parties and I believe matters
will be facilitated if I say three
things. Firstly, the subject of private
members' Bills has been raised. Without giving any guarantees for this
session or next session, I indicate
that the Government will be happy
to discuss the matter.
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Secondly, regarding the limited
time available on Thursday for the
discussion of substantive motions it
has been suggested that the time
should be limited to an hour and a
half. If another half hour is required,
I will guarantee that the extra time
will be given.
Thirdly, item No. 2 of the motion
as drafted reads, inter alia2. That during the present session Government Business shall take precedence of
all other business (including want-of-confidence motions but not including motions
pursuant to Standing Order No. 8B) on each
sitting day except on each Thursday when
business shall be called on in the following
order, viz. : -

I ask leave of the House to alter this
part of the motion to read as follows:That during the present session, Government Business shall take precedence of all
other business (but not including want-ofconfidence motions nor motions pursuant to
Standing Order No. 8s) on each sitting day
except on Thursday when business shall be
called on in the following order, viz.:-

This will mean that a set time will
be provided for debating substantive
motions, as indicated in the motion,
but the normal procedure will apply
to want-of-confidence motions and
adjournment motions. I therefore
move1. That unless otherwise ordered, Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday in each week during the present session be the days on which
this House shall meet for the despatch of
business; that a quarter-past Two o'clock
shall be the hour of meeting on Tuesday and
Wednesday, and half-past Ten o'clock on
Thursday.
2. That during the present session, Government Business shall take precedence of
all other business (but not including
want-of-confidence motions nor motions pursuant to Standing Order No. 8B) on each
sitting day except on each Thursday when
business shall be called on in the following
order,. viz : On the third Thursday, pursuant to Standing Order No. 273Gl. Grievances.
2. Government Business.
3. General Business.
On the next two succeeding Thursdays!. General Business( a) Notices of Substantive Motions.
(b) Orders of the Day-Resumption
of Debate on Motions.
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2. At 1.00 p.m.-

Government Business.

The aim of the Government is to
regularize the sittings of the House
in the interests of honorable members on all sides and to spread the
debate more evenly on items of legislation. I believe I have the co-operation of all honorable members.
Mr. WILKES '(Northcote).-I thank
the Minister of Education for arranging the deliberations that took
place today and I thank the Government for deciding to make the
amendments outlined by the 'Minister.
I support the honorable gentleman in
his belief that the motion will facilitate the business of the House without imposing undue restriction on
members. The Opposition supports
the motion.
Mr. WHITING (Mildura).-It is
fairly obvious that an agreement has
been reached, and in one respect this
is beneficial because obviously the
business of the House must proceed
at
a
reasonable
rate.
Members of the Country Party were a
little perturbed at the rather strictly
limiting provision that the Miniser of
Education proposed but consider
that the amendment he has made will
allow a certain flexibility, should that
be necessary when matters which
need to be debated within the terms
of the motion arise at short notice.
With these points in mind, members
of the Country Party are prepared to
support the motion.
The motion was agreed to.
JUDGES SALARIES AND
ALLOWANCES BI,LL.
Mr. WILCOX (Attorney-General).
-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

Its purpose is to amend the Supreme
Court Act 1958 and the County
Court Act 1958 in relation to the
salaries and allowances of judges of
the Supreme Court and of the County
Court. Those salaries and allowances
were last reviewed by Parliament in
1971 by the passage of the Judges
Salaries and Allowances Act of that
year.

Allowances Bill.

It is proposed to adjust the salary
of the Chief Justice of the Supreme
Court from $29,·500 to ·$36,875, the
salaries of the puisne judges of the
Supreme Court from $26,700 to
$33,375 and those of the judges of
the County Court from $22,200 to
$27,750. The Bill also provides for
increasing the allowance of the Chief
Justice from $1,500 to $2,250, and an
increase in the allowance of the
puisne judges of the Supreme Court
from $1,250 to $1,750. It is proposed
to increase the annual allowance of
judges of the County Court from
$1,000 to $1,750, and to increase the
special allowance of the chairman of
judges of the County Court from
$1,500 to $2,250.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! I ask that the
Attorney-General be heard in silence.
Mr. WILCOX.-! am sure that if
the Bill were concerned with the
salaries of honorable members, I
would be heard in complete silence.
Mr. WILKES.-Without a doubt.
Mr. WILCOX.-! make no bones
about it, I would be listening myself.
Mr. WILKES.-The honorable gentleman is one of the poorest paid
Ministers in Australia.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order!
The AttorneyGeneral is making a second-reading
speech and I suggest that he do so
and ignore interjections.
·Mr. WILCOX.-! am simply stating
a fact, and the fact is that when one
considers relativity, the members of
this Parliament are grossly underpaid.
The increases in salaries and
allowances are effected by clause 2
of the Bill in relation to the judges
of the Supreme Court, and by clause
3 of the Bill in relation to the judges
of the County Court. The adjustments are ·consistent ·with the adjustments of salaries recently made in
respect of public officers generally.
Honorable members will be aware of
the importance of maintaining the
high standards and impartiality of

Housing (Commonwealth-State [23 OCTOBER, 1973.] Agreement) Bill.

the judiciary. In order to achieve
this, it is necessary to maintain
judicial salaries at a level commensurate with the responsibilities involved.
I make no bones about the fact
that the responsibilities of the judges
of our courts are considerable. Since
I have held the portfolio of AttorneyGeneral, I have gone back into the
field of the law after an absence of
some years, and one of the matters
which have come to my attention
has been the great responsibility
undertaken by judges o.f the courts
in sentencing offenders. That is only
one aspect of their work, but I believe they have considerable responsibilities.
In view of increases throughout
the community generally and in the
Public Service, I believe honorable
members will agree that this Bill
should go forward.
Mr. DOUBE (Albert Park).-1
move--
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ment in the sense of being the result
of reasoned acceptance between the
parties. It is a dictated settlement
of a very strongly disputed proposition presented to the States by the
Com·monwealth and in some vital
respects unanimously opposed by the
States.
Past housing agreements have been
negotiated on the basis of the
amounts required and the terms upon
which loan moneys would be provided to the States which then
applied these moneys as seemed best
suited to their local needs. A fixed
proportion of these amounts was earmarked for co-operative housing
needs. Under these arrangements
the States, having undertaken their
obligation to repay the moneys, were
entirely free to arrange programmes
and to fix means tests, rents and
conditions of sale of houses. This
will no longer be the case when
this so-called agreement has been
ratified and is operative. House purchases previously running at about
50 per cent. in Victoria are to be
limited to 30 per cent. of houses
built under this scheme. The result
will be that if the arrangement survives for the proposed five years..:....
and we hope it does not----fewer of
our low income-earners wiH be
helped to own their homes, and even
these will be placed under a means
test disability if they attempt to improve their earnings. Any increase in
base rate earnings exclusive of overtime which exceeds the needs test
conditions will disqualify a person
wishing to purchase a home from
the Housing Commission.

It is with the greatest reluctance
that I move this motion. The purpose of the Bill is to amend the
Housing Act 1958 to ratify the
execution for and on behalf of the
State of Victoria of a housing agreement between the Commonwealth of
Australia and the seven States of
Australia to approve the agreement
and for other purposes. I make it
clear at the outset that the document referred to in the Bill as an
agreement is in fact not an agree-

Members of co-operative houstng
societies are to be similarly restricted as to income, with the result that
repayment of loans at the higher
rates prescribed ·will become more
difficult than ever before. Many of
these people who are able and willing to help themselves will be forced
back on to reliance on the Housing
Commission. Rentals are to be
reviewed annually with a requirement that they be adjusted whenever

That the debate be now adjourned.

The Opposition has had only a quick
look at this Bill, and therefore does
not propose to proceed with the
debate immediately.
The motion for the adjournment
of the debate was agreed to, and it
was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Tuesday, October 30.
HOUSING (COMMONWEALTHSTATE AGREEMENT) BILL.
Mr. MEAGHER ·(Minister of Transport).--! move--
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it is considered justifiable, presumably by the Commonwealth. There
are many new and detailed 'intrusions
into accounting and management
processes of the State authorities.
These intrusions can do little or
nothing to advance the provision of
housing for <the needy and may well
retard the work by imposing unnecessary and 'time-consuming procedures.
Why, therefore, have the ·Premiers
signed such a· document? The answer is that they ·were told by the
Commonwealth that 'if these demands
were not met, the money to be made
available by way of loan would be
at current bank rate which is at
present 8 · 5 per cent as against the
agreed rate of 4 per cent for housing
authorities and 4! per cent for the
Home Builders Account. This increased rate of interest would have
placed an intolerable burden on the
shoulders of low-income earners for
whose benefit. the money was ostensibly provided. This blackmail was
directed not .direc'tly at the Government of Victoria but at the unfortunate low-income earners who
depend on Governments for assistance in obtaining accommodation. In
these circumstances the Victorian
Government's sense of responsibility
to i'ts disadvantaged constituents 'Outweighed 'its sense of outrage at the
dictatorial attitude of the Commonwea!Vh, and it accordingly presents
this-· Bill to the House under duress.
For these reasons ·I present the IBHl
for formal passage but ·without
enthusiasm and ·with the deepest
regret for Hs necessity.
·On the motion 'Of iMr. EDMUNDS
(Moonee Ponds), the debate was
adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Tuesday, October 30.
MONEY LENDERS
(ADVERTISEM'ENTS) BILL.

The debate 1(adjourned from September 25) on the ·motion of Mr.
Rafferty '(Minister of Labour and
Industry) for the second reading 'Of
this lBiU was resumed.

(Advertisements) Bill. .

Mr. FORDHAM (Footscray).-The
measure before the House has been
depicted as having two purposes.
The ostensible purpose is to ease
advertising and publicity restrictions
that are placed on money lenders
under the legislation in force in Victoria. A subsidiary aspect of the
measure is to increase the fees that
money lenders pay for a variety 'Of
reasons. A closer examination of the
Bill and the time when money
lenders have made representations
to the Government shows that the
latter purpose is really 1the key function of the measure. It is a taxing
Bill to raise fees. I wholeheartedly
support the increase in fees. The
fees have not been 'increased since
1938, so the doubling provided for in
the measure is overdue. · The Bill
could have gone further. if a similar
time lapse between changes is to be
followed, as is probably the case.

The law of usury-money lending
and the charging of interest-has
long attracted the interest of soC'ial
reformers in s'ociety and has been
the subj-ect of contention in Europe,
Asia and most other par-ts of the
world where the practice of lending
money for profit has been evident.
It is one of the characteristics of
mankind ·that usury in one form or
another has been practised in almost
every society. It is not my 'intention
to discuss whether that is good 'Or
bad, because you, Mr. Speaker, may
not see that as a proper topic for
discuss'ion in 'this debate.
The law of usury affects two
separate groups of people, and that
is its significance. Firstly, . 'the law
aff·ects the speculator ·who seeks risk
capital for ·one reason or another ;
secondly, it affects the poor person
who, because of his poverty, is
forced to turn to ·money lenders for
assistance. A brief examination of
the history of ·money lending shows
that Governm·ents have moved in
response to the needs of the ·second
~roup, the poor, who because of their
financ'ial situation at the time must
rely on these persons or institutions
for financial assistance. Money-

Money Lenders
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lending legislation was introduced
because of injustices and inequities
which existed in the past. That is
my understanding of the history of
usury in England and Australia.
Over many years attempts have
been made in different countries to
try to ·exercise greater control over
the activities of money lenders and
to fix rates of interest for money
lending. I join with John Locke, who
said that this cannot be done.
Desperation and the need for money
will finally determine the 'interest
rate and the level of borrowing that
will be established. Although controls on the registration of ·money
lenders and the setting of limits are
necessary, there cannot be detailed
control of this type of activity within
the ca pi;talist soc'iety in which it
flourishes. I shall not go into the
desirability of the principle.
Legislation on this subject was first
introduced in Victoria on 16th October, 1906, when Victoria, following
the British legislation of 1900, decided
that control was needed because
of the unfair practices of money
lenders and the gross inequities
suffered by people who were required to resort to this form of
financing. The Bill was described as
a provision against excessive interest
or charges by money lenders. It was
based on the 1900 English legislation.
This legislation was introduced
to allow the court, for the first
time, to intervene in and investigate complaints concerning excessive rates of interest, which
were the main focus of concern.
Rudimentary attempts were made to
legislate to control the activities
of money lenders, who, for the purpose of the legislation, were deemed
to 'be people ·who lent money at a
rate of interest in excess of 12 per
cent. Further consolidation Bills were
passed in 1915 and 1928, but the
major legislation was introduced
in 1938, again following a British
inquiry into British legislation of
a few years . previously. The
Act of 1938 followed the great
depression, when many people
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were forced to borrow from
money lenders, and this caused a
number of social problems. These
were recounted in debates in the
Victorian .Parliament when the Bill
of 1938 was introduced.
Mr. HoHand, the honorable member for Flem'ington at the time, introduced a p·rivate member's Bill during
the reign of the Dunstan Governlffient
in 193-8 but following assurances given
by the Government the Bill was withdrawn 1in favour of a new IJ3iH introduced on 28th September, 1938, by
·Mr. Bayley, t'he Chief Secretary, That
honorable gentleman highlighted a
whole series of complaints made by
me·mbers of Parliament and others
concerning the activities of ·money
lenders. That 'legislation s1trengthened
the •J.i.censing requirements and placed
restrictions on advertising, whdch
were considered to be the key part
of the legislation. That has direct
relevance today as one of the central
features of this amending Bill
is the taking away of those
restrictions which were applied
in 1938. Other provisions of t'he 1938
leg•islation clarified the dealings between ·money lenders and their
clients and laid down 1Certain requirements relating to forms and
copies of agreements. Also, attempts
were made to restrict the rates of
interest by providing that the maximum rates were to be set by the
Governor in Council.
A minor amendment was ·introduced in 1941, once a.gain sttengthen:ing the st·rktures against advertising by money lenders and setting
a maximum interest rate of 48 per
cent which, at first glance, would
seem to be high on existing figures.
However, as has been pointed out by
many peop·le, because of the risks
associated with the activities in
which money lenders participate, that
rate was accepted.
Since :that time the community has
seen the growth of money Jending
activities. I am informed by the Reg-
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ister of Money Lende·rs that today
there are 814 registered· under the
Money Lenders .A:ct of whkh 776 are
corporations of one form or another.
Honorable members will understand
how instiltutionalized this aspect of
our financial operation in society has
become. There are only 38 partnerships or individuals pra•ctising money
lending in Victoria. The fact t'ha t of
the 776 corporations, 331 are
branches o·f Esanda revea'ls how
centralized it is ·in Hs operations.
Last year, the AusttraHan Finance
Conference, which claims to represent the majority ·of money lenders,
·made representations to the Government. It has not :given t'he Op'Position
the benefit of its thoughts on the
matter but I thank the T·reasurer and
the Treasury officials for their assistance in makling ·ava•i'lalble details of
the representations received from the
conference setting out :its aims and
requirements of the 'legislation in ;victoria. The essenHal cla'im of the conference was that there has been discrimination 'in the marketing of
money :by money lenders in Victoria,
compared with the operations of
finance brokers who it is claimed
aTe not subject to the same strictures
on advertising.. However, this is a
matter of interpretation by legal
bodies. I am assured by the reg,isttrar
t'hat in Victoria 'he thas always ;interpreted the previous legislation as
including finance brokers.
The
Bill, which sped1kally mentions
finance brokers 'in a number of
clauses, will put :the matter beyond
dispute. 1t is ,c·la'imed thatt as a body
money lenders are at a disadvantage
because the rpubl1k :is not familiar
with what they can offer. As advertising is a modern means of com·munication, no strictures of this type
should :be 'imposed on the financial
'institut'ions of the 'State.
The arguments advanced by the
·conference aTe powe~ful and, to my
knowledge, form an adequate argument in favour of the need .for some
relaxation in advertising.
In this
regard I ·refer to t'he Crowther Teport,
a British report dealing with the
Mr. Fordham.
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matter. It is a report of the Committee on Consumer Credit, the chair-·
·man of whi,c'h was Lo~d Crow.ther,
presented to Parliament by the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry :by ·command of Her ·Majesty in
March, 1971. I shall :briefly quote
from the report which forms a key
feature for harden'ing my views on
1tihe present legislation. That repor.t
statedwe consider that the .restrictions on advertising imposed by the Money Lenders Act
1927, necessary though these may have been
when that statute was enacted, are too inhibiting and inflexible for present-day needs.
The last 40 years have seen an enormous increase in advertising in all sectors of business. Some may see this as a deplorable
attempt to captivate the mind of the consumer and to erode his ability to think for
himself. Advertising is, however, an inescapable feature of life and performs a valuable
service in making members of the public
aware of facilities available to them of
which they might otherwise be ignorant. It
does not seem to us, therefore, that it is
right to discriminate so strongly against
one sector of the business world, namely,
the licensed lender.

The report further states that it
important for this right .to be given
to money lenders," but strong penalties
should be provided to guard against
·misleading advertising. 'f.he Opposition is pleased that the Gove·rnment
has attempted to .grapple with t'h'is
aspect in the proposed 'legislation.
~is

Further evidence on this question
was presented in the Molomby report
-a report on fair consumer credit
laws-presented to the · Honorable G. 0. Reid, Queen's Counsel, former M.L.A. and Attorney-General for the State of
Victoria, by a committee of the Law
Council of Australia. "J)hat report
mentions in partThe committee does not consider that the
law should prevent advertisement of the
availability of credit, whether as a separate
loan or in association with the supply of
goods or services. Indeed, as is stated in
paragraph 4. 5. 13, the committee considers
that advertising should play a very important role in community education about
credit. The committee considers that fair advertising of credit should be encouraged.
For the reasons given in paragraphs 4. 5. 14
and 4. 5. 15, the committee considers that if
reference is made to credit in an advertisement, the rate of credit charge should · be
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disclosed. Because of the very real danger
that the advertising of credit might be inhibited altogether, the committee does not
propose a mass of detailed information
about credit, such as is required in the
United States.

That r.eport ·also refers to the need
to strengthen the 1aw on misleading
advertising existing under the present consumer protection legislation
and an appropriate prov,ision has
been incorporated in the Bill.
The third legal report of benefit
is the Rogerson report to .the Standing Gomm'ittee of the State and Commonwealth Attorneys-General on the
law relating to ·consumer credit and
to money 'lending. I shall not read
the report, but exactly the same principles were advanced. In the view of
the Opposition it is :important that
tthese ·reports are g·iven due weight
and .credence. The Opposition :is prepared ·t:o support the enactment of
these :changes and to exam•ine how
they operate in practice because this
is the key to legislation.
The Bill has a number of broad
aims. lit wil'l create offences for m·isleading advertising. The annual r~te
to :be charged must be specified
under the terms of the legislation,
and finance 'brokers are to be :incorporated. One important feature
is that individuals are not to be
canvassed by letter unless they have
written requesting deta'ils or alternatively have been a ·dient of :the
money lender or finance broker within the past two years. It is in
newspaper and media publicity that
the ·com·munity wHl witness an
enormous difference. Because of · restrictions placed on advertising, only
minilmal detaHs can be made avai'lable in advertisements. The restrictions will be lifted and this wiU
create quite a revolution in the com·munity understanding and use of
money lending. I hope the community
will be able to cope with what is
being proposed because it is the
weakness of human nature, and a
lack of community education on
matters of this nature, that has
proved a problem in the past. It is
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hoped this will not be the case with
the lifting of the controls on full
advertising.
~he Government should keep a
watoh'ing brief .on this matter to ensure that the pubHc is not be'ing
abused by money lenders and money
lending does not become an impost
on the social problems in our society
through this extra finance arm. The
Opposition does not oppose the Bill
although it views with some concern
this latter move. However, the Opposition considers that the Bill is justified at present and hopes it will work
for the benefit of both the money
lenders and the consumers of Victoria.
Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS (Leader of
the Country Party) .-The Country
Party supports the Bill, which has
'been ·co;vered adequately by t'he honorable member for Foots·cray. I commend the honoraibrle ·member for the
obvious research he has undertaken
on the proposed leg•islation. As the
honourable ·member 'mentioned, the
Bill has two main features, the first
being an increase in fees whi·ch have
not been :increased s'ince 1958. The
fees
have been doubled and
t!hat seems to be a fairly modest
increase. The sercond and most important feature of the proposed leg'islation concerns some 'basic changes on
advertising. These have ibeen adopted
largely from the report of the committee of the Law Council of Australia, chaired by Mr. Tom Molomby,
and better known as the Molomby
report. It would be fitting to pay a
tribute to Mr. Molomiby for the services 'he has rendered to this State.
Mr. Molomby is a lawyer of repute
in Victoria, and a past President of
the Law Institute of Victo~ia. The
findings of the c01mmittee were of
immense benefit not on'ly to the Victorian Government but to aU State
Go¥emments and the Federal Government. They were greeted with
enthusiasm
by
the
Australian
Finance
Conference,
which
is
a group of companies handling the bulk of 1the 'hire-purchase
transactions and money-lending activities in this country. Mr. Mol~mby
1
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has perfonned a worth-while service
to the nation and the State should
be grateful .that it has had the benefit
of his knowledge and expedence.
Money lenders today have a different reputation from the generally accepted view that existed prior to
the second world war. As I said
before, the great bulk of money lending today is 'carried out by a group
of finance companies. The companies
have drawn up their own code o:f
conduct and the'ir own standards,
which have improved tremendously
over recent years. 'Honourable members join with .me ~in acknowledging
that although certain problems
arise, the companies are keen to ensure that their reputation is not tarnished in any way. When m'istakes
occur the companies are the first to
listen to representations made concerning them. It is refreshing to see
an industry go to such lengths to
ensure that its own business standards are observed.
It ~can be fa,irly stated that in
future there wHI :be a positive approach to advertising. By this measure, the Government is seek'ing truth
in advertising. In future, emphasis
will be placed not on what is left
out or included in advertisements
but on the manner in which advertis-ing is 'Conducted. In the past the
problem w.ith money lending has
been that certain people have used
the facil'i ty when t:hey should not
have done so. In f.uture money lending advertisements wHI be Tequired
to rubbish the interest that will be
charged. ~he publication of this infor-mation should restri·ct some of
those people who often say that they
did not realize ~they would have to
pay as much as they are called upon
to pay.
The Country Par.ty supports the
Bill and ·compliments the Government for taking the step of 'bringing
the ·money lenders legislation more
into the thinking of the 1970s. With
the honourable member for FoO'tscray
and the Opposi'tion, .the Country
Party hopes the Govem~ment wHI
keep a close watcth on the operation
Mr. Ross-Edwards.
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of the legislation, which vitally concerns many members of the community.
The ~motion was ag~reed to.
The BiH was read a second time
and committed.
Clause 1 was agreed Ito.
Clause 2, p'rov.iditng, inter aliaAfter section 25 of the Principal Act there
shall be inserted the following section : 25A. (1)

Any person who publishes or causes to
be published any statement(2) A person shall not publish or cause
to be published any statement which indicates the terms of interest upon which a
loan to which section 23 would apply is
available unless the statement states(a) the interest proposed to be charged
in terms of a rate per centum per
annum; or
(b) the rate per centum per annum represented by the interest proposed
to be charged as calculated in accordance with the provisions of the
Second Schedule.
Penalty : $500 or imprisonment for three
months or both.

Mr. RAFFERTY (M'inister of
Labour and Industry) .-I thank the
honorable member for Footscmy and
the Leader of ltlre Country Party for
their contributions to rthe seoondreading debate. I join with the
Leader of the Oountry Party in commending the hOTIJOrable me,mbe~r f.or
Fooltscra.y fior the, gre1aJt deal of research that he has obviously undertaken in the prepamtion of his
speeoh.
Undoubtedly,
honorable
members were very much enlightened by what the honorable member had .to say and it is to his credit
that he put so much work into :the
subject.
Both honorable membe~rs made the
observation that obviously the Government would watch the measure in
future to ensure that money lenders
did not create any abuses and that the
public requilring finance would have
their interests watched. I can assure
honorable members tha1t lt!hat will be
the · atJti!tude · of · the Government,
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which would like to believe thalt the
The amendmenlt se:ts out clearly
measure will fill a much-needed wranJt wha!t was indicated by lt!he honorin the community. I moveable member f,or Fooltscray and the
That sub-section (2) of proposed section Leader of the Oountry Party during
25A be omitted with the view of inserting the :second-reading debate. It will
the following sub-section : clarify the ~situaltion cons~derably and
(2) A person shall not publish or cause assist borrowers to know more
readily the circumstances under
to be publishedwhich they are borrowing.
(a) a statement thatis intended or likely to induce
a person or persons to enter
into a transaction through a
finance broker or with a
money lender ; or
(ii) relates to the business of a
finance broker or to the business of a money lenderunless the statement specifies, in
relation to each person named in
the statement who is a money
lender, an agent of a money lender,
a finance broker or an agent of a
finance broker, that he is such a
person; or
(b) a statement that indicates the terms
of interest upon which a loan to
which section 23 would apply is
available unless the statement
states
the
rate
per
centum per annum represented by the
interest proposed to be charged as
calculated in accordance with the
provisions of the Second Schedule.
Penalty : $500 or imprisonment for three
months or both.
(i)

~he

purpose of the am·endmrenlt is :to
ensure t!hat a prospective borTower,
seeking finance as. a result of an advertisemenlt, will know whether he is
dealing with the prindpal lernde!I', a
finance bro~er or an agent of a
finance broker. By dealing directly
with the principal lender, trhe borrower may, if he so des'i,res, avoid
the raddirtiOOJal costs of procuration
fees charged by brokers and agenrns
for ttheir servi.oes.
The amendment will al,so ensure
that if a lender desires to advertis·e
a ralt!e of 'inlterest in an adver.tisement, tllen the rate shall be the
effective rate calculated in accordance with the Second Schedule to
the Money Lenders Act. Itt will effectively prohibit tlhe advertising of flat
rates of interest as ia r.ate per centum
per annum, which could be misleading to tthe public.

Mr. FORDHAM (Footscray).-The
amrendment is wirs1e and will further
~strengthen the Bill. 'f.he Opposition
has no qualm's abOUJt it.

The amendment was agreed to, and
the clause, as amended, w~as adopted,
as were the remaining clrauses.
~he Bill was repor1ted to the House
with an am'endm!ellltt:, and passed
through its rem1ain'ing ~stages.

TOMATO PROCESSING INDUSTRY
(UNIFORM AGREEMENT) ·BILL.
The debatte (adjourned from September 12) on the motion of Mr.
I. W. Smith (M'inirste~ of Agriculture) f.or :the 1seoood reading of this
Bill was resumed.
Mr. WILTON (Broadmeadows).T!he purpose of the Bill is to repeal
the Tomato P.roce1SISing Industry
(Uniform Agreement) Aot 1964 and
to repl,ace it wittih this measure. As
lt!he Minis:te!r pointed out, changes
have occurred within rt:he ,to·mato processing industry since the incepltlion
of ;the original legislation. .Ais the result of negotira:t:ions. beltween gi"~owers
and p·roc·essors, it was agreed that a
ne:w Act should be implemented. The
Minister metn1tioned 'tJhe deve·Lopments
thalt had occur.red and said 't!hat with
the e~p~ected canning of whole tomatroes and sliced tomatoe:s on a much
larger soale thran a~t presenlt, it was
thlough:t de:sirn.ble: Ito cover these developments in the new legislation.

Prior to the enactment of ltlhe 1964
legislration, the industry had ralthe~r
a turbulent h!irstJory. Undoubtedly
some honorable memberrs will recall
serious upheavaLs between growers
and p!'looessoJjs and their being at
Iogge1rheads over condi:t'ions of the
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contracts which were not enforceable. I recall vividly the press re-

ports of .the stand-up disputes between growers and processor representatives, .par,ticu1arly in Tatura and
in certain other areas of the Goulburn
Valley.
In the light of ·the succes1s of this
type of legislation and i:ts effect on
the tomato induSit:ry, it may well
serve as a blueprint for further legisla.Uoo deal:ing wi't!h other areas of the
growing and ~ocessing of vegetables. I sugg.est .to :the Minislt:er :that
it might be worth ·e~amming w.he:tJher
this type of legisl(lltiiOn ·may p1rove to
be the answer to tlre plight of the
chickoo meat producers and their
problems wilth the proc·essors. Undoubtedly, :tJhe Min'i'ste~ and his officers are aware of the p1roblems because they haV'e received prominence
in tJhe press.
The agreem·ent which will be entered into between the tomato growers and the processors is contained in
the First Schedule to the Bill. The
Labor Party does not oppose the
measure because it will bring stability
to the industry and result in contracts
which are enforce.able.
'Dhe Department of Agriculture is
involved to the extenlt of be·ing the
referee in disputes. Under the agreement, the grower will have ~the righrt
.to seek the opinion of a depaortmenttal inspector where he oonsider.s
that he has been unjustly dealt with
by the buyer's representative in
the grading
of
the p·roduct.
In settling the dispute, the departmen~tal inspector will have overriding
power, which means that he will act
as an independent arbitrato~ and t!ha t
is ve,ry desirable.
The M·inister has also ment1oned
that the price :that will be p1aid by
the buyer to the producer is
arranged by agreem•ent. When negotiations at'le taking pl,ace between
representatives of the growers and of
the proces,so:rs, the Minister will act
as chakman. I wonder what the situation will be if one party digs its toes
Mr. Wilton.

in? Agreement can be reached only
parties agree. If one party
does nott want to agree on some
fUlture price determin,atioo, there
seems to be no means in the
measul'!e oo empoweT the Minister to
refer the question to an independent
arbitmrtor or tribunal.
when two

Discussi10ns may have been held
on the point and something may

come ·f,orward in future, but it would
be ideal Ito empower the Mints:ter to
refer any dispute in the negotirations
to determine the price to be paid
for the season's crop to an independent body with power to arbi~trate
~and
to
set
a
price.
At the moment, as I understand the
situation, the tomato producers are
experiencing the same good fortune
that seems to be applying to all
other primary producers, ·because
there is a distinct shortage of
tomatoes. There is an obvious
willingness by the producers to
reach agreement with growers as the
large processors in particular, because of their commitments, the scale
of their operations and the capital
investment involved, obviously want
to have many agreements with many
growers, to secure their crops for
processing. Over a period of years
there are gluts and shortages in
primary industries and one may well
find the situation reversed in the
not-too-distant future and the buyers
will be in a much stronger position.
It will be interesting to see what the
reaction of the buyer will be to this
position and the price he will be
prepared to pay for the product.
The tomato growing industry, like
all other sections of primary
industry, is going through some
changes. The Minister mentioned the
development of mechanical harvesting in the industry. Probably, this
would be one of the last of the
primary industries to have this sort
of development because of the
peculiarities related to the harvesting
of tomato crops. Some fruit and
vegetables still do not readily lend
themselves to mechanical harvesting
and they include tomatoes. There
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are inherent problems with different
varieties, but apparently there has
been some success in this field.
There is a very interesting article
written by a departmental officer in
the Journal of Agriculture for May,
1973, that I would commend to
honorable
members.
It
gives
an interesting insight into this
industry and the developments that
have occurred not only in the strains
of tomatoes being ·produced but
also in the advancements that have
been made in mechanical harvesting.
The article also points up some of
the difficulties with which the producer is confronted in the choice of
seedlings, the variety of tomatoes to
grow, and the demands made on the
producer by the processor, who is
influenced, of course, by the consumer market. The processor seems
to follow closely what the average
consumer looks for in this product
and is quick to respond to it.
It would be appropriate to pay a
compliment to the officers of the
Department of Agriculture who have
been involved in this industry over
a long period of time for the amount
of research that they have carried
out in the department and the benefits that have flowed to both the
producer and the processor and I suppose indirectly the consumer, inasmuch as they are getting a better
product as a result of this research.
The State as a whole is receiving a
return from the funds expended by
the Government through the department on maintaining this particular
· section of the department.
Perhaps the Minister of Agriculture at the appropriate stage may
wish to make some comments on the
points I have raised, particularly on
the question of price fixing. There
are one or two other matters in the
schedule I should like to draw to
his attention during the Committee
stage of the Bill. Members of the
Labor Party are not opposed to the
Bill. We consider that the principal
Act did fulfil a real need in the community and we are hopeful that this
new legislation, whi_ch is rewritten

by the Bill, will extend the coverage
to those areas which were mentioned
by the Minister in his second-reading
speech.
Mr. STEPHEN (Ballaarat South).='""'
This is a Bill to improve stability in
the tomato processing industry, and
I participate in the debate as one
who was formerly engaged in the
food canning industry and whe has
some knowledge of the disputes that
can arise in it because of its nature~
I am sure that this proposed legisla-.
tion will greatly help the tomato
processing industry.
The Act controlling the handling
and processing of tomatoes was first
passed in 1964 and was amended in
1965, 1968 and 1970. The Govern . .
ment has ·now decided, and I
think rightly, to bring in new legisla-tion and to incorporate the present
needs of the industry, which is one
of great change. Mention has been
made of mechanical harvesting and
bulk handling and that this is good
for the consumer because with the
advances in handling one can well
imagine the economies that will
accrue to the ultimate user.
In the future all contracts between
growers and processors will be in
writing, as laid down in the First
Schedule, and the amendments which
have been made in the Second Sche-.
dule have been drafted after full consultation between the grower and
processor and the Department of
Agriculture. I see this legislation as
being based on co-operation between
all interested bodies and persons,
and I am sure that it will allow
much smoother operation of this
consumer industry. I fully support
the measure.
Mr. HANN (Rodney).-The Countrv
Party supports the Bill, which will
further improve the stability of the
tomato
processing industry.
f
should like to commend the Minister,
because in the discussions I have
had with the representatives of the
Victorian Farmers Union, I was told
that it had a very co-operative
association with th~ Minister. in.
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drafting this Bill and it is virtually farmers
who
normally
grow
an acceptance of the recommenda- tomatoes ·will be unable to get their
tions that the representatives of the crops in at all because of the exunion made to him. They are pleased tremely wet conditions. This should
with the Bill. I should also like to be kept in mind by honorable
commend the honorable gentleman, members in considering the Bill.
as did the honorable member for
Mention has been made of the
Broadmeadows, for the role he
various
changes in the clauses of the
played in negotiating a price beBill
relating
to canning and slicing.
tween the growers and the procesThe
advent
of machine harvesting
sors. In the past this has been one
has certainly
and
bulk
handling
of the greatest problems in a system
where the processors have been changed the industry quite drasticgoing around to individual growers, ally. This has led to the introduction
even after a price has been of direct seeding and instead of a
negotiated, and encouraging them to grower handling an area of 7 to 10
sign up at a ·lower price. It is hoped acres, he now handles areas of 40 to
the provisions of the Bill will reduce 50 acres or more. This has helped
to reduce the overhead costs. Aerial
or eliminate that procedure.
spraying has been introduced in the
It is significant that although past two or three years, par-ticularly
there has been an increase of 17 per in the nor-thern parts of the Gaulcent this year in the actual price burn Valley, and few of the growers
paid to growers, that increase has there still spray with the ordinary
already been absorbed by higher tractor method.
costs, particularly the cost of
One of the new provisions in the
chemicals, spraying, and labour.
Labour costs .form a high proportion Bill re·la'tes to taking away the
of the cost in all the fruit and vege- tomatoes from the grower's gate or
table industries. Even with the nominated loading point. This is
advent. of mechanical harvesting, an important part of the BiU because
there IS still a need for a labour loading can be quite hazardous.
force at the time when the tomatoes Most of the tomatoes are collected
are being harvested and this in- from the loading point at night and
creases the burden on the grower if the bins are stacked at the s'ide
and cer-tainly reduces the benefits to of the roadways in areas ·where there
the consumer that the honorable is inadequate lighting there is a
member for Ballaarat South ·men- traffic hazard. The loading of bulk
tioned. In actua·l fact mechan'ical bins on to semi-trailers and trucks
harvesting helps ·to contain overhead with forklifts creates a hazard for
costs, which are climbing at a high motorists. This is, therefore, a particularly impor-tant clause because of
rate all the time.
the benefit 'it gives to the grower
The other factor that has reduced who does not have to shi•ft the
or virtually removed all the benefit tomatoes a long distance from where
of this increased price is seasonal they are grown. •In some cases he
conditions, particularly in the north- can then stack them back inside his
ern part of Victoria and the Gaul- property and this reduces the traffic
burn Valley, where the larger part hazard.
of the tomato crop ·is grown.
Reference has been made to the
Because of the exceptionally wet
fact
that the tomato grower has to
conditions many of the tomato
growers are late in getting their notify the processor ·or the person
ground worked and in planting their who wiH be delivering the tomatoes
tomatoes. The crops wiU be late and for hi·m •when the tomatoes will be
it is expected that few producers if ready to be picked up and this has
any, ·will receive anyth'ing more than been a problem. Many growers rent
a satisfactory crop this year. Some land which is some distance from a
Mr. Hann.
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telephone and under the exis.ting system they have to leave that area at
lunchtime and travel some miles to
telephone the carrier to arrange for
the transport of the tomatoes.
The Country Party supports the
Bill and commends the ·Minister for
improving the stability of the industry and for the role that he is
playing not only in the tomato industry but in other agricultural
industries and for the co-operation
he is giving to the growers and producers.
Mr. BURGIN {Polwarth).-This
Bill repeals the Tomato Processing
Industry (Uniform Agreement) Act
1964 and its purpose is to avoid disputes and problems within the
tomato industry. The measure has
been introduced following agreement
between processors and tomato
growers. I consider .that people engaged in many other primary industries should examine the provisions
of this Bill with a view to having a
similar measure introduced in their
spheres. The proposed legislation is
acceptable to all sections of the industry and I compliment the Minister
upon introducing it.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time
and committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Interpretations) .
Mr. I. W. SMITH {Minister of
Agriculture) .-I thank honorable
members for their contributions to
the debate. I agree that the Bill
could be the forerunner of other
legislation which will assist producers, processors and consumers of
other rural produce. I agree with the
honorable member for Broadmeadows that there is a need for a clause
covering some form of arbitration. If
an agreement breaks down, it is necessary that an independent person
should assess what is a fair thing.
In wishing to bring stability to
rural industries, we cannot lose sight
of the forces of supply and demand,
and allowance must be made for

that factor. This proposed legislation
will not face the difficulties which
result from the operation of section
92 of the Commonwealth Constitution, since most tomatoes produced
for processing are grown within this
State. The same cannot be said about
many other rural products.
The clause was agreed to, as were
the remaining clauses.
First Schedule.
Mr. WILTON (Broadmeadows).This schedule contains the agreement
which is to be entered into between
a grower and a buyer, and it contains
19 clauses. Paragraph (g) of clause
3 statesThe decision of the buyer's representawith respect to the weighing and gradmg of the tomatoes shall be conclusive as
between the parties hereto, subject o·nly to
any determination made within 24 hours of
deliv~ry of .the tomatoes to. the buyer's inspection pomt by a departmental inspector
whose opinion has been sought by either
party, which determination shall override
the decision of the buyer's representatives.
~ives

That is the provision under which the
departmental officer assumes the role
of arbitrator or referee, with overriding powers. However, in paragraph
(a) of clause 7 the schedule providesThe buyer may reject the whole of a consignment if the consignment(i) contains 10 per cent or more bv
weight of culls and a second
sample has been taken and graded
as containing 10 per cent or more
of culls.
(ii) has present in it any noxious chemical residue or tainting which is
such that, in the buyer's opinion,
it is not practicable to use the
tomatoes for processing. If a consignment is rejected on this ground
the buyer must notify the grower
and the Director of Agriculture in
writing within 24 hours of his reasons for rejection.

Is the Minister satisfied that the
arbitrary powers of the departmental
officer are sufficient to protect a
producer against the shenanegans of
a buyer who wishes to refuse a shipment on the ground that there is a
noxious chemical residue? It appears
that the departmental officer can be
brought into the matter only when
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the tomatoes are being weighed and
graded. That may be covered by subparagraph (i) of paragraph (a) of
clause 7 of the schedule, but I
wonder how it effects sub-paragraph
(ii).
Mr. I. W. SMITH (Min'ister of
Agriculture) .-It appears that the

honorable member for Broadmeadows
thinks that the powers bestowed on
the departmental officer to arbitrate
in disputes are not wide enough to
e~tend to the percentage of culls
for one reason or another, particularly where there is a chemical residue. No trouble has been experienced in that regard, and it therefore
does not seem to be necessary to
amend the legislation. Perhaps it is
a matter which shoud be examined
in the future.
Mr. WILTON (Broadmeadows).1 thank the Minister for his reply. It
may well be that it will not prove
to be a problem, but I ask the honorable gentleman to direct his officers
to discuss with the industry the vesting of broader powers in the departmental officer. Perhaps it would be
wise to enable the parties to a dispute to call in the departmental
officer on any dispute about the
quality of the product.
The schedule was agreed to, as
was the remaining schedule.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed
through its remaining s·tages.
CONSUMER PROTECTION BILL.

The debate (adjourned from September 26) on the motion of Mr.
Rafferty (Minister of Consumer Affairs) for the second reading of this
Bill was resumed. .
Mr. SIMMONDS CReservoir).-The
Opposition welcomes this oppol"tunity
of discussing a measure which deals
with consumer protection. A good
deal of legislation on consumer protection has been enacted by the Parliament, but the Opposition is of the
view that the policing of the legislation has not been good enough. When
explaining this measure the Minister

Bill.

of Consumer Affairs postured and
perhaps boasted about his role as the
Minister who is principally concerned
with consumer affairs. He made a
point of informing the House that he
had invited representations from interested bodies but that only two the Public Interest Research Group
and the Direct Selling Association of
Australia - accepted that invitation.
It is unfortunate that ·there is no
mention of those two organizations
or of the activities with which they
are concerned particularly the
comments on pyramid selling which
are contained in the documents of
the Public Interest Research Group
- in this measure.
The
;Minister's
second-reading
speech did not convey much information about pyramid selling ; indeed,
one knew nothing more at the end of
the ·Minister's speech than one
knew at the commencement of it.
There is jn this proposed legislation nothing more than " tokenism "
which attempts to remedy a situation
but does little to achieve that objective. One has only to read the reports
made over the years by the Consumer
Protection Council to note that it is
denuded of supplies, staff and funds,
but the staUstical 'inf;ormation is
suffiden1: Jto indic~te thta:t c10nsum·er
protection measures a:re dim·in:ishling
rather than expanding in effectiveness.
I have no doubt that, whHe I am
speaking 'tonight, people in Melbourne are being conned in:to pyr-am'id selling sahemes. '!!he· Ministe:r
of Consumer Affairs wou1ld not
deny ~hat rt:h:e activi'tlies of the people
who have operated in Vict01ria have
not diminished, desp·i,te hi:s a:s:surances both inside and outside the
State. To s·om·e extent :thi1s Bill
which p:ropos·es to deal with consumerism, is another ex;ample of tJhe
Government's :ineffectiveness and of
its mid-nineteen~h cen1tury laissez
faire attitude 10f being unable Ito
grasp tthe current :t:eCilmiques that are
used .to convince peopl•e to pay
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money inlto these :schemes. The Minister still ·slticks to the old concept
of buye.rs beware, to which he has
been w·edded over the· years.
The hionol'lable geDJtleman never
ceases to go foJ1th and appea:r on
television. One needs only to sit beside one's rtelevi'Sion set to hea:r and
see the Minister pointing out that
gullible people are being asked :to
part with :their money and that he is
powerless to do anything about it.
He can probably quote the proverbs
in Span1ish, but that would not m·atter because people have difficulty in
understanding his Engl'i!sh.
The
Moltor Oar T'vaders Act ~s ·an ex.ample
of the Govemment's insincerity. Honorable members read recently of a
motor car .tr.ader who was convict·ed
for turning back an odometer.
M'l". RAFFERTY.-The oonvic:tion
was not under the Motor Car
Traders Ac:t ; it was the Consumer
Protection Aot.
M.r. SIMMONDS.-Wbatever i:t
was, irt prohibited the turning back
of an odometer and the Minister
gave some -indication that pe~haps
the Consumer Prdtedtion Act would
be of great benefit :to the citizens of
Victoria. 11he 'honO'I"able gentle·man
might corre'C~t me if I am w'vong, but
in the case of t!he prosecution the
penalty imposed was $50.
Mr. RAFFERTY.-Are you criticiz,ing
the oour.t?
M;r. SIMMONDS.-The cour.t can
only adminlister the legislat1:!ion :for
which the Minister of Consumer
affairs is responsible. It can only
adminis,ter the legi·slation when a
prosecution ·iJs launched. In !this case,
some hundreds of dollars profit was
made 1()[11 tlle 'tr:an'saotion., but rthe fine
was only $50. One can imagine the
feelings of p1eople who indulge in
these practices.
The honorable gentlem,an spoke in
some detail abolllt pest coo,tJvo..J op·emtors rand the Act regulating their activities. Consumer protection measures have not been eff·ected in that
a1rea. The rest of the Mini·SJte·r's
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second-reading speech pr10vided a l:ist
of what might be done. Honorable
members can be cel'!tia1n that Vhe official of th'e Depal'ltmenlt of Labour and
Industry will team -something f,vom
a conference in ,tJhe Unit·ed States of
America, and of the effectiveness of
consumer protection legislation there.
The United States of America is
the bastion of the capitalist systtem, but that ooun1t:ry has dealt with
some of tthe problem's besetting the
consumers in a much mo~e posirtive
way than .this GoV1emm·ent htas done
wi~h its l·ast century oonc:epts. If the
M'in'ister had been prepared to listen
to the· subm'issi10ns made to him, he
would have learnt that, in seventeen
States of the United StJarbe.s of America legislation has been enaotled to
deal with t!he problems of pyramid
selling. L:ate:r, I 1shall indicate the
way in w.hidh 'this has been done.
The Bill deals wiJth the positiJon of
Di·redtor of Coosumer Affairs and
provides the right for that offioe'l" to
ttake definite action on behalf of consumers. However, this is being done
only in a half-hearted manner. If actilon wa1s taken with the· same
thoroughness of that initiated in the
UttitJed SitJaltes of America some of
th:e bad trade practices m Victoria
could be " king hit ". The concept in
Amer:ica permits action rbo be 'taken
on behalf of consumers as a clrass.
The Minister of Consumer Affairs
is wedded rto contracts and sale:s on
an individual basis and the oonceprts
of groups of peopl'e banding toge'bher
to defend their 'OW!Il 'interesrts as consum·ers and taking ac:tiotrl on t'hat
basi'S 'is completely a'lien tto him. That
is rthe reason w.hy 'the concept ·1s not
embodied in the proposed legislation.
Ov:er the years, hcmorable membevs have se1en the ineff~ectiveness of
the existing Oonsumer Protection
Bureau. This ineffectiveness has been
due, not ·so much 1to the· people oonoem·ed and to whom the Mini:srter
paid tribute, but to tthe Government
w:hich has hamstrung rtihat body by
lack of resources, back-up and technical canadty to inve,srtig.altJe. The
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Min~ster does not seem 1:o be prepared to provide the necessary technical assistance that is necessary
in this field to allow the council to
perfonn its functions adequaltely.
The honorable gentleman seems to
mlake some adjustments in ~sonnel
and he proposes to appointt a parttime direotor.
Mr. RAFFERTY.-Who is part-time?
Mr. SIMMONDS.-Is the honorable gentleman prepared to say that
it will be a full-time appointment?
Mr. RAFFERTY.-For $18,000 a
year, what do you reckon?
Mr. SIMMONDS.-'I'he Minister of
Consumer Affairs proposes to make
certain adjustments to the staff and
appoint two other people. There
is no evidence that these people will
be given any better resources than
others have 'in the pa1st and that ~o
secwtion'S will be embled to be made
so that the ave~age consumer in Victoria will have ·the opportunity of
purttill1g hii.s oase ~and having adequate
representations made for him. A
wide range of consumer p~roblems
exist ; it is not merely a question of
complaints over a hilt of plumbing
or a tradesman not doing his job,
which the Minister has in mind.
The fundamental p~t of the proposed legislation deals with pyramid
sellilng, ~a:nd how it is defined. Over
a long p:enod the Minister has failed
to understand 'the pr-oble~m and how
effecrtively to oon'Wol the people who
engage in this practice. In his
s·eoond -reading :speech he said that
-tjhey were dangel'lous men who deHbel"ately c.t'lawled into the l'ives of
their unsuspecting victims to trap,
cheat ~and rob them of 1thek savings.
He sJtruted that :the whole scheme of
pyramid selling was insidious. The
honorrable gentlemoo acknowledged
that he was dealing with d:angerrous
men and that .they we·re trying to
tt>ap their unsuspe·ctilng victims. He
acknowledged h'is responsibility adequately to 'expla~in what pylfiamiid selling was and tJO legi~slate to prohibi1t
irt. In his se-eond-.reading speech, 1lhe
Minister indicated that he was going
to prohibit pyramid selling.

Bill.

It is unfortunate that the proposed
legislation is based on EngliiSh ·legJislooon which sought to regulate
rather t'han rto pnohibit. Some of the
provi1sioos of ltlle Bill relating to
pyramid selling stem from the English provisions. On 14th February,
1971, the previous chairman of the
then Consumers Protection Council
whom this Government dismissed,
wrote to the then Attorney-General. I
shall quote this letter because it will
permit the House to understand the
full ramifications of the Golden
Chemical Products operation which
became rampant in this State at that
time and has continued until now.
The letter statesThe attached letter is in support of the
three motions passed today at a meeting
attended by financially distressed present
and former distributors of Golden Chemical
Products Pty. Ltd. The motions will have
been separately supplied to you.
I apologize for the typing of the letter
but I thought it better not to delay putting
these facts and arguments in front of you
and with going interstate tomorrow I would
not have been able to provide a tidy looking
effort before Wednesday. I trust you will
find it readable.
The key questions amount to these: Who
establish this organization? How deliberate
was their attempt to take money for what
appear to be worthless ' franchises '? How
many people in Victoria have been involved?
What do total losses and gains amount to?
Were those losses, or large part of them,
as inevitable as my argument suggest?
I have substantially read this letter to the
meeting attended by 43 distressed distributors and received only minor corrections. I
have been informed that the price of buying
in has recently been raised : $3,000 now instead of $2,400 to take up a ' direct ' distributorship ; about $2,800 instead of $2,000
to make the move to being a ' general '.
The margin for the ' local ' distributor, the
actual door knocker has been increased
from 43 per cent to about 60 per cent on
his buying price which suggests an urgent
effort now by the sponsors to shift some of
the detergents, etc., through their pipeline
and into homes. And I have no doubt that
you will receive evidence of end sales in
some volume. This will not of course meet
the argument that in large part the detergents are not meant to go out of the garages
of the ' direct ' distributors on whom all
pressure is placed not to sell products, but
to sell more people into the system and get
their commissions by so doing.
I do ask you to give this matter of the
proposed commission of inquiry your earnest
attention and support. Such an inquiry
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would allow adequate public debate on the
extent to which Victorians have a right to be
able to pursue their private profit making
ventures in the confidence that their own
efforts will be the cause of their success or
failure ; not trickery by others in a State
which is not interested in protecting its
citizens.

The letter was accompanied by an
outline of a case for a commission
of inquiry into the mode of operation
of Golden Chem'ical Products Pty.
Ltd. and its associated organizations.
I direct the submission to the attention of the House because it is
important that honorable members
understand the true nature of a pyramid selling operation. The operation is similar whether the organization is Golden Chemical Products
Pty. Ltd., Holiday Magic Pty. Ltd.,
Dare to be Great, or any others
which use schemes imported into this
country from the United States of
America where pyramid selling had
its birth in 1964. It has been rampant in Victoria for at least three
years. The Government has always
had the capacity to deal with the
problem but it was not interested.
The accompanying document states
that the matter wasof such concern that at a public meeting held on Sunday November
14 in the Doric Hall, 284 Albert Rd., South
Melbourne, attended by many persons with
detailed knowledge of the organisation under discussion, certain resolutions were
passed by persons who had lost money in
connection with their dealings with the company known as Golden Chemical Products
Pty. Ltd. and its associated organization.
Five members provided me with detailed
written answers to my questions and various
documents. Others provided verbal answers.
Working through this considerable material
it became clear to me that, if substantiated
by appropriate expert -inquiry, the allegations made by these former and present
distributors of Golden Products and the implications of the material in the printed
documents amounted to these main points ;
A. The design of the Golden Products
system was such that it had to break down
as it built into it certain terminating mechanisms which were not obvious to many who
put their money into the system.
B. The design of the system was ·such that
the more persons who joined, the smaller
was the chance of late joiners gaining a return on their contributions. Logically, if the
system operated perfectly according to its
design, many people had to lose money.
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C. The recruiting meetings at which people
were persuaded to contribute their money
were purposefully organized to disguise the
prime method by which anyone could expect to realise gains on a part-time basis.
D. Money lenders, who worked in association with the recruiting meetings, or with
persons already in the system may have
gained and/or issued loans in circumstances
which infringed the Money Lenders Act.

In referring to the inevitable breakdown of the system, the author of
the document saysThe statements made by financially distressed Golden distributors and documents
supplied by them point to the fact that the
Golden system could not work for too long.
It had to break down. The system has been
described as a ' pyramid organization '.
The evidence brought forward leads one
to dispute that description which presumably
arose through a superficial inspection of the
apparent sales structure, which consists of
four levels at which sales margins are applied in the movement of goods from factory
.
to householders.

This 'is the key point in the distribution. What is not generally understood is that the goods and services
are only an adjunct to the scheme.
The sale of goods is only superficial.
The important part of
the operation is the involvement
of people on a fee basis with the
right to persuade other people to become involved on a fee basis. That
is the ·common factor to the pyramid
schemes which have been attacked
in other countries and which are now
the subject of this Bill. T-he four
levels are general distributor, direct
distributor, area distributor, and
local distributor. The statement continuesIf the system had been designed primarily
to sell goods one might well question the
efficiency of a four level distribution system
but, the evidence suggests that the system
was not primarily designed to sell goods ;
that the system worked most profitably for
those who joined early and if the goods in
question-household detergents and the like,
-made only one physical move : from factory to the garage of a 'direct ' distributors.

At that stage, for the managers of
the scheme, the operation is complete.
A better description of the system would
appear to be that of ' a horizontal chain
letter franchise sales system '.
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The Golden Products organization was
designed to help some people profit through
the sale of franchise ; the existence of the
actual Golden products help to camouflage
this purpose.
The evidence on which this summary was
based shows that the individuals making the
complaints were induced to join the organization at ' direct ' level. This cost each $2,400.
They were further induced, as quickly as
possible, to recruit a second person also at
'direct' level and then they were permitted
and encouraged to pay a further $2,000 to
become a ' general '.
In doing this, the quickest way for each
individual to recover his contribution was to
induce a further three persons to join as
'directs', encouraging each to convert to
' general ' status.
By bringing about three such double
moves he would receive $5,220 in commission or $820 more than he had paid.
These moves are set out in diagram form
in attachment 1.

Bill.

financial disaster to many people ; if so-(a) what steps have been taken to prevent
a continuation of these practices; and (b)
what steps the Department of Labour and
Industry has taken to warn people of the
likely effects of involvement in these operations?

In answer, the Minister saidAs far as I am aware, these companies
are still operating in Victoria. As far as I
am aware, their operations are not in breach
of the law. However, on 7th October, 1971,
I made a statement which was widely
published, in which I said, " I do not intend
to deter people from participating in all
direct selling schemes . . . . but I am
obliged to issue this warning to prospective
investors not to engage in any pyramid
selling schemes which require investment in
the scheme or in stocks of the products of
the company other than minimum sample
ranges ". I will provide a copy of this
statement to the honorable member. This
is not a consumer protection matter as such.
It is a question of the extent to which
Governments should go in trying to protect
the interests of people who invest funds in
commercial enterprises in search of profit.

Other people have taken this a step
further. I understand that in the
United States of America, on the
basis of a person recruiting
Mr. WHITING.-Why do we have
"five others, at the thirteenth level the Bill now?
of the pyramid the whole of the
Mr. SIMMONDS.-The Minister
population of the United States of
America would be involved. The passeth all understanding. That
absurdity of the proposition is self- answer reflects his attitude to the
apparent. But. of course, it is not question. It is the attitude he has
apparent to the individual who is adopted over the years. It is why
subjected to the promotional ac- Victoria has become a haven for
tivities of these people. They war- people operating pyramid selling
rant the description of the Minister schemes. The answer continuesof Labour and Industry that they are " Pyramid selling " in general is at present
investigation by the Commonwealth
dangerous people who deliberately under
Attorney-General on behalf of the Standing
crawl into the lives of their unsus- Conference of Attorneys-General.
pecting victims.
Attaehed to the answer was the MinI will not weary the House with ister's press release of 7th October,
the rest of the details of this scheme 1972, which the honorable gentleas it is defined by the previous man was good enough to make availChairman of the Consumer Protec- able to me.
tion Council. The nub of the arguI wish to relate to the House a
ment is contained in the proposition situation in which 43 people invested
that the goods are m'erely incidental $120,000 in Golden Chemical Proto the operation and that the re- ducts Pty. Ltd. They received $32,000
cruitment of people for fees is the in commission or goods ann
prime ingredient. This document were left with a net deficit of
was made available to the Govern- $88,000.
Thirty-one
distributors
ment in November, 1971. But noth- signed statements to the effect that
ing surprises the Labor Party about thev were prepared to submit affithe Minister of Labour and Industry. davits concerning the company and to
On 7th March, 1972, I asked the aooear as witnesses before a comhonorable gentlemanmission of inquiry. They were seekWhether Golden Chemical Products Pty. ing an inquiry at that stage to deal
Ltd. are still operating a system of franchise
selling in Victoria which has caused with a problem which was rampant
Mr. Simmonds.
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in thi·s State. They expressed their would, and Golden Chemical Products told
concern to the Government and us we could not make money without bringing people to meetings and joining them up
asked what they would do.
and we would be much better off being
I have a number of affidavits direct distributors. Since then we have
borrowed money on our house in which we
which were presented to the Gov- were
taken for a ride on as far as interest
ernment at that time. The House goes. We have not been able to sell stock as
should know what happened to some people can buy it in retail stores less than
can buy it for ; and also it is not as good
people as a result of the inaction aweproduct
as it was first demonstrated beof the Government on pyramid sell- cause the board
used for the demonstration
ing. This sort of situation will con- had been washed in a wax shampoo. Not
tinue because the Bill is deficient in only are we on the verge of losing our home,
have lost friends and we are unable to
dealing with pyramid selling. The we
hold our heads up. Owing to Golden
people who the Government says Chemical Company I have had a nervous
were unscrupulous and cunning will breakdown. My child who is an asthmatic
have no trouble in evading its pro- and ·suffers with excema and has suffered
visions. One affidavit sworn by a badly due to stress in the home.
migrant statesOther affidavits have been made
! have joined Golden Chemical Products available to the Government. WhatPty. Ltd. on about the 14th June, 1971 as a ever one feels about the Government,
direct D. I paid $2,800 and of this $2,800 I one should spare a thought for the
had to borrow $2,000 from a friend to be
repaid in one year at 7! per cent. In the Australian Association of Multi Level
first two-and-a-half months I have tried hard Distributors. On 20th December,
to do as I was told and I had three local 1971, this organization wrote to me
distributors to help me. In the first two
I gather that it wrote to most
months I got back about $250. At first I be- a letter
lieved that in a very part time basis anyone members of the House could make a lot of money, but I soon found which stated -

out that to make money with this system
the only way was to sell positions and not
products. This of course I couldn't do because it was against my principles.
To make things worse after a while even
my local D. stopped selling as they found it
impossible to sell because the products were
being introduced in many stores at half the
price. This is the time when I realized that
was not me that had failed, but just the
method of recruiting distributors. They have
saturated the market in such a manner that
is impossible to sell unless we are prepared
to lose 80 per cent. I already lost money, but
I am not selling the rest of my products to
others for 20 cents to a $1 otherwise I will
have two persons that will laugh at me and
not one.
I conclude in saying that to protect others
to fall into this trap, the Government should
have a full-scale inquiry.

I wish to inform you of the formation of
the Australian Association of Multi Level
Distributors.
The Association represents firms marketing direct to the consumer as distinct from
so-called pyramid selling companies in which
the sale of products is not the real purpose
of the operation.
Members of the Association are Golden
Chemical Products of Australia Pty. Ltd.,
Holiday Magic Pty. Ltd. and Willex Products Pty. Ltd.

Despite his experience, this person
was not bleating about it ; he was
simply asking the Government to act
and to prevent other people from
being caught up in a similar exercise.
Another affidavit states -

I do not think I need read the rest of
the letter. It seems that the· people
who have been guilty of crimes
against the community of Victoria
are prepared in the most blatant way
to describe themselves as legitimate
businesses. If they are prepared to
act in that manner, in the light of
what I have said, it is obvious that
legislation to deal with these people
will have to be carefully drawn and
effectively policed.

That on 22nd October, 1970, I attended a
meeting of Golden Chemical Products where
I was told I could make $1000's dollars selling soap which was stated to be bio-degradeable and non-caustic and non-toxic.
Before this we had been area distributors
and we went to this meeting to say we were
not making the money they told us we

The Opposition contends that this
Bill is deficient. It is deficient because the clauses which define pyramid selling incorrectly place the
emphasis on goods and services and
fail to define adequately the conduct
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of persons involved in pyramid selling schemes. It is the conduct of
these persons in recruiting and their
activities at meetings, and so on, for
which provision must be made.
The key to the Opposition's attitude on this Bill lies in clause 6
which defines " pyramid selling
scheme." The definition appears in
sub-section ( 1) of proposed section
32A, and consists of paragraphs (a),
(b), (c) and (d). All of these paragraphs are linked in that each of
them is required to be met before a
scheme comes under the definition.
The definition of "pyramid selling
scheme " means a trading scheme
under which, inter alia (a) goods or services are or are to be
provided by a promoter of the
trading scheme ;
(b) goods or services provided or to be
provided by a promoter of the trading scheme are or are to be provided by a participant in the trading scheme (whether or not as
servant or agent of a promoter) to
or for another participant in the
trading scheme ;
(c) an or a substantial number of transactions or negotiations for the
provision of goods or services are
or are to be effected or take place
or are to take place at a place other
than a place of business of a promoter of this scheme or of the
participant providing the goods or
services;

Since all of these provisions must be
operative before an organization
comes within the scope of the Bill,
most of the door-to-door sales operations which the Minister of Labour
and Industry would accept as legitimate trading operations - I understand that some 50,000 housewives
are engaged in part-time work selling
jewellery, cosmetics and other things
on this basis for various companies
- would run the risk of being caught
up in this definition. Perhaps members of the Opposition would not be
so concerned about that if we believed that the person at whom the
Bill is aimed would also be caught
up, but we contend that by merely
setting up direct selling centres or
regional centres and operating from
a business address the people whom
Mr. Simmonds.

Bill.

the Minister describes as being so
cunning will be able to evade the
provisions of the Bill.
I am aware that the philosophy
behind the Bill is to drag in everybody and then, under proposed new
section 32E, as contained in clause 6,
to give the Governor in Council
power to declare certain schemes not
to be pyramid selling schemes. However, in view of past performances
and the type of inspection service
available in the field of consumer
affairs, it would not be difficult to
assess that a great deal of delay
would occur between the time an
organization was labelled as a pyramid seller and when the 'Minister
finally reached .the position of saying,
"I have investigated and it is not
so. "
The Minister referred to " grey "
areas in this field. It is a fact that
persons who indulge in what is commonly known as pyramid selling and
on a recruitment-for-fee basis, which
I describe as an illegal operation,
never turn and operate legally.
Similarly, persons who operate in a
legitimate manner do not suddenly
become pyramid sellers of the type
which the Minister proposes to prohibit. Therefore, I do not see that
there is any problem of a grey area.
The position could be dealt with
adequately if the definition were
adequate.
The Direct Selling Association of
Australia-a division of the Chamber
of Manufactures, which is not an
organization with which members of
the Opposition are normally in agreement - has convinced me of its
concern to prohibit pyramid selling
effectively. This organization presented a lengthy and well-documented submission on case histories
in the United States of America. It
summarizes what it considers to be a
more accurate and definite definition
of pyramid selling which would effectively prohibit and prevent from
operating in this State persons who
have fleeced the community for a
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number of years because of the Government's failure <to legislate and effectively control their activities. I
wish to quote a few portions of this
report, which was put to the Minister.
In its summary the Direct Selling
Association of Australia stated that
it would show that the problems of
definition could be overcome and that
pyramids could be prohibited without
infringement on ethical commercial
enterprises and, equally importantly,
without the necessity of creating expensive and cumbersome regulatory
agencies. That position has apparently escaped the Minister because
the emphasis in the Bill is on the
transfer of goods frorn one place to
another and on recruitment for fee.
Mr. RAFFERTY.-When did it put
that view?
Mr. SI·MMONDS.-lt had some
difficulty in seeing the Minister.
Mr. RAFFERTY.-It had to wait
nearly 24 hours.
Mr. SIMMONDS.-! do not know
what the breakdown in communications was, but I know that within· 24
hours of my asking a question without notice the Minister was able to
see the organization.
When the ·Minister introduced this
Bill he indicated that he wanted it
passed before Christmas, in time for
the Christmas shopping.
Mr. RAFFERTY .--Certainly.
Mr. SI·M·MONDS.-The honorable
gentleman also stated that he wanted
the provisions relating to pyramid
selling proclaimed before Christmas.
That is about the level of his understanding of the provisions contained
in the Bill.
Members of the Opposition consider that it is possible to draft a
measure which adequately defines
the operation known as pyramid selling. I place before :the House a Bill
which was introduced into the Senate
of the State of New York on 23rd
January, 1973, which was the result
of the refinement of legislation in
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seventeen States on the basis of their
experience. It has been accepted as
being an effective means of defining
the conduct of people who operate
pyramid selling schemes. It is termed
" An Act to amend the general business law, in relation .to prohibiting
chain distributor schemes", and
statesSection 1. The general business law is
hereby amended by adding thereto a new
section, to be -section three hundred fiftynine-fff, to read as follows:Chain distributor schemes prohibited.

The point I made earlier was that the
Opposition was seeking prohibitionIt shall be illegal and prohibited for any
perso!l, . partnership, corporation, trust or
associatiOn, or any agent or employee
t~er~of, to p~om~te, offer or grant participation m a cham distributor scheme.

2. As used herein a " chain distributor
scheme " is.~ sales device whereby a person,
upon condition that he make an investment, is.granted a licence or right to solicit
or recruit for profit or economic gain one or
more · additional persons who are also
granted. such li~ense or right upon condition
of makmg an mvestment and may further
perpetuate the chain of persons who are
granted such license or right upon such
condition.
A limitation as to the number of persons
who may participate, or the presence of addition~! conditions affecting eligibility for
such licence or right to recruit or solicit or
the receipt of profits therefrom does 'not
change the identity of the scheme' as a chain
distributor scheme. As used herein, " investment " means any acquisition, for a consideration other than personal services, of
property, tangible or intangible, and includes
without limitation, franchises, business opportunities and services. It does not include
sales demonstration equipment arid materials
furnished at cost for use in making sales and
not for resale.
A chain distributor scheme shall constitute a security within the meaning of this
article and shall be subject to all of the
provisions of this article.

The princ-iples of th'is Bill, which was
introduced in the New York Senate
-in 1-973, are the ,culiminatlon of ·legis'lation 'in seventeen States.
Mr. SUGGETT CBentleigh).-1 rise
to a point of order. Is the honorable member in order in quoting from
a Bill from another country?
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McLaren).-Order! I see no point .of
order. The references that have been
made have been dearly defined by
t'he honorable member. I suggest
that long extra·cts from this reference
might be extraneous, but I understand that the honorable member will
now proceed with the Bill under discussion. Therefore, there is no point
of order.
Mr. SIMMONDS (Reservoir).-!
thank you for your ruling, Mr. Deputy Speaker. The Bill to which I
have referred was introduced into the
Senate of the State of New York on
23rd January, 1973.
Mr. RAFFERTY.-That was nine
years after pyramid selling started in
America.
·Mr. SIMMONDS.-The New York
Bill was introduced after seventeen
States in America had passed legis1a:tion on the subject.
The Min'ister ;is not able to explain
w1vh OO!Ilfidence Wha;t is contained in
h'is Bill. When he made his se·condreading speech ihe read a large wad
of notes which ~contained no explanation of a pyramid selling scheme or
of attempts ·made to legislate against
it; he did express the hope .that other
States would follow the lead of Vktoria. If other States do so they will
be adopting an incorrect definition
which wil'l lead to pyram'id seUers
being able to avoid prosecution.
The Bill is the subject of a misunderstanding, not only by the Minister but wherever the ·matter is d~s
cussed. Admittedly the problems of
drafiting effective 1egislation are complex. Parliamentary Counsel have
been una:ble to g'ive me an assurance
that in the time available to them
they would be able to draft a satisfactory measure. I understand that
the Government is concerned that
the Bill should become operative in
the shortest possible time.
My
colleagues and I concur in that proposition, but it is important that the
Bill should be effective in prohibiting
pyramid selling. In fact, it is more
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important that the legislation should
be effective than that the Bill should
be passed in its present form. It is
the contention of members of the
Opposition that if the Bill is enacted
as drafted the effect on pyramid
selling will simply be that its
operators will change their modus
operandi and will perform exactly as
they have this week in this State.
For that reason, I moveThat all the words after "That" be omitted with the view of inserting in place
thereof the words, "this Bill be withdrawn
and a new Bill introduced to bring the recruitment of persons for payment within the
definition of ' pyramid selling scheme ' ".

The DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr.
McLaren).-Order! I suggest that
honorable members might discuss the
amendment and the second-reading
motion at the same time. Those
members discussing either of these
will be regarded as speaking to either
the Bill or the amendme·nt proposed
by the honorable member for
Reservoir, or both.
Mr. RAFFERTY {Minister of Consumer Affairs) .-On a point of order,
I was uncertain of the procedure, but
you have now outlined it, Mr. Deputy
Speaker. This is an amendment to
the second reading of the Bill. If a
member speaks to this, he speaks to
the amendment and to the second
reading.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER.~Order!
It is a reasoned amendment and, as
I have said, honorable members can
dis·cuss both the Bill and the amend·ment at the sa,me time.
Mr. MciNNES {Gippsland South).'I'he moving of the amendment brings
the subject-matter of the Bill under
wider consideration. Firstly, I should
like to explain the view of ~the members of the Country Party on the Bill.
We have studied 'the measure and in
general tend to support it. The Bill
provides for the appointment to the
Consumer Affaks Council of at least
seven and not more than n'ine members. We have no aTgument wirt:!h this
pr<oposal or with the sugge-stion that a
solicitor or an economist could be
one of the members or that both a
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solicitor and an economist could be
members. :It appears that the pl"incipal Act made proVJisd.on for only
seven members, w'ho were to be
app.oinlted for five ye,a.rs.
· My 'colleagues and I cons•ider there
should be a rotational element in the
period of appo~intment rather than
have a council which is appointed for
five years and wllkh may become a
little stultified and then be superseded by a comp•letely new council.
Perhaps the Minister could exa~nine
the term of appointment of these
members of the council and consider
some form of rotational appointment.
The work of the council is most
i·mportant and will grow as ·the complexity of •commerce and consumerism ·increases in the community.
Clause 5 of the BiB deals with civil
proceedings. I find nothing objectionable in this provision, which is sensible and reasonable.
'J1he BiB contains provisions deaHng
with standard sizes, and so forth.
It 'is amazing that similar provisions
have not been introduced long before
this. They are long overdue, not only
for clothing and other consumer
items, but in a whole ·range of industrial and comme·reoial uses. Uniformity is necessary. 1 harve no argument on that s·core.
Clause 6, which seems to be creating the ·most trouble, refers to pyra·mid selling. At first glance, it appears that th'is is a highly des'irable
provision. Members of the Country
Party support the eradication of
these vile organizations that engage
in ·what is common•ly known as pyramid selling. I refer to such organizations as Golden Chemkal .Products
Pty. Ltd., and Holiday Magic
Pty. Ltd.; many others come
under notice from time to time.
These organizations have been in
operation overseas for many years.
'J1hey came to Australia apparently in
1969 although there is evidence of
their having been in Victoria before
then. After approximately two years
there was a rpub'Hc outcry against
pyramid selling. It probably took this
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long for people to become awa·re of
its ilns•idious naJture because of lthe
·clandestine operations of these
people.
The M1inister mentoioned that prior
to foreshadowing the legislation
earlier this year he sought advice
from the Labor ·Party and the Country Party, but this was not forth·coming . .J 'cannot give an adequate
reason for this :but I suggest that the
dandestine nature of the operations
was such that people were not completely aware of what was happening
at that stage. Pyramid selling is a
t~pe of cancer t'hat grows on society
and I agree ·w·ith all the epithets that
the Minister has seen fit to infl'ict on
these organizations. However, I believe the BiU will prohib'it pyramid
selling in .the form that we know it.
Unfortunately the dragnet clause
-I refer to the definition of the
pyramid seH'ing scheme under proposed paragraph (c) of sub-seot:i on
( 1) of section 32A, as contained in
olause 6-cove11s not only the
pyramid selling schemes but also the
direct-selling people who are known
and reasonably well respected in the
community.
Statements have been made in
the press today by the Secretary
of the Direct Sellers Association. In
addition a group that reported on
pyramid selling has carried out
most intensive research. Representatives from Monash and Melbourne universities operating under
the
name
of Public Interest
Research Group made a wellinformed
submission
which
I
understand was made available Jto
the ·Minister to assist 'in the f·raming
of the Bill. This group recommended that the proposed legislation should not include a dragnet
provision. The submission statesThe intention of any legislation should
not be to bring within the scope of any new
measures schemes which do not include the
elements that are undesirable. It is recognized that there are systems of franchising
and direct selling which do not involve ex,-
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pansion on the chain letter principle, which
provide services for which there is a public
demand, but these schemes can be unharmed
by legislation constructed with the awareness of how they operate and what differences there are in direct selling schemes
from pyramid type schemes.

Conversely, direct selling organizations can be harmed if this distinction is not clearly understood. The
submission states that in such
schemes the franchise holder does not
recruit others. Organizations such
as Avon and sixteen or seventeen
principal organizations of the Australan Direct Selling Association
would be included. The submssion
continuesIn such schemes the franchise holder does
not recruit others. He normally sells goods
or provides a service to the public from one
level and from a retail establishment. Generally the outlet is established on the basis
of market surveys conducted by the granter
of the franchise who support it subsequently
by supervision, advertising and other services.
·
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able, because it is a facet of the normal form of selling. A way must
be found to separate the obnoxious
type of pyramid selling from that
which is desirable.
The common ground that is mentioned in the submissions I have
read is that a distinction can be
made between the recruiting of
people and the selling of services
and products. I do not agree with
the comment attributed to the
executive director of the Direct
Selling Association of Australia, Mr.
John Fulton, who is quoted in the
Herald of 23rd October as sayingThe main weakness of the legislation is
that it does nothing to stop a pyramid selling organization receiving payments from
recruits to join the scheme.

I defend the Minister of Labour and
Industry, because I believe that proposed section 32B is the teeth of
the measure. This vital provision of
. Sub-section ( 1) of proposed sec- the Bill prescribes penalties of
tion 32A, contained in clause 6, de- $5,000 or imprisonment for one year
fines " pyram'id selling scheme " as or both for the promoter or other
people involved in the scheme in a
a trading scheme under whichpromotional manner. A fine of
(c) all or a substantial number of trans- ·$5,000 is a small penalty to pay,
actions or negotiations for the pro- and it has been suggested that the
vision of goods or services are or amount should be increased to
are to be effected or take place or $10,000 or $20,000. In order to obare to take place at a place other
than a place of business of a pro- tain $10,000, such an organization
moter of the scheme or of the would need to recruit people from
participant providing the goods or three senior levels of their selling
services;
structure at a cost of $3,000 each.
In simple language that means that The organization would probably be
there should be a fixed establish- prepared to take that risk.
mer:J.t from which to operate. It
Mr. RAFFERTY.-There is a gaol
would be easy for the other people
involved in the pyramid scheme, in penalty, too.
its worst form, to set up such an
Mr. MciNNES.-That is true.
organization and sell the rights with- To make this Bill acceptable, a
in this type of establishment, and means must be found of eliminating
still operate within the law, because the section which defines pyramid
in the proper context pyramid mar- selling. Provided that that can be
keting can embrace a wide range of done, the Country Party will accept
organizations. It would embrace the Bill. If that cannot be done, the
firms such as General Motors-Holden Country Party will be forced to
Pty. Ltd., and Avon Cosmetics Aust. accept the amendment as a shortPty. Ltd. as well as Golden Chemical term measure until more acceptable
Products Pty. Ltd., Holiday M•agic legislation is drafted. A ·situation
Pty. Ltd. and the "Dare to be should not be tolerated in which the
Great" organization. It should not actions of a few large companies
be thought that the pyramid struc- can affect the lives of 40,000 or
ture in its broadest sense is undesir- 50,000 people such as housewives,
Mr. Mcinnes.
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shop assistants and other people who
engage in part-time selling to earn
a few more dollars, while the rogues
prosper.
Before concluding my remarks, I
shall make a few comments on pyramid selling -in its obnoxious form. I
have had some experience of this.
As the Minister said, it is a dreadful type of operation and it is a
system of recruiting suckers. People
who went to the Solomon Islands,
such as " Bully " Hayes, in the
old days and knocked the Kanakas
out with cudgels, put them on
schooners and brought them to
Queensland as labourers would have
nothing on the people who carry out
these operations. These days professional salesmen are used and they
act in a way that would convince
most people.
A former employee of mine telephoned me from Melbourne and
asked me to attend a meeting at
Bairnsdale, 50 miles away. He would
not tell me anything about the meeting, but indicated that he was making so much money he could ~ot believe his good fortune. I dtd not
really want to go, ~ecaus~ I ha~ a
feeling that pyramid selhng mi.ght
be involved, but I went to satisfy
my curiosity. The mee~ing was organized by Golden Chemical Products
Pty. Ltd. As I sat in the back row
I observed the techniques that were
used. The evil part about this operation was that many of the people
at the meeting were my friends or
associates, or people I had known
who held well-paid positions. I was
amazed that these people, including
the captain of an airliner: were
sucked in by this type of thmg, because they were earning reasonable
salaries. ~he whole emphasis was on
the enormous amount of mon ey thalt
could be earned. These company
representatives staid that they w7re
driving Maseratis o:r Olthe•r expensive
cars. They painted a picture that
would have been vecy ha,rd to resist.
The ,technique ·sickened me, and I
left the meeting very quickly. I•t can
1
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be seen how such people pick ~heir
marks and draw them in. This is rthe
type of cancer thart these people
spread.
Mil', KIRKWOOD.-The people are
greedy.
Mr. MciNNES.-Maybe it is greed,
but that is an unfo:rtun.ate human
failing which, I suppose, all of us
have A method must be found to
stop ~ilii·s ttype of operation as quickly
as possible. I regret that the Country
Pal"ty should have vo oppose the Bill
in its present form beoause the dragnet clause is so wide tha:t, wilthout
modification or amrendment, many
innocent people will be harmed unless the sect:ion i.s excluded and the
Bill presented in a more acceptable
form. If the amendm·en:t is agreed
to, I hope a more acceprtable ~easure
will soon be introduced. Wtth the
exception of the definition provision,
the remainder of the Bill is highly
acceptable.
It is very difficult, as the M·iinister
and the honorable m•embe:r for Reservoir mentioned, rt:o legislate on and to
police ~activities in this area. I do
not envy the task of the draftsm·an
in fram'ing the Bill, but it reviOlve,s
around pl"Oihibiting !the· reoruilting of
people ·rathe:r than the ,selling of services. They sell products as a. means
of recruiting people, and havmg got
the people involved they twist their
minds to the point whe,re !they believe there are more rewards in recruiting other people ·to the organization. Pyramid selling has been
likened to the chain letter ooocept,
and .there are similarities, but of
course it cannot work financially. It
bas been p:I'Ioven again and again,
just as one knows from childhood
days that chain letters do not work.
'f.he,re has been mention of a New
York Act which will come in1tJo foTce
a:t ,the beginning of 1974. From my
observaltion and jn •the opinion of the
Di~eot Selling Association of Australia this Bill appears to be almost
as desimb1e as any legislat~oo could
be. However, I do not go back on
my ground in saying tJhat, apal'lt from
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this one definiJt!ion in the Bill, it
should be watertight enough to
achieve the desired effect and eradicate this despicable form of American-based marketing.
Mr. BIRRELL {Geelong).-The
amendment was nat seconded as provided for in Standing Ordelf No. 63,
and so it can be disregarded.
Apart f·I"0 m pyramid selling, this
Bill deals wi:th two ma:t:Jters of significance.
First of all, there is
the reconstitution of the Consumer
Affairs Council by the introduction
of two new members.
This is
a good idea and although no honorable member has mentioned it so far,
this is a wise course for the Minister
to pursue.
There is also the ability of the
Consumer Affairs Council to institute
legal proceedings on behalf of consumers who complain of defalcations
at the hands of manufacturers or
retailers. This is a move in the right
direction because often a poor person
has no resources .to take action because he has to pay costs of $300 or
$400 if he does so.
The main argument centres around
the concept of pyramid selling. This
is a very difficult area because if
the gullible wish to remain gullible
it is terribly hard to protect them.
Often in this House honorable members have to consider legislation
which does nothing more than try to
protect the unprotectable. Honorable
members may sit around these walls
for many years considering all types
of legislation but there will still be
suckers waiting to be sucked in.
What the Minister of Consumer
Affairs has attempted to do is to
draw a reasonable line ; to define
what are reasonable points on these
promoters - they are more numerous than in past years - who do
suck people in with gullible talk. The
Government has to draw a line somewhere. On one hand it is claimed .that
it is all right for these people to go
into business but on the other hand
it is claimed it is too far removed
from what is a reasonable attitude
1
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and therefore that group should be
excluded. As honorable members
have mentioned, this is terribly hard
to achieve.
The main aspect of pyramid selling
is found in the definition in clause 6
of the Bill. In paragraph (b) the
following words appear:The prospect is held out to a participant
in the trading scheme . . . of receiving payments or other benefits in respect of-(i)
the introduction . . . of other persons who
become participants in the trading scheme.

Pyramid selling hinges not around the
actions of the initial person in the
scheme but around those whom he
has to draw in as part of his engagement in the scheme. In other words,
there is a pyramid being built not
around a contract to sell goods but
around the contract to bring in other
people, which is the aim of pyramid
selling. Around this definition hinges
the whole aspect of pyramid selling.
The House should listen to all
points of view on this definition. I do
not want to set myself up as being
better than the honorable members
for Gippsland South and Reservoir
but I believe all honorable members
should listen, determine what is the
best definition of pyramid selling and
then adopt it. Honorable members
agree that there is some nefarious
practice inherent in pyramid selling
and the Minister of Consumer Affairs
has stated this in definite terms. The
House has to determine the words
which can be used in print and which
will separate the sheep from the
goats. The honorable member for
Gippsland South said that the Government is trying to separate too
many sheep and not enough goats.
That is fair enough. The honorable
member for Reservoir went a little
further and said that they were all
goats, which is also fair enough.
What honorable members have to do
is attempt to define what is a reasonable practice and what is a defalcation.
As I said, I do not set myself up as
an expert in this field but obviously
there is something wrong that has to
be sorted out. In the process the
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Government should protect .those
firms that are direct sellers and have
been in the field for many years. The
honorable member for Gippsland
South mentioned the ·firm of Rawleighs as one worried about the
import of the Bill. I agree with the
remarks of the honorable member on
that point. All honorable members
should look at what can be done to
iron out the problem. The Minister
of Consumer Affairs recognizes that
these problems are difficult but
Parliaments in Australia have been
trying to define these difficulties for
some years past. Honorable members
should forget political cliches and
should get down to devising the best
possible definition to protect the
community from these nefarious
practices without interfering with
genuine selling methods.
Mr. ROPER ·CBrunswick W·est).I agree with the honorable member
for Geelong that honorable members
should be trying to adopt measures
which will stop and stamp out pyramid selling. The reason why my colleague, the honorable member for
Reservoir, has moved the amendment
is that the Opposition, after closely
examining the Bill, believes it is inadequate to protect the community.
Of major concern is the general
approach as reflected in a number
of speeches and statements by
the Minister of Consumer Affairs.
I refer to an article written by the
Honorable J. A. Rafferty, Minister of
Consumer Affairs, under the heading
" Liberal Voice " appearing in :the
Herald on Thursday, 18th October.
In this article a number of weaknesses in the over-all view of the Minister emerge. The first is his view
that-
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has adopted a pessimistic view
of the powers of this Parliament
and his enforcement team to stamp
out abuses against consumers in this
State. One might argue that carefully
worded laws in this area, which have
been a long time coming, should be
properly enforced. It can be further
claimed that in the past there have
been neither too many laws nor
thousands of enforcers and that it is
only recently that laws have been
introduced to protect the consumers
and provision made for more officers.
My evidence on the inadequacy of
the enforcement provisions of
the
Consumer Protection
Act,
and the provisions embodied in
this measure, come from the mouth
of the Minister of Consumer
Affairs. When the honorable gentleman explained the ·Ministry of Consumer Affairs Bill on 19th June, 1973,
he said that his present staff
was entirely over-run by the
number of complaints, including
legitimate complaints, which came
into the Consumer Protection Bureau.
My discussions with officers of the
bureau indicate that it is still overwhelmed by the large volume of legitimate complaints.

In my view not enough finance
has been allocated to the Ministry of Consumer Affairs to.
enable it to undertake properly a
programme of eradication of these
abuses. In the Budget, which was
debated in this House last week, the
amount of money allocated to the
Ministry of Consumer Affairs increased from $64,000 to $13'5,000 for
salaries and payments in the nature
of salary and general expenses. Although that is almost double the previous allocation, it is still only a
We could pass hundreds of laws, and
appoint thousands of inspectors to ·police portion of what is required because
them, but it seems there will always be $135,000 does not purchase much
some people who will be willing victims to enforcement. Regrettably this may
rapacious and ruthless promoters of schemes not be :the fault of the Minister of
designed to benefit only themselves.
Consumer Affairs; it could be that
I am not saying .that there will not be the Treasurer will not allocate addipeople sucked in by slick promoters. tional funds. The Ministry of ConWhat I am suggesting is that sumer Affairs will be absolutely hamthe Minister,
even while he strung because the funds being allohad this Bill before the House, cated are insufficient to provide an
Session 1973.-52
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increase in the number of officers
required to protect the people of Victoria. Because of the low Budget allocation there is no chance whatsoever that the ·Ministry will have sufficient enforcement or technical staff
available to adequately remove the
consumer abuses discovered.
Another aspect previously mentioned by honorable members on this
side of the House is the composition
of the Consumer Affairs Council. It is
agreed generally that there should
be a representative on the council
of those people who actually
manufacture goods, but too often
these
representatives
are
the
people who own the plant, not
the people engaged in .the actual
manufacture of the goods. In this
House honorable members have
heard numerous complaints based
on reports from the workers not
bosses about the actual manufacture
of goods but unfortunately it is not
from this area that the representative is chosen.
The· Opposition believes that those actually concerned in the making of the
goods should be on the Consumer
Affairs Council.
A further criticism of the Bill on
which I invite the Minister of Consumer Affairs to enlarge at a later
stage is the limit under which the
council may negotiate a settlement.
That limit applies to goods or contracts costing less than $2,500. I
know there are relevant provisions in
other Bills but many transactions
entered into are in ·excess of $2,500.
Mr. RAFFERTY.-They are protected
by similar legislation on other
aspects.
Mr. ROPER.-1 realize that. What
I am saying is what happens to someone whose claim is about an item
which is just in excess of that
amount.
Mr. RAFFERTY.-He has the normal
processes available .to him.
Mr. ROPER.-In many cases as the
complainant cannot afford the cost of
instituting legal proceedings he does
not advise the Consumer Affairs
Council.
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Another problem-and this is
covered by the pyramid selling
c'lauses-is that of referral schemes.
A number of cases have arisen in my
electorate and because they are still
being negotiated, I do not wish to
mention the names of the firms. A
problem has arisen with two separate
industrial enterprises, one of which
clads timber homes - in my area
there is a very high percentage of
timber homes, many being pre-'first
world war and post-'first world war
- and the other, the selling of encyclopaedias and other modern educational aids and devices.
Under a referral scheme, a person
is offered goods or .the cladding of
the walls of his home. The contract
might be that three walls will be
clad and the job will be completed by
cladding the fourth wall after .the
home owner has entered into a contract to refer two other people to the
firm. They have .to be successful referrals. The company might also offer
$100 payment for each successful
referral. The situation could arise
where a person has three walls
clad and .the cladding of the
fourth wall will depend on his
obtaining two successful referrals.
This is a l:it1t.le like a py•I'Iamid sell:ing
schem·e in that when the priOm'Otors
move through an area and people
are taken in, by the· tim·e tthe •ten:th
level of t·ransactions is reached more
than 500 people a:re involved. At
that stage a p:erson has reached the
situation where .the:re is no neighbour
or f,riend who 'i!S likely to b'e a successful referral.
The problem that has arisen in
a number of cases is that the
workmanship is shoddy and during the execution of the contact
the p·erson who has etlJ1Jei'Ied into it
beoom'e's ·extrem·ely unhappy with the
firm. By rt:he time the work i's completed and all the wrongling has been
gone through, ltilie pers.on would be
e~rem·e1y unlikely to refer any but
his wors•t enemy to the fi:rm, therefore limiting the chance of a successful referral. I should like the
M·inister to ·explain whetller thi1s
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pr.actice could be adequrutely oo\nered
by the defini1tion, par-:ticula!I"ly as wi,fu
a large house the cost may exceed
$2,500. Again, the question of court
costs looms high, particularly when
people are spending all their ·resources· on w'halt they feel will be an
improvem:ent 'to :the house.
A simHar siJtuatiJon operalte.s with
encyclopaedias and othJer l·eaming
aids. Although stringent addiltions
have heen laid down ocmoeming
door-to-door selling, the refien~al system is frequently used to pl'lomote
the sale of these goods. A purchaser of
an encydopaedia ·might be told that
he will get th:e ·rema1inder of the s1et,
the index or som·e other pal'lt of it,
if he ·is able Ito effe·dt a couple of
successful referl'lals. After re·ceiving tile ~oods amd making a close
e~aminaJtion, 1a pers10n m1ay f1eel that
he is unable ·in .all conscience 'bo refer
anyoo·e to the firm, or he might find
that other people are n10t 'SO easily
taken in and ~so the1re is the impossibiliity of a successful !fleferml. The
problem of referral is real and 'I trust
that the· Government will give the
matter serious oonsideration.
The last matter relates directly to
pyramid selling. I disagree with the
honorable member for Geelong that
this Bill adequately deals with the
problem. By interjection, the Minister
of Labour and Industry stared .that
the United Sta!tes of Am-eric1a had
had pyr:am'id seHing f<or nine years.
Thi S State might be well srell'Ved if
the Minister would exam:ine thrut
country's nin:e year's exp·erie.nce and
its many efforts to leg1slJaltJe in an
attempt to overcom'e the problem.
1

After all, many bus'inesses which
are eslt,abHshed in Austtralia are
~oreign-owned a1t1d are using methods
whidh have been tri1ed out in 'the
Un!it·ed Sta:tes of America. Indeed,
the inrush of pyramid selling into
Austr,al'ita ptartially stems f.rom the
outl1awilng of many pymm'id selling
schemes in ,the United Sltates of
America. Some of the leg.isla1Jroo Wtas
not oompl·etely successful. The Ne·w
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Yiork Bill, which was passed in January, seem'S to be the moslt successful. Rather than lose time waiting
for the TesulJts of l.egislation in other
S'taltJes, I hope ithe Mini·ster will examine the Am·erioan e·xper.i!ences befoll"e this Bill is finally passed.
One other problem relaJtilng to
pymmid selling 'is that the Bill giv,es
the Minisrer tile discretion to declare
that a pyramid selling scheme 1s ncrt
a pymmid s:ellilllg sc'he-m·e because
sub-section ( 1) of new section 32E,
as oODitained in dause 6, providesThe Governor in Council may, by notice
in writing published in the Government
Gazette, declare that the provisions of this
Division, other than this section, do not
apply or did not at a particular time aP.ply
to a specified trading ~scheme or to specified
transactions forming part of a trading
scheme or to a specified trading scheme
promoted by a specified person.

The new s1eotion also gives pOIWer
to free a fi'rm such as. R1awleighs
fu,om the dam~ag.e .that Wtould be done
to its busines·s by :the definition us:ed.
Alt the· sam'e tim·e, ·the provi.S'ion
will allow a plausible rogue, of whom
the Ministe·r suggested there a:re
many, to hoodwilllk the· Mitn!i·ster and
his advisers into decla~ring . tthat a
fi.rm is n1ot engaged in a pyramid s·elling •scheme when in f.act it is. T:his.
ste·ms from lthe inadequate definition
of pyramid ·s1eHing in the Act.

Mr. MACLELLAN .-Sub-section (3)
of the new s'e·C:tion pl'lovides for the
declaration to be revoked ; s:o a
rogue would find tha:t tJhere is a
reV!ooation.
Mr. ROPER.-1 agree, but /the
rogue would have taken in enough
people before the sub-section oame
into effect. lit s1eems .to be a dangerous practice for t!he Parliament Ito
rely oo a Minister and his depal'ltment ~to adm;inister t!his kind of di,scretioa1Jary function which could pl'loperly be included in Jtthe Bill so that
there is no way out fio.r any firm.
I hope !the M'imster's attitude as
mentioned ·in " Libeml voice " about
hundreds of laws and thousands of
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inspectors is . not necessary. Ade- and 'h1s depa~trnen:t have ·done a good
quate laws ·and a proper enforcement job in defining a most undesir.able
staff aife needed. As the· Treasurer sch!eme. Honorable members are
is now present, I repeat my aJSserti!On very much aware of how the scheme
that :the ·p:rovi•sion for enfOlrcement opertwted. I agre e with the honorable
staff is tomlly insufficient to· do the m·ember f.or Gippsland South t!h:a.t it
job as it s!hould be done. ·
1·s ·an insidious scheme.
At one stage, I had a book which
Mrs. GOBLE (Mitcham).-After
listening to the honorable member was distribUlted .t;o participants. in a
for Reservoir, I have oo;me ;to. lt:he pyramid-selling scheme. On 't:he face
conclusion that this is probably of it, ·t!he whole thing seem·ed f.ai·rly
a good measure. The honorable innocuous. llt was only when one
member confined his criticilsm almost invesrtJigated :the instructio!llJS and the
ootire1y to the unswti~sfac:tory state of propositions 'tJhalt were put up that
pr:evious consumer legis1attton and to one realized how tt:he P'artioipanlts in
the f.ailure of the Minister on earlier t'he S·cheme oould be inveigled into
occaSJi.ons to 'int11oduce adequa,te leg- taking on more than they could ever
islation. The honorable me·mber bad hope to carry out.
little criticism to offer of the
'Phe book ·rel.ated 'to a oosmeltics
present Bill,· whii·ch would indicaJte firm and the proposition was !that
~that in most respects Lt fills the gaps
p1articipants .could sell each week or
l~ef.t by pre·vious m·easures.
m1onth so much of a particular proThe power of the Consumer duct to a111 undefined number of
Affairs Conncil to 1nSiti:tute court peop·le. I can assure honorable members that even the most painted lady
pl'oceedin~s, which is most important, was 'ignored by the ihonorable in a Shah's harem would have been
member. On pre:vt~ous occasions, it hard put to use the quantity of coshas been •said .that the Consumer metics suggested. However, it was a
Affairs Council lacked teelt!h. This means of "getting people in " wiJthwas .a legitimate critidsm but the owt any possibility th~a~t they could
oounoil is being given teeth under p·rofitably carry out the transactions.
this Bill. Victorians will ben:efi:t beI cannot agree witt:h the. hiooomble
cause ·th1e public will be able· to have m·embe.r for Re·servoir that ~he Bill
its oom·p~a:inJt:s inve:stigated and court seeks to conJtrlol rathell" itlhan to prohiaction may be taken on its behalf. It bit ·pyramid ~selling. Pyramid selling
will also be pos•sible f.or persons W'ho i's defined, ood p·~ovi!S'iiO!n :is. m1ade that
have a c·ompl,a:int !1:'0 receive advice a peTSOIIl sh1all not promote a pyrafro·m t'he Oonsumer Protection mid selling scheme. 'Penalttlies are
Bureau. A previous speaker sug- provided .for brea·ch of the legi,slage,sted ~that the lim'ilt which will be tion. It may be argued t'hat lt'Jhe penplaced on the amount of a claim that alties. are not severe enough and poscan be referred to tlle council will sibly ,fuey will have to be increased
militate against the effectiveness of in the future. However, qui,te subthe council's actiV'ilties. However, stanttia1 pooalties are pTovided. If
those people who have a claim ove'r that is nolt prohibiting a certain p!mcthe specified amount can still obtain tice, I do not know what is.
advice from the bureau.
The amendment proposed by the
The defimltJi on of pymmid selling honomb}e memb'e!r for Reservoir will
has always been obscure. I am not n'Ot ach1eve any more than the Bill
sure Whe.Te it originated, but iJt was proposes. Among-Sit other t!hings, a
a convenient tenn to describe an un- py.ramid seUing s-cheme is defined as
satisfactory praotice which was be- a trading scheme undem- which the
ing canied on in the com-munity. It prospect is held out to a participant ;
has always been diffi-cultt to define if that is nort .recruiting, then I misbut on this ocoasion the MiniSter understand tlle meaning of the word.
1

1
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One provision which has been
oomple!tely ignored by previous
speakers r.elates to the ~tmde descdption nf var-ious goods. It is provided rthat there must be adequate
and reliabl·e l·abelling of goods n1ot
only a:s 'to type 1and size but also as
to methods of washing, cle~'ing,
ironing or otherwise oar:ing for the
goods. On behalf of my f·ellow
housewives I commend tthe p~o;visi10n.
Fl'lom a woman's point of view it is
necess1ary rthat these things should
be stated on ·,th'e label in order that
she oan properly care for- 'the all"ticle.
Mr. Speaker, I am in agreement with
the Bill and with what the Minister
has said in support of it.
Mr. JONES {Melbourne).-The
Opposition believes that this Bill is
poorly constructed. It is true that it
is better than some of its predecessors and no doubt as the years progress between now and 1976 a
sequence of better Bills that get
nearer the target will be introduced.
However, I believe we still have
some distance to go.
The Minister, in his second-reading speech, places considerable emphasis on the fact, following representations from this side of the
House, that he intends to strengthen
the membership of the Consumer
Affairs Council. In fact, it is almost
like the case of deja vu. I almost
hear the echo of my own words in
the Minister's stirring prose where
he said on page 581 of Hansard that
he has in mindthe appointment of persons with qualifications in law, economics and commerce, who
can offer their special skills as members of
the council to help it in its deliberations.

In past debates the Minister said
he was perfectly happy with the present composition of the council a~d
the Opposition said ilt should be
expanded to include such people.
Clause 4 will be dealt with in considerable, in fact exhaustive, detail
in the Committee stage! The Bill
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before the House adds little to the
original Act. Where the original Act
provides thatThere shall be a person experienced in
the manufacture of consumer goods-

and so on in two other categories,
this Bill puts in the wordsat least one shall be a person experienced
in the manufacture of consumer goods ; at
least one shall be a person experienced in
retail and consumer goods ; at least one
shall be a person experienced in advertising or sales promotion activities.

The ·essential words are, "at least
one shall be." The end of the provision is much the same as in the
original Billat least four (including at least two women)
shall be persons representing the interests
of consumers.

The principal Act provided for the
appointment of a chairman separately so that there were three people
representing business interests, four
people representing consumer interests, of Whom 'eft least two were
women, and presumably an independent chairman. In this case, separate
provision for the chairman has gone.
Representing the consumers are at
least four people and it is up
to the Minister or any subsequent
Minister to increase the number.
If he really· wished to do so,
a Minister could have five persons representing business interests and only four representing consumer interests, of whom two must
be women. Presumably then the
people referred to with qualifications
in law, economics or commerce must
be drawn from ·the last four people,
two men and two women. But they
can ·still be outnumbered by representatives of the manufacturing
retailing, advertising, and distributing
interests. So if the Minister wanted
to increase the size of the council to
ten or ·more, and there is no limitation in the Act on him doing so, he
could easily have a 6-4 division or an
8-4 dvision.
Mr. MACLELLAN.-The Bill pro·vides for at least seven and not more
than nine other members.
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Mr. JONES.-The honorable member for Gippsland West is perfectly
oorreot. It certainly .could be no more
than a 5-4 division, but I apologize
to you, Mr. Speaker, for misleading
you in that.
Mr. RAFFERTY.-We were making
allowance for you.
Mr. JONES.-I thank the Minister.
It is the lateness of the hour, I
assume. Turning to proposed section 9s, in dtause 5, I poilnt out that
the Director of Consumer Affairs
will have the right to institute or
defend proceedings on behalf of consumers. But the procedure does not
quite go far enough. This Bill does
not seem to cover the situation of
the collective action. An example of
the collective action which Ralph
Nader suggested when he was here
last year was where a large number
of people become victims of some
kind of mail fraud.
Suppose an inducement is offered
tha.t if a person sends a letter containing $10 he can receive something
of value back by mail, but the goods
are not delivered. The situation
could arise where 20,000 people are
"mug" enough to respond to the invitation by mail and each send off
$10. This might inv·olve a loss to
the community of $200,000. Very
few people wiU go to a solicitor
to recover $10. Even a solicitor
who is most avid for business is unlikely to recommend litigation for
the sake of recovering $10, even
though there may be the prospect of
costs at the other end. There may
be a .total of 20,000 people and a
total of $200,000 involved in the
fraud. This seems an ideal situation
for somebody in a representative
capacity to act for a large number of
defrauded consumers to recover that
gross amount of $200,000. I admit
certain proble·ms would be involved
in redistributing the $200,000 once
it had been recovered by the Director of Consumer Affairs but that, of
course, would be an administrative
task for the Minister to undertake.
The Minister might care to comment on this matter in the Com-
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mittee stage. It seems to be extremely valuable if there is to be
such a provision that it should
cover collective action.
In proposed section 9B only where the
amount claimed or involved in proceedings does not exceed ~$2,500,
can the director act? Clearly, that
is thinking of a single transaction
and a single complaint, or conceivably perhaps where there are two or
three complainants who might go to
the director and ask him to· institute
a proceeding on their behalf.
On the subject of pyramid selling
schemes, I agre·e with my colleagues
of the Opposition and disagree with
the remarks of the honorable me·mber for Mitcham, who has just resumed her seat. I am .troubled by
the Bill's definition of a pyramid
selling scheme under the proposed
section 32A for the simple reason
that, if one looks at the elements
that make up the definition under
paragraphs (a), (b), (c) and (d),
one will conclude that all those provisions are cumulative. They are not
alternative definitions, but cumulative. If one of them does not apply
then the definition of pyramid selling
would appear to fall to the ground.
In the case of an unfortunate client
I had to deal with professionally, a
man who had lost s·ome thousands
of dollars to Holiday Magic Pty.
Ltd., I am fairly certain that
all the recruitment, arrangements
and negotiations about the amount
of goods he would receive, and to
which sub-agents .those goods would
then be distributed, took place in the
headquarters of Holiday Magic
If that is the case,
Pty. Ltd.
it seems to me that paragraph (c)·
of oroposed section 32A would not
apply. Paragraph {c) provides that" Pyramid selling scheme " means a trading scheme under which( c) all or a substantial number of transactions or negotiations for the provision of goods or services are or
are to be effected or take place or
are to take place at a place other
than a place of business of a promoter of the scheme or of the
participant providing the goods or
services;
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Mr. MACLELLAN.-That seems to
apply to door-to-door sales.
Mr. JONES.-! concede that it
seems to apply more directly to
door-to-door sales than strictly to
pyramid operations, but the words
" negotiations for the provision of
goods " also apply to the contractor,
the pyramid seller in chief, and his
cohorts. Those transactions appear
to cover the situation of door-to-door
selling and not really .the situation
where the shills are brought in for
setting up a pyramid scheme.
The word "recruitment", which
seems· to be essential to the whole
concept of pyramid selling is not
used in this Bill. Recruitment is
an essential element in pyramid selling. Reference has been made to the
New York legislature's definition of
pyramid selling, and although this is
slightly longer it is ·more direct and
appropriate to the problem that all
honorable members have a mutual
interest in dealing with.
I remind the House and the Minister, who is doubtless aware of it,
of the provision of the Ontario legislation which I consider to be a superior definition. The Ontario Pyramid Sales Act 1972 defines a pyramid scheme as aScheme for the distribution of a commodity whereby a person may for valuable
cons!deration •. in any I!lanner acquire a commodity ~r a right or licence to acquire such
commodity for sale, lease or otherwise.
( 1) Where such person receives a
g~atuity or consideration, directly or indirectly, as a result of the recruitment acquisitions, actions or performances of' one
or more additional participants.

"Participants " and "recruiting" are
the key words. This seems to be an
excellent summary of what we are
seeking.
Mr. MACLELLAN.-The honorable
member should look at sub-paragraph (i) of paragraph (d).
Mr. JONES.-Let me finish the
point I am trying to make. The
definition continues. (2) where.su~h person is, or may be paid,
d1rectl_y .or md1rectly, commissions, crosscommiSSions, bonuses, refunds, discounts,
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dividends, gratuities, or other considerations
as a result of a sale, lease or other distribution of such commodity by any additional
participant and under circumstances where
any part of the benefits referred to in subclause (i) or (ii) accrue to any other
person under the scheme.

I refer now to the point that was made
by interjection-the problem about
sub-paragraph (i) of paragraph (d)
of proposed Section 32A. In my
view paragraphs (a) to (d) are
cumulative. If one of the earlier
provisions drops out, sub-paragraph
(d) does not apply.
Sub-section ( 1) 13 of section 1
of the Alberta Franchise Act 1971 defines a " Pyramid sales franchise "
asAny scheme, arrangement, device, or other
means whereby a participant pays a franchise fee and
( 1)_ Is required or . receives the right to
recrmt one or more other persons as partici·
pants who are subject to a similar require.;
ment or who obtains a similar right, and
(2) Ha~ the right to receive money,
credits, discounts, goods or any other right
or thing of value where the amount thereof
is dependant upon the number of participants.

This states more succinctly what we
understand the pyramid sales procedure to be.
The other factor that I find a little
dispiriting about the Minister's
second-reading speech is his reference :to some of the matters that
have been raised by the Opposition.
For example, I cite the compulsory
date marking of ·containers of certain
perishable foodstuffs. The Minister
makes the point that Victoria must
wait until all the other States agree,
so that there is uniformity.
Mr. RAFFERTY.-This matter is
being considered.
Mr. JONES.-On page 580 of
Hansard the Minister of Consumer
Affairs is reported as having said
that he was waiting for a report of
the National Health and Medical
Research Council.
Mr. RAFFERTY.-Through the Department of Health.
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Mr. JONES.-With that approach,
it is likely to be a long tim·e before
the honorable gentleman obtains
much satisfaction.
Mr. DIXON.-The Federal Government does not need to bring in the
Department of Health.
Mr. JONES.-If the State Government do·es not -like what the Federal
Government does, why does it not
take the initiative and do it alone?
There is no reason in the world why
retailers cannot be required to stamp
the date on which they receive perishable goods. If the Minister wishes
to make a reputation as an innovator
in consumer protection, and it could
be a goal that he ardently seeks, there
seems to be no reason why Victoria
cannot make the running.
Victoria does not have to wait for
the other States. It is preferable to
have uniformity, but it is not mand~
tory or a condition precedent. It 1s
possible to go it alone, and ~the Opposition would like the Government to
do that.
The situation is similar with regard
to inflammable clothing. For yearscertainly since the late 1960s people have been concerned about
the problem of the sale of garments
-particularly children's garments ...o...:which are fire traps. If we wait until
uniformity is achieved, we shall be
waiting for a long time. I wish now
to refer to another matter which
other members perhaps have not had
an opportunity to raise. In .the past
few months, I have become a penfriend of a Mr. Miller of Milleradio,
a firm which is interested in the
repair of television services.
Mr. RAFFERTY.-You look like him,
too.
Mr. JONES.-Then I congratulate
him. The gentleman is not known to
me personally ; nor are we even
related, so far as I am aware; He has
sent a lot of material to me, and he
makes out a good prima facie case
that the Consumer .Affairs Council
operates so as to direct an unusually
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large amount of attention to retailers
and repairers and not much attention
to manufacturers.
If a repairer fixes a television set
and two weeks later it blows up,
there is probably a tendency for the
consumer to blame the repairer for it.
It may well be that he is to blame.
But, on the face of it, there is a
greater tendency to blame the repairer because he is closer to the
consumer. The manufacturer is remote from the consumer ; indeed, the
manufacturer of the set could be an
overseas company, and is not known
to the consumer in any personal
sense.
I recognize .that Mr. ·Miller has
pointed out that many complaints
have been raised with the council
about his own business. Those complaints may well be perfectly justi·fied. I think nevertheless he makes a
valid point when he states that there
are many television . sets which are
operating with a voltage as high as
17,000 volts direct current. Higher
peak voltages are also generated.
Mr. Miller says that a spark can
leap one inch through the air and can
readily start a fire. Mr. Miller sent
me a sample of the plastic coating
of wire in an electric blanket. He
says that it is highly inflammable.
This is a matter which was complained about in Choice of June,
1970.
This matter has not been raised by
members on the Government side of
the House, but I suppose when one
looks at the source of funds of the
Liberal Party-The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order!
That is not
relevant.
Mr. JONES.-it is not altogether
surprising. Mr. 1Miller says that the
plastic coating on standard television
sets is highly inflammable. In fact, he
sent the screen mounting of a television set to me for examination. My
wife tested it and, after receiving
singed eyebrows, reported that it
burns very dramatically.
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Much is said about the need for
uniformity between the States and
the Commonwealth, but I know of no
reason for the Consumer Affairs
Council of Victoria not taking !he
initiative if it has proper testing
facilities. If it does not have proper
facilities for testing, it should have.
Mr. RAFFERTY.-The State Electricity Commiss'ion deals with that.
Mr. JONES.-If that is so, what is
it doing about it?
Mr. RAFFERTY.-You should ask
the commission.
Mr. JONES.-What is the result of
the work the commission has carried
out on this problem? Television sets
are still operating on direct current
of 17,000 volts but still contain
highly inflammable parts!
I think the Consumer Affairs Council would operate more effectively if
it paid much more attention to the
manufacturer as well as the retailers
and repairers, although there is a
need to keep repairers up to the
mark. I rejoice that the Bill is better
than earlier measures, but it does not
go far enough. The Opposition is
troubled by the fact that the B~ll. is
not specific enough. The ·Opposition
is concerned that members who can
be appointed to the Consumer Affairs
Council can lead to the council's
possible domination by manufacturing interests. I believe the pro vision concerned with pyramid selling
is completely inadequate; hence my
support for the amendment moved by
the honorable member for Reservoir.
The council should place more stress
on matters which affect manufacturers rather than concentrating exclusively on repairers and retailers.
Repairers :and retaUers are important,
of course, but in the long term the
manufacturer probably plays a more
important role.
·On the motion of Mr. RAFFERTY
(Minister of Consumer Affairs), the
debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjo1:1med until next day.
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ADJOURNMENT.
GOWERVILLE PRIMARY SCHOOL-EXTRACTIVE INDUSTRY AT DINGLEY SUBURBAN CRIME - MINES DEPARTMENT VACANCY- QUALIFICATION OF
MEMBER - STATE PLANNING COUNCIL COMMONWEALTH
GAMES,
CHRISTCHURCH - LAKE TYERS ABORIGINAL SETTLEMENT.
Mr. MEAGHER '(Minister of Transport) .-I move That the House do not adjourn.

Mr.
KIRKWOOD {Preston).---JI
wish to draw a serious matter to the
attention of the Chief Secretary. Despite several promises, police did not
attend the school crossing to supervise children attending the Gowerville Primary School to-day. It is the
crossing at which two school children
were killed recently. The parents are
extremely angry about the failure of
the police to attend .this afternoon
and demanded that the head master
telephone the local police. He did so,
and the police attended at 3.40 p.m.
I appeal to the Minister to give the
House an assurance that this will not
occur again despite what other commitments the .local police may have.
I ask the Minister to undertake that
police officers will attend the crossing
three times on each of the five school
days in the week.
Mr.
BILLING
(Heatherton).---1
wish to draw to the ~attention of the
Minister of Mines a nuisance ·which
is being caused to ·Mrs. Gianos of
Spring Road, Dingley. She is unfortunate enough to reside next to an
extractive industry pit being worked
by J. Piero'tta of Clarke Road, Springvale. I should like the Minister to
investigate the conditions of the extractive industry licence issued to
Mr. Pierotta, especially as they concern the disposal of ·waste water.
Water is being discharged from the
Pierotta pit on to Mrs. Gianos'
property. She took the matter ~p
with the local council, but was Informed that it was a Civil matter.
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Despite the fact that on 15th
October a letter was sent to Mr.
Pierotta by the lady's solicitor, a
considerable amount of water was
discharged on to her property today.
She rang the Mines Department today in an effort to obtain the services
of a mines inspector. Will the M'inis'ter cause urgent inquiries to be
made to have this matter rectified,
and to ensure that the conditions of
the extractive industry permit will
be complied with?
Mr. CRELLIN (Sandringham).-I
should like to draw the attention of
the Government to a very worrying
situation which has arisen in suburbs
flanking Port Phillip Bay. :There has
been a considerable increase in crime,
and people in those suburbs consider
that it can no longer be tolerated and
that there is a need for an intensive
police campaign t9 be conducted in an
effort to eradicate undesirable people
who are frequenting bayside beaches
and foreshore areas. Earlier this
year numerous cases of rape and indecent assault were reported in these
areas, and recently a shopkeeper
complained to me that a window was
broken on two occasions by what
appeared to be a bullet. There was a
serious outbreak of fires deliberately
iit among dense tea-tree at Sandringham, Black Rock and Hampton. Since
then the murder of Gwendoline
Brookes has occurred, and on Sunday
last another tragedy occurred involving young Andrew Pearce.
In tonight's Herald there is an
article entitled "It's all Quiet in the
Street of Fear ", and that article
·could have been written about the
whole bayside area. The public will
no longer accept this situation.
There are numerous· cases of indecent exposure, many of which are
not reported to police because of the
embarrassment felt by people who
have been involved.
This highlights the need for an intensive campaign to overcome this
1problem which should be conducted
before the start of the new summer
-season. The present situation cannot
be tolerated any longer and action
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needs to be taken urgently. A stage
has been reached at which mothers
hesitate to take their children to the
beaches on week-days and at other
quiet periods, and lone women who
frequent the beaches at these times
must exercise caution.
None of this should be taken as
any criticism of our local policemen.
I commend them and the Criminal
Investigation Branch for their patrol
efforts, and for the way in which they
have apprehended so many offenders.
The difficulty is that the beaches attract people from all parts of Melbourne and Victoria, and this places
a heavy strain on the number of local
police who are available. They need
further additional support immediately in these areas to overcome this
most serious situation.
Mr. JONES (Melbourne).-! raise
a matter concerning a constituent of
mine, a K. M. Hall, who applied on
3rd June for a position of geologist
in the Mines Department which was
advertised in the Age on 26th May.
This constituent received a letter
from the Secretary of the Mines
Department dated 22nd June advising that my constituent had not
been recommended for appointment.
The letter was personal, not roneoed
and addressed to Mr. K. M. Hall and
commenced " Dear Sir ".
The problem is that my constituent
is not a "Mr. " or a "Sir", but a
lady, Mrs. Kerin Hall. It is true that
when she signed her name one could
make the mistake of reading
" Kevin " for " Kerin ", but the
nature of the letter made it clear
that she was a female, that her
husband was· a male, that she was a
married lady and that she had
the particular qualifications required.
Mr. A. T. EvANS.-Where did she
live?
Mr. JONES.-At Ascot Vale, just
on my side of the boundary. In her
letter to me, Mrs. Hall statesThis indicates to me that my application
was not thoroughly read and considered. My
application detailed much experience of
direct relevance to the position advertised
(which was to do with the Land Conserva-
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tion Council) and I had hoped that I would
at least be considered. I have since learnt
that a current employee with less relevant
experience was interviewed for the position.
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SUGGETT
(Bentleigh).-I
Mr.
hasten to add that this is not a
personal matter but one of principle.
For your information, Mr. Speaker,
I quote the relevant sections of The
Constitution Act Amendment Act.
Section 14 provides-

And apparently got it! One would
have thought if the lady was highly
qualified and she was in fact shortlisted, the normal situation would be
where express provision is made to
to interview her or at least expect theExcept
contrary by any enactment no person
the person doing the interviewing to (except in the cases excepted by sub-section
recognize the distinction between a (2) of section twenty-seven of this Act)
male applicant and a female appli- who holds any office or place of profit under
Crown, or who is in any manner emcant. One finds it hard to credit that the
ployed in the public service o.f Victoria for
it could have got to the point of salary wages fees or emolument, shall sit
rejection for a senior position of a or vote in the Council or the Assembly ; and
highly qualified applicant without the election of any such person to be a
of the Council or the Assembly shall
recognizing that the letter makes it member
be null and void.
clear that the applicant was a
female. Accordingly, she makes a Section 23 statesNo person who is either directly or instrong prima facie case that her
was
not
properly directly concerned or . interested in any
application
or contract entered into by or on
examined. I ask the Minister of bargain
behalf of Her Majesty, or who participates
Mines if he would examine the or claims or is entitled to participate either
matter and inform the House the directly or indirectly in the profit thereof
or in any benefit or emolument arising from
result of his examination.
the same, ·shall sit or. vote in the Council or
the Assembly ; and the election of any such
Mr.
SUGGETT
(Bentleigh).~I
refer to a newspaper article in the person to be a member of either of the said
Sun News-Pictorial of today under Houses shall be absolutely null and void.
the heading, " $1,000 question for As a matter of principle this matter
Quiz King ". In view of the fact should be investigated. I do not
that the honorable member for Mel- doubt the integrity of the honorable
bourne has apparently contracted to member for Melbourne or his ability,
sell his services to the Australian as the former Commonwealth MiniFilm Development Corporation, I ster for the Arts asked him to conask the Premier whether this is in tinue to sit on the Australian Film
direct contravention of sections 14 Development Corporation. In the
and 23 of The Constitution Act interests of this House the matter
should be investigated to ascertain
Amendment Act.
whether the honorable member for
Mr. DOUBE (Albert Park).-I rise M·elboume, as a member of the Austo a point of order. The honorable tralian Film Development Corporamember is obviously asking for a tion, is acting in accordance with the
legal opinion, and I suggest that it is ConstituHon.
not appropriate that he should seek
Mr. ROPER '(Brunswick West).-I
a legal opinion in this House. Accordingly, the question should be ruled refer to an answer to a question that
I received from the Premier this
out of order.
afternoon concerning the report on
The SPEAKER (th.e Hon. K. H. the State Planning Council regions
Wheeler).-I believe I heard the for Victoria. The Premier suggested
reference of the honorable member that this was an inter-departmental
for Bentleigh correctly and I listened document and if honorable members
closely.
He. was directing his wished to see it, they could peruse
question to the Premier · asking him it at the Premier's Department. This
to investigate a matter to which he is a vital document and if it is an
was referring. I shall have to hear inter-departmental one it should be
the matter further before I rule the .prepared in a form in which it could
honorable member out of order.
be distributed to the public and to
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honorable members. A paper circulated by the Secretary of the
Premier's Department was drawn
from the inter-departmental documents, but it is the full document
which would be useful regarding the
development of regions in this State.
Another part of the question suggested that local government and
other organizations could have been
invited to comment on the report.
If it is not a publicly available document in printed form, it would be
extremely difficult for people in local
government organizations to comment, if they have only the material
supplied by the secretary of the
department. I ask the Premier to
consider whether it might be possible
to produce the report in printed
form.
Mr. GUY (Gisborne).-1 direct the
attention of the Minister for Youth,
Sport and Recreation to the fact that
one of Australia's finest young
athletes is currently being victimized.
I refer to Ray Rigby, who yesterday
won the national heavyweight weightlifting title with a record-breaking
effort, consolidating his place in the
Australian team to compete in the
Commonwealth Games· at Christchurch.
The
following
report
appeared .in today's Sun NewsPictorial: -

Adjournment.

The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! Can 'the honorable member assure me that this is
a matter of Government administration?
Mr. GUY.-1 seek an answer from
the Minister for Youth, Sport and
Recreation.
The SPEAKER.-Order! It is not
a question of whether the honorable
member seeks it. I do not think it
is a matter of Government administration.
Mr. B. J. EVANS ~~Gippsland
East) .-1 direct the attention of the
Premier to page 558 of a report in
Commonwealth Hansard of 29th
August, 1973, of a debate in the
House of Representatives in which
it was stated, concerning some comments I made about the Aboriginal
settlement at Lake TyersThe Victorian Ministry for Aboriginal
Affairs responded to Mr. Evans's remarks by
initiating against him in the name of trust
members a writ for libel.

The report then continuesThe writ was withdrawn when a number
of the nominal plaintiffs declared publicly
that they had neither anticipated nor desired
the course of action taken in their names.

I ask the Premier to investigate this
allegation to ascertain whether it is
true, and.if it is, I request him to take
appropriate action against the people
responsibl~:

NOT Two.
It's the end of the line for big Ray Rigby
-:..he has to make up his mind between
representing Australia in weightlifting or
athletics.
Last night the Australian weightlifting
team for the Christchurch Commonwealth
Games was announced. ·
Rigby was named in the team, providing
he does not seek selection to represent
Australia in any other sport in Christchurch.
Rigby is a member of the Commonwealth
Games athletics training squad and has
entered in the final selection trials in
Sydney next week-end.
ONE,

I .suggest that Ray Rigby will possibly be selected in the athletic's
team to represent Australia in
Christchurch irrespective of whether
h~ seeks selection.

Mr. ROSSITER {Chief Secretary).The honorable member for Preston
referred to .the aosence of police at
the school crossing at the Gowerville
Primary School. I shall. make it my
business to inquire into the reason
why they were absent and to ensure
that there is adequate supervision
at this school crossing ~n future.
··The honorable member for Sandfingham drew the attention of the
House to. a state of affairs which
has been increasing in viciousness
and criminality around the bayside
beaches for a number of years. It
is particularly abhorrent to those
people who use the ·bayside beaches
for pleasure and enjoyment that
such. pra<;tices have· been going on
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in Crown land bordering beaches,
particularly those stretching from
the headland at Port Ormond and
around to Dromana. Committees of
management are responsible for bayside
amenities
and
they
are
appointed under the Land Act. In
addition, the Police Force is responsible for law and order in those
areas. I refer to the relevant parts
of the Land Act. 'Sub-section (1) of
section 218 provides thatThe Minister may make regulations for or
with respect to-the preservation of good order and
decency on such land.

Paragraph (b) of sub-section (5) of
that section providesEvery person who contravenes or fails to
comply with any such regulation and who
after he has been warned by any bailiff of
Crown lands or by any member of the police
force does not desist therefrom may be
forthwith apprehended by such bailiff or
member of the police force and taken before
some justice to be dealt with according with
some justice to be dealt with according to
law and shall be liable to a penalty of not
more than $100.

The honorable member for Sandringham asks for vigorous action. I will
consult with the Minister of Lands
and the Chief Commissioner of
Police to ensure that, if possible,
during this summer the areas in
question will be free from such
molestation.
Mr.
BALFOUR
(Minister
of
Mines) .-I am not personally aware
of the problem raised by the honorable member for Heatherton, but I
will be pleased to take up the matter
and advise him.
In reply to the matter raised by
the honorable member for Melbourne, I regret very much that the
sex of a person who was an
applicant for a job with the Mines
Department has been mistaken. I
am prepared to make the necessary
inquiries and advise the honorable
member accordingly.
Mr. HAMER ·CPremier and Treasurer).-! have no knowledge of the
matter on which the honorable
member for Gippsland East quoted
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from Federal Hansard, but I will
have it investigated to see whether
there is any truth in what was sa'id.
The matter raised by the honorable member for Brunswick West
concerns the desi·re of the Government to bring about greater dec entralization of Government administration. For that purpose, a set of regions
was arrived at as a guide to
Government departments, to accompany a direction that they draw up
five-year plans for decentralization
of their activities out of Melbourne
as much :as possible. Before deciding
on the guidelines and the boundaries
of these regions, the Government,
quite properly, sought advice from the
State Planning Council. The council
went into the matter deeply and
paid due regard to what is already
happening among those departments
which have decentralized their
activities or are planning to do so.
The report was only part of the data
which was assembled by · Cabinet
and on which the decision was finally made.
It is a good principle that departmental reports of that sort, which
are only part of the matedal available, are not necessarily tabled or
made pu'bl'ic. In some cases 'they are
and in some cases they are not. 1In
this case, I have offered to make the
report available to the honorable
member for Bruns·wick ·West but I
do not propose that it be distributed.
It would be highly misleading because it presents only part of 'the
story. The honorable member is welcome to see the report if he wishes.
If he examines it, he will understand
what I am saying.
The honorable member for Bentleigh raised a question which concerns The Constitution Act Amendment Act. I will cause some investigation
be made. I ·do not even
know whether the correct section
was quoted. I have some knowledge
of the Act and I think it possible
that it does not apply in this case. I
am sure the honorable member for
Melbourne would a·lso like to know
the ·answer.

to
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Mr. GUY (Gisborne).--On a point interested to know why, but it is not
of order, Mr. Speaker, I refer to your a matter of Government administraruling on a matter I wished to raise tion.
for the attention of the Minister of
The motion was agreed to.
Youth, Sport and Recreation. The
The
House adjourned at 12.6 a.m.
State Government is contributing the
(Wednesday).
sum of $10,000 towards the cost of
sending athletes to the CommonQUESTIONS ON NOTICE
wealth Games next year. Parliament
The following answers to questions
should be concerned that the State
obtains value for its money and on on notice were circulated:that basis I suggest that the malter
PENTRIDGE GAOL.
is one of Government business
which should be brought to the
(Question No. 117)
attention of the Minister.
Mr. MUTTON (Coburg) asked the
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H. Minister of Agriculture, for the
Wheeler).-! thought I made the Minister for Social Welfarepoint clear. I asked the honorable
1. What moneys were spent on works at
member whether the matter he was Pentridge prison in each of the past ten
raising related to Government admin- years?.
2. What projects have been completed and
istration and, on the basis that it
did not, I had to rule it out of at what cost?
3. What future proiects have been listed
order.
and what is the estimated cost of the proMr. GUY.-Perhaps I did not hear posed works?
you clearly, Mr. Speaker, because of
4. What action the Government proposes
interjections from the Opposition taking in developing a new maximum
prison, indicating the time factor,
benches. It is a ·matter of Govern- security
the estimated cost, and the location?
ment business. ·My final point is that
Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of
the Minister should investigate this
case, not only because the athlete Agriculture) . - The Minister for
is being victimized but on the basis Social Welfare has supplied the
that a'thletes ·who can compete in following answer:$
only one sport are being sent and
1. 1963-64
251,132
Ray R'igby is an athlete who can
1964-65
146,770
compete in several, giving us a
1965-66
493,163
1966-67
250,532
greater competitive spread.
1967-68
1;>1,650
Mr. DIXON {Minister for Youth,
1968-69
147,804
Sport and Recreation).-! appreciate
1969-70
172,856
197()-.71
97,118
the sentiments of the honorable
1971-72
171,074
member for Gisborne on this ques1972-73
318,447
tion, but it is not within my juris2.
The
following
major
works
have
been
diction. It is one for the selectors
of the Commonwealth Games team. completed at the costs indicated:$
Despite the fact that· the Victorian
New sewerage main ..
347,263
Government was pleased, through
Dormitories
..
. . 182,774
my department, to donate the sum
Kitchen bakery and t-quipment .. 302,961
New general store
..
30,438
of $10,000 towards the cost of
Young offenders' block
241,222
sending the team, there is no way
Laundry equipment ..
20,767
in which it can influence its selecNew visitors' block . .
..
31,545
tion.
" D " division extension stage I. 311,920
Telephone system
..
..
7,201
As a member of the public, one
Reroofing woollen mill, mat yard
can only wonder that ~an athlete who
and workshop
..
. ..
46,913
Water cooling plant for bakery
has made his mark in two sports is
3,825
Renovation of towers . .
..
74,968
apparently being denied the chance
Repairs to roof " G " division ..
8,975
to represent his country in either.
Conversion of kitchen to mat
The public of Victoria would be
yard
·
18,448
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3. The following future projects at Pentridge are proposed and the estimated costs
indicated:!. Addition of education and
recreation facilities to
young offenders' block . . $300,000
2. Additional accommodation
and facilities 1in " D "
divisionNew workshop complex $421,000
Exercise yards
$356,000
New cell blocks
$575,000
3. Renovation of existing
accommodation in " D "
and "F" divisions
$150,000
4. Additional and improved
storage faciliities in the
Pentridge store
$60,000
5. Remodelling of the administrative block to improve
administrative
and training facilities
$70,000
6. Renov:ation and repairs to
" E " division . .
$72,000
4. An inter-departmental committee has
been appolinted to consider these aspects,
among others, towar-ds the development of
a new prison to provide high securilty, as
distinct from maximum security. Action
will be decided when its recommendations
have been received and considered.
(Question No. 118)·

Mr. MUTTON (Coburg) asked the
Minister of Agriculture, for the
Minister for Social Welfare1. How many prisoners have escaped
from Pentridge prison in the. past ten years?
. 2. Whether any person has been subjected to physical injury or death by any
of the escapees; if so, what compensation
was met by the Government, to whom it
was paid, and how much was paid in each
case?
3. Whether the Government has given
consideration to the danger that confronts
the people living adjacent to the prison in
the event of an escape; if so, whether the
Government will set up a fund to protect
the welfare of these people?

Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of
Agriculture) .-The answer supplied
by the Minister for Social Welfare
is1. Eighteen, since 1st July, 1963.
2. During the escape of prisoners Ryan
and Walker on the 19th December, 1965,
prison officer George Hodson received gunshot wounds which resulted in his death.
Brigadier B. Hewitt, the Salvation Army
chaplain, received minor injuries when
assaulted by the escapees.
Prison officer Hodson's funeral expenses
were met by the Social Welfare Department
and his widow received workers compensation totalling $9,200.
·
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Medical expenses of $4. 20 for Brigadier
Hewitt were met by the Social Welfare
Department.
3. The low incidence of escapes has not
warranted special consideration of this
aspect. It is felt that any such person
injured in course of an escape would be
entitled to seek compensation from the
Crimes Compensation Tribunal.

SCHOOL BUILDINGS.
(Question No. 196)

Mr. FORDHAM ~Footscray) asked
the Minister of EducationFollowing the publication of the recent
Karmel report by the Commonwealth Government, whether he has initiated an inquiry into the state of present school buildings in Victoria and the future building
needs of these schools; if so, whether the
results of the inquiry will be made public?

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister
Education) .-The answer is-

of

Yes. Task forces are investigating present and future needs in the areas of
primary and post-primary libraries, postprimary science facilities, staff room improvements, primary art and craft centres,
special schools, and upgrading of old and
disadvantaged schools. This is a complex
and continuing process which involves over
2,200 schools and which will extend over a
number of years. Results will be made
public as sets of projects become a firm
part of the building programme.

GRANTS FOR RECREATIONAL
PURPOSES .
(Question No. 223)

Mr. CURNOW (Kara Kara) asked
the TreasurerWhether the City of Horsham was given
a special grant to build a weir .for recreational purposes across the Wimmera River
at Horsham; if so, on what basis the grant
was given and why the township of
Charlton is not eligible for a similar type
grant?

Mr.
HAMER
(Premier
Treasurer) .-The answer is-

and

Yes. In March, 1968, the City of Horsham
sought an allocation from Commonwealth
drought relief funds towards the cost of an
employment creating project to construct a
weir and associated works for recreational
purposes across the Wimmera River. This
was agreed, but the Commonwealth scheme
terminated before the project could be
started, and the State Government then
decided to make special grants available to
complete the project, and to support moneys
already committed by the council.
Projects of this nature fall outside the
scope of normal fields of assistance except, as I have .outlined in a letter to the
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honorable member, to the extent that grants
may be available through the State Rivers
and Water Supply Commission and the
Department of Youth, Sport and Recreation.

Persons on deferred list include many versons who apply as a precautionary measure
against a possible future need rather than a
present pressing need. The lists are revised
from time to time.

NURSING HOMES FOR AGED
PERSONS.

REGIONAL BOUNDARIES.
(Question No. 260)

(Question No. 235)

Mr. ROPER (Brunswick West)
asked the Minister of Health1. How many nursing home beds

are
available in Government-run homes for the
aged and how many beds have been added
in the past three years?
2. Whether there are plans for increasing
the number of beds ; if so, by how many and
when?
3. How many aged persons are on waiting
lists fo.r admission to such homes, indicating
how many have been classified as being in
urgent need of nursing home care, and what
criteria have been used to differentiate between urgent and non-urgent cases?

Mr.
SCANLAN
(Minister
Health).-The answer is-

of

1. There are no Government-run homes
for the aged in Victoria. However, there are
3,438 nursing home beds available in subsidized special hospitals and homes for the
aged.
In addition, other accommodation available in special hospitals and homes, private
nursing homes, hostels and special wards of
public hospitals provides for 15,419 old
people-a total provision of 18,857.
2. Yes. Work is proceeding on the erection of an additional 150 beds which should
be completed within this financial year.
Tenders have or are being invited for an
additional 316 beds on which work should
commence without delay, and other proposals involving 170 beds are in various
stages of planning.
In addition, 208 nursing home beds are
being completed or are in various stages of
planning at public hospitals.
3. Aged persons on the waiting lists of
special hospitals and homes seeking nursing
home beds and other types of accommodation numbered1,306-urgent list
5,431-deferred list
at the 30th September 1973.
Admitting officers have regard to medical,
social and other conditions of applicants and
class their request as urgent or deferred.
Urgent cases obtain admission in a relatively
short time. If a person on this list is a pensioner or indigent person without any means
of obtaining care pending admission, the
Hospitals and Charities Commission assists
in arranging temporary placement in a
private hospital (nursing home), and in
special cases assists with fees.

Mr. ROPER (Brunswick
asked the Premier-

West)

In the light of the document on regional
boundaries circulated to members by the
Secretary, Premier's Department!. If he will present to the House the full
report on which the decision has been based?
2. Whether the setting of . regional
boundaries has been discussed with the
Commonwealth Government and with what
result?
3. Whether local government bodies were
consulted by the State Planning Council?
4. Whether he will consider delaying
implementation of the report until local
government bodies and other organizations
have an opportunity to present their views
to the council?

Mr.
HAMER
(Premier
Treasurer).-The answer is-

and

1. The report is an inter-departmental
document and it may be perused at the
Premier's Department.
2. Discussions were held with some
Commonwealth departments during the
preparation of the report and further discussions are planned.
3. Some local government bodies were
consulted during the preparation of the
report.
4. The regions delineated in the report
are for Government administrative purposes only and are intended as guidelines
for Government departments and agencies
in decentralizing their administrations.
Local government bodies and other organizations have been invited to comment on
the report.

REGENT THEATRE, MELBOURNE.
(Question No. 278)

Mr. JONES (Melbourne) asked the
PremierWhether the Government will make further representations to the Melbourne City
Council to ensure the preservation of the
Regent Theatre, Collins Street?

Mr.
HAMER
(Premier
Treasurer).-The answer is-

and

The Government has asked the Melbourne
City Council to co-operate in a study of
alternative sites for a new concert hall,
which is being made on behalf of the Vic-.
torian Arts Centre Building Committee.
These sites include the Regent Theatre.

Questions
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West) maps of the existing regional
boundaries used by each Government d~
partment and instrumentality?

SCHOOL ASSEMBLY HALLS.
(Question No. 282)

Mr. GINIFER (Deer Park) asked
the Minister of Education-

Mr.
HAMER
(Premier
Treasurer) .-The answer is-

Whether it is the practice of the Education Department to build at no cost to th~
parent body, an assembly hall in all new
high and technical schools; if so-( a) when
the policy was instituted; (b) which high
and technical schools have been provided
with this amenity under this scheme since
the inception of this policy; and (c) which
high and technical schools are still to have
their halls built at departmental expense?

Yes. The maps can be inspected at the
Premier's Department.

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister
Education).-The answer is-

of

Current departmental policy does allow
the provision of a multi-purpose hall or
multi-purpose room at a new high or
technical school without cost to the school.
(a) The policy was instituted on 20th
May, 1968.
(b) The following high schools have been
provided with a multi-purpose hall since
the inception of the policy:-Albert Park,
Brentwood, Burwood Heights, Doncaster,
Kealba, Keilor Heights, Laverton, Montmorency, Newcomb, Pakenham, Pembroke,
Richmond, Seaford-Carrum and Syndal.
No technical school has been provided
with a multi-purpose hall at full departmental cost under this policy.
(c) The list below shows high and
technical schools constructed since that
date that do not have halls. It must be
noted that the preparation of the building
programme is a matter for the secondary
and technical divisions of the department.
They must determine within the limits of
finance priorities for the various stages of
construction of new schools. The list must
not be taken as an indication that these
schools will receive a hall in the near
future.
High Sohools-Avondale, Chandler, Deer
Park, Fairhills, Greenwood, Mooroolbark,
Paisley, Rosanna East, Thomastown and
Wellington.
Technical Schools-Ararat, Ballam Park,
Bell Park, Broadmeadows West, Boronia,
Cobden, Diamond Creek, Doveton North,
Dromana, Huntingdale, lrymple, Lalor,
Leongatha, Lilydale, Monterey, Portland,
Templestowe, Warmambool, Warrnambool
North,
Tottenham
and
Whitehorse
Technical College.

REGIONAL BOUNDARY MAPS.
. (Question No. 284)

Mr. ROPER (Brunswick
asked the Premier-

West)

Whether he will make available to him
(the honorable member for Brunswick

and

TEACHING STUDENTSHIPS.
(Question No. 294)

Mr. FORDHAM (Footscray) asked
the Minister of EducationWhat amount has been expended in each
of the financial years 1970-71 to 1972-n
inclusive on teaching studentships in respect
of-(a) universities; (b) colleges of advanced education; and (c)
teachers'
colleges, differentiating in each case, between fees and living allowances?

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister
Education) .-The answer is-

of

Accounting records maintained by the
department for allowances to students in
training are not dissected under the headings requested.
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
$
$
$
Students'
allowances
17,544,540 20,089,881 25,604,752
Fees
945,315 1,232,078 1,389,560
18,489,855 21,321,959 26,994,312

COUNCIL OF ADULT
EDUCATION.
(Question No. 315)

Mr. AMOS (Morwell) asked the
Minister of Education!. What funds were sought by the Council of Adult Education for the 1973-74
financial year and what funds were madeavailable by the Government for this
period?
2. Whether the council has been forced
to delay the major part of its proposed
country extension programme because of
insufficient funds being made available; if
so-(a) what are the details of the country
extension programme proposed by tht"
council before the Budget allocation was.
made; and (b) what are the details of the
major part of the- country extension programme which has been delayed?

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister
Education).-The answer is-

of

1 and 2. As stated in the Budget speech
the Government has given an undertaking·
to greatly expand adult education.
Funds provided by the Education Depart·
ment to supplement the annual appropriation to the Adult Education Fund ($50,000)
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have been increased from $223,741 in
1972-73 to $390,000 in 1973-74 which together with an expected increase in revenue
(approximately $70,000) will enable the
Council of Adult Education to achieve
stage one of this expansion in the current
financial year. A further substantial in·
crease will be made in the next financial
year.

on Notice.
FREEWAY F2.
(Question No. 321)

Mr. ROPER (Brunswick West)
asked the .Minister of . Transport-

(Question No. 320)

!. Whether the Minister has authorized
the acquisition of all land and property on
the route of the proposed F2 freeway?
2. How many private houses are involved and how many properties have been
purchased in Coburg and Brunswick,
respectively?

Mr. JONES (Melbourne) asked the
Chief Secretary-

Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transport).-The answer is-

!. If he will lay on the table of the
Library the file concerning the rejection of
applications for legal aid on behalf of
prisoners who sought representation rat the
Jenkinson board of inquiry into violence at
Pentridge prison?
2. Whether Mr. J. V. Dillon, the former
Under-Secretary was the officer who received deputations on behalf of the Government from legal practitioners on this
subject and recommended rejection of legal
aid?
·

1. No.
2. The number of houses and properties
involved cannot be determined precisely
until exact details of the route are finalized and a firm planning scheme amendment adopted. Of the properties purchased
to date fifty are in Coburg city and three
are in Brunswick city.

Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary).
-The answer is-

Mr.
SIMMONDS
(Reservoir)
asked the Minister of Agriculture,
for the Minister for Social Welfare-

LEGAL AID FOR PRISONERS.

1. No.
2. Acting on behalf of the Chief Secretary, Mr. Dillon received a deputation,
comprising Mr. John Bennett, Mr. Frank
Galbally 'and Mr. Phillip Nolan, on 26th
June, 1972.
The members of the deputation stated
that the Council for Civil Liberties had
applied to the Legal Aid Committee for
legal aid for prisoners who it believed required separate representation before the
board of inquiry. The deputation asked that
the Government arrange representation for
the prisoners in the event that the application was refused by the Legal Aid
Committee.
Mr. Dillon advised the deputation that, if
the Legal Aid Committee refused to provide legal aid, the Government would not
be able to assist. This advice was given in
accord~nce with 'a policy decision which
had regard to the fact that counsel assisting the board of inquiry would be able to
lead evidence from prisoners.
Mr. Dillon indicated that, whilst a decision had been made not to provide legal
assistance on the general basis sought, if
there were particular circumstances or facts
which in the opinion of the members of the
deputation justified provision of separate
representation for a particular prisoner
then this aspect would be considered when
and if it arose. The member of the deputation representing the Council for Civil
Liberties said that it was likely that if there
was such a special case the council would
provide separate representation.

BREAD BAKED AT PENTRIDGE.
(Question No. 346)

Whether bread baked at Pentridge prison
is being delivered outside the prison to
consumers who were previously served by
manufacturers under contract who pay
award rates and conditions; if so, whether
he will take steps to ensure that all bread
produced at the prison is restricted to the
needs of the inmates?

Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of
Agriculture).-The answer supplied
by the Minister for Social W~lfare
isThe bread industry at Pentridge commenced in 1967 and has since then also
supplied Government institutions outside
the prison.
This industry has important values of
training and occupation for the prisoners
involved, . and the department is interested
in extending, rather than reducing, the
areas it supplies. These will, however, always be confined to institutions under
Government contract.

ZONING OF LAND IN
MELBOURNE.
(Question No. 351)

Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the
Opposition) asked the Minister of
Public WorksHow many vacant broad acres within the
metropolitan area are zoned for residential
purposes and are at present unserviced?
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Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works).-The answer isThere are approximately 62,000 vacant
broad acres within the metropoli!tan area
which are at present unservi'ced rand zoned
for urban purposes in approved planning
schemes and the Melbourne ·and Metropolitan Board of Works interim development
orders. Some parts of this area could be
more readily provided with services than
other parts.

TRAVEL AGENTS.
(Question No. 353)

Mr. MciNNES (Gippsland South)
asked the Minister for Fuel and
Power, for the Minister for TourismWhether the Gover11ment proposes licensing travel agents in Victoria; if so, when?

Mr. BALFOUR (Minister for Fuel
and Power).-The answer supplied by
the Minister for Tourism is~
Draft legislation was prepared for introduction early this year, but after consultation with the other States and the Commonwealth, ·and in the belief that uniform
legislation was in :the best 1interests of the
public, it was decided not to proceed with
State legislation. I·t is understood that
legislation will be introduced into the Commonwealth Parliament during the current
session.

SEWERAGE FACILITIES IN
TEMPLES TOWE.
(Question No. 354)

Mr. LIND (Dandenong) asked the
Minister of HealthIf he will ascertain and inform the
House-l. Whether the Templestowe Valley Primary School is connected to the Melbourne
and Metropolitan Board of Works sewerage
system; if not, when the connecting pipe
from a board main was taken into the
schoolground, and when it is expected that
the connection •to the school will be made?
2. In respect of a large market garden
near Walmer Street footbridge and a very
large market garden in Templestowe Road( a) whether they are being sprayed with
water drawn directly from the Yarra; if so,
under what conditions; {b) how each of
these market gardens dispose of night soil;
and {c) whether :the board's sewerage facilities are available reasonably close to each
of these market gardens and, if so, how
long this has been so?
3. Whether official pollution tests are
carried out· regularly in th~ Yarra River in
the vicinity referred to; if so, by whom and
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what is the latest official E.coli count where
the main drain for :this area enters the
Yarra?
4. Whether the above problems have been
inspected personally by him or former
Ministers of Health; if so, what action was
taken and what was the outcome?

Mr.
SCANLAN
(Minister
Health).-The answer is-

of

1. The information sought is really a
matter for the Minister of Education and
the Minister of Public Works. However, I
understand that the Templestowe Valley
Primary School is not yet connected to the
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works sewerage system, but there is in
operation an adequat~ septic tank system.
The board's main was taken :into the school
grounds early this year and all of the existing plumbing is to boal'd standard and it is
expected that existing plumbing will be connected to the board's main within the next
two months. A contract has already been
let.
2. There are two small market gardens
near the Walmer Street footbridge-(a) One uses Yarra water intermittently
for furrow irrigation but uses water
from the board's mains for spraying. The other uses ·board water
only for all purposes as the proprietor considers that the saline
content of this stretch of the river
is sufficient to ·adversely affect the
growing of vegetables.
{b) The house attached to one garden
has a pan closet serviced· by the
sanitary contractor to the Icoal
council, while the house of the
second garden is connect'ed to the
'board's sewer. However, there is
also a pan closet in the garden.
{c) The Mel·bour.1e and Metropolitan
Board of Works sewer has been
available to bo:th properties for
some years.
In regard to the very large market garden
in Templestowe Road, this property has been
completely converted to seed production.
(a) The seed plants are watered by river
water ·after storage in ·a large
lagoon.
(b) A septic tank system is used.
(c) The board's sewer is available in
Templestowe Road.
3. Pollution tests in relation to the Yarra
River are the responsibility of the Environment Protection Authority and the Department of Health has no direct knowledge of
the results of ·any tests carried out by or
for ·that body.
4. I am not aware of any i,nspections being carried out by any former Minister of
Health but officers of· the department have
from time to time carried out inspections
of the properties for various purposes.
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ROYAL MELBOURNE INSTITUTE

OF TECHNOLOGY.
(Question No. 357)

Mr. JONES (Melbourne) asked the
Minister of Education!. What is the annual income of the
Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology,
indicating how much is derived from(a) Commonwealth
funds;
(b') State
funds; (c) student's fees; and (d) •trust
funds?
2. Whether the institute is run as a private company?
3. What is the policy of the Gov·ernment
towards making the institute a public institution?
4. Whether the State Government has
had discussions with the Commonwealth
Government on the future of ·the institute
as a private company?

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of Education).-The answer is1. (a) $3,294,000

recurr-ent.
$324,766
capital including unmatched library grant.
(b) $10,486,728 recurrent. $293,414 capital including unmatched library grant.
(c) Tertiary-$704,978.
Non tertiary$489,723.
(d) $50,000 for Commonwealth science
and technical grant account.
2. No. It ·is a reg·istered company limrted
by guarantee.
3. This matter is currently being considered.
4. No.

INSPECTIONS OF FACTORIES
AND SHOPS.
.
(Question No. 361)

Mr. ROPER (Brunswick West)
asked the Minister of Labour and
Industry!. Which region encompasses the cities of
Brunswick and Coburg ·for the purposes of
in·spection of f.actories and shops and which
other areas are also withrn the region?
2. How many inspectors there are on the
establishment for the region, how many of
such inspectors are working in the region
at present, and what are their duties?
3. How many factories ar-e registered in
the cities of Brunswick and Coburg, respectively, what is their classification, and
how many persons are employed therein?

Mr. RAFFERTY (Minister of Labour and Industry).-The answer
is1. (a) Northern metropolitan district.

(b) Municipalities of Preston, Whitt1esea,
Diamond Valley, Heidelberg, Broadmeadows
(that part east of Somerton railway line).
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2. (a) Six male inspectors; two female
inspectors, part time; pr·esently employed in
area.
(b) To visit factories, shops and other
places to ascertain whether the provisions
of the Labour and Industry Act and regulations and wages board determinations are
being complied with.
3. Register.ed factories and classifications
-cities of Brunswick and Coburg:Classification

Brunswick Coburg

Treatment of non-metalliferous mine and quarry products
5
Bricks, pottery, glass, etc. . .
6
Chemicals, dyes, explosives,
11
paints, oil, grease
Industrial metal·s, machines,
conveyances
101
Precious metals, jewellery,
plate . .
4
Textiles . and textile goods
(not dress)
67
Skins and leather (not clo8
thing or footwear)
Clothing (except knitted) . . 118
Bread bakeries
7
Other foods, drink and
60
tobacco
Sawmills, JOinery works,
boxes and cases, woodturning and woodcarving 21
Furniture of wood, bedding

M

~c.

Paper, stationery, printing,
bookbinding, etc.
42
Rubber ..
Musical instruments
Miscellaneous products
19
Heat, light, power
3
Total 502

2
4
6
86
4
31
3
35
8

27
14

W
8

12
1
261

Total-763.
The information as to number of persons
employed in these factories is not available.

DRILLING OF BORES.
(Question No. 363)

Mr. BAXTER (Murray Valley)
asked the Minister of MinesWhether bores are being drilled by the
Mines Department in the Shires of Nathalia
and Numurkah; if so-( a) for what purpose;
(b) whether the results of these investigations will 'be made available to the municipalities and adjoining landowners; (c) whether consideration will be given to drilling
on private land rather than road reserves;
·and (d) when it is expected :that this wors
will be completed?
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Mr. BALFOUR (Minister of Mines).
-The answer isBores are being drilled by the Mines
Department in the shires of Nathalia and
Numurkah as part of the 'COntinuing Statewide groundwater investigation programme.
(a) The drilling of deep bores to bedrock
and production testing is directed
Ito the assessment of the possibility
of conjunctive use of groundwater
in irrigation areas.
(b) Yes. Information will be made available to all interested parties when
the project is completed and results analyzed.
(c) Drilling on private land is not contemplated.
(d) It will be at least eighteen months
before the programme is completed.
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SourcesMotor boat registration fees and
fines
..
..
Municipalities-towards cost of
motor boating facilities
Interest on loans
Loan repayments
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350,232
2,600
2,458
1,752

2. Payments from the Tourist Fund.
(a)

TOURIST FUND (GENERAL).

Developmental and maintenance
works and special grants
Publicity
(excluding
tourist
bureaux advertising)
Loans to municipalities
Grants to regional tourist coun~
cils
..
..
Tourist bureaux and Division of
Tourism expenses

$
577,180
115,310
47,500
22,450
1,289,202

(b) TOURIST FUND (BOATING).

TOURIST FUND.
(Question No. 368)

Mr. B. J. EVANS {Gippsland East)
asked the Minister of Health, for the
Minister of Tourism!. What amounts were paid into the
Tourist Fund during 1972-73, indicating the
source of funds in each case and purposes
for which they were to be spent?
2. What were the various heads of expenditure from the fund and the amount
spent in each case for the year 1972-73?

Mr.
SCANLAN
(Minister
of
Health).-The answer supplied by
the· Minister for Tourism is1. Payments into the Tourist Fund.
(a) TOURIST FUND (GENERAL).

For purposes of grants and loans for
deyelopmental works, publicity, Division of
Tourism headquarters and Victorian Government Tourist Bureaux expenses.
SourcesCountry Roads Board Fund
Consolidated Fund-State development vote
Railway working expenses
Works and services account
Commissions, recoups, etc. received from tourist bureaux
and Division of Tourism
operations
Interest on loans
Loan repayments

1973.]

$
685,912

622,200
190,000
15,246

299,801
14,995
19,690

(b) TOURIST FUND (BOATING) •

For purposes of recouping collection and
administration costs and providing grants
for motor boating facilities under the Motor
Boating Act 1961.

Costs and expenses of collections
of motor boat registration fees
and administration of the
Motor Boating Act 1961
Provision of motor
boating
facilities
Refunds of motor boat registration fees
Loans to municipalities

172,009
249,645
210
3,580

MINERAL EXPLORATION LEASES.
(Question No. 371)

Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the
Opposition) asked the Minister of
Mines1. Which companies hold exploration
leases for on-shore mineral search, and
what are the terms of their leases, indicating their duration and cost?
2 .. What specific conditions relating to
the amount of work required and finance
expended are laid down in explo-ration
licences authorizing mineral search and
whether he will specify the particular conditions concerning work required and
finance to be expended in respect of each
of the leases referred to in part 1?

Mr. BALFOUR (Minister of Mines).
-The answer is1. A list of holders of exploration
licences follows. Licences are issued for a
period of two years and may be extended
for a period not exceeding twelve months
at a time. The fees payable on the issue
or extension of an exploration licence are
set out in the Thirty-third Schedule of the
Mines Act 1958.
·
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Date of expiry (subject
to extension)

Current
annual
expenditure

2nd November, 1973 ..
2nd November, 1973 ..
7th December, 1973
30th November, 1973 ..
18th October, 1973
18th October, 1973
16th November, 1974 ..
31st May, 1974
lOth October, 1973
7th February, 1974
23rd May, 1974

8,000
8,000
9,000
2,000
3,200
4,000
2,000
1,200
4,000
44,000
10,000

25th September, 1974 ..
13th October, 1974
31st August, 1974
2nd November, 1974 ..
30th November, 1974 ..

10,000
24,000
20,000
5,000
4,000

2nd November, 1974 ..
26th October, 1974
16th November, 1974 ..
12th April, 1975
12th October, 1974
26th October, 1974
12th October, 1974
12th October, 1974
16th November, 1974 ..
6th June, 1975
17th August, 1974
12th October, 1974
6th June, 1975
26th October, 1974
18th January, 1975
30th November, 1974 ..
18th January, 1975
14th December, 1974 ..
29th March, 1975
15th February, 1975
1st March, 1975
15th February, 1975
22nd March, 1975
5th July, 1975
12th July, 1975
6th June, 1975
12th July, 1975
19th July, 1975
19th July, 1975
27th September, 1975 ..
28th June, 1975
14th September, 1975 ..
28th June, 1975
9th August, 1975
12th July, 1975
4th October, 1975
·30th August, 1975
30th August, 1975
30th August, 1975
30th August, 1975
4th October, 1975
4th October, 1975
4th October, 1975
30th August, 1975
..
27th September, 1975 ..
.30th August, 1975
13th September, 1975 ..
13th September, 1975 ..
11th October, 1975
11th October, 1975

6,000
10,000
12,000
12,000
10,000
7,000
24,000
16,000
8,000
12,000
12,000
24,000
5,000
7,000
20,000
12,000
9,000
9,000
6,000
6,000
4,000
5,000
5 500

$

131
132
147
154
166
167
170
227
230
233
317
372

380
401
408
409
411

412
425
430
431
432
433
434
436
437
440

443
444

546
457
458
459
460
462
463
464

465
466
467
469
470
471
472

473
476
477
478
480
482
483
484
488
490

491
493
495
496
497
499
500
502
503

504
505
506

Western Mining Corporation Ltd.
Western Mining Corporation Ltd.
Coopers Creek Mining and Exploration N.L.
Coopers Creek Mining and Exploration N.L.
H. Silberberg and A. F. Emphield
H. Silberberg and A. F. Emphield
A. C. Stead and others . .
..
..
..
Transouth Mining Pty. Ltd. Aquila Minerals Ltd.
S. I. Lincoln and R. A. Borchers
Quilmin Mines and Exploration N. L.
Coopers Creek Mining and Exploration N.L.
Tanganyika Holdings Limited and Gerhinghap Pty.
Ltd.
..
C.R.A. Exploration Pty. Ltd. . .
Research and Exploration Management Pty. Ltd .. .
London and Melbourne Mining Corporation Ltd .. .
Research and Exploration Management Pty. Ltd .. .
Uplands Finance Co. Pty. Ltd. and Lone Star Exploration N.L.
Northern Mining Corporation N.L.
Leighton Mining N.L. ..
Jesse Stewart Bishop, Maria Jakobine Bishop
Leighton Mining N.L. . .
Western Mining Corporation Ltd.
Western Mining Corporation Ltd.
Western Mining Corporation Ltd.
Leighton Mining N.L. ..
C.R.A. Exploration Pty. Ltd.
Ivan Colin Dodd
Endeavour Oil Co. N.L.
C.R.A. Exploration Pty. Ltd.
Western Mining Corporation Ltd.
Western Mining Corporation Ltd.
Western Mining Corporation Ltd.
Western Mining Corporation Ltd.
Amoco Minerals Australia Co...
Leighton Mining N.L. ..
Coopers Creek Mining and Exploration N.L.
I. C. Dodd
..
I. C. Dodd . .
Research and Exploration Management Pty. Ltd...
Pennzoil of Australia Ltd.
Leighton Mining N.L...
C.R.A. Exploration Pty. Ltd.
Dampier Mining Co. Ltd.
.. .
Research and Exploration Management Pty. Ltd .. .
Research and Exploration Management Pty. Ltd .. .
Wilban Pty. Ltd.
Commonwealth Aluminium Corporation Ltd.
J. S. Bishop, M. J. J. Bishop
Amoco Minerals Australia Co ...
Western Mining Corporation Ltd.
Western Mining Corporation Ltd.
Western Mining Corporation Ltd.
Geosearch Pty. Ltd.
Cominco Exploration Pty. Ltd. . .
Cominco Exploration Pty. Ltd .. .
Cominco Exploration Pty. Ltd.. .
I.C.I. Australia Limited and Newmont Pty. Ltd.
I.C.I. Australia Limited and Newmont Pty. Ltd.
I.C.I. Australia Limited and Newmont Pty. Ltd.
..
Metals Exploration N.L.
I.C.I. Australia Limited and Newmont Pty. Ltd.
C.R.A. Exploration Pty. Ltd.
C.R.A. Exploration Pty. Ltd.
C.R.A. Exploration Pty. Ltd.
C.R.A. Exploration Pty. Ltd.
C.R.A. Exploration Pty. Ltd.

8:ooo

5,000
6,000
12,000
5,500
6000

8:ooo

6,000
12,000
6,000
8 000.
7'000·

8:ooo·

6,000
8,000

6,()()()>

5,000
8000·
5:500
5 000·

7:ooo

5,500
12,000·
8,000
4,000
12,000
6,000
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2. Licensees are required to carry out an
approved exploration programme. The expenditure covenant imposed is related to
perfomance of the approved programme.

UNIVERSITY HIGH SCHOOL.

1973.]
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Mr. THOMPSON (Minister
Education).-The answer is-

The letters were received and an answer
was forwarded late last week.

(Question No. 372)

SUBSIDIES FOR AMBULANCE
SERVICES.

Mr. JONES (Melbourne) asked the
Minister of Education-

(Question No. 376)

Further to his answer to question No.
334 asked on 16th October, 1973, whether
he will give an undertaking that pupils residing in such eastern suburbs as Camberwell, Kew and Hawthorn will be excluded
from the University High School intake in
1974 in favour of children living within the
school zone?

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister
Education) .-The answer is-

of

Yes, if ·th·e question refers to form I.
No, if the question refers to form III.

OMBUDSMAN.
(Question No. 373)-

Mr. JONES (Melbourne) asked the
Premier!. Whether Mr. J. V. Dillon is entitled
to receive his Public Service pension during
his term as Ombudsman?
2. If he will lay on the table of the
Library a copy of Mr. Dillon's successful
application for the post of Ombudsman?

Mr.
HAMER
(Premier
Treasurer) .-The answer is-

and

1. No.
2. Yes.

STATE SCHOOLS IN NORTHERN
SUBURBS.
(Question No. 375)

Mr. SIMMONDS {Reservoir) asked
the Minister of Education!. Whether he received a letter dated 5th

September last, requesting a deputation to
him consisting of representatives of the
Preston and Northcote District State
Schools Association to put a case for improvements in State schools in northern
suburbs?
2. Whether he received a further letter
dated 4th October instant, enclosing a copy
of the letter dated 5th September last to
enable a reply to be given to the earlier
letter?
3. Whether either of the letters was
acknowledged by his office; if not-(a)
whether further information is required and,
if so, what information; and (b) when a
reply to the request can be expected?

of

Mr. HANN (Rodney) asked the
Minister of Health1. What subsidies are available from the
Department of Health for the maintenance
and running expenses of-( a) city; and
(b) country, ambulance services?
2. Whether the Government will increase
subsidies to ambulance services for the
above-mentioned purposes?

Mr.
SCANLAN
(Minister
Health) .-The answer is-

of

1. Subsidies for maintenance and running
expenses as such are not paid to ambulance
services. However the cost to ambulance
services of transporting pensioners free .:>f
charge is largely, if not wholly, met by the
Government through the Hospitals and
Charities Fund and in addition the cost c•f
providing
and
subsequently replacing
vehicles and equipment is also met.
During 1972-73, total payments by the
Government to ambulance services were( a) Victorian Civil Ambulance
Service-service the Melbourne metropolitan area $664,567
(b) Country regional services $1,293,089
2. Payments to ambulance services towards these costs will rise to the extent
that operating costs and costs of vehicle:;
and equipment rise.

FISHERIES AND WILDLIFE
DIVISION STAFF.
(Question No. 380)

Mr. CURNOW (Kara Kara) asked
the Minister for Conservation!. What positions not requiring a Public
Service entrance examination are currently
vacant in the Fisheries and Wildlife Branch
and what are the full details of th·ese positions?
2. Whether all vacancies of this nature
are always advertised; if so, in what newspapers?

Mr. BORTHWICK (Minister for
Conservation).-The answer is1. There are nine positions currently
vacant in the Fisheries and Wildlife Division
for which a Public Service entrance examination is not required.
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The positions are as ·follows:(a) Research officer, class SOl or S03.
Duties-investigations into the quantitative
ecology of Port Phillip Bay with a view to
assessing the effects of industrial and
domestic development in the area; other
duties as directed.
Qualifications-an
approved degree in science with botany as
a major. Appropriate training and experience in marine ecology with special
emphasis on primary production as related
to macrophytes is desirable.
(b) Research officer, class SOl or S03.
Duties-to assist in the design and analysis
of field and laboratory experiments in marine
fisheries; :to design and supervise the data
acquisition systems, and to write the necessary computer programme; other duties as
directed. Qualifications-an approved degree
or diploma with mathematics, statistics or
biometry as a major, or ·an approved degree
in a biological or agricultural discipline with
experience in mathematical or statistical
aspects; experience in computer programming and technique is desirable.
(c) Research officer, dass SOl or S03,
Arthur Rylah Institute for Environmental
Research. Duties-responsible to the officer
in charge, freshwater fisheries, for the
planning, execution, .and evaluation of research directed towards inland fisheries
management. Applicants must be prepared
to undertake field work. Qualifi·cations-an
approved degree in agricultur-al science, or
science with zoology as a major or equivalent quaifications; appropriate freshwater
fisheries research experience.
(d) Research officer, class SOl or S03,
Arthur Rylah Institute for Environmental
Research. Duties-responsible to the officer
in charge, freshwater fisheries, .for the
planning, execution and evaluation of research directed towards Vi'Ctorian comApplic~ts
mercial freshwater fisheries.
must be prepared to undertake field work.
Qualifications-an approved degree in agricultural science, or science with zoology as
a major or equivalent qualifications; appropriate freshwater fisheries research experience.
(e) Research officer, class SOl, Snobs
Creek Fish Hatchery. Duties-research in:to
fish diseases at Snobs Creek. Qualifications
-a degree in science with parasitology ·as
a major.
(f) Hatchery assistant, Snobs Creek fish
hatchery. Duties-under the direction of
the hatchery manager to assist in the
running ·and maintenance of the fish
hatchery; other duties as directed. Qualifications--experience in hatchery operations
is desirable, ability to drive a motor vehicle
and carry out ordinary running repairs and
perform minor maintenance work at the
hatchery.
(g) Guide, Serendip game reserve. Duties
-to conduct groups of visitors over Serendip game reserve; other duties ·as directed.
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Qualifications-ability to conduct tours and
address groups of people; previous experience as a guide is desirable.
(h) Assistant (female) grade 1, Westernport Bay. Duties-to assist the statistician.
Qualifications-background in statistics preferred.
(i) Typist (female) grade 1, Arthur Rylah
Institute for Environment·al Research.
2. Vacancies within the Public Service
are, of course, advertised in the Public
Service notices but the question of whether
a position is to be advertised outside the
service is a matter for the Public Service
Board to determine.
However, in the past, professional positions in the Fisheries and Wildlife Division
have ben advertised in the Age and sometimes in the Australian and in special cases,
in Nature and the New Scientist, London.
Outdoor positions have also been advertised in the Age and in the local press
if applicable.

TRAMWAY FARE SYSTEM.
(Question No. 381)

Mr. TREZISE (Geelong North)
asked the Minister of TransportWhether alterations rto the tramway fare
system have been recently reviewed; if so,
what has been the result of the review?

Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transport).-The answer isThe last ~alteration to the board's fare
structure was made on 30th September last
and results are being reviewed al1: present.
A longer period of operation is necessary
before the results can be determined.

TRAMWAYS EX-SERVICEMEN
EMPLOYEES.
(Question No. 382)

(Geelong North)
asked the Minister of TransportMr.

TREZISE

!. Whether a recent request was made
for the tramways union to consult personally with him on the subject of earlier
retirements for ex-service employees; if so( a) whether the discussion took place and
what was the outcome; and (b) whether
the request was refused and, in that event,
why?
2. Whether ex-servicemen employees receive any extra concession in respect of
retirement leave; if so; what concession?

Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transport) .-The answer is1. The Australian Tramway and Motor
Omnibus Employees Association did request
a meeting on the question of the board's
retiring and death gratuity scheme. This
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·request was not acceded to as it is the
Government's clear view in staff matters,
where conditions of employment are involved, that these matters must be dealt
with by the employer concerned, or where
applicable,
the
appropriate
industrial
tribunal.
2. I am informed by the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Tramways Board that under
the conditions of the board's retiring
gratuities scheme,
ex-servicemen employees who have reached the age of 60
years and who are retired medically unfit
for further service are granted a gratuity
on the same scale as they would have received had they reached the normal retiring age of 65 years.

In addition the department is continually
reporting on the mineral resources, including extractive industry raw materials for
country planning schemes as required
under the Town and Country Planning Act.
The department is also involved in extractive industry resource assessment and planning through the study groups of the Land
Conservation Council. The object is to
prove and protect deposits of materials for
present and future use.
Although no detailed costing of this work
has been undertaken it is estimated that
the average annual expenditure over the
past five years would have been of the
order of $78,000.

EXTRACTIVE INDUSTRY.

ST. ALBANS NORTH PRIMARY
SCHOOL.

(Question No. 386)

(Question No. 387)

Mr. GINIFER (Deer Park) asked
the Minister of Mines-

Mr. GINIFER (Deer Park) asked
the Minister of Education-

What was the annual expenditure in each
of the past five financial years by the
Mines Department towards regional and
site planning connected with extractive industry in Victoria?

Further to question No. 84 asked on 12th
September, 1973, whether he can indicate
if schools such as St. Albans North
Primary School will receive the special
grant of $17,000 for the construction of a
school library?

Mr. BALFOUR (Minister of Mines).
-The answer is-

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister
Education) .-The answer is-

So that planning for conservation of extractive industry materials vital for
economic development and expanding community needs might take place the department has undertaken the following surveys
in the period 1968-1973:1. Basalt stone -resources of the lava
plains west, north-west and north of the
Melbourne metropolitan region-1968still in progress.
2. Sand deposits of the Frankston pine
plantation-1969.
3. Hard rock aggregate resources of the
Dandenong Ranges and environs-1970.
4. Sand deposits of the SpringvaleClarinda area-1969.
5. Sand and gravel deposits of the You
Yangs area-1970.
6. Preliminary report on the extractive
industry resources of the Geelong and district planning region-1970.
7. Mineral resources of the Melbourne
metropolitan planning region-1971.
8. Clay resources of Victoria-1971.
9. Sand resources of the Lyndhurst
area-1972.
10. Extractive industry survey-preliminary--of the Westernport and Mornington
peninsula planning region-1972.
11. Plastic clay deposits at Scoresby1972.
12. Heatherton-Dingley sand resources
survey-1972.

The matter of giving some help to schools
which signed contracts for. libraries just
prior to 19th May, 1973, is now under consideration.

of

PAYMENT OF WATER RATES.
(Question No. 388)

Mr. EDMUNDS {Moonee Ponds)
asked the Minister of Public Works,
for the Minister for Local GovernmentIn view of the high cost of water supplied
by the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board
of Works, what provision is made by the
board for persons in necessitous circumstances who either fail to pay or have
difficulty paying accounts because of financial hardship?

Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works) .-The answer supplied by
the Minister for Local Government
isIt is extremely rare for the Melbourne
and Metropolitan Board of Works to receive
representations from people allegedly having
difficulty in paying accounts in respect of
the high cost of water supplied. Indeed,
the present charge of 40 cents per thousand
gallons is less than the amount of 45 cents
per thousand gallons charged in Sydney
and is the same as in Adelaide where the
charge is 40 cents per thousand gallons.
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However, the Melbourne and Metropolitan
Board of Works does receive requests in
respect of rates levied by the board. It is
the board's policy in cases of proven necessitous circumstances to defer the payment
of rates without interest until the demise of
the owner or the property is sold or the
applicant ceases to occupy the property
when all outstanding rates must be paid.
The board does accept instalments of rates
when requested to do so without interest
being charged on any amount outstanding
but, as a condition of deferment, it requires
the owner to exclusively occupy the
property.

RAILWAY BRIDGE IN MOONEE
PONDS ELECTORATE.
(Question No. 389)

Mr. EDMUNDS (Moonee Ponds)
asked the Minister of TransportWhether the railway department has
any plans to reconstruct a railway bridge
at Maribymong Road and Moore Street in
the electoral district of Moonee Ponds; if
so, what are the details of these plans, when
reconstruction will begin and on what date
the bridge works will be completed?

Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transport) .-The answer isThe Victorian Railways inform me that
plans have been prepared for the reconstruction of the roadway portions of the
Maribymong Road railway bridge at Ascot
Vale.
Arrangements are being made to alter or
relocate the many services laid on or
attached to the side of the bridge. When
this has been completed, reconstruction of
the bridge will begin, probably early in
1974. The railways estimate the work
should be finished within two months.

CONSTITUTION OF SCHOOL
COUNCILS.

on Notice.

League, what steps the Education Department will take to co-operate with the league
in reducing the incidence of vandalism at
Walhalla caused by school children on bus
tours?

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister
Education) .-The answer is-

of

School excursions to Walhalla or to any
other place of historical interest are not
planned or organized by the Education
Department on behalf of the schools. These
are matters properly left to the jurisdiction
of the principal of a school; the only role
played by the department is to grant a
formal approval for the excursion and to
issue instructions that pupils are properly
supervised. If acts of vandalism are committed by school pupils then the issue should
be taken up with the principal of the school
concerned. I have replied in these terms to
a letter recently received from the Walhalla
Improvement League.

RAILWAY LINE IN EAST KEILOR.
(Question No. 399)

Mr. GINIFER (Deer Park) asked the
Minister of TransportWhether he is aware that the fencing of
the railway line in the vicinity of Urana
Drive, East Keilor, is in a state of disrepair
and that children have been observed playing on this railway line; if so, whether he
will take steps to have the fencing repaired
or rebuilt in order to prevent young children straying onto the line and, if not, why?

· Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transport).-The answer is1 am informed by the Victorian Railways
that although they have no statutory obligation to maintain the fencing at East Keilor,
they are aware that it is in need of attention and the fencing will be renewed.

(Question No. 393)

Mr. AMOS (Morwell) asked the
Minister of Education-

BRIDGEWATER PRIMARY
SCHOOL.

Whether it is proposed to alter the constitution of school councils; if so, what are
the details?

(Question No. 400)

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister
Education) .-The answer is-

of

This matter is currently under discussion
by all interested parties.

VANDALISM AT WALHALLA.
(Question No. 394)

Mr. AMOS (Morwell) asked the
Minister of EducationIn view of the representations he has received from the Walhalla Improvement

Mr. McCLURE (Bendigo) asked the
Minister of EducationOn what date it is proposed to call tenders
for the erection of a new residence at
Bridgewater Primary School?

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of Education).-The answer isThe Teacher Housing Authori1ty advises
that site plans and specifications for the
erection of a residence at Bridgewater are
in the course of preparation and it is anticipated that tenders will be called within the
next two months.
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ALBION NORTH PRIMARY
SCHOOL.
(Question No. 401)

Mr. GINIFER (Deer Park) asked
the Minister of EducationWhen tenders will be finalized for the
construction of the Albion North Primary
School library?

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of Education.-The answer isFollowing the default by the contractor
who was constructing the library at the
Albion North Primary School, the school
commi1ttee submitted a proposal for the
completion of the building. The Public
Works Department is currently considering
the matter and advice from that department is expected soon.

" GRANNY " FLATS.
Mr. EDMUNDS (Moonee Ponds)
asked the Minister of Transport, for
the Minister of HousingWhether the ·Government intends to proceed with 1the provision of dependent relative units referred to as " granny " flats;
if so-( a) what stage the plans have reached
and when these plans will be made available to honorable members; and (b) when
the first unit will be constructed and available to the public?

Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transport).-The answer supplied by the
Minister of Housing isYes.
(a) It is anticipated ·that the necessary
amendments to the Housing Act 1958 will
be submitted to the current ses·sion of
Parliament.
(b) The first units could be available
some three or four months following completion of the legislative provisions.

PRESTON GIRLS HIGH SCHOOL.
(QueSJtion No. 404)

Mr. KIRKWOOD (Preston) asked
the Minister of Education. Whether the Education Department has
made any provision to extend the site area
of Preston Girls High School; if so, what
Hmd has been reserved for ·educational purposes .and where?

. Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of Education).-The answer isMy department .has requested both the
City of Preston and Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works· to reserve the fol-
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lowing properties which adjoin the northern
and southern boundaries of the school
site:231, 233, 235, 237 and 239 Gower Street;
14 Cooma Street; 74, 76, 78, 80, 82 :and 84
David Street.

14tgislntittt <ttnuuril.
Wednesday, October 24, 1973.

The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
Garrett) took the chair at 4.28 p.m.,
and read the prayer.
PROPOSED ABORTION INQUIRY.
The Hon. I. B. TRAYLING (Melbourne Province) .-1 move!hat, in the opinion of this House, a
Jomt Select Committee of the Legislative
Council and the Legislative Assembly should
be appointed to inquire into and report
upon abortion in Victoda and, without
limiting the generality of such inquiry, to
report and advise upon the following:1. The nature and extent of the existing
practice of qualified medical practitioners
and unqualified persons operating to
terminate pregnancy.
2. The nature and extent of changes in
medical practice since the Menhennitt
judgment.
3. The attitude and responsibilities of
law enforcement agencies in the existing
situation.
4. The emotional, socio-economic, cultural
and medical factors leading to unwanted
pregnancy and termination of pregnancy.
5. The availability of community services
for the care of the mother and the unwanted
child, whether the mother is married or
single, including an assessment of the needs
and the availability of community service
facilities to assist the working mother
both married and unmarried.
'
6. An evaluation of family-planning
clinics, their present resources and future
requirements.

This notice of motion has been on the
Notice Paper for some weeks and has
led to a good deal of correspondence
from an organization known as the
Right to Life Association. I, and
I am sure, most honorable members
have received letters from that body:
I am deeply disappointed with the
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manner and style of the correspondence which has been sent · by that
organization. I found it to be offensive, in part highly objectionable and
very careless with the truth.
It seems to be a fact that, as
legislators, when it comes to a consideration of questions of social
change which concern issues of
morality, men are found to be lacking
in courage, remarkably slow to
recognize social · change and incredibly reluctant to consider the views
of the majority of the people who
elect them.
One does not find that same lack
of recognition or concern, for example, when legislators are confronted with a Gallup poll showing
what their political prospects are at
a particular time. They then do not
hesitate, if it suits them, to set the
date for an election before the day
on which it would normally have
been held.
·
I do not think women would be
so lacking in courage and so reluctant
to meet social standards which require changes in legislation; and one
suspects that before· now they would
have taken action to effect some
change relating to abortion within
Victoria.
Be that as it may, the motion I have
moved seeks nothing more than an
inquiry into a very important social
problem. This is a problem which
will not simply blow away. It will
remain with us for a very long time~
One hopes that eventually it will
not be a problem, but at the moment
it is a very serious problem and one
which, I believe, members of the
Parliament must face up to and deal
with. My motion seeks an inquirynothing more. The Joint Select Committee mentioned in the motion
should at least inquire into and learn
more about the abortion problem in
order that it can be properly considered and a decision taken concerning any action which is thought to be
necessary.

Inquiry.

There is often a reluctance by
Parliaments to act on controversial
matters. There have been many
examples of this in the past. I suspect
that the Victorian Parliament has not
faced up to this problem before because it is controversial and members
are reluctant to become involved in
anything which, they fear, will
alienate some support, albeit minority
support.
One does not really know how
extensive the problem of abortion is
in Victoria. One of the purposes of
the inquiry will be to ascertain that.
However, the best estimates that are
available-and they are imprecise
-are that there are something
like 20,000 to 40,000 abortions performed in Victoria each year. Estimates for Australia range from
50,000 to 150,000, so a reasonable
estimate might be something in between those figures. It is impossible
to tell.
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE.-Whose
estimates are they?
The Hon. I. B. TRAYLING.-They
are estimates from various people
who are engaged in research into
the problem. One is from Beatrice
Faust, who is preparing a thesis on
abortion. On the information that
has been furnished from various
sources, one must accept that a large
number of abortions are performed
in Victoria each year.
I have talked to doctors who have
performed many legal abortions and
I have read of the figures from public
hospitals. The figures have increased
regularly and indicate that a large
number of abortions are carried out
each year in this State.
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE.-Are
they recorded in hospital records
under the heading " Abortions "?
The Hon. I. B. TRAYLING.-1 have
not looked at hospita'l internal records
to ascertain tllat, but it is an inescapable fact that very many abortions
are performed at public hospitals. It is impossible to estimate
the extent of the problem in Victoria,
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but on the information which is
available one must recognize that it
does exist. In this morning's Age
there was a report by Dr. J.
Corbett McDonald, Director of the
International Planned Parenthood
Federation.
He quoted figures
for abortion, following an inv~sti
gation of birth control practices
throughout the world. His findings
show that throughout the world63 countries were included in the
survey---one pregnancy in three ends
in abortion.
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE.-Do you
not find that hard to believe? I cannot believe it.
The Han. I. B. TRAYLING .-1 was
not a party to the survey, but
apparently
it
was
m:=tde
by
a reputable body which was
led by a reputable ~an. . It
is ~an international federation which
received the support of 63 countries.
Obviously there would b~ wi~e differences in the figures In different
countries. The report stated that in
some countries the figure was as high
as one pregnancy in e~ery tw? ending
in abortion, and obviously m other
countries it might be one in ten.
On those figures, it is obvious that
the problem is immens7. ~h~ fi~ures
that are available for VIctona Indicate
that abortion cannot be ignored.
If
the
number
of
abortions
in this State is only 10,000
a year, is that a measurement. w~ich
will permit us to say that tt IS a
problem which does not concern us?
I suppose it would concern us more
if there were 40,000 abortions each
year. However, there is a problem.
That cannot be denied. What the
Parliament should ascertain is how
considerable the problem is and what
can be done about it.
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE.-Whose
estimate was 40,000?
The Han. I. B. TRAYLING.-For
the Minister's benefit I will provide
him with the source of any figures
I have obtained, although the majority
of the figures were obtained from
books which I have since returned
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to the Parliamentary Library. I have
retained· some information which is
available now.
The survey of the International
Planned Parenthood Federation revealed that fewer than one in three
of all fertile couples practised regular
contraception, that only one-third of
the world's population knew enough
about contraception to plan .families,
and that less than one-third of all
planning services were provided by
Governments. It is obvious that
some countries provide no family
assistance at all and that others have
extensive family assistance services.
Victoria has chosen to dabble in the
subject, but it has not effectively
provided or planned to provide family
counselling advice on the scale
which is necessary to alleviate
current problems. The subject of
abortion affects .many · people in
different
ways.
Many
more
than
10,000
abortions
would
take place in Victoria in a year.
Many people have been and are concerned, particularly those who have
had abortions, those who have contemplated having abortions and those
who will, in the future, be faced with
this problem. Relatives, wives,
husbands and boy friends, and people
who are concerned to uphold a particular religious viewpoint will be
involved.
So long as so many people are
concerned, we, as their representatives in this Parliament, have a
responsibility to examine the problem.
That is all that this motion seeks to
do. I have just been handed a
telegram from the Right to Life
Association. It is disappointing to
note that that association considers
this motion to be a tactic to obtain
legalized abortion. I reject that and
hope that the Right to Life Association will find a more rational way of
continuing this debate so that the
public can gain from its views
and that we, in this Chamber, can
also gain from its views, in the same
way that I should hope the association would be prepared to listen to
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other views and to realize that
people who hold them have a
morality and an integrity which is
somewhat different from that of its
members. There could be a meeting
of the ways to work out this problem.
The Hon. H. M. HAMILTON.-Do
you believe that a woman should
have a choice?
The Hon. I. B. TRAYLING.-Yes,
I do. The people who oppose this
choice suggest that all abortions
constitute murder. Murder is a highly
emotive word, and I do not accept
that all abortions constitute murder.
I also question whether people who
use this word are completely against
capital punishment and all forms of
killing in war.
The Hon. H. M. HAMILTON.-The
two arguments are inconsistent.
The Hon. I. B. TRAYLING.-1 do
not believe they are inconsistent. If
Mr. Hamilton will be patient, perhaps
it will become a little clearer in a
moment. Capital punishment is
killing one's own countryman.
Killing in war means· sending troops
and weaponry into another country
and killing people. Vietnam was an
example of approval given to a war
by the Australian Government and
at least of tacit approval given by
many people who one would have
thought would have opposed it.
Vietnam was one of the worst
wars in the history of man.
I can speak on the subject with some
knowledge because I visited there in
war time and saw the devastation
heaped upon mothers, babies, pregnant women and old people and for
this justification was claimed.
I do not believe that the war in
Vietnam was justified. However, what
I believe is not important. I put the
proposition that if people believe that,
in any circumstances, abortion is
murder will they take the affirmative
view to the justification of killing in
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war or by capital punishment? If so,
they are doing nothing less than
showing a preference for murder or
killing.
The Hon. H. M. HAMILTON .-It is
not exclusive. Mr. Trayling is using
a process of inductive reasoning that
is not necessarily correct.
The Hon. I. B. TRAYLING.-If it
is considered that the taking of the
life of a conceived foetus is murder
but capital punishment and war are
not, that is merely showing a preference.
The Hon. H. M. HAMILTON.-Mr.
Trayling's reasoning is not entirely
right.
The Hon. I. B. TRAYLING.-I shaH
be pleased to hear Mr. Hamilton if
he takes the opportunity of speaking
on this motion. The opponents of
abortion law reform, and of an inquiry into this matter, assert
that life begins at conception, and
that an abortion after that time is
wrong; in fact, they assert that it is
murder. As honorable members
know, some time ago a United
Nations declaration gave legal rights
to the unborn. It is a fact that, so
far as life is concerned, a foetus is
non-viable under a period of twenty
weeks. Whatever one's views may
be, that is indisputable. It is viable
after a period of twenty weeks.
The Hon. H. M. HAMILTON.-That
view does not assert that the foetus
is not alive. Mr. Trayling is speaking
in legal and medical terms.
The Hon. I. B. TRAYLING.-I shall
be delighted to have Mr. Hamilton's
opinion.
The Hon. H. M. HAMILTON.-!
repeat, it does not assert that the
foetus is not alive.
The Hon. I. B. TRAYLING.-I
should be the first person to admit
that there is much argument on this
matter.
The Hon. H. M. HAMILTON.-Is .a
foetus alive at tweive weeks?
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The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
Garrett).-Order! I ask Mr. Hamilton
to cease interjecting and to make his
speech later.
The Hon. H. M. HAMILTON.-Mr.
Trayling cannot answer.
The PRESIDENT.-Order! I call
on Mr. Trayling.
The Hon. I. B. TRAYLING.-One
wonders whether indeed it is alive at
conception
when
certain
considerations such as tax deductions for
an unborn child, funeral expenses for
a spontaneous miscarriage and so on,
have not hitherto been taken into
account. If one wants to be technical one must also consider the opinion
of biologists that one fertilized egg in
three does not become implanted
against the uterine wall but passes
out through menstruation. That is a
technical problem, and some assertions made about conception will have
to be reconciled. I quote Father
Robert F. Drinan, who was Dean of
the Boston College Law School. In
an issue of Catholic World of September, 1968, he. saidPerhaps it is time that all of us recall
the words of Vatican II. declaraJtion on
religious freedom which urged that " in
spreading religious faith and in introducing
religious practices everyone ought at all
times to refrain from any manner of
coercion which might seem to carry a hint
of coercion or of a kind of persuasion that
would be dishonourable or unworthy . . . "
On the assumption thaJt belief in the inviolability of non-viable fetal life is de factJo a
religious belief, can Catholic spokesmen be
'open to the accusation that they are acting
in the abortion controversy in a way which
clearly "might seem to carry a hint of
coercion"?

That is the point of. view of a liberal
American, indeed in a country where
attitudes are more liberal. If one is
to be perfectly frank, in this debate
it is absolutely impossible to
ignore the identity of opposition
either to abortion law reform or to an
inquiry into the problems of abortion
and related matters in Victoria.
There are oppo·nents to these aspects
in every church in Australia but the
main opponent to an inquiry into
abortion law reform, for reasons
which I respect, is the Catholic
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Church. I state my position, that I
have the utmost respect for its views
because it puts a much more rational
view than the Right to Life Association.
It is also fair that we should
recognize that the official position of
the church is not necessarily adopted
by all of the people who are members
I have taken
of that church.
some statistics to verify this
point because it is important to note
that the majority of people support
an inquiry into abortion or changes
to the existing abortion law, and
therefore as Parliamentarians we
have a duty to consider those views.
I quote figures taken from the family
formation study conducted by the
Department of Demography, Research
School of Social Sciences, of the
Australian National University, under
the heads of department, Professor J. Cal well and Dr. H. Ware.
They took two sample areas; one was
the country town of Queanbeyan and
the other was the metropolitan area
of Melbourne. Their findings wereIn the country town more Catholics than
non-Catholics were opposed to legalized
abortion, but the proportions in the two
groups were not widely separated, being 19
and 12 per cent respectively. Opposition
rose to 25 per cent among Catholic women
married to Catholic husbands, and to 27 per
cent among Catholic women with only
primary or no schooling (but in the latter
case the dominant factors were lack of
education and Southern European backgrounds rather than Catholicism). l·t is
sufficient to note that a substantial majority
of Catholics of all backgrounds (at least as
distinguished in our analysis) favour
legalized abortion in some circumstances
and most in more circumstances than are
now allowed in all Australian States except
South Australia.
On the other hand, the metropolitan
survey did yield a sharper religious differential, showing support for the legalization of abortion in some circumstances by
65 per cent of active Catholics as compared
with 90 per cent of the rest of the community.

I shall quote some statistics from the
United States of America, which, as I
have suggested, has a much more
liberal and less conservative attitude
to this subject. There is a fair
degree of support for abortion in
America.
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A natio·nal poll conducted in May,
1971, for the President's Commission
on Population Growth and the American Future showed that 39 per cent
of Catholics agreed that a decision
on abortion should be left to the
woman and her doctor; 50 per cent
said that it should be permitted under
some circumstances; and 9 per cent
supported the official position of the
Catholic Church that abortion should
not permitted under any circumstances. A Gallup poll taken in
January, 1972, showed that 54 per
cent of Catholics agreed that a decision on abortion should be taken by
the woman and her doctor. A poll
taken in May, 1971, in New York,
where the law had already been reformed to allow abortion under some
circumstances showed that 45 per
cent of Catholics favoured the retention of legal abortion in that State.
The Hon. A. K. BRADBURY.-What
is the law there?
The Hon. I. B. TRAYLING.-It is
complex, but a copy can be obtained.
This problem affects the whole community. People are involved and they
think about it. They want to see the
most satisfactory social solution to
the problem. Of course, no legislation
pleases everyone.
Other reasons are commonly put
forward why no change should be
made to the existing laws in
Australia and Victoria. One is that
legal abortions increase promiscuity.
In all the research which I did on this
subject, although· I found the suggestion being made, I could find no
evidence to support it. Estimatessome of which are based on statistical
information-indicate that from 50
per cent to 75 per cent of women who
have abortions are married and living
with their husbands. In South Australia, where legislation on this
subject was enacted several years
ago, in the six months to June, 1970,
33 · 6 per cent of the women who had
abortions were single.
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The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
Garrett).-Mr. Trayling should indicate whether his figures are official
State figures.
The Hon. I. B. TRAYLING.-1 do
not have the relevant document with
me, but they are official State figure~,
Mr. President. Of those women whb,
had abortions, 56· 1 per cent were
married women living with their
husbands and 10 · 3 per cent were
widows or were divorced, or separated from their husbands.
At a later stage, the figures had
varied to indicate that slightly less
than 50 per cent of women who had
abortions were married women, but
that does not in any way alter the
fact that married women form a substantial component of the number of
women who seek abortions. It just
cannot be said that the fear of becoming pregnant makes a woman
more moral. I do not accept that,
even though it might influence
a person to exercise a little
caution.
A girl's morality is
influenced by the family, the State,
and the church. Certainly, in our
contemporary society, it is not influenced by fear of pregnancy.
Another argument used by those
who oppose an inquiry into abortion
or reform of the law is that
population should not be restricted.
They say that we need people and
that, rather than consider abortion
under any ·circumstances, we should
be positively encouraging an increase
in population. More than 2,000 years
ago the Buddhist Goddess of Fertility,
Harariti was supposed to have borne
500 children and she was adored
for it. Circumstances have changed
and it would be difficult to
conceive of anyone approving of such
productivity, assisted or unassisted,
today. But the proposition about
population is valid and should be
answered.
It took approximately 500,000
years to produce 1 billion people
simultaneously alive in the world.
That number was reached in 1850.
It then took 75 years to raise the
number· to 2 billion and another 37
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years to raise it again to 3 billion.
If. the present rate of increase of 2

per cent in the population of the
world each year continues, in 142
years' time there will be 50 billion
people in the world and, in seven
centuries, to take the projection
further, there will be one square
foot of land for each person.
I do not suggest that it is necessary
to take strong action at this
moment to limit the growth of
population, but it is a problem which cannot be ignored in the
light of current information and the
projections which can be made. However there is not much weight in the
proposition that society has a responsibility to increase the population
or in suggestions relating abortions
to statistics and attitudes to a need
to increase population.
Another valid argument is that
in regard to population Australia
should be viewed in isolation
from other countries but, if more
are
needed
here,
the
people
easiest possible method of obtaining
them is available to us. Millions of
fine citizens are willing to come
here, and it is just a matter of
attracting them if required. In most
parts of the world it is generally
agreed that current populations
exceed the standard of services
and facilities which are necessary to
provide the quality of life people
should be able to expect, or aspire to,
in 1973. With the imminent shortage
of basic requirements such as fuel,
society must consider how rapidly
population should be increased.
Those opposing abortion reform
also say, "Do not concern yourself,
do not do anything, because, with the
increasing use of contraception, the
problem will fade away." That would
be the ideal solution, but it will not
happen. The problem exists; it is
highly disturbing and worrying. Until
contraception methods are improved
:-and most people in the world either
do not use them .or do not have contraceptives available to them-the
attitude of waiting to see what happens cannot be accepted. We are
Session 1973.-53
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concerned with now, ten years from
now, and twenty years from now. It
will be a long time before improvements in contraception and family
planning will allow society to forget
the problem of abortion. Everyone
wants to forget it but it will not just
go away.
Fertility control is not yet perfect.
Sex education is deficient in this State
as it is in other places. Some attention is now being given to sex education, and this is a part of the total
problem about which something can
be done. If the inquiry which I suggest takes place, I hope a great deal
of attention will be paid to sex education. There is insufficient provision
for family counselling in Victoria, as
there is in other places. This is something on which an inquiry could provide information or help to the Parliament and the community. Doctors
are not as well informed as they
should be. In many cases, they are
reluctant to act as responsibly and
informatively as one would hope
they would in these matters.
It is also suggested that crimes of
violence would increase if the existing laws on abortion were made more
liberal. But, again, there is no statistical or other evidence to substantiate the claim. Russia and Denmark have low crime rates and easy
abortion. The opposite applies in
France.
The Hon. S. R. McDONALD.-Who
put forward the suggestion that if the
abortion laws were changed the crime
rate would increase?
The Hon. I. B. TRAYLING.-It has
been put forward in the past by
opponents of reform of the law. It is
not one of the most common arguments but it is put up frequently
enough to warrant an answer.
The Hon. W. G. FRY.-From where
did you obtain your information about
the position in the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics?
The Hon. I. B. TRAYLING.-I
obtained the information from library
sources. I will provide it for Mr.
Fry.
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On the proposition that abortions
are unsafe apd increase . sterility,
the best advice I could obtain
came from a number of medical
sources.
It \s generally agreed
that abortion is five to ten times
safer
than
~normal
childbirth.
The figures cannot be disputed. They
are obtainable from the public hospitals and from persons who are interested in the subject, both for and
against. There is no definite proof
that abortion leads to sterility, although there is some evidence that
repeated abortions can slightly affect
the rate of subsequent secondary
sterility. On the other hand, a good
deal of sterility occurs after normal
childbirth. I should be interested in
any information which can be
brought forward to conflict with that
statement.
It is also suggested that women
w:ho have abortions suffer severe
psychological sequelae such as remorse and guilt. This is absolutely
trtie where women suffer the degradation, the dangers and the expense
of clandestine abortion operations.
But in legally-sanctioned and accep·ted situations for abortion operations
this is simply not so. Many women
suffer severe psychoses following
childbirth.
That information is
obtainable from the medical profession generally, but there is
available virtuaUy no information
which suggests that women who
have had abortions develop psychoses.
This condition is more
likely to develop in those unfortunate people who have suffered
the degradation and concern of
abortions under clandestine circumstances. That is probably why any
psychiatric body which has ever
bothered to interest itself in the subJect of abortions supports liberalization of abortion laws-certainly
the ·sort of laws that exist in Victoria
in section 65 of the Crimes Act.
Under the present legal situation,
the statute law on abortion-it is
contained in section 65 of the
Crimes Act-provides for a fifteenyear maximum penalty. This applies
.The Hon. 1. B. Trayling.

· fnquiry.

to doctors and to persons who are
not qualified to perform operations
as well as to the· woman herself
if she has persopally taken a decision
to procure her own abortion. This
law has been 'largely unenforced and
is practically unenforceable, but it
remains on the statute-book.
The more dramatic law involvement concerning abortion in recent
years has been the Menhennitt judgment, which is the common law that
has now been established, and the
most clarifying law, since the case of
King v. Bourne in the United
Kingdom in 1939.
But I submit that it is not satisfactory
even for persons who believe
the Menhennitt ruling is the answer
to the abortion deba.te and aH the
problems associated with abortion.
It is not the answer, and I will give
reasons to support my contention. I
shall quote from a book entitled
Abortion: Repeal or Reform? edited
by Nicolas Haines and put out by the
Australian University Centre for Continuing Education, an article by Paul
R. Wilson, senior lecturer in psychiatry at the University of Queensland. On page 17 the author had
this to say about the Menhennitt
rulingIn effect, Justice Menhennitt established
in common law the criteria that determine
the lawfulness of an abortion. Apparently
though, both patients, doctors and police
are unsure as to exactly what the law is in
Victoria regarding abortion. In that State,
the actual practice of therapeutic abortion
appears to have remained unaltered during
the 26th-month period after the ·Menhennitt
ruling. Certainly the current policies ·of the
Victorian Police Force regarding the enforcement of abortion laws do not appear
to have changed much from the time when
Inspector (now superintendent) Holland in
1968 said-' Bourne's case does not bind
us. The law was stated by one judge alone
and it was never established that the girl's
life was in danger.'

Another comment on the common
law judgment
Justice Menhennitt
which I mention is a quotation by
Robin Millhouse, LL.B., M.P., Deputy

of
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Leader of the Opposition, South Australian Parliament, who pioneered the
change in the Ia w in South Australia.
He saidAfter canvassing the history of the legislation and Bourne's case and referring to
several other authorities not so directly in
point he propounded a test of justification
of abortion which is, in my respectful
opinion, much narrower than that laid down
in Bourne's case.

I am not a lawyer and I am not
qualified to say whether that is so,
but I respect lawyers who are prepared to put an interpretation on the
law, and particularly a lawyer who is
as well known as Mr. Millhouse and
who has had so much to do with the
study of abortion law in Australia,
particularly in South Austra'lia. If
one accepts what Mr. Millhouse said,
one must be concerned about whether
the Menhennitt judgment is something on which one should rely in
matters relating to abortion.

Certainly one would hope that the
attitude of the Victoria PO'lice Force
might have changed in recent times.
Inspector,
now
Superinterdent,
Holland in · 1968 saidBourne's ·case does not bind us. The
law was stated by one judge alone and it
was never established that the girl's life
was in danger.

That is as stated in the Age of 29th
February, 1968. One will be interested
to learn whether Superintendent
Holland or the Victoria Police Force
would hold a similar view about
the Menhennitt judgment. I suggest
that
the
law must not be
open to wide interpretation where it
is possible that it need not be so. At
present no one is really concerned
about trying to enforce section 65 of
the Crimes Act, but it remains. I
should like to see it remain on the
statute-book even with a penalty of
fifteen years for all unqualified people
who seek to involve themselves in
procuring abortions and in making
money out of them at the same time.
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The question arises as to what sort
of law we should have. Professor
Carl Wood, Professor of Obstetrics
and Gynaecology at Monash University simply saysNo law should exist in relation to
abortion, except that which is necessary to
prevent non-medical personnel carrying out
surgical abortions.

Dr. Margaret Meade, a well-known
anthropologist, in an extract from
Christianity and Crisis, Rights to
Life, of 8th January, 1973, saidThe solution is simple. Both parties can
in good conscience vote for the repeal of
laws governing abortion and place abortion
under the medical profession, and under the
churches who may educate their own members and work to convert non-members to
their point of view.

That seems fair enough to me as an
opinion which makes a contribution
to the debate.
I revert to Father Drinan, who
makes what I consider to be an
important statement about his attitude to the law in a magazine entitled
United States Catholic Jubilee, in a
section called " Sounding Board ".
The article on page 15 is headed
" Should There be Laws Against
Abortion?" and statesWithin the immediate future the question
for Catholics and all others opposed to
abortion will not be the adoption or rejection of the Model Penal Code, but rather
the acceptance of the withdrawal of all
criminal sanctions from the field of abortion. This option has been characterized as
abortion-on-request or abortion-on-demand.
I suggest that if some change is inevitable
in the laws against abortion, the withdrawal
of criminal sanctions · from the protection
of all "nonviable" life (the first twenty
weeks of fetal existence)- might be preferable to the only other alternative--the
Model Penal Code.
I suggest that under a "non-law" such
as this, women seeking an abortion would
first be required to go to a licensed
physician. Any person who· is not a
licensed physician who is caught performing
abortions would be penalized as severely as
a non-doctor would be if he performed brain
surgery.
One could hope therefore that the withdrawal of criminal sanctions from the area
of abortion might drive out the " underground " and bring all requests for an
abortion into authorized medical channels.
This would foster good medicine, and the
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w.oman .seeking an abortion would be required to talk with skilled and competent
counsellors and psychiatric specialists during
a mandatory brief waiting period.

The hope of everyone, whether for or
against abortion, is that if there
were to be an abortion, at least it
would be performed by qualified persons in proper conditions with proper
facilities.
I conclude by suggesting that the
present position of section 65 of the
Crimes Act and the M'enhennitt
common law judgment is unsatisfactory. The majority of people in Australia and in Victoria are in favour of
a change and a more liberal attitude
on · abortion. This inquiry should
proceed in Victoria because this
State 'has a unique recent history
of matters, some of a dramatic
nature,
involving abortion
and
the situation is not as clear as it
should be. I have no doubt that the
existing situation in Victoria leaves
the way open for extortion, blackmail
and the like. Abortion, whether
legal or illegal, will go on whether we
want to do something about it or not.
There will be fewer illegal abortions
if a more responsible attitude is
taken by seeking information through
an inquiry so that persons will be
able to form judgments which will
assist in eliminating the number of
illegal abortions occurring in Victoria.
On the motion of the Hon.
MURRAY BYRNE (Minister for State
Development and Decentralization),
the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Wednesday, November 7.
LABOUR AND INDUSTRY
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Minister of
Water Supply) , was read a first time.
RACING (AMENDMENT) BILL.
The debate
(adjourned from
October 16) on the motion of the Hon.
V. 0. Dickie (Minister of 'Housing)
The Hon. I. B. Trayling.

·Bill.

for the second reading of this Bill
was resun1ed.

The Hon. R. J. EDDY (Doutta Galla
Province) .-The objective of the Bill
is to produce revenue of approximately $4 · 5 million a year to be
applied to the funds of the Department of Youth, Sport and Recreation.
The revenue will be produced by increasing the commission deducted
by the Totalizator Agency Board
from investments on the daily double
a·nd on the quadrella. The measure
results from the complete failure of
football pools, which was predicted
by many honorable members, particularly members of the Opposition,
because football is not a gambling
sport whereas racing is.
The Opposition is prepared to support the Bill. It is proposed that the
deduction from investments made by
a punter taking a daily double will
be increased from 15 per cent to 17
per cent, and the deduction from the
investment made by a punter who invests on the quadrella will be increased from 15 per cent to 19 per
cent. This means that a person holding a daily double winning ticket to
the value of $50 will receive approximately $48. A punter who invested on
the quadrella and selected four winners could hold a winning ticket to
the value of $2,125, and his winnings
would be reduced to $2,025. · There
would be a deduction of approximately $2 from the winnings of the
punter who picked the daily double,
and approximately $100 from the winnings of the punter who picked the
quadrella.
The Opposition proposes that funds
from the Totalizator Agency Board
should be utilized to finance other
sections of the sporting community
throughout Victoria. Every time this
matter was raised by the Opposition
in the House or in correspondence
with the then Chief Secretary, Sir
Arthur Rylah, the proposal was rejected, mainly on the ground
that
he
considered
that
if
the Government allocated moneys
from the Totalizator Agency Board
to amateur and junior sporting groups
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in the State, objections would
be raised by parents of the
children engaged in those sports
because the money would have
been derived from gambling proceeds. In my view, this opinion
is ridiculous, when one realizes
that 99 · 9 per cent of all community
groups, whether they be for young
people or old people-football clubs,
cricket clubs, youth clubs, girls' clubs
and even boy scouts-exist on the
proceeds of illegal raffles or other
efforts conducted outside the law.
After punters have invested on the
daily double or the quadrella, the
majority of them leave the Totalizator
Agency Board and make their way
to different sports in which they pay
to participate by buying raffle
tickets. On many occasions after entering the sporting arenas, they have
to stand in muddy conditions, such
as at football grounds, or play their
favourite sport under unsatisfactory
conditions with unsatisfactory equipment because the club with which
·they are connected is lacking in
finance. It is well beyond time when
the principle embodied in the Bill
should be introduced.
However, the Opposition believes
the increase in the deduction of commission from 15 per cent to 17 per
cent on the daily double and from 15
per cent to 19 per cent on the quadrena is exceedingly steep. The Government should not have taken an increased commission deduction from
the punter before inquiries were made
to see whether other sections of the
Totalizator Agency Board allocations
should have been reviewed before
this matter was introduced. Sporting
clubs spend thousands of dollars on
toilets and drinking facilities at some
racecourses where meetings are held
on only one or two occasions throughout the year.
Some racing clubs, operating
mainly on a Saturday, are at a distinct
disadvantage compared with clubs
operating on mid-week days. The
percentage of the Totalizator Agency
Board turnover in the majority of
cases represents only a fraction of
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the payments received by country
clubs which conduct mid-week races.
Owners and trainers of horses which
race in the country on Saturdays
when stakes are considerably less,
although the cost of training and
racing horses remains the same, are
at a disadvantage. The owners and
trainers pay the same amount for
racing in the country on a Saturday
as they do for racing mid-week, when
the stakes are higher. Clubs conducting Saturday races require more
assistance to provide larger amounts
of stake money. In mid-week racing
clubs, the revenue received by the
clubs from the Totalizator Agency
Board represents 90 to 95 per cent./of
the total stakes per season, whereas
Saturday racing clubs receive a percentage of only 60 to 65 per cent.
The latter clubs are under a direction from the Totalizator Agency
Board to set minimum stakes, and
therefore their hands are tied. Subsidies received by mid-week and
Saturday racing clubs are generally
the
same.
Clubs
must
pay float rebates, shoeing fees,
farrier supervision fees and losing
riders' fees. The clubs operating
Saturday races suffer financially.
The Opposition believes other sections of the racing industry, such as
the trainers, owners and breeders,
als·o require assistance. ·Many owners
pay as much as $50 a week to have
their horses trained and could require
special assistance. The Minister for
Youth, Sport and Recreation should
conduct a review of the allocations
from the Totalizator Agency Board,
and in so doing should interview all
sections of the racing community
to ascertain whether the allocations
from the Totalizator Agency Board as
determined in 1961 are appropriate
today.
The Hon. H. R. WARD.-How does
the honorable member know the Minister has not done so?
The Hon. R. J. EDDY.-The honorable gentleman has not given any
indication to the House that he has
done so. Perhaps he has already
done this. Sections of the racing
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com·munity, including the so-called
experts of the press, have called on
the Government to increase the
number of mid-week race meetings
conducted in the metropolitan area.
An article published in the Sun
News-Pictorial of 15th October under
the heading "Big mid-week racing
lift sought " statedThe Victoria Racing Club has asked the
Government for twenty more mid-week race
meetings at Sandown and Moonee Valley
racecourses.
Mr. Brian Dixon, the Minister for Youth,
Sport and Recreation, said this in a television
interview yesterday.
Mr. Dixon. said that he, personally, would
not be opposed to horse racing on a Sunday.

·I would not oppose horse racing on
a Sunday. because if it is good enough
for Canberra and good enough for
America, it -should be good enough
for Victoria. The finance that would
be derived from another twenty midw.eek race meetings would be enormous. There is ·fiar too much money
now. in .the coffers of the Totalizator
Agency Board. which is not being
allocated to the Department of Youth,
Sport and Recreation as it should be.
Too ·much money is going to the one
industry ·and· not enough to other
sporting activities.
The proposed increase in the percentage ·of commission deducted from
Totalizator Agency Board investments. will result in an amount of
$4 · !$ million being received by the
Government in a full financial year.
The Labor Party asks the Minister
'in .charge of· the Bill why the Totalizator· Agency Board is to be the
golden milch cow. Was consideration
given to raising the $4 · 5 million or
at least part of that amount from
Tattslotto and other forms of
gambling? It is not good enough
to take the full amount from the
Totalizator Agency Board, as some
money should come from investments
in Tattslotto.
The Hon. H. R. WARD.-Tell honorable members how much comes out
of Tattslotto · for the Hospitals and
Charities Commission?
The Hon. R. J. Eddy.
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The Hon. R. J. EDDY.-1 am not
talking about · the Hospitals and
Charities Commission; the House is
dealing with a racing Bill. The Minister for Youth, Sport and Recreation
should realize that with the everincreasing turnover of the Totalizator
Agency Board, a 4 per cent increase
in the commission to be deducted
from quadrella investments and a 2
per cent increase in the commission
deducted from daily double investments, will total more than $4 · 5 million in a full year. In fact, the amount
will increase enormously within a
short period of time.
If the Government continues its
policy of extracting funds from the
punter, as proposed by the Bill, the
Government will encourage the
Totalizator Age·ncy Board punters to
return to the starting-price bookmakers. I am sure honorable members know that many punters today
are patronizing starting-price bookmakers, many of whom are setting up
shop in all parts of the State.

The Hon. H. R. W ARD.-Where?
The Hon. R. J. EDDY.-Everywhere. Surely, Mr. Ward does not
think I will tell him where they are.
The Hon. H. R. WARn.-When did
Mr. Eddy last bail someone out ·of
Pen tridge Gaol?
The Hon. R. J. EDDY.-Last Saturday night. At a recent race meeting
the dividend for the quadrella, which
involves . picking four winners, was
the small amount of $457. Once again
the poor punter suffered!
The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE.-The dividends have been less than that .. The
dividend was only $78 a fortnight
ago. I am one of the poor punters
of whom Mr. Eddy is speaking.
The Hon. R. J. EDDY.-Apparently
the Minister of Housing was one of
the poor punters who won only $78.
1 return to the illustration I was
about to give. If the same punter
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had placed 50 cents with a bookmaker on his first selection ·and continued to ·place his winnings · on the
second, third and fourth selections,
his total winnings would have been
in the vicinity of $1,216 which is a
bigger return than the return from
the Totalizator Agency Board.
·The Hon. W. M. CAMPBELL.-That
is not exactly correct as the price
given by the bookmaker would have
gone down.
The Hon. R. J. EDDY.-I am informing honorable members what the
punter would have received on a
specific day.
The Hon. W. M. CAMPBELL-That
is only assuming the price remained
the same.
The Hon .R. J. EDDY.-Mr. Campbell does not understand what would
have taken place. The Totalizator
Agency Board has been a godsend
to racing and to punters who previously. broke the law. More than
that, it has been a godsend to the
economy of this State. The idea behind the Bill was originally the brainchild of the Labor Party and for that
reason the Labor Party does not
oppose the measure.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (NorthWestern Province) .-I am not as
experienced in the racing business
as some other honorable members in
this House. However, I am interested
in the effect the Bili will have and
what it will achieve. It is the hope
of the Country Party, which: maintains a close relationship with racing
clubs in country Victoria, that the Bill
will achieve certain improvements
for people residing throughout the
State. Mr. Eddy spoke at length
on the problems confronting metropolitan racing clubs. I remind honorable members that similar problems
confront country racing clubs. These
clubs provide facilities which enable
country people to attend race meetings where a tremendously friendly
atmosphere prevails. It is unfortunate
that the Bill provides for funds to
come from one section of the public,
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namely, those who every .now and
again like to have a wager.on a horse
at the Totalizator Agency Board.
However, the funds will provide facilities for all residents of the State. It is
true as Mr. Elliot stated that the Government must decide ·from where it
is to get additional money. One . of
the problems confronti~g the Government has been to provide sufficient
funds to enable .the .Ministry for
Youth, Sport and Recreation to
function properly.
I am concerned that the person
who spends a little money provides facirJities for people who
make no contribution · to'wards the
cost involved. Members of the community who attend race meetings and
have a few bets, a ·few beers and an
occasional cigarette~ are helping to
finance facilities for others who do not
necessarily contribute. The· people in
the community who spend money on
gambling are providing facilities for
many residents who contribute
nothing. However l· do not know
how this can be overcome-it is a
fact of life.
I am concerned with the unfitness
of the com~ unity in. general. Lack of
exercise is an alarming part of our
way of life.
The ·Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-Mr. Dunn
should tread gently.
The Hon. K. I. WRIGHt.-Hon.orable· members should tread lightly
on· the tennis court.
··
The Hon. B.. P. DUNN.'"'":'"'Perhaps
we, as members of Parliament, should
look at our own level of fitness. It
would not be beyond the bounds of
propriety to have in this building
squash courts and other facilities for
the use of honorable members.
The PRESIDENT (Sir· Raymond
Garret).-! do not believe that aspect
is covered in the Bill.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN ..:_! believe
fitness is what this Bill is all about.
We . are trying to improve the
physical fitness and the well-being of
the community. Being members of
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Parliament, we are part of the community. Perhaps we should set an
example for the rest of the people
to follow. The Department of Youth,
Sport and Recreation has a big
responsibility in this field, not just
to provide buildings but to provide
the incentive fo.r people to use them.
It is a problem to get people to
engage in active sport or exercise.
Many members of the teenage group
will not become involved in active
sports.
The Bill increases the amount of
commission deducted from the
Totalizator Agency Board investments
on the daily double and the quadrella.
As Mr. Eddy said and the Minister of
Housing stated in his second-reading
speech, the increased deductions will
provide $3 million for the remainder
of the current financial year and $4 · 6
million in a full year. The Country
Party supports. the principle of the
establishment of the Department of
Youth, Sport and Recreation. I
believe the Minister for Youth,
Sport and Recreation and his. department have embarked on the problems
confronting them with a fair amount
of enthusiasm. Certain technical
problems will be encountered because; as ·the ·Minister for Youth,
Sport and Recreation said, applications involving .$20 million have
·already been lodged in his office.
It will be necessary to allocate
priorities and ensure that the finance
is distributed throughout the State.
Everyone will want a part of that
$3 million and the Minister for Youth,
Sport and Recreation will have many
problems to solve.
Of course, . the problem has been
thrown back to the municipalities. I
envisage that councils will now be
under pressure . from many sporting
bodies in the municipalities. I understand that the municipalities will
set the priorities for the works
within their boundaries. This will
entail · considerable problems as
the councils will · have to ensure
that no people in the community are forgotten in the provision
of sporting or recreational facilities.
The Hon. B. P. Dunn.
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The Country Party believes the
Bill will not adversely affect the
racing community or the small
punter who likes to have a dabble at
the Totalizator Agency Board. The
Country
Party
supports
fully
the activities of the Totalizator
Agency Board in this
State.
It allows people on all income
levels to follow an interesting pastime if they so desire. I notice that
the funds for the administration of
the department will not be provided
from deductions from the Totalizator
Agency Board but by appropriations
from other Government funds.
The Country Party wishes the new
department, which has now been
provided with funds, well in its
endeavours. I believe there has been
a serious neglect, not only in Victoria
but in many parts of the Western
World, of the fitness of the community. The establishment of the
department is a step in the right
direction towards improving the
physical fitness of the community by
making recreational facilities available throughout the State.
. The Hon. H. R. WARD (SouthEastern Province) .-The Bill will
play a·n important role in the development of the Ministry for Youth,
Sport and Recreation and how its
objects are to be achieved. When the
Bill was first introduced, it created
some concern in the racing industry.
This resulted from the fact that more
money was to be taken from the
industry. However, the community
should look at it in the same light as
the Minister for Youth, Sport and
Recreation and others have accepted
it. Money will be derived from persons
who place bets with the Totalizator
Agency Board a·nd then participate in
sports such as tennis, cricket and
football. Instead of the money being
directed into the racing industry a
percentage will now be extracted and
utilized for the development of youth,
sport and recreation facilities
I do not believe the proposed legislation will affect the racing industry.
Initially there was concern because
it was believed that the Minister for
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Youth, Sport and Recreation was
trying to grab what he could. However, with due respect to the Minister
he has had to set up a ·new department and face many problems and
challenges. Although money will be
taken from racing and applied for
other sporting purposes, the community should realize that the money
is not actually being taken from the
sporting section of the community.
What will happen to the money that
is to be diverted from racing to other
sporting activities? The proposal has
generated tremendous enthusiasm in
the community and it is now the community's responsibility to do something in the years ahead. The Minister for Youth, Sport and Recreation
is sure that some people will complain that the money being extracted
is not being used properly. However,
once priorities are set, facilities will
be provided for the benefit of youth
and sporting bodies and for the
pursuit of recreational activities.
I can see exactly what is occurring.
To illustrate one specific area, I refer
to Cranbourne where trotting, racing
and greyhound coursing are being
developed at the one location by a
committee of management. Money
is to be applied to ·improve an
organization which is located in an
ideal situation. A similar situation
exists at Pakenham where it has
become a community development.
The money which is extracted from
the Totalizator Agency Board under
this measure will help to develop
such facilities. The Minister for
Youth, Sport and Recreation is enthusiastic to raise funds to provide
facilities. The community should
also be enthusiastic because the
money will flow into the community
to permit greater development of
facilities with resulting community involvement. Finance taken from what
could be declared a simple operation
-I refer to the Totalizator Agency
Board-will be returned to the community to be used to suit the best
ideas and ideals of the community.
I know some of the problems that
exist within the racing industry but
the proposal contained in the Bill
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will benefit the community as a whole.
Anything that can be done to involve
the whole community· with the
priorities that have been established
through the municipalities is important.
I cannot agree with some of the
criticisms that have been expressed
because they can be readily overcome
by the benefits which will accrue
from the use of the money obtained.
The enthusiasm of the new Ministry
in establishing the priorities and
being able to extract additional
·funds from the Commonwealth to
be used in conjunction with revenue
obtained under this Bill will be of
great benefit to the community.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time
and committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Commission) .
The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE (Minister
of Housing) .-I thank honorable
members for their comments during
the second-reading debate. Obviously
everyone understands that the purpose of the Bill is .to finance from
racing the operations of the Department of Youth, Sport and Recreation.
As a racing man, I go along with the
proposal although I sound a note of
warning.
The racing industry is finely
balanced. Often it is said that it is
the punter who keeps racing going,
but basically it is the horse that keeps
the industry going and no one should
forget that. The breeding of the horse
is vital and once we stop breeding
horses, racing is finished and so is
the assistance to many other sports.
The breeder breeds horses but
it costs him a fortune to purchase sires. From breeding, we
move to the owner and then
to the trainer, the jockey, the
farrier, the gatekeepers and everybody who is part of this gigantic but
_finely balanced. industry. It should
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never be called a sport because it is
a gigantic industry. The same applies
to trotting and to dog racing. ·
·
In this set up, honorable niembers
should not forget that for one ·earrier
of money from racing there are 50
spenders .. Accordingly, the Minister
for: Youth, Sport and Recreation has
a great responsibility, as do the other
sporting organizations who expend
this money, to ensure that it is spent
·
wisely.
. Under. the Bill, the commission
on the quadrella will increase from
15 per cent to 19 per cent and on the
daily double from 15 per cent to 17
per cent. I go along with the proposal
because the punter who bets on a
single horse already has' 15 per cent
deducted from the winning bet. With
the quadrella, a punt~r may back
four winners .and still. only .15. per
cent is deducted whe·reas another
punter who backs four· individual
winners has 15 · per cent ded_ucted from each winning bet. The
same. principle applies to doubles betting. Accordingly, there is room for
a ·little more take ~y the Government
because the punter will not be badly
affected. The only·· effect is that- on a·
quadrella dividend of $1,000, the
p.trnter ·will now. r~ceive ·$960. . As
one. who is- particularly· interested
i_n :the qu~prella,. I .. would not be at
~11 disappoi'I?-ted if l got $960 ipstead
of '$1,000. . .
- _
·
·. The-.poof for -.a Saturday qua.drella
is in excess. of $.60(),000 .. Last Saturd~y, for t.~e·c;~ulqeldCup meeting, it
reache~f an all-time high of $63.5,000.
~0~ ·a mid-week.,m~tr~politan meeting
-the quadr¢1Ja _is run only on ··metropolitan· meetings~the pool drops to
about half or approximately $350,000_.
The Saturda:Y punter is boosting the
quadrella but· most of the money is
coming from_ the other pools. The
quadrella is not getting · any new
money_ but. punters are taking an
interest 'in· this form of b~tting because they· hope to have a ·big win~
Mr. . Eddy ~tated that. last
week ·the quadrell<:t paid only about
$360 where·as if a punter had made
an all-up bet on each· of the ·winners
The Hon. V. 0. Dickie.
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he would' have won appro'xim:ately
is important that the
punters ·should know what is involved. How often has one heard the
racing scribes and broadcasters say
that on a particular day the quadreUa
will pay $10,000 because the four
winning horses have been about ·50-1?
What is forgotten is that in many
instances those four horses may be
coupled with 6-4 fancies and therefore the quadrella finishes up being
only $400. It is difficult to calculate
because in many instances the punter
has more horses going for hi·m.
A great responsibility rests upon
those who are responsible .for spending this money to ensure that it is
expended wisely. Racing is not a
bottomless pit. We· can rapidly reach
the stage where the money will not
be available. Thousands of dollars
have -been s·pent from the Racecourses
Improvement Fund to .provicle better
amenities for racing. Obviously, these
country racing complexes must be
used for other sports. Naturally, the
same situation does not apply to
metropolitan courses. .
On this occasion, the take is being
increased by 4 per cent on the
qua.drella and 2 per cent on.·· the
feature· doub_le. and ~he punter can
stand that. But other avenues of
raising finance for ·youth, sport and
recreation must be explored. ··currently, other avenues are not available
but ·let us rail remember that racing
is not the goose that· laid the .golden
egg; If we continue to: take money
from racing the industry cannot hope
to. survive.
·
$1,200.' It

The Hoil. R. J. EDDY (Doutta Galla
Province) .-The ·Minister sho.uld con~
sider the position of country race
clubs, particularly those which conduct Sat':Jrday meetings in competitio·n with metropolitan meetings.
These clubs should be assisted with
additional finance in order to provide
better stakes.
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. G. ·J.
Nicol).-Order! This Bill does not
rel·ate to stakes -provi~ed by country
race clubs or other race clubs.
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The Hon. R. J. EDDY.-During the
second-reading debate, I asked the
Minister to consider the granting of
some assistance to these clubs.
The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE (Minister
of Housing) .-The remarks made by
Mr. Eddy will be referred to the
Minister for Youth, Sport and Recreation for his consideration.
The clause wa$ agreed to, as was
the remaining clause.
The Bill was reported· to the· House
without amendment, and passed
through its remaining stages.
SMALL CLAIMS TRIBUNALS BILL
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Minister of
Water Supply),. was read a first time.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister
for Local Government) .-I move-That this Bill be now read a second time.

Honorable members are used to
the almost perennial Local Government Bill but on this occasion they
have had a rather long wait. It is
eighteen months since the last Local
Government (Amendment) Bill was
passed and more than two years since
it was presented.
The present Bill contains 46 clauses
and proposes about 50 amendments,
all of them almost entirely unrelated
to each other. It is therefore a Committee Bill. Of.ten, when Bi'lls are
introduced .from another place, I summarize the proposals contained in the
measure, but in a matter which is
of vital importance to local government, I consider that there ought to
be a detailed speech outlining precisely what the amendments are
designed to achieve, how they came
about and the reasons for them so
that representatives of local government will he able to ascertain from
Hansard what it is all about. Therefore, I will have to go through 46
clauses which may be wearying to
honorable. members. However, I shall
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direct their attention initially to the
items in the Bill which I believe are
of great significance, before referring
to the details of the clauses.
Clause 2 endeavours to make a
much-needed reform by enabling further appointments to the Local Government Advisory Board with a view
to avoiding the inordinate delays
which ·have occurred with inquiries
into amalgamations,· severance and·
redistribution.
Clause 5 enables alien ratepayers
to be enrolled. Clause 15 provide.s
prote.ction against civil claims to
council officers acting in good faith
and within' the scope of their authority. Councils may be liable for.
their acts, of course, but an officer
will not personally be liable. Clause
26 makes sweeping reforms in the
tendering system to affor4 councils
greater flexibility and enable them
to operate from joint pricing bureaux
or to utilize the Victorian State
Tender Board. Councils will be freed
entirely from the unfortunate situation of having to call tenders for
professional services where the
amount involved is high.
Clause 28 makes a much-needed
provision by providing a standard
procedure for the creation of pedestrian malls under which everyone's rights will be protected. Every
council and every ratepayer will know
precisely where they stand. No such
right has previously existed and in
the past the law on· the subject has
been hazy, to say the least. Almost
identical provisions will apply ·to the
closure of roads to traffic. Members
representing the Camberwell area
will be aware of the conflict that has
arisen in Balwyn regarding the
closure of many roads to through or
cross traffic.
Clause 38 relates to the destruction
of Argentine ants and environmentalists will be pleased to know that
the power to prescribe the use of
that persistent poison dieldrin now
di~.appears.
Clause 42 enables the
·.·

,.
\.
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appointment of a departmental building surveyor within the Local Gov~mment Depci:rtment with wide-rangresponsibilities
and
· the
Ing
opportunity of assisting councils.
These are the major issues in the
Bill and I turn now to the laborious
task of going· through the clauses in
detail.
I · have already said that
clause 2 enables the appointment of
additional members to the Local Government Advisory Board. I am sure
honorable members are not prepared
to face again the delays that have
occurred in matters of vital importance to municipalities. It is important that decisions should be reached
as swiftly as possible on questions
of amalgamation, severance, and so
on. \Yhi_lst ~e~isions are delayed,
there IS IndeciSion, and no council
employee knows where he stands for
the future. Increasing the size of the
board is a vital step.
. Clause 3 affects section 64 which
authorizes payment of travelling expenses to councillors.
The last
amendment was designed to make it
clear that councillors should be paid
travelling expenses incurred in travelling on other than official council
busines.s. :Recently doubts have been
e':Xpressed ori .whether the section
effectively achieves the latter purpose
of covering ·councillors for travelling expens·es whilst on other than
council business. The clause is designed to put that .matter beyond any
shadow of .doubL .
·Clause: 4 is· indirectly related to
travelling expenses.. The situation
has occurred where councillors. may
travel a· long distance to inspect a
project in another municipality on
behalf of their council. It could be
argued that when they return and
seek to pass a resolution to meet
the travelling expenses, section 181,
which relates to pecuniary interests
of councillors, prevents them from
voting. This i's a ludicrous situation.
Clause 4, therefore, makes it clear
that section 181 does not apply to
voting on such an issue. It was never
intended that it should so apply.
The Hon·. A. J. Hunt.
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The Hon. j. M. Tlu:PoviCH.-The
section should not condemn any
legitimate expenditure by· local
·
government.
The Hon. I. B. TRAYLING.-Section
181 is a touchy section.

The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-As honorable members are aware, I have never
been satisfied with section 181. This
is the third amendment which I have
presented with the object of mitigating the harshness of the section. I
assure the House that continuing endeavours will be made to ensure that
the section achieves its true purpose
of maintaining the integrity of local
government, and nothing more. Councillors who are doing their duty for
not
their
municipality
should
encounter such a problem.
Clause 5 proposes an amendment
to section 73 and other sections which
deal with the qualifications of voters
at municipal elections. Strictly speaking, no alien is currently entitled to
be registered, but in point of fact
what check has a municipal clerk
on that matter? Recently in one
J.llUnicipality, the names of all people
with foreign-sounding names were
deleted on the basis that they might
be aliens.
Consequently, many
people who · were entitled to vote
were deprived of the opportunity. It
is a ridiculous section. If a person
owns property, pays rates on it and
perhaps occupies. it, why should he
be deprived of a vote in municipal
affairs which affect that property?
The clause p·roposes to remove. the
restriction.
Apart from granting
justice to property owners who might
not yet have been naturalized; it will
make life easier for the municipal
clerk and remove a great deal of confusion and a source of friction.
Clauses 6 and 7 remove an obsolete
provision from the principal Act
dealing with the compilation of the
voters' lists. Special collectors were
formerly appointed to bring the lists
and rolls up-to-date. This is achieved
by other methods now and these provisions are not necessary. Clause 8
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concerns the compulsory voting provisions of the principal Act and
exempts an owner of rateable
property who lives outside the
muQicipal district from being forced
to vote. In future it will be optional.
At present, an owner of vacant land
who resides outside the municipal
district is not bound by the compulsory voting regulations. It appears
anomalous that an owner of vacant
land who lives outside the district
should not be forced to vote while
somebody who has property which is
occupied by a tenant and who may
live hundreds of miles away is forced
to vote. This small alteration is
designed to avoid over-onerous
burdens on individuals.
Clause 9 proposes an alteration in
the title at present applied by the
principal Act to the officer now
known as the municipal engineer.
Honorable members refer to that
officer, as I do, as the municipal
engineer. Strictly speaking, the title
is municipal surveyor or engineer.
The title at present applied by the
principal Act to the officer now
known as the municipal engineer
goes back to the days when the
·engineer's main task was the laying
out of streets, drains and bridges.
Nowadays the title. of surveyor or
engineer causes confusion because an
obligation is on municipalities to
appoint a building surveyor. Therefore, the clause simply proposes td
remove the· title " surveyor or
engineer " and substitute that of
" municipal ·engineer ".
The Hon. 0. G. JENKINS.-Is the
Minister doing anything about the
Melbourne or Geelong Acts in that
regard?
The Hon. A. J .. HUNT.-No, the
clause does not touch on specific Acts
relating to the cities of Melbourne
and Geelong. However, the suggestion is worth considering.
The sitting was suspended at 6.28
p.m. until 8.5 p.m.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-Prior to the
suspension of the sitting I had concluded my remarks on clause 9 of the
Rill and. I shall now discuss clause 10.
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This clause alters the procedure prescribed by the principal Act for
the dismissal of officers other than
officers such as the town clerk and
the engineer who are entitled to demand an inquiry if it is proposed that
they be discharged. The present section 159 requires a council at an
ordinary or special meeting to resolve
that a special meeting be called to
consider the removal from his office
of any officer. If it is resolved at the
second meeting that the officer be dismissed, the provisions of the appropriate industrial award as to the giving of notice or payment in lieu thereof would then be observed. The right
of immediate dismissal could arise,
however, in the case of misconduct
by the officer.
The present requirement for the
question of dismissal to be considered at two meetings of the
council is unnecessarily cumbersome. In lieu of this it is proposed to
provide for the giving of two weeks'
notice by either party or payment or
forfeiture of salary in lieu thereof.
This is in accord with the Municipal
Officers· and Municipal Employees
Awards. In the case of the officers'
award two weeks notice is prescribed,
and in the case of the employees
award one week's notice·. ·
Clause 11 concerns the right to an
inquiry which is conferred on certain named officers by section 160 if
it is proposed by council that their
services be terminated.: In any case
where the council decides to dismfss
such an officer it must order an inquiry or suspend him. On being suspended the officer may, . within 14
days, ask for an inquiry. The council
must then order an inquiry which is
conducted by a person appointed by
the Governor in Council. It is proposed to delete " treasurers ", " rate
collectors " and " building inspectors " from the list of officers named
in the section.
As a result of amendments made in
1968, treasurers no longer have any
statutory duties. The amendment
purported to repeal the word
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" treasurers " in sub-section ( 1) of
section 160 but because of an error
the amendment was not effected.
This is now being corrected.
Section 160 was inserted in the
Local Government Act in 1941 and
rate ·collectors were not included in
the list of officers in the Bill originally
submitted to Parliament. The reason
for the special provision for certain
officers was given by the Minister of
Public Works in introducing the
legislation, when he said. It is essential that those officers should
exercise a certain amount of independence
in carrying out their duties under the Local
Government Act but sometimes councillors
and other people expect them to do things
strictly not in accordance with the Act. If
the municipal officers refuse to do as desired
they arouse the antagonism of some councillors and their positions may be imperilled.

Rate collectors were added to the
Bill by an amendment during the passage of the legislation. The amendment was not opposed by the Government although the Minister's advisers considered that "the nature of
a rate collector's duties is not such
as to lend itself to undue influence by
councillors nor could rate collectors
ad: in a manner that would favour
particular individuals ". The amendments now proposed are designed to
make it plain that protection is provided only for the senior officer in
each field since he is the officer who
can come into conflict with councillors or influential ratepayers. Rate
collectors are, accordingly, to be excluded.
Building inspectors were cited in
section 160 when it was first enacted.
At that time bui'lding surveyors were
not mentioned in the Local Government Act. Provision was first made
for municipal building surveyors by
the Local Government Act 1944. The
Uniform Building Regulations commenced to operate on 1st August,
1945, and required the councils of
municipalities in which they applied
to appoint a building surveyor. In
any municipalitiy in which the regulations did not apply a building inspector could have been the senior
The Hon. A. J. Hunt.
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officer responsible for building inspectio:n. This is no longer possible
because since .16th June, 1971, it has
been mandatory for every council to
appoint a building . surveyor and,
further, on 1st December, 1972, the
Uniform Building Regulations .were
applied to the whole of Victoria. In
every municipality, accordingly, the
officer finally responsible for building
inspection is the building surveyor
and it is not now necessary to apply
section 160 to b.uilding inspectors.
A further amendment of section
160 is proposed to leave no doubt
that in such municipality only one of
the named officers is entitled to an
inquiry; for example,· the municipal
clerk and the municipal engineer-!
emphasize: the word "the". When
the section uses words and expressions such as " municipal clerks " and
" surveyors or engineers " it is referring not simply to persons who because of the nature of the duties they
undertake are given a particular description but to persons who hold
particular named offices and are described as "municipal clerks" and
" surveyors or engineers " because
they hold these offices. The holders of
these offices are the senior persons
in their departments and in any
municipality there can be only one
such officer in each field.
Clause 12 concerns the requirement that, except with the consent
of the Minister, no perso·n · may be
appointed as a municipal building
surveyor · unless he is the holder
of a certificate of qualification
from the Municipal Building Surveyors Board. As in the case of the
municipal clerk, the municipal engineer and the municipal electrical
engineer, the intention is that the
holder of the particular office in each
municipality shall have the appropriate qualification. The present paragraph (a) of sub-section (3) of section
163 has, however, been interpreted to
mean that all persons employed by
municipalities as building surveyors
shaH hold the relevant qualification.
This would be the. ideal situation but
is neither necessary nor practicable in
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all cases. ·The amendment proposed authority of the council. A 1similar·
will make· ·it plain that in any one provision is inCluded in the Health
municipality the obligation imposed Act. This applies in particu\ar to
by the legis'lation is that the senior field officers ·such as the bli.lding
officer in ·charge of building inspec- surveyor who has various 4lties
tion shall be qualified.
imposed on him under the UnHorm
Sub-section (3) also requires build- Building Regulations. It is clained
ing inspectors to hold a qualification that in such cases the master \and
from · the Municipal Building Sur.. servant relationship between :he
veyors Board. As mentioned in the council and the officer may be
severed and the officer could inrur
exp~anation of the previous amendment, every municipality must now personal liability. It is proposed ;o
appoint a building surveyor so that provide that if an employee acts n
in no case will a building inspector good faith and within his authorit!
be the senior officer responsible for he will not incur personal liabilit~
bui'lding inspection. However, it is for any of his acts on behalf of the
·
proposed that the existing require- council.
ment for a qualifkation shall remain
Clause 16 concerns the regulations
in force since it is desirable that all made by the Municipal Clerks Board
persons engaged in building inspec- to prescribe the subjects in which
tion should have some formal training candidates at examinations for the
in the subject.
certificate of competency as a muniClause 13 concerns the effect of a cipal clerk may be examined. At
provision in the Justices Act which present any changes in the syllabus
excludes cases involving the title to are not effective until 12 months after
any land from the jurisdiction. of the regulations are made. The course
Magistrates Courts. It is now and examinations for the clerk's
proposed that this exclusion will not certificate are now conducted by the
apply to, prosecutions under sections Royal Melbourne Institute of Techno166 and 181 of the Local Government logy. It is proposed to reduce the
J\ct.
·
period .in which changes in the
Clause · 14 concerns section 166 syllabus become effective · from
which deals with offences by muni- twelve months · to three months.
cipal officers. · An officer niay not This provides adequate notice for
enter into a bargain or contract with present purposes.
his council other than his contract of . Clause 17. adds three new by-law
service. There are a number of making powers. lt·.enables councils
exceptions to this rule. An officer firstly to prohibit or. regulate over-:can for example receive municipal night camping of stock on roads; and
services available to ratepayers
generally on the normal terms and secondly, to regulate traffic and to
prohibit or regulate the· keeping,
conditions~ A further exemption now
proposed will permit councils to. sell storing or repairing of heavy vehicle·s.
a house to an employee for his own The clause sets out the new definition
use subject to the usual consent of of "heavy vehicles"~ Thirdly, it
the Governor in Counci'l. The. prob- enables councils to prescribe areas for
lem of the disposal of a council house the exhibition of free-standing adoccupied by an employee is en- vertisements· on vehicles. It is not
countered in country areas from time necessary for me to speak at length
to time. There is no reason why on the free-standing signs on
such sales should not be made if vehicles. Honorable members have
the terms are acceptable to all seen them on the .·highways; they
have noted people selling crayfish,
parties.
· Clause 15 is designed to protect mocassins, and so on, with a signcouncil employees from personal board leaning against a car or stand:.
liability when acting under the ing on top of it.
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Clause 18 covers a field in which
councils may make gifts of land for
the establishment or extension of
hospitals which are operated other
than for profit. Clause 19 provides
a modification sought by Mr. Bradbury. He has drawn to my attention
on several occasions the rather severe
limits on the powers of councils to
apply funds for the promotion of
toorism. For a long time councils
htve had power to apply funds for
JXOjects of specific tourist benefit to
tne municipality. lt is clear that that
power is not of itself sufficient.
fourism is often best promoted on a
regional basis, and my colleague the
Minister for State Development and
Decentralization has sought to foster
it in that way. It is obvious that this
will frequently b~ , difficult, if not
impossible, if the pdlicy is to be used
for the benefit of the municipality.
Mr. Bradbury has put to me that the
power ought to be utilized in the
interests of tourism generally.
Clause 20 is a small machinery
measure increasing from $400 to
$800 the amount of the Advance
Account which is, in fact, the petty
cash fund from which the municipal
clerk meets many small, urgent
expenses without council approval.
With the increase in inflation, this is
still a modest provision. The need
for clause 21 arises from the
vagaries of draftsmanship. We are
now forced to replace in the Act a
clause which was deleted four years
ago. Until1969, section 252 provided
that where Crown land was licensed,
leased or otherwise occupied, they
were rateable in the hands of the
licensee or the occupier. as the case
may be.
In 1969 extensive amendments
were made to rating provisions and
it was thought there was no
need for this section because, if
Crown lands were occupied, they
were rateable.
From time immemorial, where Crown lands have
been occupied, they have always
been rateable. In the minds of most
people the amendments of 1969
brought no alteration.
Municipa1
councils have continued to send
The Hon. A. J. Hunt.
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assessments to those who hold
Crown leases on licences or who
occupy Crown lands without licence.
Recently, an individual challenged
this and said that he was not going
to pay the rates, despite the occupancy. To put the position beyond
doubt, the section which was deleted
in 1969 is now being restored. I do
not want to mislead the House, so I
am saying that what is being done
would have been deemed always to
have been the position. This is one
of the vagaries of drafting where it is
sometimes found that a change has
given rise to something that was not
intended.
Clause 22 adds three items to the
list of permanent works and undertakings for which a council may borrow money. Two of the three items
are already allowed by proclamation
rather than under the principal Act,
and are being brought into effect.
They relate to the purchase or
provision of structures and equipment for regulating traffic along
streets and roads and at railway
crossings and the construction, purchase or provision of any improvements to lands pursuant to a decentralization agreement. The third prothe purchas·e or provision,
VISIOn
of
books
for
any
library or library service established
or maintained by the council, or in
combination with a regional library
service is a new one. It is apparent
that the cost of a new stock of books
would be a major expenditure which
should not be drawn from current
revenue, but which is properly the
subject of a longer term borrowing.
The clause authorizes this.
Clause 23 deals with unexpended
loan balances. Municipalities are
bound to budget as best they can for
the precise cost of new ·projects for
which borrowing is authorized. To
be on the safe side with prudence, it
must seek to borrow a little more
than the likely expenses, particularly
in times of rising costs. Frequently,
as a result, ,there are unexpended
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loan balances to a greater or lesser
degree. Currently, the council in all
circumstances must seek my approval
and the approval of the Governor in
Council for the disposition of those
surplus funds. Clearly, if there has
been any deliberate over-budgeting
and the funds are within small tolerances, councils ought to have authority and autonomy to determine how
these funds should be spent. When
the surplus does not exceed 3 per cent
of the loan, councils will now be
authorized to determine expenditure
of the excess according to the new
provision. Where the surplus exceeds
3 per cent, councils must still satisfy
the Minister, for the simple reason
that the public has a right to object
to the raising of the loan, and it would
become possible by a deliberate overestimation to frustrate the need for
obtaining public approval for later
public borrowing.
The Han. A. K. BRADBURY.-How
does the Minister overcome that?
The Han. A. J. HUNT.-The council
will be required to explain the
reasons for the surplus, and if it
becomes necessary, to advertise it.
That is within the discretion of the
Minister and it will relieve the councils of this problem.
The Han. A. K. BRADBURY.-Will it
still come back to you, as Minister
for ·Local Government?
The Han. A. J. HUNT.-Yes
except when it is within the 3 pe;
cent. The councils are relieved of
the burden of this obligation when it
is within that reasonable tolerance.
Clause 24 is a major one! It abolishes
the payment of 5 cents required of
an individual who wants a copy of
the annual statement of accounts.
That payment was fixed many many
years ago when sixpence was an
amount of money worth having in
ope's po~ket. Today, a charge of
5 cents for a copy of the annual
accounts is ludicrous; the proceeds
would not purport to meet any significant part of the cost of producing
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these accounts. Rather than increase
the charge, the Government has
decided to abolish it.
Clause 25 changes the title of
inspectors of municipal accounts to
inspectors of municipal administration. Earlier, inspectors of municipal
accounts were check auditors who
were ·called in unannounced to municipalities to examine specific balances.
T<?day, their functions are vastly
Wider and they are called upon to give
a great deal of advice and assistance
to municipalities in many matters.
Frequently they are called at the
request of municipalities rather than
being asked by disgruntled ratepayers, and they give whatever help
they can with particular problems. They will know the precedents that have occurred in other
municipalities and they can assist a
particular municipality to overcome
its difficulties by their experience in
other areas. In these days of the
changed nature of their duties the
~itle ~f in~pectors of municipal adminIstratl'on IS more appropriate.
Clause 26 deals with tendering.
As I stated in my earlier remarks I
pay tribute to municipalities in the
southern suburbs which, as a matter
of. ~ommon interest,. formed a joint
:pr.Ic~ng group of their own. Through
JOining together for tendering they
have been able to gain the adv~ntage
of a common approach and scale in
purchasing. Legal doubts have been
expr~ssed of the validity under the
existing la~ of the joint pricing
bureaux. actmg for municipalities. The
economies that they have achieved
would be entirely lost if the joint
bureau had to advertise for tenders
with the individual municipalities.
Amongst other things, the clause
enables the use of joint pricing
bureaux for the advantage of municipalities. It also enables municipalities
to take advantage of the services of
the State Tender Board.
As ·I indicated earlier, it abolishes
the need to call for tenders in relation to these professional services.
No self-respecting professional man,
l.
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a planner, a lawyer, or a consultant
of any description, would put in a
tender at anything other than the
proper fee. The tender. system is
quite unproductive and self-defeating
in relation to professional services.
Clause 27 corrects an anomaly with
respect to the closure of roads and
their sale to adjoining landowners.
There is power to close roads which
are unused and unnecessary but
recently legal opinion has been
expressed that a municipality may
close only a complete road and not
part of a road. This is undesirable.
A municipality should be able to close
such part of a road as it wishes and
to leave the rest open. The clause
provides this power.
Clause 28 deals with the important
subject of shopping malls. I said
earlier that the legal basis for shopping malls is uncertain.
Councils
ought to be able to act with legal
certainty. Yet malls ought not. to be
established arbitrarily and without
regard to the rights of persons
affected.
Clear procedures should
exist and- clause 28 seeks to provide
them. Under. the . clause, ·a council
which desires to establish a shopping
mall will be required to prepare a
scheme desc:r;ibing the propqsal ·and
to serve notice of intention on the
owners and occupiers' of abutting
properties. Publi~ notice by hewspaper advertisements Will· also· be·
required.. The right of objection will
be giyen 'and 'the ·council must con.::
sid~r ~11 objecti_ons just as it must
consider those made: with respect to
a planning scnerrie. · Following con.:
sideration. of the objections, a council
may adopt the. proposal with or
without modification.' . Mr. Eddy is interjecting that this
is a bit rough, but that is the price
of democracy. It is a little hard at
times but no council sliould ride
rough.::shod over its ratepayers in
adopting a .new planning scheme.
Nor. under these proposals, will it
be able ·to do so· when establishing a
mall. The important thing is to ensure that all those affected will have
the rights to be notified, to examine
The Hon. A. J. Hunt.
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the proposal, to record thei'r objections, ·and to have . their objections
decided upon.
· The Hon. R. J. EnnY.-1 do not
object to that.
·
The Hon. A.. J. HUNT.-Mr. Eddy
has changed his mind. l have convinced him. Once the proposal is
adopted by the council, it must be
forwarded to the Minister who will
obtain a report from the Town and
Country Planning Board and will review objections to the .. report. The..
Minister will make a recommendation·
to. the Governor in Council in much
the same way as is done with respect
to any major planning amendment.
The Hon J. M. TRIPOVICH.-According to the Bill, further objections
can be made through the Minister
against the decision of the council.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-That is
so. An individual who feels aggrieved
at the decision of the council has
the . right to pursue his objection to
the Minister. ln fact, a sub-claus.e
to this clause requires the council
to notify any individual objector of
the decision of· the council .. on the
objection· so that the ratepayer will
have a proper opportunity, if he so
desires, to pursue the matter further.
·The.Hori. A. w. KNIGHT.-Poes.it
apply only' to ratepayers of tl:ie. particular municipality and· not· to ratepa~ers of an a?joining muni.~ipality?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT .....;_Jt does
not· appily to ratepayers of surrounding municipalities. The right to object is. a little· more constrained than
it is fot· a planning scheme,.· properly
so called. , Tnose. who have the right
to receive notice are those who. have
the right to object. Those who will
have their road closed-a road which
provides them with access; a rqad
over w·hich they h_ave legal rights
under their title-are surely entitled
to consideration.. ··
·
.
The Hoo. R. J. EDDY.-As I said
before, it is a little rough.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-Mr. Eddy
has changed his mind again.
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The Bon. R. J. EDDY .-I object to
the fact that only ratepayers will be
able to lodge objections.
The. Hon. A. J. HUNT.-With
respect to Mr. Eddy, he may be
confused. I have tried to make the
position Clear, that the rights of objection are more constrained, that
fewer people have the rights than
they would in relation to a planning
scheme. This is acknowledged in a
later sub-clause which indicates that
a council, if it so desires, may use
normal planning scheme procedures.
I should expect that most counCils
will choose the less onerous method.
Clause 28 also makes provision
with respect to the closure of roads.
The closure of roads may not always
be for the purposes of shopping or
p~destrian malls. Quite frequently,
roads are closed as an experiment to
cut down through traffic.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-Could
this be used for the provision of additional playing space for innermetropolitan schools?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-Conceivably, that could be done. Currently,
the only road that can be permanently closed to the public is one
which is neither used nor needed.
Councils have the power temporarily
to close roads for particular purposes but there is no power whatsoever to close off roads permanently
where people have rights of access
and where the roads are used. But
all around the metropolitan area this
has occurred, without the opportunity
of formal objection being given to
those affected and, on occasion,
without adequate consideration of the
over-all effects on the flow of traffic.
It is proposed to apply precisely
the same conditions which relate to
the establishment of malls to the
closing of ro~ds. The only difference
is that the ultimate report to the
Minister will be from the Road Safety
and Traffic Authority rather than
from the Town and Country Planning
Board. This difference is one of name
only in that, ~n relation to the creation
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of malls, the Town and Country Planning Board will certainly . obtain the
opinion of the Road Safety and Traffic
Authority and, in the case of simple
closures, the Road Safety and Traffic
Authority will obtain the opinion of
the Town and Country Planning
Board.
Cla:use 29 makes a small change
which adds litter bins to the list of
things such as trees, seats, statues
and safety zones which .councils are
authorized to place in streets. One
would have thought that this was
officially allowed at all times, but th~
omission is here rectified.
Clause 29 makes two amendments
relating to street parking. It will en-:
able a council to grant priority resident parking stickers at a cost of no
more than $50 a year. This will be ·of
particular benefit to residents of
inner-metropolitan areas such as East
Melbourne who might otherwise be
forced to remove their cars because
of two-hourly parking limits or by
space being taken by travellers to
the city.
The Hon. R. J. EDDY.-Should this
not be left to the discretion of the
1nunicipality?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-It will be
left to the discretion of the municipality, which will determine the
charge. It may be, nothing, $5 or $10
a year, but not more than $50 a year.
Councils may also determine the
nature and extent of these privileges.
They are being granted a proper flexibility to meet needs in inner areas
in which proper parking facilities for
residents are difficult to provide.
The second change will enable a
council to charge up to 60 cents a
day for ali-day parking. The present
maximum fee is 30 cents, which all
honorable members will agree is
small.
Clause 31 sweeps away an unused
and unobserved provision under
which garden plots in roads are supposed to be financed by separate
rates. No. council does ·this and the
requirement will be abolished. Clatise
3.2 increases the maximum . pen(llty
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for obstructing streets from $40 to
$100, which is the penalty which
generally applies now under the Act.
Clause 33 relates to arbitration under
the Local Government Act concerning ·decisions by municipalities on
matters arising from stratum subdivisions. At present, if questions of
law arise,· they must be referred to
the Full Court of the Supreme Court.
There is no reason why an individual
should be put to the expense of going
to the Full Court and the clause will
enable appeals to be heard by a
single judge.
.
Clauses 34 and 35 relate to appeals
to arbitrators on the provision of 5
per cent of open space when flats,
apartment houses, and boarding
houses are erected. The fees will not
be increased. The right of appeal will
be slightly widened and time limits
will be set by the Act rather than
under the regulations ..
Where an appeal relates to the
failure or refusal of a council to make
a decision, the time limit which was
purported to exist under the regulations will be removed. 'Such a time
limit is foolish.. Many people would
rely on the good sense of a council
and wai.t in confidence hoping
that it would ultimately come to a
decision. To wait a long time for a
council to do the. right thing and then
be told that the time for an appeal
had expired seems unfair.
So
the right to appeal against the failure
of a council to act will be unlimited.
l;"ailure is a continuing thing. Clause
36 contains provisions under Which
a council may construct a:nd manage
waterworks, and incidentally some
country municipalities do · this.
Clause 37 deals with protection from
fire and is outlined in greater detail
in the notes which I have circulated.
Clause 38 abolishes the authority
for a municipality to require attacks
upon Argentine ants with dieldrin.
There are other means of attacking
the problem. This of course does not
preclude a householder from using
dieldrin of his choice. It does prevent
him from being forced to do so
against hi's conscience. This is of
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particular importance to persons who
believe dieldrin is a persistent pesti.;.
cide the use of which ought to be
avoided.
Clause 39 amends section 802 of
the principal Act under which councils are authorized to make improvements to recreational lands. Problems
arise in particlar with foreshore
areas· where a municipality finishes
in fact at the high-water mark.
If one thought that through, one
would conclude that a council may
be precluded from undertaking. works
below high-water mark. The redefinition of· the area in which a council
is authorized to make improvements
to recreational lands without obtaining the consent of the Governor in
Council will now include adjacent
lands outside the municipal district
but not within the district of any
other municipality. That meets the
problem with areas such as foreshores or the few alpine and other
areas adjacent to municipalities
which are in fact not within the
municipal districts. of other councils.
Clause 40 deals with Part XLA. of
the principal Act and relates . to
arrangements for the promotion and
development of decentralized industry. These changes are as a result of
the suggestions of the Minister for
State Development and Decentralization. Under the Act councils may
purchase or compulsorily take land
required for decentralized industry.
The Hon. J. M~ TRIPOVICH.-Did
the Minister say that they· can
acquire land?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-They can
compulsorily acquire for the purpose
of assembling land for decentralized
industry.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-Is there
any appeal against that action?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-Yes; it
must be with the consent of the
Minister, so there is an appeal to the
Minister.
The Hon. J. M·. TRIPOVICH.-Is the
appeal to the Minister for Local
Government?
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The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-Yes. No
council can compulsorily acquire land
for any purpose without the consent
of the Minister. Ministerial practice
is to press the council to negotiate
and withhold approval of the compulsory acquisition if hardship is
likely to be sustained by the owner
in any measure at all.and unless the
benefit to the municipality is absolutely overwhelming. Those are
very clear guidelines and rules. At
times decentralization of industry
may require the assembling of certain
land in a particular position and an
industry and the community could be
held over a barrel and as a result
it might become uneconomical for
the industry to be established and
therefore the benefit of decentralization would be lost. This power has
existed for some years now. I recall
that it was included in legislation
about eight years ago and it has been
of great value.
The Titles Office has n.iled that
when the municipality sells the land
to the decentralized industry it has
again to obtain consent. . That is
rather foolish. If it obtains consent
to . the purchase for the purpose of
an agreement with a specific industry,
quite clearly the resale to that
industry ·should not require consent.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-There
would not be any possibility that the
enthusiasm of the council for
decentralization would outweigh the·
desires and opportunities of the
person who owns the land?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-No; it is
supposed to apply only in the case
of .a specific project. If the council
acquires land on · any other basis. it
wiH be doing so not compulsorily but
merely by way of voluntary purchase.
Of course, if the municipality has not
acquired land specifically for the purpose. of decentralized industry, consent for the sale will still be required.
Clause 41 provides that on an
investigation by police of a matter
affecting a municipality a policeman
with the specific authority of the
Secretary for Local Government will
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be able· to require the production of
municipal records in the course of
the investigation. One may wonder
why that authority should come from
the Secretary for Local Government
rather than the Minister. The reason
is simple. I do not concern myself
with the details of individual prosecutions. I believe it to be highly
undesirable that any Minister should
do so. There should never be the
suggestion that whether a particular
prosecution is taken will depend upon
political influence or political views.
I therefore have laid down firm
rules that the details of a specific
case will not come before me
prior to action being taken. What I
have done is to lay down the guidelines under which prosecutions will
and will not be launched. The department has guidelines, but there is
no intervention from the Minister
personally in the individual case.
Thus in the individual case this
authority will be required from the
Secretary for Local Government and
not the Minister.
Clause 42 amends provisions relating to Uniform Building Regulations
in the light of the fact that these· are
now applicable throughout Victoria.
Again details appear in the notes I
have circulated. Further consequential amendments aff.ecting. the Uniform Building Regulations appear in
clauses 43 and 46.
Clause 44 amends the provision
made in 1971 for inclusion in the
buildings regulations of authority for
a council to require an applicant f.or
a building permit to lodge with the
council a sum of money. as security
for the satisfactory execution of the
work authorized by the permit. This
was aimed particularly at · the
practice of removing· dwellings from
orie site and re-·erecting them on
another. It has been found that even
though the conditions may not be
observed, the council has no power
to apply the security deposit lodged
for the purpose of bringing about
compliance. Quite obviously that is
the very purpose of a security
deposit, and the principal Act is to be
amended accordingly.
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Clause 45 simplifies the form in
which persons may be nominated
as candidates for election.
That brings me to the end of an
explanatory second-reading speech
which has been time-consuming because the Bill deals with so many disparate and unrelated issues. The
objective of the Bill is to remove
anomalies and up-date proc-edures
applicable to local government. This
is a constant and never-ending
process. · We do the best we
can, well knowing that w·e will
never achieve perfection. In seeking to make .the measure perhaps
a little more perfect. than it may be
at present the assistance of all parties
will be appreciated. I know it will
be forthcoming as it has on other
local government Bills. I commend
the Bill to the House and, in accordance with the practice, assure the
House that I have no desire to
stampede the measure through
without adequate opportunity for
members to consult with the councils
in the areas which they represent.
The Hon. A. W. KNIGHT (Melbourne West Pt:ovince) .-On behalf
of Mr. Walton, I moveThat the debate be now adjourned.

In view of the wide ramifications of
the Bill and the explanatory speech
of the Minister I propose that the
debate be adjourned for six weeks so
that members who represent remote
areas will have the opportunity of
consulting the councils.
I have
often heard it stated in this House
that local government is closer to
the people than are the Federal and
State Governments.
The motion for the adjournment of
the debate was agreed to, and it was
ordered that the debate be adjourned
until Wednesday, December 5.
HAIRDRESSERS REGISTRATION
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
This Bill was received .from· the
Assembly and, .on the motion of the
Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON (Minister
for ·Social Welfare), was read a first
time.

(Amendment) Bill.

METROPOLITAN .f1RE BRIGADES
(AMENDMENT) BILL.

This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) , was read a first
time.
TOMATO PROCESSING INDUSTRY

(UNIFORM AGREEMENT) BILL.
·The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON
(Minister for Social Welfare) .-1
move~

That this Bill be now read a second time.

The Tomato Processing Industry (Uniform Agreement) Act 1964 came into
force ·prior to the commencement of
the 1964 tomato processing season.
The Act provided· for a uniform contract agreement between tomato
growers and processors and the agreement is based upon a form of contract which had been in use by some
processors prior to that time.
The Act has now operated for nine
seasons and has contributed much to
the stability of the tomato processing
industry. In particular the Act has
reduced seasonal price fluctuations.
Over the past two seasons the price
has remained steady at 81 cents a
case, but owing to rising production
costs the negotiated price for the
1973-74 season was increased to 95
cents, which represents an increase
of 17 per cent over the 1972-73 price.
The price paid for tomatoes is discussed and negotiated each year at
meetings of processors and growers
convened by the Minister of Agriculture.
The terms of the contract provided
for under the Act have generally been
satisfactory to both parties. It was
necessary to make some amendments
in 1965 after the first year of operation, and in 1968 and 1970 the Act was
again amended. Now it is necessary
to make some further amendments.
because of .the changing ·nature of the
tom a to processing industry and in
particular the .development of new
tomato products, machine harvesting
and bulk handling. At the same time
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the opportunity is being taken of converting all ·weights and measures to
metric terms and of clarifying some
sections witnin the Act ·and· some
clauses of the agreement.
These amendments were discussed
at a working committee of grower
and processor representatives under
the chairmanship of an officer of the
Department of Agriculture and
further discussed at a general meeting of growers and processors convened in June this year.
Agreement was reached on the
amendments considered necessary to
improve the effectiveness of the existing legislation but because of the extensive revisions required to many
clauses of the agreement it has been
considered that the best course of
action is to introduce a completely
new Bill.
With respect to the new provisions,
in clause 2 of the Bill the interpretation of " processing " has been expanded to include canning and slicing.
This is necessary because of the dev~lopment of the processing of whole
tomatoes 'which now forms a substantial proportion of the output of
the tomato processing industry. It is
expected tnat in the near future a
sliced .to~ato product will be developed and the Bill provides for this
c·ontingency.
Amendments have . been made. in
clause 3 of the. Bil! to clarify the
w()rding and to. provide that all contt:!=lcts between a grower and a buyer
for the sale and purchase of to!Datoes
for processing shall he in writing. and
in the form ·of the _agreem·ent in .the
First Schedule to the Bill. This
schedule prescribes the form of agreement to· be entered into between the
grower and :the buyer.·
In paragraph (c) of clause 3 of the
first schedule to the expression " ~he
grower's road gate" has been added
the expression ". or nomina ted loading
point". This has been necessary
because with the introduction of bulk
bins it is often more feasible to load
produce onto transports within the
paddock rather than transport it to
the road gate.
· · ·
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. Paragraph (f) of clause 3 ·of the
First 'Schedule has been· slightly
amended to provide for a modified
sampling procedure for bulk bins. Provision for handling tom a to.es in bulk
bins was introduced in the 1970 legislation arid amendments are now
necessary in the light of experience
in handling these larger containers at
factories.
In paragraph (g) of clause 3 of
the First Schedule the expression
"buyer's inspectors " has been
changed to "buyer's representatives"
to avoid confusion with the expression " departmental inspector '~. In
sub-paragraph (ii) of paragraph (a)
of clause 7 of the First Schedule the
expression " notify the grower and
the Department of Agriculture in
writing" has been amended to read
" notify the grower and the Director
of Agriculture in writing" so that it
is clear whom the buyer must notify
when produce is ·contaminated with a
noxious chemical residue or tainting.
In paragraph (a) of clause 14 of
the 1First Schedule the time
during which the grower shall notify
the buyer regarding arrangements .for
delivery or picking up of produce and
the time by which tomatoes shall be
transported to the pick-up point. have
been left. open so that individual
arrangements _can be made bet~een
the. two . parties to meet particular
requirements. . In the current Act
these times are specific. ·
, · Clause 16 of the First Schedule is
a new clause in the· agreement cover~
ing the transfer ·of property ·and i'isk
of the tomatoes.
In· the current
legislation it is not clear when· the
to~atoes becpme the property of the
buyer. The Second Schedule to the
Bill sets out the amendments which
may be ·made to ·the agreement subject to consent by both parties.
In clause 1 of the Second Schedule
to the Bill, provision has been made
for the sentence "the grower shall
maintain records of such crop protection measures as directed by the
buyer " to be added. · This addition
has been made so that buyers can
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have some control over chemicals
used by growers on produce in the
field, thus assisting the buyer to trace
any source of pesticide contamination
in the processed product.
A new clause lA can be included
in the agreement to provide for the
harvesting of tomatoes by machine.
Harvesting machines were introduced
commercially in 1970, and it is expected that there will be twelve to
fifteen machines operating during the
forthcoming season.
Additions to clause 3 of the Second
Schedule provide for canning grade
tomatoes to be included in the agreement where a processor requires fruit
for this specific purpose. Sub-clause
{2) of clause 4 of the Second
Schedule sets out the specifications
which may be included for canning
grade tomatoes. The variety, size
and weight range of the fruit is not
specified in this schedule but can be
inserted in the buyer's contract to
provide for specific fruit qualities to
suit the buyer's own requirements.
A new sub-clause {3) may be
added to clause 4 of the Second
Schedule where a contract covers
fruit for canning. This sub-clause
defines the terms specified in the new
sub-clause (2) of clause 4. In particular the term " damage " is speci··
tied in addition to the definitions
contained in sub-clause (2) of clause
4 of the First Schedule. I commend
the Bill to the House.
On the motion of the Hon. A. W.
Knight, for the Hon. D. £. KENT
(Gippsland Province), the debate
was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Tuesday, October 30.
LABOUR AND INDUSTRY
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Minister
of Water Supply) .-I moveThat this Bil1 be now read a second time.

This is a Bill to fix a new scale of
fees for registration of factories and
shops under the Labour and Industry

Act 1958 · and to make minor amendments to the Act relating to the
appointment of deputy members of
wages boards and to correct references to "a Court of General
Sessions " to read " the County
Court".
The revision of the scale of fees
needs little explanation. There has
been no change in the schedule since
1968. The continuing upward trend
of the level of costs, however, has
made it inevitable that fees must rise.
The estimated additional amount
which could be received for registration of factories and shops under the
revised schedule of fees will be
$768,000. This will not make the
department financially self-supporting
entirely, but it will go part of the way
towards closing the gap between
revenue on the one hand and the cost
of providing the existing services on
the other. It can be seen that the
proposed scale of fees is not unduly
high, having regard to the over-all
costs of running a factory or a shop.
The proposed amendment relating
to the appointment of deputy members of wages boards aims at
simplifying
thes·e
appointments.
Often very short notice is given of
the intended absence of a wages
board member, particularly when illness is the cause. The administrative
procedures at present required to
formaliz·e the appointment of the
deputy member by the Minister are
difficult to complete at very short
notice. The new proposal is that the
body or person nominating the person as a representative for appointment by the Minister as a wages
board member shall have the power
to appoint a deputy member in the
absence of the appointed member.
This proposal to amend sub-section
{2) of section 26 has been discussed
with representatives of the Victorian
Chamber of Manufactures. the
Victorian Employers Federation, the
Victorian Trades Hall Council and the
Australian Workers Union.
AJI
indicated support for the proposal.
The powers of the Minister to
appoint and reappoint members· of
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wages boards including appointments
to fill vacancies for the unexpired
portion of the term of office of the
member who dies or resigns or is
removed remain unchanged.
The County Court (Jurisdiction)
Act 1968 altered references to " a
Court of General Sessions " contained
in a series of Acts to read " the
County Court ". As the list of Acts
amended did not include the Labour
and Industry Act 1958, this Bill seeks
to do so. The legal position was
settled by the County Court (Jurisdiction) Act 1968 which states that
references to " a Court of General
Sessions " in Acts, and so on, shall be
read and construed as references to
" the County Court ". The clause in
this Bill allows the references to be
altered.
Clause 2 of the Bill proposes to
repeal sub-section (2) of section 26
of the Act which gave the Minister
power to make appointments of acting members of wages boards and to
replace it with a new sub-section (2)
and additional sub-sections (2A) and
(2B) which give the power of
appointment of deputy members of
boards to the person or body nominating the original member, give the
deputy power to act, and limit his
period of appointment.
Clause 3 amends references to "a
Court of General Sessions " to read
" the County Court ". Clause 4 of
the Bill substitutes a new Fourth
Schedule for that now contained in
the Act. The fees are increased and
there is one change in the structure
of the fee table. Previously there was
a classification for factories or shops
where not more than two persons
were employed as well as one where
more than two but not more than
four persons were employed. These
two classifications have been combined so that the one fee is payable
where up to four are employed.
It will be seen in sub-clause (2)
of clause 4 that it is proposed that it
should come into operation on 1st
January, 1974. This would e·nsure fairness to all as the department's billing
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programme for factory and shop
registration fees is based on a
calendar year. I commend the Bill to
the House.
On the motion of the Hon. J. M.
Tripovich, for the Hon. I. B.
TRAYLING (Melbourne Province),
the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Tuesday, October 30.

HAIRDRESSERS REGISTRATION
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
The l-Ion. W. V. HOUGHTON
(Minister for Social Welfare) .-1
moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

The practice of hairdressing in Victoria is supervised generally by the
Hairdressers Registration Board set
up under the provisions of the Hairdressers Registration Act 1958, No.
6267. The board consists of six persons, five of whom are either engaged
in the training of hairdressers or are
the representatives of hairdressers'
organizations, the sixth being the
chairman, appointed by the Governor
in Council as a person not pecuniarily
interested in hairdressing .. Fees are
paid by hairdressers, both operators
of hairdressers' shops, called principals, and employees. These fees are
fixed by regulations made under Act
No. 6267, the Act merely setting the
maximum amounts that may be fixed.
The present fees charged are, for
principals $8.50 a year, and for employees $2 a year, while the maximums fixed under section 10 of the
Hairdressers Registration Act are, for
principals $10 a year, and for employees $2 a year.
The
Hairdressers
Registration
Board employs inspectors actively to
supervise the operation and cleanliness of hairdressers' shops and its
principal source of income is from
the annual registration fees it
receives. There are approximately
2,500 principals and 2,900 employees
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registered by the board. Its income
from all sources in any calendar year
is about $48,000, of which $40,000
comes from registration fees. ·
In recent years the expenditure of
the board has exceeded income by as
much as $4,000 a year and it has
only been possible for the board to
meet this extra expense from its
reserves. Because of recent increases
in wages, the board has found that
a projected budget for the year
1974 shows a deficit of $8,000
if it is to maintain its existing
services and continue to employ its
present inspection staff. In order to
cover this projected loss, the board
desires to increase the annual registration fees for 1974 for principals
to $10.50 a year, and for employees
to $3 a year. This would be done by
an ame·ndment of the existing Hairdressers Registration Regulations
fixing fees for registration following
an amendment of sub-section ( 4) of
section 10 of the Hairdressers Registration Act 1958, as set out in clause
2 of the Bill.
Hairdressers
Registration
The
Board has asked the Government to
increase the maximum fees for annual
registration fixed by section 10 of the
Hairdressers Registration Act to $5
for the registration of employees
and to $15 for the registration of . principals. Although it is
not intended to increase the
annual registration fees to these
amounts at the present time, it would
enable fees to be increased in future
years up to those amounts should
the necessity arise and without any
further amendment of the Hairdressers Registration Act 1958 for
that purpose.
On the motion of the Hon. J. M.
Tripovich, for the Hon. I. B. TRAYLING (Melbourne Province), the debate was adjourend.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Tuesday, October 30.
The Hon. W. V. Houghton.

PERSONAL EXPLANATION.

. QUESTION ON NOTICE.
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Minister
of Water Supply) .-By leave, I desire
to. make a · personal explanation.
Question No. 133, which is listed on
the Notice Paper, appears in the name
of Mr. McDonald. I ·endeavoured to
have the question answered today,
but after consultation with the
Premier's Department I was advised
that the question would be answered
by the Premier early next week.
At the request of Mr. ·McDonald
one evening during the debate on the
motion for the adjournment, of the
sitting, I prepared terms of reference
which were to be provided for the
Public Works Committee to investigate flooding and damage resulting
therefrom in the northern areas of
Victoria. The terms of reference
were forwarded to the Premier early
this week. I cannot say whether the
Premier will accept the terms of
reference but I hope he will do so.
I emphasize that the answer to Mr.
McDonald's question will now be
supplied not by the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission, but by
the Premier.
MONEY LENDERS
(ADVERTISEMENTS) BILL.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister
for Local Government) .-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

Its purpose is to ease the present
advertising restrictions imposed on
licensed money lenders and money
lending companies pursuant to section 25 of the principal Act. It is
also proposed to increase the fees for
licences of money le·nders. along the
same lines as the increases provided
for estate agents and auctioneer
licences. There is a strange discrimination against money lenders
under the Act.
The Hon. 0. G. JENKINS.-What
about borrowers?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-The Act
is one which is wholly designed to
protect the borrower and it achieves
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that objective· very well. It is entirely
restrictive on the advertisements
which money lenders can place. The
money lender is not allowed to publish in an advertisement any information other than his authorized address
and telephone number, a statement
that he lends money with or without
security, a statement of the highest
and lowest amounts which he will
lend, a statement indicating the date
on which the business was first
established, and a statement of the
terms of interest on which loans or
certain classes of loans will be made.
A committee of the Law Institute
presented to the House last year a
report known as the Molomby report
on fair consumer credit. It dealt in
some detail with this issue. Honorable members may recall that the
Hon. Haddon Storey, Q.C. was
a distinguished member of that
Molomby committee. He had served
upon it long before his election tu
this House and continued to sit upon
it after his election. I am sure Mr.
Storey has made valuable contributions to the committee's deliberations.
The committee sensibly expressed
the view that the existing restrictions
were unnecessary and that the real
restriction that was required did not
apply-that was a restriction against
including in money lending advertisements information of any kind
which was capable of being misleading. That, surely, is the type of
restriction that is required.
The Bill applies the committee's
recommendation in so far as it affects
the Money Lenders Act. The Bill
repeals the whole of sub-section (2)
of section 25 and substitutes a new
section which makes it an offence for
a mo'ney lender or finance broker in
any form of advertisement to make
or publish any statement which to
his knowledge is false in any material
particular, deceptive or misleading.
Incidentally, the provision follows the
principle the House has already
adopted in the Consumer Protection
Act last year.
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The Bill goes a little further and
requires a financier, in any advertisement, to disclose whether he is the
principal, a broker or an agent for a
broker. That is desirable information
which a borrower ought to have.
After all, a borrower will want to
know his own rights if the need arises
at a later date.
The Bill also provides that if the
interest rate is published in an
advertisement, the rate must be the
effective rate expressed in terms of
a rate per centum per annum rather
than the flat rate. Publication of a
flat rate as the rate of interest can
be misleading. When periodic repayments are involved, effective interest
rates are normally in the vicinity of
double the flat rate.
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE.- What is
the position in relation to contracts?
Is it also provided that the effective
rate of interest must be provided in
the contract?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-In the contract there is a specific schedule in
which the details of the rates are
spelt out. The provision to which I
refer deals with advertising.
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE.-Could
you not relate them, as they
could both be the effective rate?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-If they
are not the same, the advertisement
must be misleading. The need for
the provision is recognized by ·the
fact that if the rate is advertised
at 9 per cent per annum and it is
a contract with monthly rests payable over three years the effective
rate is in fact 17 · 5 per cent, which
is a big difference. Consequently, if
an advertisement shows the effective
rate, that rate ought to be disclosed
rather than the flat rate as if it was
a bargain.
The Hon. H. R. W ARD.-Does the
Minister not think that periodic publication should mean a publication
that appears at least once a week?
If this is not clearly stated periodic
publication ·could mean monthly or
two monthly.
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The Han. A. J. HUNT.-If a money
lender advertises the rate of interest
he will be obliged to publish the
effective rate rather than the flat rate.
I may have misled Mr. Ward when
I referred to periodic payments. What
I was indicating was that when a
loan is repaid hy regular payments
at intervals of a month over three
years-that is over 36 monthly payments-it is paid at an ostensible
interest rate of 9 per cent whereas
in fact the effective rate is 17 · 5 per
cent.
The Bill also eases the restrictions
to which I have already referred.
It will enable a money lender or a
broker to communicate with a person
inviting that person to borrow money
if there has been in existence an
uncompleted contract between that
person and the money lender within
the past two years. This will overcome the restriction of a broker
touting for business or inviting
people to lend money. Financiers
will be enabled to correspond with
their clients in the normal way, but
the general public wiH be protected
from unsolicited circulars and other
invitations to borrow or lend money.
The clauses are mainly self-explan·~tory and effectuate the objectives
which I have indicated, although it
might be worth while to refer to subsection (4) of proposed section 25A,
as contained in clause 2. In respect
of proceedings for alleged breaches,
a person who publishes a · false,
deceptive or misleading statement
shaH be deemed to have published
the statement with guilty intent unless
he proves that he took reasonable
precautions against .com·mitting the
offence, had reasonable grounds to
believe and did in fact believe that
the publication was true and had no
reason to suspect that the statement
was false, deceptive or misleading.
Clause 3 amends section 12 of
the principal Act and provides that
a money lender can be · summoned
before a Magistrates Court to show
cause why his licence should not be
cancelled if he has contravened the
modified provisions.
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Clause 4 provides for the increase
in fees which I have already mentioned. It is worth noting that the
present fees have remained unaltered
since 1938. The fee proposed for a
licence for an individual is $100 instead of $50, for a corporation $200
instead of $100, and for the transfer
of a licence $20 instead of $10. The
Bill is largely technical in nature and
I commend it to the House.
On the motion of the Hon. I. B.
TRA YLING (Melbourne Province),.
the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Tuesday, October 30.
METROPOLITAN FIRE BRIGADES

(AMENDMENT) BILL.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister
for Local Government) .-1 moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

It is not often in this House that a

Minister has the privilege on one
night of introducing two measures to
either reduce or abolish impositions ..
Earlier this evening I explained a Bill
which proposed to abolish a fee under
the Local Government Act. The
purpose of this Bill is to honour a
promise by the Premier to reduce the
contributions by metropolitan municipalities to the ·Metropolitan Fire
Brigades Board. Whilst doing this,
the opportunity has been taken to
make certain other adjustments to
section 7 of the Acrt in relation to
the appointment of members of the
board.
At present, one-third of the estimated expenditure o·f the Metropolitan
Fire Brigades Board is borne by the
municipalities whose distri·cts are
wholly or partly within the metropolitan fire district, and two-thirds by
insurance companies. For the current
financial year, the total .estimate is
$14·2 million of which municipalities
are liable to contribute $4 · 7 million,
which is a heavy burden upon metropo'litan municipalities.
Accordingly, the Bill alters the
formula of contribution as from 1st
January, 1974. Instead of contributing one-third, municipalities will
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now have to meet one-eighth of the
total, whilst one-eighth will be met
from· the Consolidated Fund and
three-quarters will henceforth be contributed by insurance companies in
lie:u of the previous two-thirds which
they formerly met.
The Bill also changes the terms of
appointment of members of the
board. Briefly, the board is appointed
by the Governor in Council and one
member shall be chairman-he is
nominated by the Minister--one
member is elected by the Melbourne
City Council, one by municipalities
situated north of the Yarra, one by
municipalities south of the Yarra,
three by insurance companies and one
elected by the officers and employees
of the board.
The effect of the amendment proposed to paragraph (b) of sub-section ( 1) of section 7 will be that
where the member of the board
elected by the Melbourne City
Council ceases to be a councillor, his
appointment to the board will be
terminated accordingly. The amendment has been sought by the Melbqurne City Council and is designed
to prevent a recurrence of the situation brought about by the refusal of
a former representative of the council,
who shall be nameless, to relinquish
his seat on the board after his defeat
in a council election. Possibly honorable members opposite know something about the matter.
Further amendments proposed to
section 7 of the Act bring in the
shires of Bulla and Diamond Valley
as municipalities which may vote in
respect of the election of the member
representing northern municipalities
and the cities of Waverley and Croydon for the purposes of electing
members from the southern municipalities.
In 1962, the Shire of Mulgrave became a city and was renamed
Waverley. Since that time, the municipality has not had a vote and the
amendment
now
rectifies
that
position.
There is nothing further of any
note that I have been able to find in
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the Bill. If honorable members find
anything, undoubtedly, they will raise
it in the House. I commend the Bill.
On the motion of the Hon. A. W.
KNIGHT (Me-lbourne West Province), the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Tuesday, October 30.
GAS AND FUEL CORPORATION
(AMALGAMATIONS) BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON (Minister
for Social Welfare) , was read a first
time.
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON
(Minister for Social Weifare) .-I
moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

I thank members of the Opposition
for their permission to proceed with
my
second-reading
explanatory
speech tonight. It is most appropriate
that as much business as possible is
placed on the Notice Paper as honorable members do not want to be here
on Christmas Day.
The purpose of the Bill is to make
provision for the dissolution of
Colonial Gas Holdings Ltd. and
certain subsidiaries of that company
incorporated in Victoria, to transfer
certain properties and liabilities in
Victoria to the Gas and Fuel Corporation of Victoria and to amend the
Gas and Fuel Corporation Act 1972.
Honorable members will recall that
in the autumn session Parliament
passed a Bill ratifying and approving
the offer by the corporation to purchase all the shares in Colonial Gas
Holdings Ltd. and providing for the
corporation to carry on the business
of Colonial Gas Holdings Ltd. and/or
its subsidiaries.
The corporation's offer was accepted by Colonial Gas shareholders
and, on 1st April, 1973, the corporation assumed control of the company.
The unification of the gas industry
in Victoria, envisaged when Parliament created the corporation in 1950,
thus became a reality.
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The Bill now before the House is
rather one of a machinery nature. It
makes provision to wind up Colonial
Gas Holdings Ltd., and its Victorian
subsidiaries, and for the corporation
to become the holding company for
the remaining subsidiaries.
The Victorian subsidiaries to be
wound up are Ammonia Products
Pty. Ltd., Duratar J>ity. Ltd., James
Forbes (Tar Distillers) Pty. Ltd.,
Colgas Pty. Ltd. and Bitural Pty. Ltd.
With the exception of Colgas Pty.
Ltd. all of these companies are
literally non-operative. Colgas, which
is involved in the manufacture of
activated carbon at Footscray, will
continue its operations as a division
of the corporation.
The Colonial Gas Association Ltd.,
another wholly-owned subsidiary of
the company, has the franchise to
supply gas in specific parts of the
Melbourne metropolitan area and in
the country centres of Benalla,
Horsham, Seymour, Shepparton and
Wangaratta. However, this company
was incorporated in the United
Kingdom and is registered as a
foreign company under the Companies Act 1961. As such, its winding
up is rather complicated from a
legal point of view and· could take
some time to · effect.
To enable the association's activities in Victoria to be integrated. without delay with those of the corporation, this· Bill provides that, on •a date
to be fixed by proclamation of the
Governor in Council, the assets and
liabilities of the association shall be
vested in the corporation.
Thermal Traders Victoria .Pty. Ltd.,
a wholly-owned subsidiary engaged
in marketing liquefied petroleum gas,
was incorporated in the Australian
Capital Territory and is also registered as a foreign company under the
Companies Act 1961. To achieve
maximum efficiencies in marketing
liquefied petroleum gas it is desirable
that the activities of this company
be integrated with those of the corporation as soon as practicable and,
accordingly, provision is ·made for the
corporation to take over the assets
The Hon. W. V. Houghton.
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and liabilities of Thermal Traders
from a date to be fixed by proclamation of the Governor in Council.
As was indicated when· the Gas and
Fuel Corporation (Colonial Gas
Holdings Limited) Bill was introduced
in March this year, it is the corporation's intention to sell the subsidiary
companies of Colonial Gas Holdings
L'td. which operate in Queensland and
South Australia and therefore no provision for their winding up has been
made in this Bill. I might add that
purchase offers oreceived so far have
been unacceptable to the corporation
having regard to t'he asset value and
earning capacity of the companies
concerned.
When the original legislation was
introduced relating to Colonial Gas
Association Ltd., it was also stated
that, in line with the Government's
expressed desire to achieve uniform
gas tariffs throughout the Melbourne
metropolitan area, it was the corporation's intention to reduce tariffs in
Colonial Gas areas in Melbourne to
existing corporation . levels at the
earliest practicable date. I am pleased
to say that these reductions have been
introduced, resulting in nearly
80,000
domestic
consumers
in
Colonial Gas areas in Melbourne receiving an average reduction in their
gas bills of approximately 9 per cent.
I should also like to take this opportunity of directing the attention of
honorable members to the statement
of Mr. Smith, the Chairman of the Gas
and Fuel Corporation, that despite
large increases in costs and a loss in
revenue of $450,000 following reductions of Colonial Gas tariffs, he was
confident that over-all the corporation
could balance its 1973-74 budget
without any increase in domestic
tariffs. For the past seven years,
despite the impact of inflation which
added an average of $1 million per
annum to .operating costs, domestic
gas tariffs have remained unaltered
or have been reduced. No doubt the
economies already achieved by the
integration of Colonial Gas with the
corporation have contributed in part
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to Mr. ·Smith's confidence that he can
maintain this situation for yet
another year.
I might add that, in the financial
year just concluded, sales of gas by
Colonial Gas were a record 62 · 3 million therms, an increase of 30 per
cent on the previous year, and appliance sales were up by 31 per cent.
Net profit for the year amounted to
$1,063,114 after providing $300,000
for amortization and conversion expenses, $440,000 for special provisions, $296,237 for income tax and
$1,101,983 for debenture interest.
Dividends of $313,125 were paid to
outside shareholders for the half-year
ended 31st December, 1972, and the
company contributed $427,320 as
post-acquisition profit to the corporation.
In many areas the integration of
the company's operations with those
of the corporation is now well advanced, and the passing of this
Bill will enable the completion
of the integration operation to be
achieved expeditiously. Undoubtedly,
this will result in the continued successful growth .of the corporation to
the benefit o.f the people of this State.
Clause 1 sets out the title of the
proposed Act. Clause 2 lists a number
of definitions to enable clear interpretation of the Act.
Clause 3 provides for the dissolution of Colonial Gas Holdings Ltd.,
and its Victorian subsidiaries, and
establishes the corporation as the successor in law of such subsidiaries.
The clause makes appropriate provisions regarding the transfer of liabilities to the corporation and also makes
provision to discharge the trustees
from the liabilities under the trust
deeds established by the company.
Clause 4 makes provision to vest
in the corporation the Victorian
undertakings of the Colonial Gas
Association Ltd. and the association's
·rights with respect to the supply of
gas. This clause also contains the
necessary provision to transfer to the
corporation the responsibility for all
the liabilities of the association.
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Clause 5 vests the Victorian undertaking of Thermal Traders Victoria Pty. Ltd. in the corporation and
provides for the assumption of
responsibility by the corporation for
the Victorian liabilities of this
subsidiary ·company.
Clause 6 provides for the Government of Victoria to guarantee the due
repayment of the principal sums and
of interest secured by any debenture
the liability of which is transferred
to the corporation.
Clause 7 makes overriding provisions in relation to the transfer of
liabilities to the corporation and
secures the rights of holders of debentures presently issued by Colonial
Gas Holdings Ltd.
Clause 8 defines the " proclaimed
day ", and clause 9 provides for the
amendment of section 5 of the Gas
and Fuel Corporation Act 1972.
These provisions specifically relate
to the discharge of the responsibilities
of the trustees of the debenture stock
trust deed of the Geelong Gas Co.
and make provision for the liability
for debenture stock in that company
to be taken over by the corporation.
These amendments to the Gas and
Fuel Corporation Act 1972 are similar
to the provisions contained in this
Bill with respect to Colonial Gas
Holdings Ltd. They are designed to
facilitate the winding up . of the
Geelong Gas Co. in accordance with
the intent expressed in the Gas and
Fuel Corporation Act 1972. I commend the BiB to the House.
On the motion of the Hon. A. W.
KNIGHT (Melbourne West Province) ' the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Tuesday, October 30.
MINISTRY FOR THE ARTS
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
The House went into Committee
for the further consideration of this
Bill.

Discussion was resumed of clause
2, providing that the Act shall not be
construed as presenting transfers.
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The Hon. M.A. CLARKE (Northern
Province) .-Unfortunately, when the
Bill was last debated, the Minister for
State Development and Decentralization was unavoidably absent. At
that time I raised a matter that I
considered to be of importance,
namely, whether architecture comes
within the jurisdiction of the Minister
of the Arts. In public discussions on
the Minister's functions and in debate
in the Houses of Parliament, the
visual and performing arts have been
referred to at considerable length and
to my knowledge architecture has not
been mentioned.

Clause 2 widens the Minister's
powers which are related to the
objects of the Ministry. Although
the Bill adds to section 5 of the
principal Act, it also redefines the
objects of the Ministry and the
potential powers relating to those
objects. Section 4 of the principal
Act states, inter aliaThe objects of the Ministry shall be( a) to develop and improve the knowledge understanding appreciation
and practice of the Arts in Victoria;

Paragraph (c) is an expressionto encourage and assist in the provision of
facilities to enable the Arts to be performed
or displayed;

is
unfortunate
that
many
people have interpreted that as relating more to performance or display
of the arts. It is entirely feasible to
include architecture in the objects of
the Ministry. I have discussed with
the Minister the preservation ·of
historical buildings and the development of a better architectural taste.
The Minister stated that he did not
have the power to acquire buildings.
That is not the point. It is a matter
of developing and improving knowledge, understanding, appreciation
and practice of the arts. I am anxious
to receive an assurance from the
Minister that he wiJI regard the increased appreciation of the art of
architecture in Victoria, relating to
both preservation of historical buildings and redevelopment of Melbourne, as part of his job. I . hope
It
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the Minister will discourage the present type ·of architecture in Melbourne which is exemplified by rectangular or square boxes, with
windows as the only decorations. A
concrete jungle is being created in
Melbourne. Mr. Hamilton has stated
that some buildings are of architectural value. I do not dispute that, but
many buildings . today are simply
blocks with which an arch'itect ·can do
nothing. They are functional and no
doubt have air conditioning and other
facilities and the required floor snace
and ceiling height. But the embellishment is nil. The proportions have no
relation to the old proportions of
which I learned at school, which
made the architecture of the Queen
Anne and Georgian periods so
delightful.
The Hon. H. M. HAMILTON.-Does
not this apply in every age, that there
are some outstanding buildings?
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE.-No outstanding buildings are being erected
in Collins Street at present. I related
my remarks to the Minister particularly to the banking chamber of
the Commercial Bank of Australia
Ltd. I hope the Minister will interest
himself in cultivating in the directors
of that bank a better appreciation
of architecture.
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development and
Decentralization) .-Mr. Clarke referred to my absence when the Bill was
last debated.
For the sake of
Hansard, I should state that I
was with the Premier and the Minister for Local Government on the
historic and memorable occasion of
the signing of documents for the first
national growth centre at Wodonga.
I am grateful that Mr. Clarke has
reiterated the rna tters he referred to in my absence when the
Minister of Housing was handling the
Bill.
In reply to Mr. Clarke's questions,
I wish to say that to my knowledge
the study of art at the university
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includes the history of architecture.
In most courses at the university
level a general study is made of
architecture. I am satisfied that
under the broad heading of art the
study of architecture could come
within the definition of the objects of
the Ministry.
The Hon. S. R. McDONALD.-!
notice that last night the Minister
was studying ballet and
the
ballerinas.
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE.-!
was not alone; I was in good company. They certainly come under
the heading of art.
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE.-They
would come under paragraph (c) of
section 4.
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE.-That
is so. I am now dealing with paragraph (a) of section 4. It should
be made clear that nothing in the
Act gives the Minister -acquisitional
powers to preserve buildings for
architectural purposes.
As Mr. Clarke and you, Mr. Acting
Chairman, know only too well, there
are planning regulations which enable
the community to preserve buildings
of historic value. I a:lso introduced
legislation, as Minister of Public
W'Orks, which enables the community
and the Government to preserve
Government buildings on the basis
of their architectural and historic
importance.
I believe the definition of " art "
includes 'a study of ~architecture and
that the Minister can involve himself
in a study of that subject. I remind
Mr. Clarke that paragraph (f) of
section 4 of the principal Act provides that the Ministry can advise
and co-operate with other Government departments in relation to the
possible preservation of a building or
in the supply of some sort of expert
advice on matters which arise. This
advice can be given by the Ministry
when a question of public interest
concerning a building arises. J.t is
rather difficult to define what an
Session 1973.-54
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expert is, because it seems that
different experts often give opposite
opinions.
The clause was agreed to, as was
the remaining clause.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed
through its remaining stages.
ADJOURNMENT.
BUILDING PERMIT-SWAN HILL IRRIGATORS
RESEARCH
FARM-HORSE
RACING-FLOODING OF SEYMOUR.
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development
and Decentralization) .-By leave,
I moveThat the Council, at its rising, adjourn
until Tuesday next.

The motion was agreed to.
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development
and Decentralization) .-I moveThat the House do now adjourn.

The Hon. H. R. WARD (SouthEastern Province) .-I indicated that
I intended to raise 'a certain matter
in the House tonight, and I am disappointed that the 1Minister for Local
Government is not present at the
moment. I think it is a matter of
importance. It arises from a letter
I have received from Mr. Colin Bowes
of North Road, Langwarren. He has
been refused a Board of Works permit because he has not a reticulated
water system to his block. Mr. Bowes
has inquired into the matter with the
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission, but has found that the commission is not involved.
He is buHding in a restricted
residential area, and if he does not
receive a building permit he will not
be able to obtain finance. In reply
to a question I asked of the Minister
of Water Supply, the Minister made
it clear that action necessary to be
taken by the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission in an effort to
continue the reticulation of water in
Langwarren was held up for lack of
finance. However, Mr. Bowes has
said that he is prepared to extend
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the reticulation to his block at his
own expense and to put a tank on the
property, which will enable him to
have sufficient water.
The Hon. ·F. J. GRANTER.-Is it State
Rivers and Water Supply Com·mission
water?
The Hon. H. R. WARD.-Yes, although the jurisdiction of the Board
of Works extends to some areas in
the district which is a part of the
Cranbourne shire. As things stand at
the moment, Mr. Bowes cannot obtain
bank finance, and having regard to
pre.sent circumstances any loan that
he IS able to secure will cost him much
more because rthe value of houses in
the area is rising at the rate of $130
a week.
I should like the Minister for Local
Government to endeavour to persuade the Board of Works to reconsider its decision regarding the permit.
It seems t~at the appl~cant is being
brushed aside and not given a fair go.
The case to which I refer is not the
o_nly ~ne of this type. The same
SituatiOn has arisen in other parts of
the area, but he is the person who
wrote to me about it.
The statement by the Board of
Works that his drainage is not satisfactory has no relevance to the case.
He wants rto provide water to his own
h~me and drainage has nothing to do
Wit~ that. The same drainage system
apphes to a number of houses in the
area. I earnestly request the Leader
o~ the Hou~e. to take up this matter
With the MimSter for ]jocal Governmenrt to see whether a permit c·an be
granted in this situation. The person
concerned has complied in every
respect with the relevant regulations
b~t, for some .vague reason, cannot be
given a permit.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (NorthWestern Province) .-I am concerned
with ,a matter of Government administration which, basically refers to the
rights of 'honorable mem·bers. I believe
that regardless of the House rto which
they belong, or the political party to
which they are affiliated, honorable
members who jointly represent areas
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sho~l.d be notified simultaneously of
decisions concerning projects in their
ar~as. That is the only way to be
fair to all members of the Parliament.
A small matter, but one which caused
me some concern, recently arose in
connection with the Swan Hill Irrigators Research Farm, and I draw it
to the attention of the House as a
matter of principle.

The research farm applied for a
grant of $5,000. I referred the matter
to the Minister of Agriculture in
writing on 27th April and again on
17th July. On inspection of the file
which was laid on the table of the
Library yesterday at my request, it
was evident that my letters were
the only ones received from members
of Parliament representing the area.
On 16th October I received a letter
dated 15th October announcing this
grant, but also read in the Swan Hill
Guardian edition of 15th October
which was printed on 14th October
an announcement by the Legislative
Assembly member for Swan Hill, Mr.
Wood, who stated that he had been
advised in the previous week of this
grant by the Minister of Agriculture.
I intend to raise these matters in
this House whenever they occur. All
members make representations on
certain matters, and it is only fair
that where there is joint representation members should be advised
simultaneously.
I am not making a broad criticism of the
Ministers.
Most of them have
been extremely fair concerning rna tters of this type. These things occasionally happen, and I believe in the
interests of members who jointly
represent an area notification of decisions or protests should be provided
simultaneously.
The Hon. R. J. EDDY (Doutta Galla
Province) .-I ask the Leader of the
House to refer a question which concerns racing to the Minister for
Youth, Sport and Recreation. It is
a matter which disturbs me and many
others who support racing in this
State. I should like to know why
the names of riders of horses engaged
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in Saturday race meetings in Melbourne cannot be written into race
books.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (the
Hon. G. J. Nicoi).-Order! I point out
to the House that the subject
to which Mr. Eddy is referring does
not relate to a matter of Government
administration. - It is a matter for
the Victoria Racing Club.
The Hon. R. J. EDDY.-It seems
that we cannot raise anything. If
we cannot, how can this skulduggery
be stopped?
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constituent of mine informed me that
as. the r:sult of heavy rainfall last
Friday night water built up from
the watershed fl}om the Housing
Commission area. The Housing Commission and the shire, as the drainage
authority, should . consult with the
experts from the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission to devise
a scheme to disperse the flood without causing damage. I ask the
Minister when proposals can be
implemented.

The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister
for State Development and
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT.-MatDecentralization)
.-Mr. Ward raised
ters discussed on the motion for the
the
matter
of
the
unfortunate person
a~journment of a sitting must relate
dtrectly to Government administra- who was refused the reticulation of
a water supply and he was courteous
ti~n and they should be presented
brtefly and succinctly. This is not enough to give me a letter setting out
a matter of .Government administra- the matter in detail. I will pass it
on to the responsible Minister.
tion.
Mr. Dunn raised the problem in relaThe Hon. F. S. GRIMWADE {Ben- tion to information being given in a
digo Province) .-I desire to inform discriminatory way to the advantage
the ~ouse that Seymour has recently
received three and a half inches of of one honorable member against
rain and that for the fifth time this another. I do not have to remind
urban area has suffered flooding of the House that Ministers take an oath
properties. It is unfortunate, because to administer their departments
the Minister of Water Supply, repre- without fear or favour. I have no
sentatives of the shire and of the doubt that the Ministers and the
State Rivers and Water Supply Com- Government act under great difficulmission met some time ago in Sey- ties in carrying out their responsibilimour to consider what should be ties and in relation to matters mendone to improve drainage in the area tioned by Mr. Dunn. In my Ministry
so that this flood problem would not and others with which I have been
occur again. This is one of those connected, all letters and representaunfortunate situations of an urban tions from honorable members are
area developing from grazing land recorded in files and the dep'artment
into building blocks, streets. and is instructed to give information to
houses and when heavy rains occur the honorable members concerned.
the drains cannot cope with the That procedure is strictly adhered to.
resultant stormwater build up. When Friendly rivalry does exist between
I last visited the area, the Minister honorable members not only of
kindly agreed to arrange for experts different parties but often within the
of the ~t~te Rivers and Water Supply same party.
Commission to . survey the WhiteI make my position clear. My
heads Creek area which was badly department and my colleagues
flooded on a previous occasion.
endeavour to co-operate 100 per cent
Can the Minister of Water Supply with the local members. I could not
advise me what stage has been carry out my responsibilities without
reached in the survey and investiga- the co-operation and backing of
tion of this area? A good friend and other members of Parliament and it
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does not matter one iota what their
political affiliations may be. Today,
I invited several members of Parliament of different political persuasions
to my office in relation to decision
making.
There could be millions of reasons
why the incident to which Mr. Dunn
referred could happen. The information may not have been supplied by
letter; it may be that a discussion took place. Discussions often
take place outside this House,
perhaps in the dining room and, on
occasions, even in the bar. I do not
know how the member who was
mentioned obtained the information in advance of Mr. Dunn. I will
examine the matter. I give an assurance that to the best of their ability
Ministers carry out their responsibilities in a proper and scrupulous
way.
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Minister
of Water Supply) .-Mr. Grimwade
requested information on the progress
of the planning that has been taking
place by the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission in the Whiteheads Creek area. Flooding has
occurred in Seymour on two or three
occasions, and in February numerous
homes were inundated. The surveys
have been carried out and the
plotting is half completed. The
reports will be available late in
November and they will be forwarded
to the local council for consideration
and necessary action. A number of
queries will be raised on the flooding,
particularly concerning the low-level
railway bridge, the shire bridges and
the Country Roads Board bridge.
In recent years the Housing Commission area at Heyward's Hill has
been transformed from bushland with
a low run-off to a built up area with
a high run-off, and flooding has
occurred in the vi~inity of Oak Street.
The Housing Commission and the
Seymour Shire Council have an obligation in this area. The shire engineer

on Notice.

and the engineers of the Housing
Commission should get together in an
endeavour to divert the water away
from the town area. Officers of the
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission will take this area into consideration in the preparation of their
final report. In the meantime, the
Shire of Seymour should have a good
look at the area in question.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 10.24 p.m.
until Tuesday, October 30.

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE.

MACLEOD-GREENSBOROUGH
RAILWAY LINE.
(Question No. 126)

The Hon. R. J. EDDY (Doutta Galla
Province) asked the Minister for
State Development and Decentralization, for the Treasurer(a) When does the Treasurer intend to
make available the necessary finance to
duplicate the railway line from Macleod to
Greens borough?
(b) What finance will be made available?
(c) When will the work on this line
commence?

The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development and
Decentralization) . - The
answer
supplied by the Premier and Treasurer isThe Government proposes to spend $26·57
million on the railway works programme
during this financial year, including the
promised Commonwealth assistance on specific urban transport projects. Included in
this programme is a State contribution of
$220,000 and a Commonwealth contribution
of $480,000 towards the cost of the duplication of the railway track between Macleod
and Greensborough.
The State contribution towards the cost
of this project in 1973-74 is available but
the receipt of the matching funds. is dependent on firm arrangements being completed with the Commonwealth Government.
The date of commencement of work on the
line is therefore dependent upon the av.ailability of the Commonwealth assistance
which has been promised.
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VICTORIA PROMOTION TRUST
FUND.
(Question No. 132)

The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH
(Doutta Galla Province) asked the
Minister for State Development and
Dec en traliza tion(a) What was the reason for the additional $30,000 advanced to the Victoria
Promotion Trust Fund from the Treasurer's
Fund to conclude 1972-73 expenses?
(b) What was the total allocation for
that year?
(c) wm balance-sheets be made available for the information of honorable members indicating how the total allocation has
been spent; if not, will the files be laid on
the table of the Library?

The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development and
Decentralization).-The answer is(a) Additional amount of $30,000 was
provided to cover unanticipated increases
m costs of administration and commitments.
(b) $295,000.

(c) All books and records in respect of
the operations of the Victoria Promotion
Committee are currently in the hands of
the auditor.
It is anticipated that at least a month
will be required to complete the final statements but immediately they are available I
shall be pleased to make copies available
for the information of honorable memb~s.

LIVESTOCK SELLING CENTRES.
(Question No. 134)

The Hon. F. S. GRIMWADE
(Bendigo Province) asked the Minister for Local Government( a) Which livestock selling centres sell
on a weekly, fortnightly and monthly basis,
respectively?
(b) On what days of the week are store
and fat sheep, cattle and pigs, respectively,
sold in each centre?
(c) What have been the numbers of each
class of livestgck sold in each of these
centres in each of the past three years?

The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government).-The answer
isBecause of the fact that some livestock
selling centres are municipal, and many
more privately operated, the information
sought is not held by my department, and
is not readily available from any single
source.

The Victorian Stock Agent's Association
is however being requested to co-operate in
supplying direct to the honorable member
such information as is readily available to
it.

1Jltgi.alntiut 1\.a.atmbly.
WednesdaJy, October 24, 1973.

The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler) took the chair at 2.48 p.m.,
and read the prayer.
ABSENCE OF MINISTERS.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-! have been advised that
both the Minister for Conservation
and the Minister for Youth, Sport and
Recreation will be absent from the
House until later this day.
QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE.

INFLATION.
Mr. WILKES (Northcote).-Can
the Premier advise the House
whether he has had any further discussions with the Prime Minister on
the offer that he was reported to have
made yesterday on the handing over
of powers to the Commonwealth on
a temporary basis?
Mr.
right!

SUGGETT.-Temporary,

all

Mr. WILKES.-! am asking the
question, not the stupid honorable
member for Bentleigh.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! I call on the honorable member for Northcote to direct
his question to the Premier.
Mr. WILKES.-Thank you, Mr.
Speaker. I apologize to you. Does
the Premier, because of his action,
now support price control?
Mr.
HAMER
(Premier
and
Treasurer) .-The answer to the first
part of the question is, " No ". The
second part of the question is not
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capable of an answer in black and
white. Victoria has consistently said
that it is prepared-! think the other
States are also prepared-to take
part in a comprehensive scheme to
attack inflation. Such a scheme
would cover not only price control
but also incomes policy, interest
rates, credit control, tariffs, and the
whole range of factors which affect
inflation. If as part of that over-all
control or attack on inflation some
control over prices is necessary, but
only part of it, we would consider it
on a temporary basis.
ALBURY-WODONGA COMPLEX.
Mr. BAXTER (Murray Valley).ls the Premier able to inform the
House of the outcome of his negotiations with the Prime Minister in
Albury yesterday concerning land
tenure in Albury-Wodonga, and will
those negotiations mean an amendment to the Wodonga Area Land
Acquisition Bill?
and
Mr.
HAMER
(Premier
Treasurer) .-The papers connected
with the agreement are in two parts.
One was an agreement between the
Governments of New South Wales,
· Victoria and the Commonwealth
covering the scheme as a whole and
setting out the action which would
be taken to implement the scheme.
That is largely a procedural or
machinery agreement and it covers
such things as the Victorian Development Corporation, its powers and
composition, and the broad approach
which would make for the development of Albury-Wodonga.
The second document was in the
form of a letter-! suppose one could
call it a letter of intent-from the
Prime Minister to the Premiers, and
attached to that was a set of
principles on which it was proposed
that the whole operation should proceed. Included in those principles was
one which called for land tenure to be
primarily leasehold except in exceptional circumstances. I objected to
that clause, and I indicated that we
would require a great deal of flexibility in dealing with land tenures in
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relation to home properties, farms
and the like. We were not prepared
to bind ourselves in any way to
leasehold.
Ultimately that clause was amended
before being submitted to provide
that the form of land tenure in respect
of residential, farm· holdings and so
on, would be determined by the three
Governments in the future in the light
of the recommendations of a Royal
Commission on land tenure which at
present is being conducted by Mr.
Justice Else Mitchell. The matter is
now entirely open for discussion
between the three Governments and
they will take into account the report
of the Royal Commission. That is
the basis on which letters ·were
exchanged.
FLINDERS 'LANE POLICE
STATION.
Mr. JONES (Melbourne).-Further
to the question which I asked yesterday about the proposed closure of the
Flinders Lane police station by the
end of October, 'is the Chief Secretary in a position to inform the
House whether he has been able to
make inquiries into the matter? Can
the · honorable gentleman give the
House an assurance that the police
station will not be closed pending
the conclusion of his inquiry?
Mr. ROSSITER {Chief Secretary).! am not in a pos'ition 'to ·reply to
the question. I was in my office this
·morning for about half an hour and
then I travelled to Geelong for the
remainder of the morning. ·I have
not been in a position to learn the
results of any inquiry which may
have been instituted. I ·wiH inform
the honorable member for Melbourne
when I receive an answer.
LAKES ENTRANCE SAND BAR.
Mr. B. J. EVANS {Gippsland
East).-Has the M'inister of PubliC.
Works seen the feasibility study p~e
pared by the Commonwealth Bureau
of Transport into the possibility of
removing the sand bar at Lakes
Entrance? If not, ·will the·' honorable
gentlem·an obtain a copy of the
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report and will the Government con··
sider taking any action that the
report recommends ?
Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works).-No, I have not seen a copy
of the report. If I am still persona
grata in Canberra I shall try to obtain
a copy~
WESTERN SUBURBS
DEVELOPMENT.
Mr. GINIFER (Deer Park).-I preface my question to the Premier and
Treasurer by informing the honorable gentleman that at the week-end
a joint news release was issued by
the ·Minister for Social Welfare, Mr.
Vasey Houghton, and the Federal
Minister for Social Security, Mr. Bill
that
Hayden,
which
indicated
$700,000 was to be made available
to the welfare advisory committee
of the Melbourne Western Region
Commission. Does this indicate that
discussions have been held with the
Com·monwealth Government on the
establishment of the ·Me'lboume
Western Region Commission and, if
so, can the honor-able gentleman
advise the conditions of its establishment? If not, does this news release
indicate that funds ·will be made
available for an organization which
has not been given statutory authority by this Parliament?
Mr. HAMER ~~Premier and Treasurer).-The Government has had no
discussion with the Commonwealth
Government on the formation of a
Melbourne Western Region Commission. It carries no imprimatur from
the Government, nor from this Parliament. I ask the honorable member
to place the remainder of his question on the Notice .Paper because I
am unable to say how it is proposed
this money should be made avaHable, or to whom.
·I have already given an undertaking to those honorable members
representing the western region of
Melbourne that before further action
is taken those honorable members
wiU be consulted, and I stick to that
undertaking. The Government ~will
want to know exactly what the
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situation is. I understood earlier
that these proposed regulations
would be approved and formed only ·
when the State Government concerned had been consulted and had
given its approval. That has not
happened yet and the Government will
not take part in any action which is
designed to bypass the State Government or the State ParHament.
AUSTRALIAN PAPER
MANUFACTURERS LTD.
Mr. DOUBE {Albert Park).-Can
the Premier and Treasurer advise
whether Cabinet has discussed the
terms and conditions applicable to a
licence applied for by Australian
Paper Manufacturers Ltd. to the
Environment Protection Authority
and, if so, does this not completely
negate the principle that the authority should be able to act unfettered
and with complete independence?
Mr. HAMER ~Premier and Treasurer).-! do not propose to discuss
with the honorable ·member matters
which are raised in Cabinet. However, I inform the honorable member that the Environment Protection
Authority has its own statutory
authority and the last thing the
Government would want to do would
be to interfere with it.
VANDALISM AT IVANHOE.
Mr. SKEGGS (Ivanhoe).-In view
of reported incidents of vanda·lism
at Ivanhoe, and particularly of a case
yesterday 'in which three youths
allegedly caused extensive wilful
damage to a home on the Boulevard
wiH ·the Chief Secretary consider in:
creasing police patrols in the area?
Mr. ROSSITER ('Chief Secretary).My attention had not yet been
directed to this matter. I would
view it with as much dis·may as I
would view vandalism in any other
part of the metropolitan area or in
the country. I will take the necessary steps to see that the Victoria
Police ·Force has the matter under
advisement.
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VOUMARD REPORT ON
MUNICIPAL BOUNDARIES.
Mr.
WILKES
'(Northcote).~I
address a question 'to the 'Minister
representing the Minister for Local
Government. Can the honorable
gentleman advise the House when
the report of the Voumard committee on the amalgamation of certain municipalities will be tabled?
Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works) .-This question has been
asked previously by the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition and other
members of the Opposition who are
understandably concerned to receive
the report. Following those earlier
questions, I discussed the ·matter
with the Minister for Local Government. As recently as two weeks
ago, the Minister advised me that
he had not yet received the report
of the Voumard committee and that
he certainly had no intention of
interfering with the committee or in
any ~way trying to expedite the report, because of the autonomy of the
committee. I ·cannot give an answer
to th'is question, and neither can the
the ;Minister for Local Government.
It is for the Voumard committee to
present its report when it will. It
will then be m~ade available to honor·able members.
WATER STORAGE PROPOSA·LS.
. Mr. MciNNES {Gippsland South).1 ask the Premier whether the ecological study relating to the Thomson
3 storage embraces the effects of
any
diversion
or storage
of
waters on the Gippsland lakes system? Will the honorable gentleman
make available a copy of the recommendations of the Melbourne and
·Metropol'itan •Board o'f Works and
the State Rivers and ·Water Supply
Commission committee on the relative priority of the Yarra Brae and
Thomson proposals?
Mr. ·HAMER (Premier and Treasurer).-The Government has made
a positive declaration that no major
works will be undertaken in this
State without a study being made
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of their impact on the environment. That covers the Thomson 3
dam. It would be untllinkable that,
as part of that study, the effect, if
any, on the Gippsland lakes of storing the water ·would not be ·taken
into account, because that is ·where
the Thomson, and many other rivers
end.
On the other question, as I recall,
the report was submitted earlier this
year in the form of a letter. 'I will
communicate with the honorable
member and arrange for him to see
it but I will have to check whether
it is 'in a form suitable to produce
to the House.
ME·LBOURNE HARBOR TRUST.
Mr. STIRLING {Williamstown).I ask the Minister of Public Works
whether the !Melbourne Harbor Trust
has a new equipment programme fur
floating plant. If so, will tenders be
called locally for any of the plant?
Mr. DUNSTAN {Minister of Public
Works).-1 am unable to answer this
question off the cuff. If the honorable member places it on the Notice
Paper I shall ensure that he receives
an early reply.
VICTORIAN COUNCIL FOR THE
ARTS.
Mr. FORDHAM 'CFootscray).-Can
the Min'ister of the Arts advise when
the Victorian Counci'l for the ~Arts,
which is a much awaited body, is
likely to be appointed?
Mr. HAMER {Minister of the
Arts).-A
number
of
possible
appointments have been considered,
a list is being compiled and 'I hope
the appo'intment of this very important counci'l will be made in the
next two weeks.
SCHOOL STAFF FACILITIES.
Mr. WHITING ,('Mildu.ra).-Oan the
·Min:ister of Education inform me of
the present position of the proposal
for upgrading staff facilities in the
three divisions of his department,
and when 'it is expected that money
will be made available 'for this purpose?
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Mr. THOMPSON '(Minister of Education).-The Government appointed
a sub-committee to look at the question of improving staff room facilities
in the three divisions. The committee is currently visiting schools
throughout Victoria to ·arrive ~t !1
priority lis·t. The Government I~di
cated that it would be spendmg
approximately $1·3 million a year
over a three-year period and that the
money would be spent in accordance with the priorities recom·mended
by this investigation ·committee
whose report will be avai'lable before
the end of the year. Meanwhile,
money is being spent on urgent projects whose place in the priority list
w·as never in doubt.
PRIORITY ROADS IN COBURG.
Mr. ROPER '(Brunswick West).Further to a question that I asked
the Chief Secretary last week concerning a decision by the Coburg
City Council to remove priority road
and stop signs within the municipality and the honorable gentlem:1n's
answer that as soon as he received
the report from the Road Safety and
Traffic Authority he would consult
the local members concerned, has
the honorable gentleman received
the report and when wiH he consult
local ·members of Parl'iament as
promised so that motorists •travelling
through Coburg will know whether
they are covered or not covered by
the present system of road signs?
Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary).When I have the information based
on the inquiries by the Road Safety
and Traffic Authority, I will consult
the local members.
CHILD CARE.
Mr. FORDHAM {'Footscray).-Can
the Minister of Health indicate w'hen
the report of the Consultative Council on Ch'ild Care is likely to be
presented to Parliament?
of
Mr.
SCANLAN (Minister
Health).-It is expected that the
report will be available either in the
last week of this month or in the
first week of November.
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WESTERN SUBURBS
DEVELOPMENT.
Mr. GINIFER (Deer P.ark).--C.an
the Premier and Treasurer advise
whether the sum of $3 million whic'h
was provided in the Federal :Budget
has been transmitted to the Victorian
Treasury? If so, has the Government any plan·s or criteria on how
the money will be distributed in the
western suburbs?
Mr. HAMER (Premier and Treasurer).-Victoria has received no
funds yet and no indication of ·what
is proposed. I understand that certain municipalities in the ·western
region have been working on submissions on how they can spend
some of the money if it were made
available. Beyond that, there has
been no discussion at Government
level about the $3 million. It is sti'll
subject to any negotiations that there
may be in the future.
SAX HEALTH SERVICES
COMMITTEE.
Mr. WILKES (Northcote).-Oan
the Minister of Health advise
whether he has received an indication when the findings of the Sax
committee ·will be made known? If
Victoria receives an allocation, has
the Department of Health any
priorities for the distribution of the
funds?
SCANLAN '(·Minister
of
Mr.
Health).-! thank the Deputy Leader
of the Opposition for his question.
A submission to the Sax committee
has been made by the Department of
Health and it contains many proposals on a community health programme for Victoria. The ·matter is
under consideration at present. l am
not aware of when specific funds
will be avai'la'ble from that committee
for utilization in Victoria. I hope 'the
committee's deliberations will be
speedy.
1

PREMIER TOWN
Mr. WHITING
the Premier inform
further detail of
made at a function

COM·PETITION.
(Mildura).-Will
the House of the
a statement he
on last Saturday
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week ·concerning the premier town
of Victoria competition and the
making of a film of all the finalists
in the competition?
Mr. HAMER (Premier and Treasurer).-! said that the Government
would be prepared to make a short
film for each of the six finalists in
the premier town competition. The
films would be available to those
towns. Copies wiH be sent to the
Agent-General in London, and generally the ·films will be used for promotion of the towns. I consider this
a reasonable incentive for future
effor-ts 'by these towns, which performed very well indeed. There were
34 entrants in this competition and
the leading ones produced very fine
results. ·I think they should be
shown off. The cost of the fi'lms will
not be large. Each town wiH be
asked to co-operate in the making of
a film •and they will then have something which they can show to
potential residents, possible industrialists, and other people interested
in ·moving there.
QUESTIONS ON NOTICE.
Mr. DOUBE {Albert Park).-I
direct a question to you, Mr.
Speaker. When a question is asked
and the Minister concerned indicates
that the question should be placed
on notice, would it be possible for
you, Sir, to arrange for such a question to he placed on the Notice
P.aper without the member having
to go to the trouble of arranging it?
This involves trouble, and members
of the Opposition are not in the
position of front-bench members of
the Government ·who have •staff, or
of back-bench members of the Government party who are s'ilent. I do
not know why the Government and
its henchmen are becoming hysterical. I ask you, Mr. Speaker, to
consider the request because its
adoption would assist in the smooth
running of the House.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! It would be a
complete · departure from the usual
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custom, but I am prepared to
examme · any suggestion that will
help in the smooth running of this
place.
WESTERN SUBURBS
DEVELOPMENT.
Mr. GINIFER (Deer Park).-In
answer to my previous question
relating to the $3 million ·which the
Commonwealth has provided, the
Premier indicated that municipal
councils had been asked to submitfor want of a better term-requests.
Was this request for information
made by the Commonwealth or by
the Victorian State authorities?
Mr. HAMER ·CPremier and Treasurer).-To the best of my knowledge, the request was made by the
Cities Com·mission which operates in
the Department of Urban Development in Canberra.
PROPOSED BILL.
Mrs. GOBLE {Mitcham)._...~Has the
Chief Secretary been informed of the
detaHs of a proposed Bill which
appears on the Notice :Paper today
and on which comments were made
this morning in a newspaper article?
The Bill is in the name of the honorable member for Moonee Ponds
and is entitled, " A Hill to make
provision against the exercise of
certain discriminations . . . , , and so
forth.
Mr. ROSSITER {Chief Secretary).! was ·wondering exactly how I could
ask that question myself because I
read about it in the press this ·morning and it is on the Notice Paper
under Not'ices of Motion. The Bill
has not been presented to the ~House.
I regard it as a grave exercise in
discourtesy to this House-it might
be a breach of privilege-that details of a .Bill of which only notice
of motion has been given have
appeared :in the press.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. ·H.
Wheeler).___;,Order! The Bill referred
to by the honorable member appears
on the Notice Paper under '~General
Business-Notices·
of · Motion ~~.
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Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary).yesterday the honorable member
gave the •appropriate notice, as ·was This is a matter for the Minister in
charge of the House to determine.
his prerogative.
Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary).! take a point of order on proced~re.
OZONE LEVELS.
As there is a notice of motiOn
Mr.
ROPER
'(Brunswick West).under "General Business" does that
Is
the
Minister
of Health aware of
mean
that
the
second-reading
material of the honorable member's reports of serious ozone levels detected in Melbourne's atmosphere ·by
Bill is now public property?
the Environment Protection Auth·Mr. WILKES 1(Northcote).-On the ority? Is the Minister also aware that
point of order, it is a well-established high levels of ozone cause breathing
fact that, because of Government problems for people such .as chronic
policy, the second reading of priva~e asthmatics and ·may cause eye dammembers' Bills never occurs in this age to a number of citizens? U the
Chamber. Therefore, that negates
the argument of the Chief Secretary. honorable gentleman is aware of this,
It is common to read in the has he or h'is department plans to
press what the Government's legis- protect Melbourne residents from
lative programme is and what is pro- this danger?
posed in a BiU before it is even
Mr.
SCANLAN {Minister of
introduced. This has happened on a Health).-This question relates to
number of occasions. I submit . that t'he activities of the Environment
there is no breach of ethics in commenting on a notice of motion which Protection Authority as well as to
was correctly given in this House the Department of Health. Records
are kept in the Commission of Public
yesterday.
Health and from time to time it· is
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H. ·aware of ozone levels which would
Wheeler).---~I cannot rule that there
be regarded as deleterious to public
has been a possible breach· of health. If the honorable member can
privilege. There may be some dis- cite any particular instances, includcourtesy involved, but I do not in- ing dates and names of people who
tend to argue the rights and wrongs have been affected in this fashion, ·I
of that point at this stage. The hon- suggest that he should make them
orable member gave notice in this available to me.
Chamber 'in the proper manner yesterday. If the honorable member has
discussed the matter with 'the press,
EDUCATIONAL GRANTS BILL.
that is a matter for him to decide.
Mr. HAMER (Premier and TreaIf the :Minister considers that some surer) presented a message from
discourtesy is involved, that is a His ·Excellency the Governor recommatter for him to 'take up.
mending that an appropriation be
Mr. DOUBE {Albert P.ark).-In made from the Consolidated Fund
view of the Minister's concern for the purposes of the Educational
about the contents of this Bill, will Grants Bill.
he give ·an undertaking to the
Mr. HAMER (Premier and TreaHouse·that he will allow tthe second- surer) moved for leave to bring in a
reading debate on the measure so Bill to make provision with respect
that he and other honorable mem- to financial aid to certain schools.
bers may discuss the measure?
The motion was agreed to.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
The 'Bill was brought in and read
Wheeler).-! take ·~hat as a direct
question to the· Minister..
a fi~st time.
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and Services Bill.

EDUCATIONAL LANDS BILL.
Mr. THOMPSON {Minister of Education) presented a message from
His Excellency the Governor recommending that ·an appropriation be
made from the Consolidated Fund for
the purposes of the Educational
Lands Bill.
Mr. THOMPSON {Minister of Educati?n) moved for leave to bring in
a Btll to amend the 1Melbourne University Act 1958 the La Trobe University Act 1964 and the Victoria
Institute of Colleges Act 1965, in
relation to the acquiring of land for
the purposes of those Acts, and f.or
other purposes.

supply drainage sewerage flood protection and river improvement, and
other purposes.
The motion ·was agreed to.
The !Bill was brought in and read
a first time.

The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read
a first time.

Mr. DUNSTAN {Minister of Public
Works) moved for leave 'to bring in
a Bill to authorize expenditure on
public works and services and for
other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read
a first time.

POLICE REGULATION
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary)
presented a ·message from His Excellency the Governor recommending
that an appropriation be made from
the Consolidated ·Fund for the purposes of the Police Regulation
(Amendment) Bill.
Mr. ,ROSSITER (Chief Secre'ta·ry)
moved for leave to bring in a Bill
to amend the Police Regulation Act
1958 and for other purposes.
.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read
a ·first time.
WATER SUPPLY WORKS AND
SERVICES BILL.
Mr. DUNSTAN {Minister of Public
Works) presented a message from
His ExceUency the Governor recommending that an appropriation be
made fro·m the Consolidated ~Fund
for the purposes of the Water Supply
Works and Services ·Bill.
Mr. DUNSTAN {Minister of Public
moved for leave to bring 'in
a Bill to authorize expenditure on
works and services and other purposes relating to irrigation water
Wor~s)

PUBLIC WORKS AND SERVICES
BILL.
Mr. DUNSTAN {Minister of Public
Works) presented a message from
His Excellency the Governor recommending that an appropriation be
made from the Consolidated Fund
for the purposes of the .Public Works
and Services BHL

HEALTH (FLUORIDATION) BILL.
Mr.
SCANLAN (Minister of
Health) moved for leave to bring in
a BiU to regulate the fluoridation of
public water supplies and for other
purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought 'in and read
a first time.
YOUTH, SPORT AND RECREATION
(STATE SCHOOL PREMISES) BILL.
For Mr. DIXON (Minister for
Youth, Sport and Recreation), Mr.
Scanlan {Minister of Health), ·moved
for leave to bring in a BiU to amend
the Youth, Sport and Recrea!tion Act
1972 and the Local Government Act
1958 in relation to the use of State
school premises and facilities for
community purposes and the expenditure of moneys upon any
prem'ises or facilities so used, and
for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read
a firs t time.
1
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rules of law-as distinct from procedural law which is the second
aspect. In this ·context I tllink of
procedural law as being the law
which governs the conduct of all
cases which come before our courts.
That is a pertinent observation at
this stage because the Commonwealth
Parliament has introduced a Bill to
create a Law Reform Commission for
Commonwealth purposes. I do not
have any complaint about that but,
STATE COLLEGE OF VICTORIA
of course, the Commonwealth Gov(STAFF) BILL.
ernment can deal only with what I
Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of Edu- would· call 1the substantive law becation) moved for leave to bring in cause it has very few courts where
a Bill to make further provision with procedural law is of importance.
respect to 'the staff of the State That distinction between what the
College of Victoria and its con- Commonwealth ·may do in the field
stituent colleges.
of ·law reform and the position of
the States is worth noting.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read
I 'believe that in Victoria, despite
a first time.
the fact that this State has had no
statutory law reform commission,
there is a very good record of reLAW REFORM BILL.
form of the substantive law. This
Mr. WILCOX {AttOTney-General).- record has been achieved through
I movethe two law reform agencies to
That this Bill be now read a second time. ;which I have already referred. 'It is
Hs purpose is to assist with the appropriate that I should put on
reform of the law by providing for record some of the achievements
the appointment of a Law Reform of these agencies since the second
Commissioner and for the establish- world war and I shall do so a little
ment of a Law Reform Advisory later.
Council.
With regard to reform in what I
Honorable members wiU be aware have called procedural law, I ·endorse
that the record of Victoria in the remarks ·made in Australia
law reform is one of action, and earlier 'this year by Lord Widgery,
this is largely due to the work Chief Justice of England, when he
of the Statute Law Revision Com- saidmittee, which I believe to be a
Lawyers must realize that the 1970s reunique Parliamentary body in Aus- quire a changed attitude towards many
tralia, and of the Chief Justice's Law cherished convictions.
Reform Committee. Nevertheless,
If you look around the world today you
there is much to be done, and the cannot fail to see that in some places the
Government believes the proposals courts are so clogged with business that
contained in this Bill will be a they are grinding to a halt.
significant step towards improveWhen this happens it's no comfort to say
ments in the application of the law that the system was a good one while it
lasted.
to the needs of the community.
When I refer to law reform I think I am very much interested in the
of two main aspeots. The first is 'immediate sense of doing something
reform of the substantive law-in about procedural law. I therefore
layman's terms perhaps this could draw attention to the functions of
be called the actual principles and the commissioner which stress,
VICTORIA INSTITUTE OF
COI.;LEGES (AMENDM'ENT) BILL.
Mr. THOMPSON '(Minister of :Education) moved for leave to bring in
a Bill to amend the Victoria Institute of Colleges Act 1965, and for
other purposes.
The ·motion ·was agreed to.
The BiH was brought in and read
a first time.
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firstly, the simplification and modernization of the law, having regard to
the needs of the community, and,
secondly, ·making the administration
of justice more economical and
efficient. On the one hand, a law
reform agency can spend many hours
on a matter involving reform of the
substantive law-which can be important work-but it may only affect
a tiny proportion of the community.
On the other hand, the work of
the courts is of great importance to
the large numbers of people involved
with the cases which come before
the courts. It is important for
a person to know when his
case is likely to be heard, when
his dispute is likely to be resolved,
and when his prosecution will
be dealt with. Behind the work
of .the court and the part:ies before
the courts there are many o'ther
people such as family, friends, -employers, and employees waiting on
the result. All of this is the rule of
l·aw at work for the benefit of the
citizens it serves. I readily agree
that the benefits are greatly ·reduced
if there are delays before, during or
even after trials.
I make it clear that I know only
too well that to reform the 'law in
this area of procedure is easier
said than done. I am convinced
that reform must occur, that the
legal profession must be prepared to
look at its methods, and put some
of them aside-even some of its
traditions-where they no "longer
meet the needs of a modem community. The practice of the law
cannot be carried on in a vacuum
separate ~and distinct from the community it is to serve.

However, whatever reform can be
anticipated in this regard, it will be
necessary to ensure the preservation
of the worthwhile traditions, the
traditions which guard and protect
the citizen against the might of. the
organized State, against what I believe is occurring in Australia today,
the mad onrush of government.
Mr. Wilcox.

Bill.

Indeed, I believe there has never
been a more important time for the
Australian people to understand that
.their courts-and particularly the
courts of the respective States of
Australia-are the chief repositories
of our great common law systema system which has a vital role in
preserving the freedom of individual
Australians, as well as interpreting
their ·many rights and duties. For
Australians, this is not a matter of
State rights but a matter of personal
rights and duties.
It seems to me to be a very appropriate time, with respect to the
form of government under which we
live in Australia, to remind our fellow citizens that we have few constitutional guarantees in Australia in
the f.orm of a written Constitution.
This fact emphasizes that the courts
which deal with .the common law
have a most important function.
I have always felt strongly that
the law exists for the people and it
is important to show the community
that the law is not just .something
for the lawyers, but for the community, and for the smoother working of its life and its protection. I
am not a believer in a Bill of
Rights because its provisions would
be more of a disadvantage than an
advantage.
It will ndt be easy ro re~orm the
procedural law ·and at .the· same time
preserve ithe safeguards for tJhe protection of individual citizens. However, the ,tJaJsk must b'e: attempted
with detterm'inat:JLon, and I believe tthe
commissioner will app1noach his task
in 1tbis spilri:t.
It irs app·ropriate that I should
m·enrtiOtn at this stage that, in antticipatbion that Par1irunenlt wil'l agree to
tlhe Bill in due oourse, the Govemm:ent has arrnnged for a disttinguished jurist, Mr. Justice Smi1th, :to
be avaHable as !Jaw Reform Commi!s·siooor. There ·was a real danger
if the services of Mr. Ju:srtice Smith
were n01t 'aT.ranged; he might have
been otherwise engaged and 'f:lhe opportunity · of appoin!ting him could
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have been m'issed. A great deal
could be saJid about Mr. Justice
Smith's oontr.ibution to the l1a w and
to ~he community, particularly his 23
year:s on lthe Supreme Cour:t bench.
rt may lbe ~sufficient to note that he
is no stranger to 'law reftorm, having
served as chairman of the Chief Justice's Law Ref,orm OommH;tee for
eleven years.
One of 'Vhe comm1S1S1ioner'·s functions will be Ito oo-opemte with the
law rerorm bodies I have mentioned
and, of course, with the legal profession and the Victorian Law Foundation as well as other interested bodies
in the community. It is opportune to
set out a brief history of the law
reform bodies 1to which I have referred. As I nndeTstmd it, the
Statute Law Revision Committee of
t!h~s. Parl'i!am·ent 'is unique in the P.arHaments of :t!he Oommonweal;th and
it .is worthy of spedal men'til()ln.
In 1944 1jhe then Chief Justic·e, Sir
EdmU!Ild Hel'1ring, esrta'bHshed the
Chief Justice's Law Reftorm Committee to oon:sider :r,ef.oTrns which requitred rthe aotuon of ~arliament, but
wh'ioh were not oon1tentious and
which it could be hoped and thought
P,ar~iamell1lt would acc·ept if recommended 1to i:t by some qualified nonpa,rti,san body.
Since it was established, the committee ·has investiga1ted a large number of separate m1atters ·ranging
o~ all !areas of tlh'e Law, some more
techiniaal !than otJher,s. lit has always
been 1fue pol'icy of the comm'i'btee ndt
to make II'ecomm'endations on tnat1iers which aTe likely to involve controversial public issues, bult this is
about t!he only 'l'imitaJtion which
applies to the· committee's
work.
.
.
The w.lue and effect of this law
re£orm agency_ 'is demonstrated by
the· fact t!hatt 55 statutes have resulted from 1its work. Some have
been highly sign'ificant measures
m1aking substami,al refiorms in the
law, ·Such as tt!he P.er:petu~ties and
Accumulations . Act 1968, which assisted in tll!e inteJ'Ipre:tation of· willS' ;
.various ~m,endm·ents to the Mamage
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Act, 'the Adoption of Children Act,
and the Wlflongs Act dealing witlh ~he
rights of wives and children ; and
many refiorms o.f ltih:e criminal law
including new p~ovisions relating !to
~suicide.

·In 1948 the Statute Law Revision
Committe'e Act was passed and the
Statute Law Revi~s'ion Committee of
lt!he Parliament which had eX'isted
fio.r m'aJilY years was g~iven a statutory
bas'is. Since 1tlhat Act lthe committee
has played an active role in the
programme of law ~e:fio~m in this
State. Some of ,tJhe most .radical and
f.ar-reaching adv.mces in the law
have stemmed from the work of the
comm·iJttee. It has worked iin coojuncHoo ood oo·-operation witih the· Chief
Justice's Law Reftorm Oomm:ilttee, referring matters ~o ~hat committee
where !it thougllt both agencies ought
to oons'ider proposed :refo['ms.
The work of the Ba:rliamentary
committe:e ha:s been m'Ore extensive
than 't!bat of tJhe Chief Justice's Law
Refioii'm Committee, as it h:as not
been ooncemed 'to avoid matte,rs
which may inVio,lve controversial
public policy. As it d~s. an all-p;arty
committee of ,this Pa:rHamenlt, it ha~s
many obvious advalilltJages. It is able
rno ease some diff·erenoos of pihiloS'Ophy ~and 't!hereby ensure lthe passage .of legi,slati!On. Such matters as
unit tJrust 'schem·es, vending machine
oompanie,s, powers of arrest, the l~aw
.relating ,to bctil, t!he registration of
estate ~agent's, and ~he frequent
am·endm,ents of lt:!he Evidence Act,
aJI'e examp'les. This law refOII'm
agency 'hias repo1'1ted on m'ore than
200 m:a!tters and t!he great majority
of its recommendations have been
accepted by this and earlier Governmenrt:Js.
I be~ieve that, if 'it bad nott beetri
for the Statute Law Revisi'on Gommi~tee--1 am joined by the Chief
Parliamentacy Connsel in thli'S strutement-tJhe 1928 and 1958 oonsolidarnions of the ·statutes are unlikely ~o
have occurred. Honorable members
well Imow :nhat dle manner in which
t!he ·statutes were conso1ida~d ...in
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1958 and tlhe ~ocedure followed
since .then for- up-dating. the statutebook-the reprilnJting system-Jba,s
been the envy of other State:s and of
thre Oommonwealltlh, and indeed of
olt!her oommon l:aw oonntries.

Bill.

It was ordered tJhalt the debaJte be
adjorumed unttil Wednesday, Octobe·r
31.

LABOUR AND INDUSTRY
(AMEND-MENT) BILL.

The clauses of the Bill a:re
'Iihe debaJte ('adjourned fr.om Sepst:flaightforward and I ne·ed not say tembeT 12) on ,the m,oition of Mr.
m~ch abou't 't~em; if nece,ssary, de~
Rafferty (Minister of Labour and
if:Jad:s oan be discussed .in Committee. Industry) for .t!he 'seoond reading of
The Bill provides f,or a Law Reform t!his Bill was resumed.
Advisory Conncil to ·a:s,sis:t !the Law
Mr. SIMMONDS {Reservoir).-The
Reform CommissrooeT cmd ftihis is to
oO!ll:SiisJt of six persons with tile com- Opposition does not oppose· the Bill,
but I should Hke to ask lthe MiniJS!ter
~issione.r as chairman. The profesof
Labour and Industry a couple of
sllO!llal Ia w bodies will he Tepre1sented
questions
relating to t!he schedule
along with the teachers of law·
fixing
OOlllUal
fees for Tegisttation of
and, importantly, two persons wili
be appo'inlted to represent the inte:r- factories or shops. As the Minister
eslts of the community generally- of Labour and Industry indicated,
provision is made for the appointthe la:tteT wiU be oon-l~awyefls.
ment of a·n acting representative on
The Victoria Law Foundation has the wages board in case of illness or
funds available to i't and tile com- incapacity of the member appointed
m'iss!ioneT will he able to draw on to the board. The Opposition believes
t!hese funds to oover 'tlhe expenses that is a sensible arrangement and
of h.is~ work. T1here is al;so ample offers no objection to it.
J)flovrsion tor lt!he commiss1ioneT to
The Labor Party has some conreport bdth to 'the Attorney-General cern about :the proposal to increase
and ro Parliament.
fees. The annual reports of the DeThe·re: is on·e m1atter which occUI'Is partment of Labour and Industry into me. It would be unfortunate if dicate that, in 1968, 44,214 shops
hooomble me·mbefls were Ito feel that were registered and, in 1972, the numwith ·so much emphasis on reform: ber had dropped to 40,096. The num'tlhe Law iils no't working. It is, of ber of factories registered had decourse·, a ma'tJter of perspective. The clined from 18,799 to 17,798 in the
fact is 'that today all over !the State same period. I ask the ~Minister to
millions of troosactioos have taken indicate whether the number of
place wi~hi!Il ~he fnamework of the shops and factories actually declined
lraw. AJJthougJh people m1ay not often or whether the figures reflect the
be oonsoi10us of !this si:tuat~on the capacity of his department to collect
fact 1Js that the 1aw is constantly at registration fees from all shops and
· factories. With the increase in populwork for fueir benefit.
ation over a period of four years, it
In conclusion, t!he Government be- is strange to find a reduction of
liev~~ this Bill will provide an
4,000 in the number of shops and a
add11bonal and necessary ste·p in law significant reduction in the number
~form actJiv.irty in t:he State, in the
of factories.
1nterests of ithe whole communilty. I
While I was dealing with a
am sure that, with determination and
situation
at
Eildon,
a
periim1agirution, real achievements are
poss·i:ble and I Look :tio.rwaTd to the pheral matter relating to the
work oomm·eneing as soon as Parlia- registration of shops and factories
ment sees fit to pass this legislation. came to my attention. I asked
the Minister for Fuel and Power, as
On the motion of Mr. WILKES the representative of the Minister for
(Nort.hcote), the debate was ad- State Development and Decentralizajourned.
tion, questions about the number of
Mr. WUcox.
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factories at Eildon. The answer mentioned Denzil Don Pty. Ltd., Eildon
Panel Works Pty. Ltd., and Hi-Ryder
Boats Pty. Ltd. which, respectively,
had 34, 3 and 5 employees. None
of the firms were registered with the
Department of Labour and Industry.
The working conditions, including
conditions relating to industrial
safety, amenities, and so on of employees should be safeguarded by the
department but it is possible that,
in some out-of-the-way parts of the
State, factories are not registered
with the result that there would be
no supervision of .these things.
I ask the Minister to indicate whether his department has collected all
the fees that should be collected. If
there is a problem in collecting fees
because of a shortage of staff, what
does the Minister propose to do
about it? Does the trouble result from
the fact that his department does not
have sufficient .finance, or is there
some breakdown in the administration? The Labor Party raises no
opposition to the Bill, but it should
like an explanation from the Minister on the matters I have mentioned.
Mr. MciNNES (Gippsland South).The Bill provides a further illustration
of
fees
of
the
escalation
in line with the general upward .trend
of costs and inflation. A small shopkeeper, who previously paid a $4
registration fee, will now have to pay
$10. In itself, the difference is not
great but charges are being increased
over the whole range of licences and
fees. The small shopkeepers and
small businessmen find that their
profit margins are diminishing but
they must meet these heavier imposts.
Mr. KIRKWOOD.-What about the
wage earner?
Mr. MciNNES.-! agree that the
effects are general and there is an
increasingly heavier burden on the
individual. No doubt the increased
charges are relatively minor for
larger companies. However, I know
from experience that these charges
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mount up amazingly over a year for
a businessman or any other person
who must be licensed or registered.
The stage is being reached when
what was once a minor consideration
is becoming a major burden. A
nominal charge should be levied on
most small businessmen and the
companies and organizations which
can bear heavier costs should bear
them. It is not only the Country
Party
which
should
advocate
this. It is realistic to provide for
deputy members of wages board in
cases of illness. The other provisions
of the Bill can pass without comment.
Mr.
FOGARTY
(Sunshine) . In another debate I was keen
to
criticize
the
Minister
of
Labour and Industry when I believed
that he had erred so I must say that,
although this Bill does not go far
enough, it is a step in the right direction. New sub-section (2) to be
substituted for sub-section (2) of
section 26 of the principal Act by
clause 2 of the Bill providesWhere a member of a wages board appointed as a representative of employers or
employes is by reason of a temporary illness
incapacity or absence from the State unable
to perform the functions of his office, the
person or body that nominated that member
under sub-section (5) of section 23 may, by
notice in writing given to the chairman of
the board, appoint a person qualified to be
a member of that board to represent employers or employes as the case may be to
act as deputy of that member during the
period of inability of the member.

During the Budget debate, I stressed
the fact that there are not
enough chairm·en of wages boards.
Whilst tthe 'Minister is attempting to
·rectify the situat'ion of dndiv'idual
,members of wages boards, the honorable gentleman should consider
the position of a ·Chairman who may
be HI or incapacitated at some time.
Page 11 of tthe report of the Department of Labour and Industry for
the year ended 31st Decemlber, 1972,
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indicates that no major dispute .within the State area of industrial jurisdktion oc-curred during ·the year, but
that minor stoppages oocurred in the
employment of seamen, hospital employ•ment, the building trades, service industries, extractive industries
and a few other ·fields. The ·report
also stated that during 1the year 42
·meetings of wages boarqs were
called under sub-section (2) of section 41 to deal with 35 disputes
and that of these 25 were settled
by the boards at the fi·rst meeting,
seven at subsequent meetings, and
three were not yet reso•lved.
The State wages board system is
very good for wage fixation and the
settlement ·of industrial disputes. Section 41 ·of the ·A·ct elim•inates much
of the possible industrial strife but
if there is a shortage of chairmen of
wages boards at any time it is extremely difficult to overcome 'industrial trouble. By this ·measure .the
Minister proposes to elitm•inate one
area of controversy. Pet.haps the
honorable gentleman should extend
his conside·ration to the position
when a chairman may be absent"
through illness at any :time.
Clause 4 proposes the insertion of
a new Fourth S.cthedule, whi,ch lists
the annual fees for regist·ration of a
factory or shop. The :fees presently
paya:ble are being 1increased /but the
·increases will not eHminate the
trouble which has previously 'been
caused by a shortage of inspectors.
The honorable member for Reservoir has stated that the number of
registrations do not tally with the
revenue from registration fees. 11 suggest that a shops and fa•ctory inspe·ctor should not 'be a debt. col'lector.
Those fees ·should b~ paid dn the
same way as motor registration .:fees
are paid.
Again referring to ~he ·rep.ort :of
the nepartment of •Labour and Industry for 1972, I note that the
analysis of prosecutions taken during
the year lists 85 cases of undei'lpayment of wages ·resulting in 46 ·convictions w·ith fines totalling $805.
There appears ·to be one' law for the
Mr. Fogarty.

· (Amendment) Bill.

department and another for the c:ivil
'Court. I could not imagine 45 persons
appearing before a ·court on charges
of stea'ling from 45 individual employers :being fined only $805. I can
imagine that one or two would spend
a few days at the house of corre•ction. There should be some tightening
up in the fines i1mposed ibecause this
·might eliminate t!he need to increase
'the fees. I :can see no difference between an employee who takes something from his employer and the
employer who .takes something from
an employee's pay packet. The consideration of both cases by the ·courts
should be sim.Bar.
The Bill represents a step tin the
right direction. I ask the Minister
to give further cons'idera tion to the
matters that I have raised, :particularly the possible app·ointment of an
additional wages board 1Chaiorman.
The mo:tJion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a ·second time
and ·committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Wages boards).
Mr. RAFFERTY {Minister of
Labour and llndust·ry) .-1 thank honorable members who have spoken
during the second-reading debate for
their support of the Bill. There is
no •conflict of opil)'ion although some
questions were raised which I will
attempt Ito answer.
When I explained the Bill, 'I said
that there had been no .c~hange in
the fees :under the IFourth Schedule
s:ince 1968. Although I did not say
it at the .Hme, in his Budget speech
the Premier and Treasurer indica ted
·that. 'it was proposed to 'increase
fees in a number of areas and in fact
the Government has brought down
Bills during this session for this purpose. The increases proposed in th'is
BiU are in line with :the general
propositions of the Government as
enunciated by :the T·reasurer.
The increase will bring to t'he department app·roximate'ly an additional
$768,000 and the Government believes the increases are warranted
and not unreasonable. The· ,increase
1
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does no.t result from failure of rthe
department Ito ·collect fees. The same
degree of efficiency ·tJha t has obtained
over the years stil'l obtains and the
offi·cers of the department still carry
out their duties faithfully and efficiently. So far as I am aware, all
registraNon fees are being .coHected
although there may be an isolated
case of a factory w.hi1ch has opened
and then fo1lded up or one that is
in an inaccessible place where the
fees may not be ·collected. Since the
honorable member for Reservoir
spoke today I have ·checked and
been informed that so far as the
department knows a'll fees are being
col'lected.
I have taken note of the matters
raised by the honorable member
for Sunshine.
The suggestion
for the appointment of an additional ~chairman of wages boards
has not been submitted to 1the department although [ assure the honorable member that the position has
been under examination for some
time. If there were to be a likelihood
of delays occurring, the department
would certainly cons'ider the appointment of a fourth ·Chairman of wages
boards. At the present such an appointment does not appear to be
warranted.
The honorable member also mentioned that 1the 1972 annual report
of the department dndicated that
there had been no ·major disputes
for that year. 'I agree :with the honorable member that the Victorian
wages board system ·is a good system
and is operating ex·cellently. Admittedly, it suffers from some of the
deficiencies which I have spoken
about on previous occas'ions, and I
have indicated that a review will be
undertaken of certain aspects .of rthe
adrndnistration of .the departlffient. It
is worth noting that in Victoria, as
distinct from most other States, only
32 per cent of the working popu'lation is ·covered by State wages
boards and approximately 68 per cent
and is covered by Federal awards. Unfortunately, the bulk of industrial
troubles 1n Vrictoria and the most
serious disputes come with'in :the
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Federal system and frequently the
State ris not in a position to do much
about it.
On the question of fines, I think
the honorable member for Sunshine
was treading .on .tender ground. Undoubtedly, the Act provides .for suffidently high fines to be 1imposed 'by
the court but it is matter for the
court. I suppose :I ·could mi'ldly agree
that solffie of the penalties appea-r
to be a little low, but after all it
is .the rCOUrt Which hears the evidence
and makes the decision.
The honorable member for Sunshine referred to the number of inspectors. This matter has been raised
many times by the honorable m·ember
for Reservoir, and it has given me
some degree of concern. At times the
area of administration required to be
undertaken by the department is sufficiently covered by the number of inspectors. In some a-reas there are
shortages and a special plea has been
placed before the Treasurer seeking
approval for the appointment of additional staff as the department did not
do as well as it might have hoped in
the recent Budget.
The ·clause was agreed to, as was
clause 3.
Clause 4 (Fourth Schedule).
Mr. CURNOW (Ka·ra Kara).Apparently H is the intenNon of the
Department of Labour and Industry
to ·withdraw shops and factory inspectors from places such as ·Mildura,
Sale, Castlema•ine, Horsham and one
other centre that I cannot .recall for
-the ·moment.
Mr. RAFFERTY (Minister of
Lahour and Industry) .--On a point
of order, :it ·seems to me that the
mattter raised by the honorable
melffiber is not ·relevant to clause
4. The honorable member already
has placed a question on the Notice
Paper and I wHl be happy to answer
him. The honorable member is a
young man and no doubt it is necessary to make allowances .for hi·m.
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Mr. SIMMONDS {Reservoir).-On
t'he point of order, :the fees that are
collected will meet the cost of employing 1inspectors. Undoubtedly, the
honorable member for Kara Kara
is concerned :that if the fees 'in the
schedule are not imple~mented, a sufficient number ·of 'inspectors will not
be available in his electorate.
The CHAIRMAN (Mr. McLaren).Does the honorable member for Kara
Kara intend to speak to the proposed
new Fourth Schedule and the fees
that are set out in it?
Mr. CURNOW (Kara Kara).-It is
·my intention .to make the point that
if there are no inspectors ~n the
country the fees ·cannot be collected.
The CHAIRMAN .-1f the honorable member directs his remarks
along those lines and keeps to the
s,chedule, he is ~in order. The point
ra'ised by .the 'Minister that a question
appears ·on the Notice if>aper has no
relevance to the debate. The honorable 'member ~may proceed to discuss
th'is question, particularly as it ~re
lates to the Fourth Schedule.

Mr. CURNOW.-The other place
I was trying to think of was Swan
Hill. These are five areas where inspectors are doing their jobs, exercising control over shops and factories
and collecting the fees. If the Minister withdraws these five inspectors
how will his department collect
the fees, and how does he expect decentralization to be achieved
with new industries coming into the
country? It will not be possible to
collect the fees and control shops
and factories properly if there are
no inspectors to do the job. The
whole proposal is a farce and the
D~partment of Labour and Industry
is working completely against decentralization. The Minister should
wake up.
Mr. WHITING (MHdura).-The
question raised by the honorable
member for Gippsland South about
registration fees under the Fourth
Schedule should be considered by

(Amendment) Bill.

the Committee. The honorable member pointed out that persons who
either work alone or employ up to
four persons will now be required
to pay a registration fee of $10 a
year. Previously, the fee was $4
a year for a shop or factory employing 1 or 2 persons and $6 a
year for an employer of 3 or 4
persons. The honorable member did
not criticize the proposed increased
fee but pointed out that normally
the " ·corner store " is carried on by
a husband and wife combination,
who usually work 70 to 80 hours a
week trying to make a modest living
and that there have been numbers
of instances where they have had
to walk out and be made bankrupt.
I should have thought the Government and the Australian Labor Party
would have supported these people,
but, if one takes their philosophy
to its extreme, becaus·e these persons are self-employed they are
labelled as Capitalists and perhaps
that is why they have been given
no consideration.
Mr. CURNOW.-Why have an inspector to do nothing?
Mr. WHITING.-! agree; I shall
come to that point later. Self-employed persons or persons who employ 1, 2 or 3 persons operate a
large proportion of the shops and
factories throughout the State. They
should be encouraged to remain in
that occupation rather than be
squeezed out by increased fees and
costs all along the line. I make a
strong plea for these people.
1 am indebted to: the honorable
member for Kara Kara for raising
the question of the lack of inspectors because sub-clause (2) of
clause 4 provides that this section
shall come into operation on 1st
January, 1974. As the honorable
member pointed out, if the number
of inspectors is reduced by five as
rumoured, either the inspectors who
remain with the Department of
Labour and Industry will have to
cover much greater areas or ·factories and shops will not be registered as they should be.
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The honorable member for Reser- Eildon. I reiterate that I was advoir raised a relevant point. It is vised on 25th September, 1973, that
futile having a provision in an Act these companies were not registered
if it is not properly policed. I with the department. Earlier I restrongly urge the Minister and his ceived a number of complaints from
department
to
investigate
the this area regarding under-payment of
rumour which apepars to be gaining wages. A·s a result, I asked a quesground throughout the State that the tion on 12th September, 1972, about
number of inspectors will be re- investigations carried out by the
duced. Much is said about decen- department into wages paid in the
tralization and the Premier has sug- bo·at-building industry at Eildon. The
gested regions and districts in which answer I rec·eived indicated that,
Government departments may be de- since 1970, three complaints had
centralized. The Minister's proposal, been made, alleging failure to comif put into operation, would have a ply with the minimum rates and
retrograde effect on this aspect of wages. Two of these complaints
Government administration.
were investigated by the departIt has been suggested that all ment but the other was not proregistration fees, under this and ceeded with because the complainother Acts, should apply from the ant failed to supply the information
same date. From memory, other required by the department. In the
fees normally become due on 30th two cases investigated it was found
March. If this provision comes into that wages were owing and a ·settleoperation on 1st January, conscien- ment was made by the employer.
tious persons will pay before or
During consultations I had with
shortly after 1st January. Other fees people in Eildon recently, I was inmay be due on a different date. This formed that the department did a
situation complicates bookkeeping, thorough job in going around the
particularly in a small business when town and ensuring :that the approit is usually done after hours by the priate award rates were paid. If that
proprietor.
occurred, I cannot understand why
I suggest that before the Bill goes the 'industries which were operating
to another place, the Minister and at that tim·e were not registered with
the department should examine my the department and were not paysuggestion to ensure that there will ing fees. I ask that this point and
be no conflict in the dates for the the case I referred to earlier be inpayment of fees under this measure vestigated.
and other Acts administered by the
Mr. RA·FFERTY ~~Minister of
Department of Labour and Industry. Labour and Industry) .-I have taken
For ·example, a shop which sells ar- a note of :the point raised by the
ticles such as sporting goods and honorable member for Reservoir. The
employs hairdressers is required to honorable member for Kara Kara, supobtain a licence for the hairdressers ported by the Deputy Leader of the
and also to pay a licence fee to sell Country Party, mentioned a propofirearms, ammunition, sporting goods sition of the Department of Labour
and so on. In some instances, these and Industry. I have no knowledge
licence fees fall due at different of that proposal at this stage. All 'I
times of the year, which tends to can say is that the department and
make the management of the shop the Government will continue to enmuch more difficult than it need be. sure that proper service ·is provided
Mr. SIMMONDS t(Reservoir).-I in all areas as circumstances dictate.
rise again because I do not think
The clause wa·s agreed to.
the Minister has completely anThe Bill was reported to the House
swered the question I put to him
about the collection of fees fro:m without amendment, and passed
the three companies I mentioned at through its remaining ·Stages.
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The debate (adjourned from September 19) on the motion of Mr.
Rafferty (Minister of Labour and
Industry) fqr the second reading of
this Bill was resumed.
Mr. SIMMONDS (Reservoir).----In
his second-reading speech the Minister stated that detailed summaries
of complaints received by the Consumer Protection Bureau are contained in the annual reports of the
Consumer Affairs Council and show
that the greater proportion of these
complaints relate to matters which
be considered "small "-the amount
involved was below $500.

Tribunals Bill.

Most of the thinking behind this
measure is concerned with the contractural position rather than seek.:.
ing to provide a basis of settlement
on what is fair and reasonable.
The Minister's philosophy is tbat of
seeking to •introduce the concept of
fairness and ·reasonableness, but in
fact the measure ensures that people
who are caught up in consumer problems and appeal to the Small Claims
Tribunal, which is in fact a court, will
be confronted with people who are
skilled in defending the position of
the vendor to the detriment of the
purchasers of consumer goods.

The BiU embra·ces the concept that
the consumer wHl not be represented
In advising the House of the func- other than by himself. I shall not
spell it out in detail, because the
tions of the Consumer Protection •matter
.can be dealt with in the
Bureau, the Minister said that the Comm'ittee stage. The Bill provides
normal procedure is to refer a com- that the tribunal will operate by
plaint to a trader and that in many both parties being brought together
cases this was sufficient to achieve in an infor·mal atmosphere. ln praca satisfactory settlement. In .this Bill tice that will not mean that if firms
the Minister seeks to deal with the such as Myer's, Walton's, Maples or
probl·em of the growing number of other weU-known ·commerc'ial entercomplaints which are not being dealt prises are involved in actions of this
with by the Consumer Protection type, people suc'h as Sir ·Maurice
Bureau and to introduce the concept Nathan will attend the tribunal. The
of a small claims tribunal on the basis directors of the companies concerned
that it will be a tribunal with nor- will be required to be represented.
mal judicial processes which will
Mr. RAFFERTY.-Does t'his happen
provide a cheap form of justice to in Queensland, where similar legislation tis ope·rat'ing?
aggrieved persons.
.Mr. 'SI'M'MONDS.-1 am dealing
I wish to raise two points in regard to people who may be ch1im- with the honorable gentleman's Bi'll.
ants under this Bill. The first is the I have a report about the Queensland legislation and the type of prob""
definition of " consumer ", which is lem
that exists there. The actions
more a procedural reform than a are largely concerned with servicing
general reform of the legal processes. areas such as plumbing and house
I propose to take this matter a step repairs, while the greatest exploitafurther ·in Committee. It would be tion takes place within the normal
useful if " consumer " could be re- commercial trading practices.
defined to include persons who acA group :of professional people wi'll
quire or buy goods and persons who·
develop,
and they wHl attend meetare supplied with and use goods. ings of the
new tribunal whenever
Often the purchaser is not the per- and wherever it sits. The ordinary
son who uses the goods purchased. 'Citizen will then be confronted in
Some of the risks involved in using court with a person skilled 'in defenddefective goods apply to the user ling the Establishment by asserting
rather than the purchaser. This as- 'its rights on tthe purchasing of con:pect should be dealt wit·h .in the Bill. sumer gOO<ls.
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Mr. Ross-EnWARDs.-This is difficult to avoid.
Mr. S:IM·MONDS.-It may be difficult .to avoid, but there are ways
in which it ·can be done. T1he M.inister
has indicated that he will propose certain amendments, and I hope they
dea·l with the problem I mentioned.
This is not :the Opposition's major
<:riHcism of the Bill, but I thought I
should make it, because an anS'wer
must ibe found if the BiU is to do
what it is intended to do.
Another question arises on the
joining of parties lbefore the tribunal.
The Hmita:Non of $500 on the amount
involved could well be exceeded if a
number of people who have purchased s·imilar products are joined in
the action. If different people with a
common position are jo'ined together
in an act'ion, the ·combination of
amounts would e~ceed the $500 HmH
set in the Bill. There should be provision to enable ·consumer bodies to
be parties to actions before this type
of tribunal. The bodies would develop
an expertise wh'ich may combat the
position I ~referred to, where agents
of ·companies are ·Continually 'involved representing people who are
J,ikely ttO be rcal'led before this tribunal. The people who indulge in
pracUces whi·ch ~may result ~in such
actions are not novices. ·When they
set out to defraud the community
they know full well :what they are
doing. It 'is no.t something that just
happens; it is a planned exerc'ise
which ·can be ·combated only by ensuring that justice prevails for the
people concerned.
'Jlhe ·Minister stated that the tribuna'! should have a Hm,itted jurisdiction. 'f.here will be suggestions that
the respondent or :trader wi'll deny
the tribunal's .right to dispose of a
claim on some technical point. This
will occur, because the people who
indulge in practices which wou'ld
bring them before the tribunal would
exe·rdse their rights to the ul-timate.
It may .be pointed out that the
amount involved ex·ceeds tlle statut·ory l'imit. I have already ~covered th'is
point. A m·ore subtle· point is whether
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the ~clai·mant falls within the definition se·ction, or whe.ther the trader
does so, or ·whether he was actively
carrying on the business about which
there is a ·complaint. Naturally if
such disp~tes a~ose .frequently, 'the
Small Cla'I;ms Tribunal would not ibe
capable of fulfilling its functions of
providing a rcostless forum rfor people
who otherwise would have no f.orum.
~la_uses 16 and 17 of the Bill clearly
Indicates that the Minister does not
want this to happen.
(~lause 17 s~eks. to
ac~Io~ from gomg mto

prevent any
other courts.
This IS a fair ·comment on what is
'intended :by the Hi'll. I have re,ceived
legal advice that such clauses are
~early always 'ineffective in rpreventmg a party who is dissatisfied with
the tribunal's decision from seeking
such a review. n is diffkult to draft
a ·clause which wHl lhave the desired
effect. The advi·ce 1 have rece'ived
is ·that clause 17, in part'kular, is
badly dr:afted. It starts out quite
prom,isingly by saying that there will
be no way that another ·court wiN
have the power to ~review an order
made by the SmaU Claims Tribunal.
However, the clause adds a proviso
by stating, after the word " made "therein unless the court befo~e which such
writ or judgment is sought is satisfied that
the tribunal had or has no jurisdiction conferred by this Act to take proceedings or
that there has occurred therein a denial of
natural justice to any party to the proceeding.

Under ~certain conditions the proviso
will enable an order of ~review to
'be made. The conditions which are
'listed are the conditions which
courts, as a matter of judicial interpretation, ·always use as ·cr'itel}ia to
decide whether a p~ivative clause
has not e~cluded the'ir power to
·review. Consequently, dause 17 has
no effect whatsoeve~r in law. The only
condus'ion that can· :be drawn ·from
this is that the Go:vem,ment is not
serious about excluding judicial proceedings. in c'laims of this nature, or
that it does not know what it is
doing.. ·

· ·...
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I should be interested to hear from
the 'M'inister whether ihe intends to
exclude a reference to judicial proceedings from this Bill, or whether
he believes the clause as drafted will
fulfil the intention. The honorable
gentleman should be prepared to
amend the Bill to ensure that definite
action is taken to close the gap which
is so often available in consumer
legislation introduced by the Government by which offenders escape the
fine objectives which are embraced
within the legislation but which are
not achieved. The key to the Bill is
to be found in clauses 16 and 17. If
the M'inister could resolve this position, the Bill would be much better
than it is at present.
There are other defects .in the
·measure, and one is contained in
•clause 18. A question has been asked
·concerning the bas'is on which the
tribunal would make its determinations. One can imagine that the tribunal will not have great resources available to it, if the Consumer Affairs Council in Victoria
is any indication. It would have to
make deoisions on every aspect of
human activity. The tribuna'! will
need technical knowledge about all
sorts of equipment and will have rto
make decis'ions based, :in many cases,
on technka•l evidence. Is dt the Minister's intention .that a person appearing before the tribunal would !be obliged to provide technical evidence?
If that is not the honorable gentleman's intention, what provision has
he made .to give the tribunal access
to :the necessary evidence? If the
normal rules of ~idence are not to
prevail, wuch diffkulty will arise i:f
decisions of the t·ribuna'l are subsequently challenged, as I am sure they
wHl be.
•Mr. RAFFERTY.-They cannot be
~challenged.

Mr. SIMMONDS.-T>he difference
between what the ·Min'ister says and
what is contained in the Bill is 'important. The •Minister should ensure
that his intentions are 'being carried
out. This 'BiH does not do ttbis.

Tribunals Bill.

Sub-clause
states-

(2)

of

clause

18

Subject to sections 19 and 20 a Small
Claims Tribunal is empowered to make(a) an order that requires a party to the
proceeding before it (other than the
claimant) to pay money to a person
specified in the order ;
(b) an order that requires a party to the
proceeding before it (other than the
claimant) to perform work to rectify a defect in goods or services to
which the claim in the proceeding
relates; or
(c) an order that dismisses the claim to
which the proceeding relatesand no other order.

The defence would be that this
order could not have been made.
The defence would be .on the ibas:is
of the normal court usage of the
ter·m " natura'l justice " and other
judicial measures which have been
'built up 'in the courts over the years.
If the court is to supersede that legislation, I cannot see how this can be
effective in •law.
The •legal advke which •I have received
stated
at
the
outset
that the part•ies-claimants and respondents-in proceedings before the
Small Claims Tribunal Wlill :be r-elated
to one another, as presently defined,
by contract. From t'his •it might be
deduced that if contractual law is
the basis on which the parties entered into their relationship, it ought
to be contractual law which governs
the disposal of their disputes. If that
:is so, the orders that the Small
Cla'ims Tribunals can make under
clause 18 w'iU be made on the basis
of contract law. Th'is would be in
keeping with the notion that this
is only a· procedural reform Bill and
not a real reform Bill. Further, it
would be in keeping with the notion
that rt'here ought to be some power
of rev·iew by the courts because dt
may wel'l be that there will be errors
of law ·made in such a tribunal wh1ch
ou~ht to be rectified by normal judicial proceedings. But, of course, it
would run counter to aU the ideas
rthat people will be helped by the
ex·istence of Small Claims Tribunals
if it is possible to argue about legal
technicaHNes, such as sa'le ·of goods,
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·whether the •contract had to be in
writing, Whether 'it is strictly enforceable, whether it was a sale by
sa·m.ple, and so .forth. There are many
indkations in the Bill that this is
not what the Government wants.
Reference has already been made
to the existence of provisions for
the removal of legal advocates
which would make that particular kind of de'Ois1ion really much more
.feas'ible ; further, and m·ore i·mportantly, the process :by which the referees are urged :to settle disputes
'is one of ·conciliation first and binding order later. This does not fit in
very we'll wivh the notion that legal
principle3 ought to be apP'lied in
setHing disputes before the tribunals.
If the BiU 'is to have any useful
effect, conciliation and settlement
on notions of what is fair
and just rather than what is
legally right ought to be made.
If that is agreed the Bill should be
withdrawn, and I believe the Minister
agrees in principle with this. Clauses
16 and 17 should be redrafted. A
pertinent question is how to exclude
the possibility that referees will not
settle disputes on the basis of legal
principles. The Opposition suggests
that the answer is the model which
exists in the Commonwealth Conciliation and Arbitration Act. A paragraph based on this model should be
added to clause 18. The principle of
clause 18 and of the Act to which
I have referred is that a tribunal, in
making its orders, is required to act
according to ·equity, good conscience and the substantial merit of
the case.
The intention of the Government
in establishing these tribunals is to
ensure a method whereby consumers
will receive a measure of justice
when making complaints. Advice I
have received is that the tribunal
will be the subject of a legal
challenge on the ground that no
order should have been made or that
the tribunal has not the capacity to
make an order. That point should
be resolved. In view of the Government's approach to consumer affairs,
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I consider that this Bill is no more
than another exercise in paying
token tribute to the overcoming of
problems confronting consumers.
There is no indication that the
court will be centralized in the Melbourne area or that it will sit at
night so that the court will be available to the community when access
can be obtained to it easily. I shall
refer to some problems which have
been indicated to me. New York
State, about which I spoke at some
length yesterday, has introduced a
small claims court in which 60,000
cases annually are filed. Experience
there has been that when people go to
the filing clerk, they obtain the type of
service that they received from other
bureaucratic centres-an experience
not unknown in Victoria. Some constituents have informed me that
dealings they have had with the
Housing Commission have left much
to be desired. Unfortunately, not
many people are capable of dealing
with these cases. There are good
and bad among those involved in
the processing of claims before a
small claims court and the experience in New York is that a significant proportion of the 60,000 cases
are not dealt with ; in fact, fewer
than one quarter of the 60,000 cases
are heard by the tribunal.
If there is pressure on a tribunal
because of lack of resources, people
who contemplate lodging a claim
may be encouraged not to do so. I
do not believe a small claims tribunal
will solve the problems of consumers
of this State. A more positive
approach would have been for the
Consumer Affairs Council or the
Government to prosecute people in
breach of the law. Further, laws
which require amendment to provide protection for consumers should
be amended. The Opposition believes that the Government, in
establishing a small claims court, is
making a small contribution towards
solving consumers' problems in a
limited area. However, it considers
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that some of the serious legal technical problems associated with the
Bill should be investigated before it
leaves this House.
Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS {Leader of
the Country Party) .-The Country
Party supports the Small Claims
Tribunal Bill. It represents an interesting experiment undertaken by
the Government. I suppose if the
step had been undertaken twenty
years ago, the legal profession would
have thrown up its. hands in horror
-I am not too sure some members
of it are not throwing up their hands
in horror today. I believe the more
enlightened practitioners welcome
the initiative of the Government and
are prepared to give it a reasonable
trial. Its operation will be largely
a matter of trial and error. However,
the Bill does institute procedural reform which will be interesting to
observe.
I wish to mention two features of
the Bill. The first is the obvious
social and community need to
protect the person who cannot
afford to go to court through the
normal legal process. The second is
the need to protect the ordinary
citizen who might go to court but
is not prepared to enter into a fight
that might tie him up for a couple
of days, especially when he is not
certain where the litigation will
finish. Therefore, he accepts his first
loss as his best loss and decides to
get out. This is an unsatisfactory
state of affairs, but from time to
time every lawyer talks people out
of going to court to prosecute a
small claim because the loss to be
sustained or the gain to be won is
just not worth the expense and
effort.
The Bill gives the person who
feels, as a matter of principle, that
he should go to court to try to
obtain a monetary recovery the
opportunity of fighting for his rights.
I make passing reference to clause
17, which is a vital part of the Bill.
The clause provides, in effect, that
there will be no review but it then
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goes on to provide that under certain circumstances a case may be
reviewed. The Country Party has
mixed feelings on this clause because
the virtue of a small claims tribunal
is that once a case is heard and a
decision made, that is the end to the
proceedings. No provision to have
the decision reviewed should be
made. Provision is made that in
certain instances a decision can be
reviewed but I ask the Minister of
Consumer Affairs to watch this
aspect carefully because the fewer
cases that are reviewed the better.
One of the necessary elements of the
proposed legislation is that once a
decision is made that is the end of
the proceedings. ·
An interesting question to be
answered is : Where will a small
claims tribunal be situated? Perhaps
that is an unfair question to pose at
this stage, but small claims tribunals
should hold sittings from time to
time in all parts of the State-not
just in the provincial cities but in all
reasonably sized towns. If that does
not occur the Government will be
denying justice to country residents
while giving it to the city dwellers.
I suggest that a circuit will have to
be arranged because if a claimant
has to travel long distances to have
his case heard the proceedings can
become costly. One of the features
of our legal system is that justice is
open to all people. With a small
claims tribunal the same principle
must apply.
The Country Party is a little
worried because during the debate on
the Labour and Industry (Amendm·ent) Bill reference was made to the
withdrawal of shop and factory
inspectors from the country centres.
Mr. RAFFERTY.-That is just a
rumour at this stage.
Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS.-! hope it
is an unfounded rumour. People connected with politics who hear a
rumour become uneasy because
sometimes the rumours are well
founded. The public should remember that small claims tribunals will
be costly to the community. I am
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not criticizing the cost but I empha- second-reading debate will be dealt
size that claimants will virtually with when the various clauses are
pay nothing to obtain justice. The being discussed. I am rather surprised
Treasurer will have to meet a large that the honorable member has not
bill to pay for the operations of the indicated that the Opposition will optribunal. Sittings of the tribunal in pose the Bill, although the tenor of
country centres in Victoria will en- his remarks was similar to his aptail a large expense. The public proach on so many other occasions
should realize that 50 per cent of he has to find some reason for
the community will be dissatisfied criticism and rejection of the Governwith the results of cases brought ment's proposition. In view of the
before small claims tribunals, be- interest that the honorable member
cause when there is a winner there has taken in consumer affairs in Vicis also a loser. Criticism will be toria, I should have thought that he
levelled at the tribunal by losers who would have done all in his power to
contend that they have not received assist the Government in providing
justice.
·
the sort of relief that it is attempting
The Bill is breaking new ground, to give under the Bill. I will say no
and I appeal to the legal profession more at this stage about his observaand the public generally to give it tions.
a chance to operate successfully.
I particularly thank the Leader of
I urge the Minister of Labour and the Country .Party for his observaIndustry, who is also the Minister of tions. His views coincided admirably
Consumer Affairs, to choose carefully with the view that the Government
the people who are to administer the has adopted and which I endeasmall claims tribunals. They will voured to convey when explaining
have to be men possessing ex- the Bill. It is freely admitted that the
perience in the business world. I measure is experimental. Similar lecommend the Government for its gislation has been enacted in Queensinitiative and wish the Bill well.
land and all other States are waiting
to see how effective it is. I am not
The motion was agreed to.
certain
of the position in South AusThe Bill was read a second time tralia but
I understand that the
and committed.
Labor Party Government there has
Clause 1 was agreed to.
drafted a Bill along the lines of the
Queensland legislation, upon which
Clause 2, providing, inter alia ( 1) In this Act unless inconsistent with this measure has been modelled.
the context or subject-matter : " Small claim " means( a) a claim for payment of money in an
amount not exceeding $500 ; or
(b) a claim for performance of work of
a value not exceeding $500that in either case arises out of a contract
for the supply of goods or the provision of
services made not more than two years previously between persons who, in relation to
those goods or services, are a consumer on
the one hand and a trader on the other.
(2) The provisions of this Act apply to
small claims arising out of contracts made
after the commencement of this Act.

Mr. RAFFERTY {Minister of
Labour and Industry) .-Most of the
matters raised by the honorable
member for Reservoir during the

I am thankful for the observation
of the Leader of the Country Party
that this is really a procedural reform, which is what I indicated when
the Bill was introduced. He also indicated that a social and community
need existed and this is precisely
what the legislation is aimed at
satisfying. A couple 0f other matters
he mentioned will probably be referred to as the clauses are considered by the Committee.
The Leader of the Country Party
also referred to the fact that provision is made for review only in
special circumstances. The whole
idea of the legislation is that the
procedures shall be cheap and speedy
and not cluttered up by a lot of
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legal procedures ; otherwise, we will and that I agree entirely with one of
be back to the existing situation. his observations. I have examined
Although the Government made it every one of his submissions in detail.
clear that there would in fact be no I also received representations from
review in these matters because if the Victorian Automobile Chamber of
they were to be subject to review Commerce.
the whole basis of the legislation
A consumer might wish to put bewould fall, it considered that in cer- fore the tribunal a claim which
tain circumstances justice could be relates to long-term warranties, some
denied. Accordingly, in preparing the of which I understand run for as
legislation the Government has been long as five years. It would therefore
careful to ensure that only in very be reasonable to include these as well
special circumstances will a review be as contracts for the supply of goods
permitted.
or services made not more than two
I assure the Leader, of the Country years previously. That is the purpose
Party and the Committee that I will of the amendment. It will limit small
certainly watch this aspect carefully claims to contracts for goods or
because the Government does not services made not more than two
want a host of appeals against dec- years previously, and claims which
isions of the tribunal. If this hap- have arisen not more than two years
pens, and I believe it will not, the previously in relation to a warranty
Government will certainly take action which may be older than two years.
to rectify the situation.
The amendment was agreed to.
The honorable member also asked
Mr. RAFFERTY {Minister of
a pertinent question about the locaLabour
and Industry) .-1 move tion of the tribunals. They will be
That the following sub-clause be added:located wherever the demand is. If
" ( ) This Act does not apply :to a small
it comes from country areas, which
I hope it will not, provision will be claim which is the subject of a dispute which
has been submitted to the Motor Car
made for tribunals .to be located in Traders
Committee by the motor car trader
those areas.
and the purchaser for determination in acMr. Ross-EowARDs.-On the cir- cordance with the Motor Car Traders Act
1973 ".
cuits.
Mr. RAFFERTY.-Yes. The honor- The Victorian Automobile Chamber
able member also mentioned the im- of Commerce brought to the Governportant point of the appointment of ment's attention the fact that special
persons who will administer the Act. provision has been made in section
It will be important that the legisla- 43 of the Motor Car Traders Act 1973
ion is administered carefully and cer- for disputes which arise between a
tainly the appointees will need .to purchaser of a motor car and a motor
have skill and experience in this field. car trader. These complaints can be
I give an undertaking that one of my submitted for determination to the
personal objectives will be to ensure Motor Car Traders Committee apthat the initial appointment will be pointed under the Act. It is not inof a person with the necessary skill tended that the provisions of the
Small Claims Tribunal Bill shall in any
and experience. I move way
affect those special provisions
That, in the interpretation of " Small
claim " in sub-clause ( 1), the word " made" in the Motor Car Traders Act relating
be omitted with the view of inserting the to the determination of disputes of
words " being a claim that has arisen ".
the kind which the Motor Car
Traders
Act was specially designed
A number of representations have
been made to the Government since to deal with. When it was found that
the Bill was first introduced. Honor- the Bill would make an incursion
able members will no doubt be sur- into the earlier provision, it was
prised to learn that Mr. Miller of considered that this should not hapMilleradio made some representations pen.
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The amendment was agreed to, and
the clause, as amended, was adopted,
as were clauses 3 to 6.
Clause 7 (Remuneration of referees
not officers of the Public Service) .
Mr. JONES t(Melbourne).---~I should
be pleased if the Minister could give
some indication of the sort of remuneration he is proposing to recommend to the Governor in Council for the referee. This could have
a major bearing on the quality of the
people who would be available to act
as referees. If payment was to be on
a per diem basis, the person could
well be retired and although wise
could be getting rather long in the
tooth. If there is to be a statutory
salary, irrespective of the number of
actual sitting days, obviously that
will affect the shape of the appointment.
Mr.

RAFFERTY {Minister of
and Industry) .-The question
1s a good one although at this stage
I am unable to state the exact figure
proposed because a recommendation
has been made to the Treasurer for
approval before submitting it to the
Governor in Council. That approval
has not yet been given and therefore
it would be wrong for me to reveal
the amount proposed. I can say that
it is somewhere of .the order for a
full-time appointment, of the 'emolument which would be received by a
stipendiary magistrate, who is the
sort of person the Government is
contemplating as one with the necessary experience and qualifications.
The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 8 to 10.
Clause 11 (Registry) .
~hour

JYir. CHAMBERLAIN (Dundas).Thls clause provides that .the records
of the registry shall be kept in Melbourne and clause 10 states that a tribunal may be constituted at any place
i';l the State. I can foresee some practical problems arising in getting records to the places to which they relate. Perhaps the existing Magistrates
Courts, particularly those courts
where proceedings are regularly held,
could be used as branches for the
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registry. A registry could be located
at Ballarat because undoubtedly
regular sittings will be held there.
I am wondering whether the records
could be available where they are
likely to be most used.
Mr. RAFFERTY (Minister of
Labour and Industry) .-The honor ..
able member has asked a worth-while
question. The matter has already
received some attention and I have
arranged to have discussions with
the Attorney-General to ascertain
whether it will be possible to use the
Magistrates Courts in particular circumstances. The present difficulty is
that the Government does not know
what sort of experience will result
from the measure. The Bill aims at
making the service as rapid as possible. If the procedures are slow, the
whole purpose of the Bill will be
defeated. The matter raised by the
honorable member for Dundas will
certainly be kept in mind.
The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 12 to 16.
Clause 17 (Immunity f1rom judic:ial
supervision) .
Mr. SIMMONDS (Reservoir).-In
second-reading debalte ~1t \VIaS
sugg-ested rt'halt dause 17 p·rohibilted
an appeal. Members of .the Opposiif:lilon ag,ree· wit!h that proposiltioin but
find it difficult to accept t!he suggestion ·tihat any legal attemplt to overcome a decision of tthe tribunal
would be made on !the basis. that the
tribunal could not have· made tJhe
order. The dause ~ovides tlhat no
writ, prohibition or de·cla:ratolry judgment shall be ~iven~he

unless the court before which such writ or
judgment is sought is satisfied that the
tribunal had or has no jurisdiction conferred
by this Act ...

'J1his could be the basi's of tile· argument ; it appears rtiO be a let-tOUit of
the prohibition or otlher prerogattJive
w.r.it. I should like· .to hear the
opin'i,on of !the Mini1Slter.
Mr. RAFFERTY {Minister of
Labour and Industry) .-I thought I
had already indicated the :rea!SOiling
of the Government on tihis matter. I
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member. I am satisfied, from discussions wiltlh Pa;rliame!Illtacy Oounsel
and legal advisers, itjhat .the cLause ~s
satisfactory and oomp le'tely in ·Oont!ert wi·th the other pro~vsi0111Js of the
Bill. I will exam'ine !Uhie matter, but
I am satisfied that clause 17 carries
out the intentions of t!he Go¥ernmen1t
and does not inhibilt the provi.sions
of the Bill.
The clause was ag:reed !Co, as wars
cLause 18.
Claus1e 19 (Restr1ictted eff·ect of tribunal's orders).
Mr. CHAM·BERLAIN {Dundas).I ask the M·in~ster whether dause 19
in its presellllt ~orm is sufficient ~o
oover an order f.01r ooslt:s. Anorther
pro¥ision in the Bill ·leaves the· otder
for costs to :the discret~on of lthe
arbitrator. Cloause 19 ~oVIidies tibat lif
an order irs m1ade f.or am. amount in
excess of $500, it shall be ineffective Ito 1the e~tel]t 1Jo Which it exceeds $500. An awa·rd oould well be
m1ade ~or $500 plus oosts of $40. Is
the Mjrn:ist:er saltisfied that an awa:rd
fioc costs ·oan be collected under ~he
provi1s'ilons of the clause?
1

Mr.
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RAFFERTY

{Minister

of

Labour and Industry) .-1 moveThat, in sub-clause (2), after the word
" that ", where first occurring, the words
" the party is a body corporate or that " be
inserted.

Mr. SIMMONDS.-Whalt does tlhalt.
mean?

Mr. RAFFERTY.-It means tlba't a
corporation cannot appear itself. It
must be represooted by an agent.
The amendment makies it clear rthat
such an oapp:eai'Iance is allowed. However, sub-clause (3) will stlill app.Iy
to coll)orations as well a:s to atiher
parti:es, and barristens, solricitors and
advocates fior reward will not be
aUowed to :appearr.

Mr. SIMMONDS (Reservoir).-~·4
am indebted to
the Minister
for the explanation of the amendment because it makes clear
'tlhe pOiin:t 1Jo whioh I referred during
tlhle sec1ond-reading debate !that som'e
people would !haVle to be represenlted
by agents. The M.inrilster, having acceplted 1tfuart: pa:rt of the aJTgumeiillt,
will natumlly accept the fact ithalt
agenits will ibe·come slcilled wh:en
dealing w~th carses because it will
Mr.
RAFFERTY (Minister of become their profession and it m1ay
Labour ood InduStry) .-The honor- be difficult Ito dli stlinguish beltween
able member .ha1s r.ai1sed a fine poiilllt. an age'llit 'and rthe nJormal type of
This matjter haJs not previJOusly ib~en legal represoota.tive· whom tlh!iis pr~
directed 'to my a'tJtenttion, and I posed legi'slation iseeks to prevent
should like an opporrt:Ull!irty of ex- fl'lom appearing. I am ooncemed thait
amin1ing it. The am1oUJl1lt of $'500 was lt!he or.dina:ry citizen will be ooobased on legislation in Queens.Land fr.onrt:ed at a trihUilllal w~th an agenlt
and ·rs an appr.op:rilaite ·amotmt rfior skilled in preserrting t'he carse for lthe
a wwds of lthlis ttype: :in V'ictJoria. 'J)he vendor. T:he .daimant will be placed
honiOirable member 'has 'f.allsed a sig- at a :severe disadvantage. One way
nificant poinJt and I s!hall cell"tJa!inly to overcome the situaltJion would be
examine it be~ore the Bill is intvo- Ito 'allow OOIIllsumer bodies ,to repreduced in .another place·.
sent claimants.
The clause wa:s agreed ltlo·, as were
Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS {Leader of
clauses 20 to 29.
Jthe OoUlllltry Party) .-I oamo't see
Cl,aus~e 30, pr.oviding, inter aliaany way out of this difficuLty be( 1) Each party to a proceeding before a oaus;e if oo employee ap,pears often
tribunal shall have the carriage of his own
he will beroom~e sklilled as an advocase.
(2) A party to a proceeding before a cate. He may !Il!Ot be a ba~rrister or
tribunal shall not be entitled to be repres- ~soliCit!or but he may specialize in this
ented by an agent unless it appears to the type of work. There are advantages
tribunal that an agent should be permitted in having an agent appear, in that it
to that party as a matter of necessity and
will save the time of the tribunal.
the tribunal so approves.
1
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Mr. SIMMONDS.-J.t m~ght not help
the custom•ers.
Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS.-Honoltlable
membelfls whlo cri:tiC'ize the Bill must
be prepared ~to submit a~tematives.
I have given the m:aJtter a lot of
'thought and I carmot se·e an alte·ma'hlve. A big retaHer such as Mye~'s
Wlould ttend to 1send 't:!h'e sam·e empLoyee to ~the court to r-epresoo1t :iJt.
11he honorable member for Reservoir has suggested tihat conosume!I'
organi~a't!ions might appea!I', but if
this adds to the coSit itt will tend 'bo
defeat the purpose of the Bill. I consider the amendment must be
given 'a .tt'lial because I cannot see
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should give tt.h!e Bill much more COIIlsidera'tioo rt:Jhoo he has given it so
far.
The subjeot of ha:irdres.se'fls' regi:s,tratilon has been be~ore rt:he House on
a numbeT of ocoasion1s in ;the past
few yea!I's, and some· of the· reasons
given for proposed amendments have
been almost humorous. In explaining
the 1968 am·ending Bill, on page 926
of \Tiolume 299 of Hansard tlhe then
Minister told the House thaJt t!hat
measure was amending not the ma'in
Act but a pa:I'lt t!hat had nat prev101Usly been p:noc1aimed, and ~t was
necess1ary to do tt:hat to in~crease tthe
fees. Tthe Minister went on to say
an a~ltema:tive.
thiaJt ~i't was ·essootial to do thi1s because the Hairdresser-s Registr.ation
~he amendmell!t was agreed rto,
and 'the clause, as. amended, was Boar-d was almost bankruplt. In readopted, as were clauses 31 and 32. ply, .the Opposi11Ji.on stated tJhatt ~t
WlOuld support ~he Bill al1:1hough ~t
Clause 33 (No co1Slts allowable).
was displeased because cer.ta!in secMr. RAFFERTY {Minister of tions of lthe principal Act were being
Labour and Industry) .-A short time removed, but iit agreed that the
Regi.s,t:Tation
B01ard
ago I was asked ·a question by the Hailrdressers
honorable member foro Dlliildas. should be 'saved from illlsolvency. It
ClaUJSe 33 an•swers the queSJtion. It appears ·strange !that alttlh!ough fees
were 'inorea,sed considembly t!hen the
providesHairdressers
Regis·tration Boar-d once
Costs shall not be allowed to or against
any party to a proceeding before a tribunal. again has Ito be saved fl'lom
When the question was ·asked this illlJSolvency.
In hli.1s seoond-'l'eading speech, lt!he
cl·ause had slipped my memory.
The clause was ag:reed Ito, as were Mini~ster referred to tlhe present position of the Hair.d!I'esser-s Registrati1on
rthe remaining dauses.
Board, and cilted a number of figures
The Bill was reported ito the House regarding registered employer.s and
with
amendments,
and
passed emplo~ees.. He also quoted income
through i'ts remaining stages.
figures. He went on to stafte that although authority 1had been given for
the fees to be raised previously, adHAIRDRESSERS REGISTRATION
vantage of iliiJs h~ad not been taken
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
fully in the case of the employers.
The debate (adjourned mom Sep- The Minister added that it was desired
tember 19) on the mot'ion. of Mr. to raise them again this year and to
Scanlan (Minister of Health) for the place an upper limit on the fees. The
second !l"eading of ifJhfiis Bill was re- ceiling fixed a short while ago has
sumed.
almost been reached.
The fees for employees are to be
Mr.
LIND
'('Dandenong).-The
increased by 150 per cent-from $2
Opposiltio~l is not satisfied with thds
Bill. Al't!hlough it does nolt intend to $5 - and the fees of employers
to take the second-reading motion by 50 per cent-from $10 to $15.
to a divi·sion it will oppose the Bill They are substantial increases.
and Wlill point out tto !the Minister
It is all very well to say that the
a number of shot.tcommgs con- increases will not be imposed now ;
tained in the measure. The MiniSiter a similar statement was made a
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couple of years ago and proved to be
wrong. The limit set on fees then was
quickly reached in the case of the
employees.
I have studied statistics concerning
the Hairdressers Registration Board,
and they disagree markedly with
·figures quoted by the Minister in his
second-reading speech. The Minister
stated that there were 2,500 principals and 2,900 employees registered
by the board and that the board's
income from all sources in any calendar year is about $48,000, of which
$40,000 comes from registration fees.
That is not so.
In January and February fees received by the board amounted to
$40,269 for principals, and $10,914
for employees ; in addition, $785 was
received from registration and examination fees, making a total income
of $51,968. That is approximately
$13,000 more than the amount mentioned by the Minister.
One finds also that before the end
of July of this year, $64,954 had been
collected by the board in fees, which
is an increase of $9,800 over the
same period of last year. Those
figures clearly indicate that the
board's income is increasing and, in
view of that, the Opposition wonders
what has led to the proposal to increase fees again. The board's revenue of $64,954 is nearly $17,000
more than the figure quoted by the
Minister, even though the sum mentioned by the honorable gentleman
was said to cover a period of twelve
months.
In 1972 the board had $8,000
maturing in term deposits and applied
this to its business. In 1973 it had
$12,000 maturing in term deposits,
and incidental income during this
period was approximately $1,500. At
the end of July, 1972, the board held
term deposits of $16,000 and had a
trading balance at the bank of
$2,593. At the end of July, 1973, it
had term deposits of $12,000 and a
balance of $8,742. Therefore, at the
end of July, 1973, its financial position was $2,149 better than it was
in July, 1972. The figures I have
Mr. Lind.

(Amendment) Bill.

quoted reveal that the board's
finances are increasing. If that is true,
why is there this urgent rush to again
raise fees?
The board has made many representations to the Government. In
1971 it asked that the Hairdressers
Act should be amended in various
ways. The only matter which received any attention from the Government was the fees. Nothing was
done about the board's other
requests.
The number of people entering the
hairdressing trade or returning to it
is fairly constant. They come in from
various schools and academies. In
the past eighteen years, since the
creation of the board, there have
been 27,284 persons approved andregistered in the trade. The board's
list of registrations shows that there
was an increase in July of 73, in June
of 59, in April of 64 and in March of
75. That is an average increase of
about 65 each month or about 780
each year.
Figures relating to the number of
people entering the trade through
teaching academies reveal that in
July 218 were in training at the
A:ssociated Hairdressing Academy, 82
at the Venus College of Hairdressing, 26 at Centreway Hairdressing
College, and 42 at the Melbourne
College of Hairdressing, a total of
36'8, and there are also many apprentices who are undergoing training at
the Royal Melbourne Institute of
Technology. As I have said, the flow
of people into the trade is constant.
There are people in the trade who
transfer from one category to another, and an additional fee is
charged for that. It is another source
of revenue for the Hairdressers
Registration Board. This is called
"change of status" fee and it has
increased steadily.
The number
of people who changed their status
in the trade in one period of two
months was 64, and it was 18 in a
period of a fortnight. The average
would be from 16 to 18 each fortnight.
That is another source of revenue for
the board.
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There has been one item of nonrecurring expenditure. It appears that
a very valued member of the staff of
the registration board has reached
retiring age and no provision for
long service leave had been made. A
considerable sum of money was involved and it is unfortunate that,
through lack of provision over the
years, it has had to be paid in a lump
sum.
The
Hairdressers
Registration
Board previously had entered into a
satisfactory arrangement with the
Education Department. It conducted
its examinations in rooms which were
owned by the department. That arrangement has ceased and the board
has now obtained its own examination rooms. A question whether this
expenditure was necessary, having
regard to the state of the board's
solvency, now arises. The previous
arrangement should have been
continued.
In 1971, 11,000 renewal notices
were sent out, and 3,802 principals
and 5,125 employees paid their fees.
This seems to verify the ·figures I
have quoted and to indicate that the
Minister's figure of 2,500 principals
and 2,900 employees is not correct.
There is trouble in the hairdressing
trade. There are some unregistered
people and some back-yarders. The
Opposition believes the Government
should consider appointing more
inspectors to exercise control over
undesirable practices.
It should
not concentrate solely on fees.
At the moment the trade is dispirited.
The employers submitted a 22-page submission to
the board and to interested parties
suggesting improvements · in the
trade. Some of .the suggestions would
suit the Opposition and others would
not. However, they have received
only scant attention by the Government.
The industry should receive far
more attention from the Department
of Health and also from the Department of Labour and Industry. If .that
were done, the principals and
employees in the industry would
Session 1973.-55
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consider that they were getting some
value for their money. They do
not consider that they are getting it at present. They should
be encouraged to improve their
positions
within
the
trade.
This is d'iffkult under some provisions of the principal Act. Employees often grouch that it costs
a lot to improve their position and
they get nothing from the :board.
The Government should examine
the situation .of the Hakdressers Registration Board. If 'it ~s Jnsolvent,
honorable members should know
why, but if an increase in fees 'is
not necessary, the Government could
take the steps to avoid it. ;Members
of the Opposition are not pleased
with .the proposed legislation ; they
will not oppose the Bill to :the bitter
end, :but they make 1the point 'that •it
could be a better ·measure and ~t
would be better if the honorable
gentleman withdrew :it and ·re'introduced it later in a bette~r fotm.
Mr. BAXTER (Murray Valley).Members of the Country Party do
not oppose ·the Bil'l, a•lthough some
of the matters raised by the honorable member for Dandenong give rise
to much concern. The most encouraging feature of this measure is that
it retains for Parliament the right
to fix fees, which is a different
prov'is'ion from that which honorable
members saw last week in other
measures. The BiH ·fixes the maximum fees, not what are to become
the fees. The Minister suggested that
the fees for employees would be $3
and for employers approximately $10.
It could be a matter of concern that
the existing relativity is being
changed. The fees formerly paid by
the employers and the employees
was to the order of 5 to 1, and now
that is being changed to 3 to 1. I am
not sure whether that is desirable
because theoreHcally t'he employer
should be in a better pos'ition to pay.
The board needs 1to be reminded of
the need to keep fees as low as
possible. 'Higher ·costs such as cleaning, power and so on for the hairdressers have caused ·some ·Concern,
particularly in country areas.
1
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The town in which I reside has a that the Minister will know to
population of 1,500 peop'le, but it what I am referring. Many people
can no longer sustain a resident working at ladies' hairdressing
hairdresser because of insufficient are engaged in what could be called
business, and 'inoreases in ~costs. He industrial slums.
They have no
has been priced out of the market. rights, no starting and fin'ishing
Nowadays people do not have their times, and they cannot expect, in
'hair cut as frequently as they once many cases, to receive adequate
did.
wages because of the super-saturaNon of the trade br-ought about by
The honorable member for Dande- the
dual system of qualifications. In
nong pointed to discrepancies in the many cases, morning tea and afterfigures quoted by the ·Ministe·r in his
second-reading speech. He ·stated that noon tea breaks are not provided.
the .income of the board for the
The motion was agreed to.
calendar yea·r was $40,000. A total
The Bill was read a second time
of 2,500 members paid $8. 50 each
which was in excess of $20,000, and com·mitted.
and 2,900 employees paid $2 which
Olause 1 was agreed to.
would net a further $5,800, which
Clause 2 (Amendment of No.
gives a different total from that
6267
s. 10).
quoted by the honorable gentleman.
Perhaps, during the Committee
Mr.
SCANLAN
'(Minister
of
stage, he could comment on Health) .-I ·thank honorable memthat aspect. I shaH not ·canvass any bers for their contributions to the
of the subjects raised iby the honor- debate. Above all, it is the responsiable ·member for Dandenong ibut I ask bility of· Pa·rliament to ensure the
the Minister to ·comment on them.
proper and efficient ·conduct of the
Mr. SIMMONDS (Reservoir).-! affairs of 1this State. I suggest that,
raise the question of the method in relai'ion to the number of quesby which people qua'Hfy 1in ladies' tions raised by the honorable member
ha,irdres~ing. In Victoria there is a
for Reservoir, representations have
dual system of training ; one through been made by persons representing
private academies, and the second by sections of the ha'irdressing industry.
apprenticeship training. The qualifica- It is my bel'ief, hope and intention
tions set for people graduating from that amending legislation will be iinthe private academy are 'inferior to troduced in the autumn sessional
those set by the Apprenticeship Com- per.iod which may solve some of the
problems to which the honorable
mission.
A disturbing feature is that oppor- member referred.
tunities of becoming principals are
The honorable member for Murray
being made available to those people Valley asked about fees. The fees
who emer.ge from the private acad- and the f.unds available to t'he Hairemy, even though the'ir qualifications dressers Registration Board come
for employment are accepted to be from registration fees of principals
only that of the third year appren- and employees, additional fees that
tkeship level. This gives rise to the may be levied against principals and
situation that the fuHy-quaHfied employees, examination fees, certifiladies' hairdresser, tra•ined through cate fees, fines and costs, interest
apprentkeship, can be ac·cepted by fr01m a sinking fund and income from
p·rinc'ipals who are virtually unquaH- other sundry items. The fines and
fied by comparison. I have made sub- costs are a sizeable sum in the
·missions on this over rthe years and finances of the board.
assurances have been given that
I thank the honorable member for
something would be done. I understand that the .matter has been dis- Dandenong for alerting the House
cussed within the Liberal Party and to the fact that a close eye should.
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be kept on the board and its funds.Since 1967 the Hairdressers Registration Boar-d has held a reserve of
nearly $24,000. The boar-d is operating on an .overdraft which, at present, is approximately $20,000. The
finances of the board ·cover a calendar year. The difficulties relating to
the board's finances are that the
overdraft is buHt up over the last
few months of the calendar year and
at the beginning of the calendar year
the .boar-d ·receives an influx of funds.
At this stage, the overdraft is secured by the reserves held by the
boar-d and it 'is e~eoted t!hat, ~in
1974, with a further deficit of
$8,000, the board will have a debit
balance considerably in ex:cess of the
security of the fund.
I exam:ined this question with the
board before 'introducing this amending ·legislation. A number of proposals could have been made to cut
back on expenditure. Amongst
those proposals was a ·reduction in
the inspection staff. It was thought
to be totally undesirable to cut ba:ck
on the number of inspectors e~m
ployed :by the board because they are
responsible for discovering breaches
of the regulations and ensuring the
cleanliness of the various hairdressing
estabHShments in the metropoHtan
and country areas.
Tihe ·maintenance and deanliness
of hair-dressing establishments is of
considerable benefit not only to the
Depa·rtment of Health, but also to
munidpal'ities. It was thought undes·irable that there shou1d be any
retrenchment in the staff of the
board. If salar-ies have to be met,
it is incumbent on the Government
to ensure that sufficient funds are
available to the board.
T-he honorable ·member for Dandenong has rightly suggested that the
finances of the board should be kept
under review. I assure him that the
chairman of the board, 'Mr. John
·Moloney, is a former stipendiary
magistrate who is competent and has
a knowledge of his respons'ibilities,
not only as chair-man but financially.
Further, the registrar, Mr. Walpole,
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is in pubHc practi'ce as an aocountant, specializing in taxatJion work.
The other ·six members of .the board,
excluding the chairman, have a
knowledge of finance tin uhe hai·rdressing industry. It is important to
remember that the board has to
submit its estimates of finances to
the department annually and it is also
the practice for the Auditor-General
to examine the financial statements
that have been presented by the
board every two years. This was last
done in 1970 or 1971. The current
financial records are being examined
by the Auditor-General and I am
expecting a report on this matter.
I hope what I have said reassures
t:!he honor-able member for Dandenong who r'aised some matters of
con·cern to bim.
Mr. LIND {Dandenong).-I thank
the M:inister fior lhis explanat1:on. I
can a·cceplt much of U. I should like
the honorable gendemrun to lmow
that I, .too, lmow Mr. John Moloney
very well and count him as a close
friend. In faot, I telephoned him
la:st night tJo teH him t!hart: I would
be c~ittical of his boar-d •rruther than
aUow h!im to read :tJhat I had been. I
·know that both Mr. Moloney and
other members of the board want to
upgrade its functions relating to the
registrat~oo of 'hairdressoos. I thank
the MillliSiter ~or his assmance that
a measure will be presented durilllg
the autumn for !1Jhis pll!ll)ose. If tlris
debate has bJ.ioughJt c1os:er ~the imp:t'lovement so earnestly desired, it
has been well worth whHe.
T-he dause was aweed to.
The Bill w·as ·reported to the House
without am·endment, and passed
thr.ough its rema~ining stages.
METROPOLITAN FIRE BRIGADES
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
'f.he debate (adjourned from September 12) on the m01tio111 of Mr.
Rosstiter (Chief Secretary) fior ·the
second reading of ·this Bill was re·
sumed.
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Mr. WILKES (Northcote).-This
Bill, which was introduced some time
ago by 'the Chief Seeretacy, gives
effeat ·to an nndertak in:g, which the
P,remier m1ade in h:is poHcy speech
be£ore ~he elections, tha!t he would
examine the pvoportion of .tJhte tJoltJal
funds of the . M·etropoHtan Fire
Brigades Boa:rd · p~orvided by mnnicip,alitie,s. Secti10n 37 of tihe principal
Aot s~s oult a fiormula by which the
annual estimated expenditure of the
board will be met. This involves
municipaHties in heavy paymen1ts.
Some mUIIlicipalities have been paying in excess of $80,000 a year.
These contributions had to be plf1ovided f.or in 'the annual eslt'imates of
the municipalities and be·oame a
charge agamst tile ralt:epayers who
were already payilng hligh premiums
to insure aga'mst fire. The Gorvemment decided :tJo do what is done in
New South Wales, and ilt will contribute directly to 'tih~ finances of !the
Meltr.opoli.tan Fire Brigades Board.
vhils sub}ect has been debated in
thi·s Chamber on a number of occasions and attentnion :has been di:reclted
to the dJi,sadv.a.Il'tages suffered by
municipalities and by ~atepayers and
those suffered by .the board itself.
11h'e undon which rep1resents employees of rtihe boa1rd has, in the p~ast,
been ~in conflict with tJhe Gorvemment
bult relatioiillsh1 ps unde·r 'the present
Chief Secretary are on a much
higher pl,ane. Perhaps thi1s measure
will go a long way itowa~ds further
impro·ving t!hese. It wa~s in thi~s
area thtat the un~ilon and the board
i'tlself took umbrage art: the existing
1

piQis~ttion.

Municipalilt'ie's will welcome tllis
Bill. In :t!he yea1r 'in which ilt!s
provisions will operate ~it will mean
savings of up to $20,000 and $30,000
for som'e municipalitlie·s. That represents a 1 · 5 per cent rate on net
annual value. The money s1aved will
be usefully employed by municipalities in ·olfuer ~areas. Raltepaye'f!s, who
have often pointed out that they cootribute to fi·re-fighrting services
tllrough mswra:noe oom.panies, will
also benefit. When the funding of
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fi.1re pl!O'teotion services was meninsuvance companies always
that any addi1tional charge
on them would :vesulrt: in higher fire
i.nlsurance P'remiums being chrurged
and, no doubt, tlre Government had
to take that into oons1idera!tion. So,
in o~der to keep premiwn:s at thei:r
piresent l·evel, rthe Govemm,ent dedded to contribute directly to the
board.
t~on:ed,
C'~aimed

The1re is a n~·ed ~or an inq Uiiry
or a comm;is1sion lbo deltermine the
areas of fi:re pvoteatioin which Should
be· covered by each of the two responsible bodies 'in Vioto1ri1a, the
Couilltry Fire Authority and the
Metnopolitan F'ilre Brigades Boord. I
shall not go 'itnlt:o lthds lin dertaril but
I point out t!hat members of the
Opposition and I, persona.lly, ·respect
and admi,re .the work done by the
Country Fire AU!thorri:ty in ~he areas
forr Which ilt i s respon,sible. We ~Jso
'have confidence in .the Metropol'irt:an
Fire Brigades Board. Thi;s is fi're· prevent1on week ood honorable membe'f!s have seen dlispLay.s of the
strength of the MetropoHrt:an Fire
Brigades Board and !the Countcy Fire
A utlhorilty.
1

There are area!s of oonfliCit between
these .tWio bodies. The Oountry Fire
Authorirt:y is the responsible authortty
in part of rt:he City of Dandenong
but, in other parts of that city, the
Met~opoH,tan Fi,re Brigade1s Board ~s
the responsible author.ilty. It is ltragic
that coupHng·s on .the equipment used
by tl1re two bodies 1are nort inte'Tchangeable. 'f.h1is position should be
corrected as soon as pos,sible. 'f.his is
not an argument about Which body
should 1service any area but :there
are good resons f,or t:he equipment
of the ltwo autJhorilties being available Ito each ather and being in.terchangea:ble. When considering this
subject, the Gove!mm'enlt might have
taken .the progressive step of organizing ~an inqUicy. inttJo how Victoria
can be best served with fire P'Votect'ion rervices. 11he Minister should
set up an inquiicy which could clear
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up some of the grey areas. That
would be in 'the best !interests of both
bodies.
'f.he municipal lfepresen:tatives on
the Metr-opolitan Fire Brigades Board
have ofit;en ~advooa.Jted lth~e s:teps
which are being taken by this Bill
and have oonsulted Wi!tih the Government on 'this subject. 'I'hey have advised m~e that they are sa:toi,sfied witt:'h
the Govemmerr11t's action. In the long
term, d!t w.ill help to m,ake munidpalities more ooosciJOus of lthei:r own responsibilities and more aw.aJre of !those
of the Government. The Labor P.wty
has no objection to the Bill.
Mr. WHITING (M'ildura).-The
Deputy Leader of th'e Oppo,sition is
to be oompHmented on his. rap~d
app,raisal of lt!he Bill and the excellent speech he made, because cill'cum,Sitances prevented him from prepar.ing hlimself fior tJhe debate. In a
difficult situation, he made good use
of an excelloo:t memory. I agree tha~t
an all-party ~diamentary committee should be se1t up to sort out
some of the pi"oblems which have
devel,oped between the Country Fire
Alllthority and the Metropolilt:an Fire
Brigades Board where their operations tend to overlap. If !VhaJt were
dooe, mo& of the probl'ems complained ~abouit would be rapidly overcome.

All honolfable members will have
received a letter from the Secretary of the United Firefighters
Union, Mr. Webber, arnd also le'tJters
tiftom munioipal'ities Wll'iltte:n at the
insrtigati,on of the City of Knox.
One would have expected rather
heated debalte on rthi,s Bill but, because of the at:Jtitude of the DepUJty
Leader of the Opposition and the
m:an!Il'er in which he put the case :fior
an inquiry 'to be held, on behalf of
the Country Party I strongly support
hi1s pa-oposal and ask the Minister to
consider the submiss~on tthat has
been mrade.
M~embeJ:~s of the CounttJry P~alflty are
j·ea:lous of the operalt!ionof the voluntary fi·re-fighting system th~oughout
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t!he Srtate and do not favour rthe extension of the M,e,tropoliitan. Fire
Brigade1s Boar-d ~area ttoo fa1r into
wha!t are considered to be oounrt:Jry
diJStricts. The Bill p·rovides f.or t!he
eXJtensi,on of the r-egion covered by
the Met.TlopoHtan Fire Brigades
Board ~into outer me.tropol'iJtan areas
which have been traditionally serviced by Ooun1try Fire Au~horirty
ruftal brig,ades. 'J1hi1s pftoposal has
caused the a·rgument which has develop,ed wi1thin some m unici palitti·e,s
and with the United Firefighters
Union.
There is ample evidence of tthe
need for an inquiry to be conducted ;
in fact in his letter Mr. Webber states
that lt!he Stalte Cou:n:cil of the Liber.a'l
P,arty was to institute an inquiry
in'to f,our aspects of t'he fi're-fighrting
s·ervices of Victoria. Alltlhough ~ty
commi1tteeis can perfiorm a valuable
servlice to the State, 'they are also
known to have made mislbakes which
have lefit som1e 1arears of inqui'ry uncovered. rt would be worth Wlhile if
the Minister oonsid&ed this proposal.
Members of tJhe Country PaJrty
fully support 'Vhe p~rovision:s of the
Bill, under which municipa,lities will
be relieved of ~some of theilf contributions towards the administration
costs of the Metliopolitan Fire Brigade·s Boavd. 'Vhe amounts to be
oontributted by municipaHti~e~s and insurance companlies and tlhe sum to
be paid f~om ~he Consolidated Fund
are S'eit out 'in the Bill. The Oppo1sition has alwaYJS 'argued that the insur.ance companies should contribute
more towa:rds the ·oosts of ~he Metropoliitan Fire Brigades Board. However, the BiH provides that the muniare
to
contribute
cipaHties
$444,562.50, lt:he Consolidated Fund a
similar amount, and the insurance
companies $2,667,375, so the in1SUTance companies will oontribulte tlhe
major portion of the finances of the
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board.
Members of the Country Party
support the Bill and trust that the
Minister will take heed of the points
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raised by both the Deputy Leader of
the Opposition and myself.
The motion was agre:ed to.
Tile Bill was ~'lead a second time
and oomm'utted.
Cl~auses 1 to 3 were agreed to.
CLause 4 (Oontributi10ns towards
annual expenditure) .
Mr. WILLIAMS (Box Hill).-The
eledtora'te of Box Hill contains a
large amount of vacant land
the owners of which are still
penalized by a contribution to
the Metropolitan Fire Brigades
Board from the municipality based
on ·l'laltJe Tevenue. I a·m pleased that
the Governm'ent has accepted the
recommendations of the Voum:ard
reporrt: bult I s~till m~ke a ple1a f01r a
slightly better system under wh'ich
the owners of vaoantt land make an
equitable contribution towards the
fire protection services, particularly
in the outer suburbs.
The clause was verbally amended,
and, as amended, was adopted, as
was the remaining clause.
· ~he Bill was reporrted to the
House wilth amendments, and passed
thflough ·ilts ·remaJin!ing stages.
. The sitting was suspended at 6.24
p.m. until 8 p.m.
GAS AND FUEL CORPORATION
(AMALGAMATIONS) BI,LL.
The debate (adjourned from September 11) on the motion of Mr.
Balfour (Minister for Fuel and
Power) for the second reading of
this Bill was resumed.
Mr. AMOS {Morwell).-This Bill is
designed to wind up the affairs of
Colonial Gas Holdings Ltd. and to
allow for the dissolution of certain of its Victorian subsidiaries. The
subsidiary groups to be wound up
were mentioned in the Minister's
explanatory second-reading speech.
They are Ammonia Products Pty.
Ltd., Jam·es Forbes (Tar Distillers)
Pty. Ltd., Colgas Pty. Ltd. and
Bitural Pty. Ltd. As the Minister
rightly stated, with the exception of
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Colgas Pty. Ltd., all of these companies are practically non-operative.
I understand that Colgas P.ty. Ltd.
is to be retained as an operative
division of the Gas and Fuel Corporation. Provision is made in the
Bill to allow complicated legal
machinery to be put into effect at a
later date and for the Governor in
Council to effect final dissolution.
The matters that this Bill touches
on have been canvassed in previous
debates by a number of honorable
members. One does not need to go
back far to recall the remarks which
were made by the honorable member for Footscray on some provisions of the Bill when the Gas
and Fuel Corporation (Colonial Gas
Holdings Ltd.) Bill was before the
House during the autumn session.
The honorable member for Footscray
mentioned that the Opposition was
concerned about the provision for
additional private shareholding within the Gas and Fuel Corporation.
An offer was made by the Gas and
Fuel Corporation to take over the
shares held by the Colonial Gas Association Ltd. This offer provided
for the payment of $3.10 for each
ordinary share, payable as $1.10 in
cash with either a $2 debenture or
an entirely new share, which was a 6
per cent $2 cumulative " B " preference share. For every two $1 preference shares in Colonial Gas Holdings
Ltd., the corporation offered one 6 per
cent $2 " B " preference share. Since
the offer was made, more than 50
per cent of the shareholders in
Colonial Gas Holdings Ltd. have accepted the new share issue of 6 per
cent "B" preference shares. The
effect of the Colonial Gas Holdings
Ltd. shareholders adopting that
method of sale is that there has been
a considerable increase in the private
shareholdings in the Gas and Fuel
Corporation.
On page 12 of. its annual report
for 1973, the corporation lists its
issued capital. The 4 per cent cumulative preference shares of $2 each
amount to a total capital of
$7,881,952. The total ·value of the
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6 per cent cumulative "B" preference shares of $2 each-the new
shares-is $5,746,174. Issued capital
in ordinary $2 shares now offered
is $8 million. This means, in effect,
that before the takeover of Colonial
Gas Holdings Ltd. by the corporation, its private shareholdings accounted for no more than $400,000
of the issued capital. Ninety per
cent of the private shareholdings of
the ·4 per cent cumulative preference shares of $2 each had reverted
to the corporation or to the Government.
Honorable members would be
aware of the provisions of the
original takeover by the Gas and
Fuel Corporation of the Metropolitan and Brighton Gas Company. The
shareholders of the original company
could dispose of their shares by
returning them to ·the corporation,
but the shares could not be freely
negotiated on the stock exchange.
The " B " preference shares which
were issued in the takeover of
Colonial Gas Holdings Pty. Ltd. are
freely negotiable on the stock
exchange. There is no provision for
these shares ever to revert to the Gas
and Fuel Corporation.
Twelve months ago the total
amount of private shareholding in
the corporation was $400,000. Today
the total amount is $6 million. One
recalls the problems which the Liberal Party spoke about and which occurred in Victoria when the Gas and
Fuel Corporation was first formed.
Members of the Liberal Party, which
was then the Opposition, said that
it was wrong and that the Labor
Party was trying to create a Socialist hierarchv. They said that the
corporation, as then envisaged,
would not be able to carry out its
tasks. How wrong those members
of the Liberal Party were. The Gas
and Fuel Corporation has given Victoria a degree of prosperity in the
supply of gas which it otherwise
would not have had. It has been a
success of immense value. The corporation is regarded by other States,
other Governments and government
w
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instrumentalities
throughout
the
world as a success, and advice and
guidance are sought from its officers.
The Minister stated that in the
past, even though inflation has added
almost· annually an extra cost burden of $1 million to the corporation,
and notwithstanding the effect of the
Government's turnover tax on the
corporation, it has been able tO' keep
gas tariffs down. That is an example
of the effectiveness of the Gas and
Fuel Corporation, in spite of the
Government's efforts, at present and
in the past, when private shareholding was limited.
One cannot argue that there is any.
good reason for allowing this huge
private shareholding in the corporation to exist. The report entitled
" The Orderly Development of Pet:..
roleum in Victoria, Australia " was
produced by the Government's adviser, Dr. Charles R. Hetherington,
in 1968. From that report it can be
seen why the Government is attempting to allow private enterprise
in Victoria to share the profits of
natural gas. The report statesWith the advent of natural gas the means
will be created to generate substantial profits and it is universally considered that gas
distribution companies enjoying a monopoly
status should reasonably be regulated with
respect to rates and services.

The report continuesIn subsequent section 9 of this report
dealing with " Consideration of the Need for
Continued State Ownership of Gas reticula-·
tion ", the possible merits are indicated of
returning the Gas and Fuel Cerporation to.
private ownership.

This is the first step by the Gov ..
ernment in attempting to return tfie
Gas and Fuel Corporation to private
ownership.
Mr. McCLURE.-Rubbish!
Mr. AMOS.-1 take up the interjection of the honorable member.
One has only to look at the report
and the way private shareholdings
in the Gas and Fuel Corporation
have increased to realize the Government's motives.
Colgas Pty. Ltd., a subsidiary of
Colonial Gas Holdings Ltd., will
remain in operation as a division
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of the corporation. Colgas Pty.
Ltd. has been engaged in research
into
activated
carbon.
I congratulate the Gas and Fuel
Corporation upon its decision to continue this research. I understand
that it has sent the Colgas Pty. Ltd.
ad vices manager to Japan to seek
possible markets in that country.
Colgas Pty. Ltd. has been showing
a loss on operations for the past
three or four years. For 1971 it
showed a loss of $144,481, and for
1972 a loss of $181,001. In 1973 it
star.ted to pick up, but it still repor.ted a loss of $92,432. The total
loss to date is $417,914. It is
estimated that in 1974 there will be
a profit of $5,600.
It is understandable that research
costs money, and the operation of
the company at the beginning of this
interesting venture into activated
carbon was not designed to create
a situation in which a profit would
be readily generated. There was an
uncertainty of markets and a pressing
need for further research into the
project then being developed. I congratulate the Gas and Fuel Corporation for continuing this research.
'f'he corporation is not m·erely a
gas distributing organization. It was
originally set up to provide benefits
to the State by conducting research
into fuel uses as well as the production of gas. Honorable members remember the efforts of the Gas and
Fuel Corporation in establishing this
industry. A feasibility study that it
carried out showed conclusively that
char could be produced from brown
coal briquettes. It is regrettable that
the Government did not allow the
Gas and Fuel Corporation to follow
up that research. Instead, it placed
controls on its discovery and finally
allowed the discovery its·elf to be
taken over by private enterprise.
The only investment that the
Government has as a result of
the thousands of dollars expended by the Gas and Fuel Corporation on that research and the
many hours given to the production of char from brown coal
Mr. Amos.
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briquettes is a 5 per cent holding
by the State Electricity Commission
in Australian Char Pty. Ltd., a company which eventually developed a
char process industry in the Latrobe
Valley. That 5 per cent holding
would barely cover the cost of transporting the briquettes from the State
Electricity Commission's briquette
plant to the manufacturing plant of
Australian Char P.ty. Ltd. I hope the
Gas and Fuel Corporation can keep
Colgas Pty. Ltd. as an adjunct to
its operations. Again, valuable research can be undertaken, and the
Government should allow the Gas
and Fuel Corporation sufficient funds
for this purpose.
The Minister for Fuel and Power,
following a question on notice, announced recently the amount of
money that Victoria expends annually on research into alternative uses
for brown coal. The Minister explained that the Government provided $10,000 a year for this purpose, the State Electricity Commission provided a further $10,000 a
year, and a private company provided $200 a year, a total sum of
$20,200. That amount is a drop in
the O'cean and is not nearly enough
to undertake the necessary research to keep abreast of developments which have taken place in
South Africa, West Germany, East
Germany and the United States of
America. I invite honorable members
to contrast the amount spent by the
State Electricity Commission and
the Government who each providing
$10,000 for this research with the
amount of money that the Government receives in royalty payments
from the State Electricity Commission. Almost $500,000 a year is paid
into the Consolidated Fund by the
State Electricity Commission from
royalties received on brown coal, but
only $10,000 is paid by the Government to foster research into alternative uses for coal.
Colonial Gas Holdings Ltd. had a
wide franchise, not just within the
metropolitan area but in other parts
of the State as well. As the Gas
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and Fuel Corporation has taken over
its operations, 85 per ·cent of the
liquefied petroleum gas sold in Victoria is now marketed by the corporation. The Opposition is of the
view that the corporation, as an in·
strument of Government policy,
should introduce uniform tariffs on
the sale of liquefied petroleum gas
in country districts. If the Government is sincere about decentralization, and really wants to help those
regional centres of the State to
which gas is not piped, it should
apply uniform tariffs.
Recently I exchanged correspondence with a Mr. McKenzie, of
Walwa, who inquired why in Walwa
he had to pay $10.80 for each 100 lb.
cylinder of liquefied petroleum gas
and yet 80 miles away in Rutherglen
the cost was only $6. I made inquiries
of the Gas and Fuel Corporation and
was informed that in that part of
the State there has been a price war
raging in which the private oil companies have tried to take over a
larger slice of .the market. After
several months, the price has now
stabilized at between $9.80 and
$10.80 a 100 lb. cylinder of liquefied
petroleum gas.
As the Gas and Fuel Corporation
controls 85 per cent of this market,
it should not be difficult to introduce uniform tariffs to reduce the
price of liquefied petroleum gas in
those areas and also assist the Govdecentralization
proernm·ent's
gramme. I ask the Minister for Fuel
and power to consider the suggestion
that the price of liquefied petroleum
gas in country areas be reduced so
that those areas in which the Government wishes to build up the population can become more self-supporting than they are at present.
Mr. B. J. EVANS.-Would Walwa
be one of those centres?
Mr. AMOS.-1 am not suggesting
that it would be, but if a uniform
tariff applied throughout the State
the residents at Walwa who use
liquefied petroleum gas would pay the
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same price as the residents of Bairnsda·le, Orbost, Omeo or any other country centre.
When honorable members refer to
liquefied petroleum gas, another area
of its usage comes to mind. Over the
past twelve months honorable members have heard of the need to improve the quality of life for all Victorians. Comments have been made
by the Premier and Treasurer, and
even His Excellency the Governor
spoke of the need to combat pollution on all its fronts. Honorable
members are aware of the dangers of
pollution in the high density cities
of Tokyo, New York, Los Angeles
and London. Honorable members
have also heard statements on Melbourne's increasing motor traffic,
which is rapidly bringing about a
situation here comparable with that
in some overseas countries where the
pollution problem is acute.
If the Government were sincere
in its efforts to combat pollution, it
would ensure that motor vehicles,
including buses which operate in
Melbourne, and the Government cars,
use liquefied petroleum gas. Recently
Broken Hill Proprietary Co. Ltd., in
association with the Shell Oil Co.,
announced plans· to sell liquefied
petroleum gas throughout the State.
I know of no reason why the Gas and
Fuel Corporation and the Government should not take action to combat pollution by reducing the volume
of exhaust gases in Melbourne by
progressively converting their own
vehicles to enable them to use liquefied petroleum gas. I am not suggesting that the conversion can take place
overnight. Millions of dollars can be
spent on the installation of new
engines in buses, trucks and cars,
but whenever an engine or a vehicle
needed replacing that engine or
vehicle could be replaced by one
designed to operate on liquefied
petroleum gas. I ask the Minister for
Fuel and Power to consider this
matter in the immediate future.
The Gas and Fuel Corporation has
been able to maintain low tariffs even
though costs have been rising. This
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indicates that it is a successful corporation and illustrates the benefit
of having good management. I trust
the proposed increase in the private
capital of the corporation will not
alter the benefits that Victoria has
received in recent years. I hope the
increase in private capital in the corporation will not lead to· a greater
demand for profits. Honorable members should remember that as a part
of Government policy, the Gas and
Fuel Corporation, ought to be
geared to provide a service for Victorians and to enable the State to
develop, not to provide higher profits for the private shareholders.
Mr. B. J. EVANS {Gippsland
East) .-In supporting the measure,
I do not propose to deal with the
activities of the Gas and Fuel Corporation as exhaustively as did the
honorable member for Morwell. It
could well be said that the Country
Party has a paternal interest in the
corporation because it was created
by a Country Party Government in
1950. Despite ·the accusations in
recent times by members of the
Government party that members of
the Country Party are prophets of
doom, it is interesting to refer to the
comments made by members of the
Liberal Party who were then in
Opposition in this Parliament. The
wheels of political fortune turn and
one never knows when the Liberal
Party might again be in Opposition.
At that time I think it was known
as the Liberal Party or another of
its .many aliases. The then honorable
member for Dandenong, who was a
member of the Opposition, commented-.
By submitting this measure, the Country
Party Government is giving away the whole
of the birthright of the people of Victoria.

The then honorable member for
Camberwell, who was also a member of the Liberal Party, commented
that he did not know how members
of the Country Party could sleep at
night. These opinions were expressed by members of the party which
now claims credit for the development of the corporation.
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At that time, the Country Party
devised what might be termed a
marriage of private enterprise and
public authority and the marriage
has been extremely successful. It
was purely a Country Party exercise
because, although the Country Party
was in Government with Labor
Party support, the proposals did
not accord with Labor Party
poHcy.
The party which now
goes under the title of the Democratic Labor Party was then part of
the Labor Party but it was later
divorced from that party and has
taken up with the Liberal Party.
The purpose of this measure is to
tidy up the administrative details
following the takeover by the Gas
and Fuel Corporation of Colonial Gas
Holdings Ltd.
The corporation
acquired a number of subsidiaries
which had engaged in certain
activities and the purpose of the Bill
is merely to effect the takeover of
those subsidiaries.
I support the view expressed by
the honorable member for Morwell
that country people are looking to
the Gas and Fuel Corporation to
extend its activities more widely.
The Country Party has advocated this
extension ever since the discovery of
natural gas and the Government
adopted a policy which the Country
Party urged upon it at that time of
making the· corporation the distributing authority for natural gas
throughout the State. Members of
the Country Party hope this
policy will be put into effect and
that as the distributing authority
throughout the State, the corporation will charge uniform tariffs for
the reticulation of gas.
I was given an assurance ·by the
Government that investigations were
being undertaken into the feasibility
of reticulating natural gas through
country towns. I am often perplexed
whether it is really worth while in
many small towns to dig up made
streets and footpaths to lay natural
gas mains. I am not sure whether
it is always a feasible proposition
and there must be some means. ,of
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determining this. It may be satis- those who use gas, would benefit
factory when new subdivisions are substantially. This has been proved
being laid out on the outskirts of to be so in the intervening period. ·
the metropolitan area and in the
This Bill will give the Gas and
process provision is made for the
various services. I should like to Fuel Corporation the right to wind
know whether the corporation has up Colonial Gas Holdings Ltd. and
its Victorian subsidiaries, and at the
carried out these studies.
same time establish the Gas and
So far as I know, the only country Fuel Corporation as the holding
towns which have natural gas reticu- company and successor in law to the
lation are those in which an existing company and its subsidiaries. The
gas undertaking was operating prior Bill also makes provision for the
to the takeover by the corporation. discharge of the trustees of the
One centre that comes to my mind is debenture holders from the liabilities
Moe, which is in the electorate of under the trust deeds of the Colonial
the Minister for Fuel and Power. Gas Holdings Ltd. I understanQ.
The natural gas pipeline passes close that all the bodies concerned with
to the city and yet natural gas is the procedure and the solicitors for
not reticulated into the area. I am the trustees are pleased with the
not sure whether this is because the measure and agree with it.
State Electricity Commission has a
The situation is slightly complivested interest in the town and does
cated.
As has been pointed
not want competition.
out by the honorable member
Country people are interested in for Morwell and the Minister in
getting reticulated gas and in whether his second-reading speech, the
the exercise I have mentioned has parent company, Colonial Gas Holdbeen undertaken by the corporation. ings Ltd., is actually registered in
The Country Party supports the Bill Victoria whilst the Colonial Gas
and believes it will facilitate the Association Ltd., which has the right
operations of the Gas and Fuel to reticulate gas in the metropolitan
Corporation.
area and five country centres, was
Mr. STEPHEN (Ballaarat South).- registered in England as a subsidiary
Following the remarks by previous of Colonial Gas Holdings Ltd.
speakers, it is pertinent to indicate Another subsidiary company, Therthe purpose of the Bill. It is a Bill mal Traders (Victoria) Pty. Ltd.
to make provision with respect to is registered in the Australian
Both these
the dissolution of Colonial Gas Hold- Capital Territory.
ings Ltd. and certain subsidiaries of companies are registered as foreign
that company incorporated in Vic- companies under the Companies Act
toria, to transfer certain property 1961 and it is not proposed to terand liabilities in Victoria to the Gas minate them although legislation
and Fuel Corporation of Victoria, to might be introduced to do this at
amend the Gas and Fuel Corporation some later time. Interstate subsidiaries of Colonial Gas Holdings
Act 1972 and for other purposes.
Ltd. will be sold and therefore no
During the autumn sessional provision for their winding up has
period, honorable members will re- been made in the Bill.
call that Parliament passed legislaI had the pleasure of attending a
tion approving the purchase by the
Gas and Fuel Corporation of Colonial function at Bacchus Marsh on MonGas Holdings Ltd. and its sub- day night to celebrate the turning
sidiaries. At that time undoubtedly on of natural gas in the township.
all honorable members and the It was the final switching on, so to
public in general declared that it was speak, of an $8·5 million project to
an excellent idea and that the com- ta~e natural gas to Ballarat, Bendigo,
munity in general, . ~nd p~~~cularly. Castiemaine and Bacchus Marsh.
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The benefits which will accrue to
the central highlands region were
made crystal clear at the function.
It was also interesting to note that
the price of gas in those areas will
be reduced by up to 21 per cent.
Mr. WILTON .-Did you apologize
for the delay?
Mr. STEPHEN.-According to the
time-table the time for switching on
natural gas at Bacchus Marsh was
the end of October, but, of course,
the function took place before that
time. I am sure that the measure
will greatly assist this well-managed
semi-Government business, and also
assist the interests of shareholders,
consumers and the Victorian public.
I also join with the honorable member for Gippsland East in expressing
the hope that the extension of
natural gas will be continued farther
into many country areas in the nottoo-distant future.
Mr. WILKES '(Northcote).-It is
not often that I find myself having
some rapport with the honorable
member for Ballaarat South, but on
this occasion I cannot disagree with
everything he said. On reading the
Minister's second-reading notes, one
gets the clear impression that the
Government was responsible for the
success of the Gas and Fuel
Corporation.
Mr. BALFOUR.-And so it is.
WILKES.-The
Minister
Mr.
knows very well that if it had not
been for the calibre of the chairman
and members, the corporation would
not have been able to achieve such
success despite the handicap of the
Government. In the past, the corporation has had men like Dr
Andrews, about whom I will say
a few words later, to manage its
affairs and more recently Mr. Neil
Smith, for whom I have the highest
regard. He has possibly one of the
best business brains in Melbourne
but that has nothing to do with the
Government.
Mr. BALFOUR.-Who appointed Mr.
Smith?
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Mr. WILKES.-Apparently, the
Government claims some satisfaction because it appointed Mr.
Smith as chairman. The day on
which Mr. Smith was appointed
was a lucky day for the Government and perhaps the consumers
of both natural gas and coal
gas in Victoria. There is no doubt
about the ability of Mr. Smith. I
am pleased that the .takeover proceeded much more smoothly than
the takeover of the Geelong
Gas Company which I vividly remember. The takeover of the Geelong
Gas Company left a nasty taste
in
the
mouths
of honorable
members.
The benefits of the
takeover of Colonial Gas Holdings Ltd. were fully canvassed by
the honorable member for Footscray
in March of this year when he made
an excellent contribution to the debate on the enabling legislation. At
that time he stated that the profit
for the last financial year of Colonial
Gas Holdings Ltd. was in ·excess of
$1 million, but I am uncertain of the
exact figure. The fact that many
subsidiaries are included in the takeover of Colonial Gas Holdings Ltd.
means that the Gas and Fuel Corporation is virtually in control of the
distribution of natural gas in Victoria. Although the Minister has not
said so, the lack of competition at
present and the enlargement of the
activities of the Gas and Fuel
Corporation suggest a possible reduction in domestic tariffs in the
not-too-distant future. I believe Mr.
Smith will also be thinking along
these lines.
If honorable members will cast
their minds back to when Dr.
Hetherington explained the virtues
of natural gas to this Parliament,
they will remember that he was the
first to suggest that the more natural
gas that is used the greater the possibility of reducing the cost to the domestic consumer. It is well known that
concessions are made to industrial
consumers of gas, and p·erhaps it is
right to give these concessions to
encourage industry to change over
to boilers fed by natural gas. This
must result in more gas being used,
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so that eventually the price to the
ordinary domestic consumer can be
reduced.
I refer now to the subsidiary
known as Colgas Pty. Ltd. According to the Minister's second-reading
speech, the Government intends to
utilize the expertise of this company
in the near future. I believe a principal of the company is in Japan
studying the ramifications of the res·earch carried out by the company
before the takeover occurred. I remind the Minister that in the 1950s
Dr. Andrews was conducting research on a larger scale into the production of metallurgical coke, char
and petrol from brown ·coal. In the
late 1950s and early 1960s when Dr.
Andrews was seeking more assistance from the Government, he was
receiving ·contributions in the vicinity
of 5,000 pounds a year to enable the
corporation to carry out research.
This research into the production of
metallurgical coke, char and petrol
from brown coal was recognized, particularly in Germany, as being the
most up to date in the world. If
Dr. Andrews and his successO'rs had
been encouraged in their research
some of the present petrol needs of
the State may have been produced
from brown coal. Unfortunately, he
was given no encouragement by the
Government and his research lapsed.
In the early 1960s most of the equipment was .sold and the Government
directed the corporation to abandon
its research into those important
fields. Had this research continued,
it would have been of great value
to decentralization, and particularly
to the Latrobe Valley, where large
quantities of metallurgical coke,
char and petrol could have been produced. The Government has now reversed its decision and considers
there is merit in research into these
fields. I understand that Colgas Pty.
Ltd. will probably move into the valley, equipped to start off where Dr.
Andrews finished in the early 1960s.
That is a delay of more than ten years,
which is a great pity. I remind the
House that this development could
have occurred earlier and Victoria
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may have been one of the leading
States in Australia and one of the
leaders in the world in this field if
the Government had had the foresight
to allow Dr. Andrews to continue
with his research.
In spite of this Government, the
Gas and Fuel Corporation has quietly
developed to become a prominent
supplier of gas. I compliment Mr.
Smith, and not the Government, on
the smooth operation of the takeover of Colonial Gas Holdings Ltd.
There was no suggestion of impropriety on the Stock Exchange or
elsewhere. This is solely to the
credit of Mr. Smith, who is regarded
highly by members of the Opposition.
As the honorable member for
Morwell pointed out, the Opposition
has no objection to the proposed
legislation. It is hoped that eventually the research which has lapsed
over the past twenty years will be
proceeded with, and that lj!S a result of
the efficiency of the corporation
tariffs to domestic users throughout
Victoria will be reduced.
Mr. McLAREN (Bennettswood).In March of this year this Parliam·ent debated legislation to authorize the takeover of Colonial Gas
Holdings Ltd. The Gas and Fuel
Corporation took over the -company
on 1st April of this year. At that
time it must have been obvious that
difficulties were involved in the complete integration of this organization into the corporation. The integration and takeover by the corporation of the various gas operations
in Victoria is now completed. The
Gas Supply Co. and the Geelong
Gas Co. were previously taken
over by the corporation. The Bill
carries to fruition two major projects; firstly, the integration of
the activities of the Colonial
Gas Association Ltd., which was
registered in Britain, with those
of .the corporation. Certain difficulties were encountered in effP.cting
complete integration because the
company was registered outside Australia.
Secondly, Colonial Gas
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Holdings Ltd. had issued debentures
and the Government of Victoria is
required to guarantee the repayment of the principal and all interest
on the debentures which were included in the takeover by the corporation.
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Victoria has large reserves for gas
production and in this regard I refer
to the annual report for 1973 of the
Broken Hill Proprietary Co. Ltd.,
which on page 16 states- ·
Total production of liquefied petroleum
gas by BHP and Esso amounted to 894,000
tonnes. Natural gas deliveries totalled
40,553,000,000 cubic feet.

I join with other honorable members in congratulating the corpora- On the same page the report
tion on the further progress it has also statesmade. The directors and staff are
Natural gas sales in May were at a rate
to be congratulated on the way in greater than four times total gas sales in
which they have given a service to Victoria in May 1968.
the people of Victoria in planning the That there has been such an increase
tremendous changeover that was in sales of gas in five years is a
necessary during the introduction of sure indication of the tremendous
natural gas in the 1960s. Victoria is growth of the gas industry in Vicfortunate in having an organization toria.
such as the corporation to under-take
The report further states that this
responsibilities of this sort.
is still short of a profitable level.
In his second-reading speech the That may be a matter of concern
Minister stated that the net profit to the Broken Hill Proprietary Co.
of the Colonial Gas Association Ltd. Ltd. but it indicates that however
for the year ended 30th June. 1973, much the original price arranged by
was $1,063,114, of which $635,884 the Government was criticized, during
was capital profit accrued prior to the remainder of the twenty years of
the takeover on I st April. An the agreement in which this price
amount of $427,230 of post-acquisi- structure will continue, gas will be
tion profit was transferred to the provided to the people of Victoria at
corporation. Even better results may a reasonable price. The Bill probe expected from the corporation in vides for the final integration by the
the future.
However, emphasis Gas and Fuel Corporation of all
should not be on profits but on ser- other gas operations in this State.
vice to the people of Victoria who I am sure all honorable members
are using natural gas, and it is hoped wish the corporation well in its conthat the economies that the corpora- tinued service to the people of Viction has been able to effect will be toria.
Mr.
FORDHAM
(Footscray).passed on to the people of Victoria.
By any criteria the Gas and Fuel
In the area serviced by Colonial C01rporation is l(){lle of tthe great inGas Holdings Ltd. there was an im- dustrial success stoflies in tlhls State.
mediate tariff reduction of 9 per I~ts sales volum·e has been enormous,
cent. That represents approximately and ilts returns to i1ts shia:rehOildeTs
$450,000 per annum which was re- and •its contribution .to the intterrests
turned to the people of the southern, of Victoria h:ave exceeded the aspirasouth-eastern and western districts tions of all of 'those who have been
of Melbourne and some country ooncemed with the sale and reticucentres. Honorable members repre- l1a'tion of gas.
senting areas which were serviced
However, it is ludiOJ:'Ious for :this
by Colonial Gas Holdings Ltd., while Government .to take ared~ for tthe
appreciating the fine service given develop-ment of the oorpora1tion, just
by Colonial Gas Holdings Ltd., will as irt: is equally iudicl'!ous for the
realize that the reduction in price is OO·untry Party to· cl:aim fuatt lt:he
an advantage to the people in these corporation was es:tablilshed as a ·result of its ·own ini,tiative. If one.
areas.
Mr. McLaren.
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studies debates whloh :took pl1ace
concerning the ·creaitiion of the Gas
and Fuel Cor.poration, it is obvious
that the Country Pal'1ty was a m1inoTity Govemmen1t art: ·that ti'me, and
thart: p~r1or to its com'i:ng inrtJo office
a Labor Government had dmf.ted
similar legislation which was defeated in another place. It was simply a deal betwe'en ~he CounJtry and
Labor parties, following an initiative
of the earlier Labor Government,
which led to the creation of the Gas
and Fuel Corporation.
It lis intereslting to note the ruttitude of the Libel'lal 'Pa:rty at the· ti:rne
of ttJhe establishment of tJhe OO!ll>Oiration----altillough one must poinJt out
that there were several Liberal
parties at the time. All members of
the Liber.al Party were united in believing lthart: ·the ·oorpol'1a:1Jion w,as Ito
be a Sooia~islt tiger 'and a thTeat :1Jo
t!he industry and oom·merce of Victoria. Outwardly, ··aJt 'l'e'as1t, I be~i'eve
those atdtudes have changed and
that, outside tlhe doo!I'ls of tt:his House,
LibeTal members do not wish to be
1boo fiortt:!hright in defending theill'
policy of free enterprise.
For rt!hos·e who :are 'intel'1ested i:n lthe
'history of tlh'e gas industry, we find
tJhat in 1923 a de.tailed report was
made on the P'Oitential of ifue indusltJry
by the Eggleston committee.
It
recommended 'tjhat the Government
should assume oontJI"ol of the il"eticu1altion and sale of gas in Vic!oolfila.
Since 1thaJt time, ~the Labor Party has
made . m1my effio:rts to have thi1s
recomm·endation implem·en'ted, but it
has always been opposed by ~he
L'iber.al ~and Gounlt:ry Par11Jies. It has
taken 50 yea,rs ~to bring this siltuatli'On tJo pass.
This has been done as a result of
pressUJre by ,the Labor Palflty and by
the publ:ic. The Government has always 1attemp1ted 1Jo hamp~er !the om~p
oralt'ion rather thm to ~eate an environment ·~or iibs developm·ent. · In
the fir.st place, ~ts areta of operation
was .resltJric.ted .1Jo certain parts of the
State as the. result of an agreement
between gas· companies aJt lehe time.
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Instead of allowing ~he oorpo~atioon
to enter otJher areas, the Govern~
ment confined 'tt and allowed ilts
pseudo comp:e:tit01rs 1tJ0 rtake ovell'. The
G:as and Fuel Cor.pora1Ji1on demonstrated that in areas such as
the western suburbs of Melbourne that it could reduce gas
pr!ices, burt: the Government said, " It
do·es not matt&. It i:s against our
principles.
W·e will allow the
Colonial gas company to continue
even though .they charge higher
prices ". 'f,he story of 1Jhe Geelong
Gas Co. will always be an emba.rrn:ssmenlt ,to itjhe Liber:al Par!ty
Government.
Gr.adually, because of the succe>ss
of the corporation and pressure exe,rted by the Labor Ptarty and by the
public against private companies
whidh oould .not compeltte wilth the
oorp'o'l'alt:ion, those companies have
slowly fa-Hen :into the arms of the
corporation. ']}his Bill W!ill laJI'gely
complete t!hat g;rrowth.
The
Governm·ent
ha;s
also
atJtemp!ted to hampell' the Gas and
Fuel Corpol'la:tion by i'ts reluatance to
as:s•ist it financially lin the field of
research. Despite t!he Govemm,ent's
r.efusal to assist tth'e OOifPOI"altion, it
i·s intereSJting to note thalt .the corporation insi:sts on contmuing its p·resenlt developm,elllJt of the p~oduot!ion
of char through the subsidiary
Colgas. We hope that venture wHl
prove to be of great benefit to Victorians and to the development of an
industry based on Latrobe Valley
fuel.
Perhaps the Gov,emment's most
open inte!rferooce with lthe ope~a
tiJOn of the Gas and Fuel Oorpol'lation was t!he impo,sition of a turnover tax. Instead of alloWlilng the
corporation to comp elte and gll'OW,
~the Government impos-ed a ·tax on its
tumoVie'r. When ;t!he tax wa:s introduced the Treaswrer was srt:r.adghtftorward in saying thaJt it was designed to assist the corporation's
competirt!Ofls in the oil industlry. That
has been acknowledged in many impa!I'tial q u:clirtell'1s. It :shows ·thaJt the
1
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be recognized by honorable membel.fls, namely, that the Gas and Fuel
Co~ora~tiorn does not pay .taxes or
dlid not do ~so unJtil quite recentlyabout five or s1ix years ago-when a
3 per cent charge was imposed on
the oorporaltion.
For years and y.ea:f!s the oorpora.tilon opel'laJted .(liS 1a public entity but
made no collltrihution to t!he funds
o:f the: Stalte f.rom which sodal welf.are and ot!her servic'es aTe financed.
In other words, ~hey were bludgers
on the public pu~s:e. The Colonial
Gas Association Ltd. was paying
tax, as was the Geelong Gas Co.,
but the corporation was not.
I welcome •the reduction in tariffs L't li~s obvious t!hat the three org:cl!rrizain the western ~sublllrbs which is long tioos were not opemtin.g on the same
overdue. ~he peop:le· de!Serve i!t, be·- w.ave lengt:!h. 1lhey bad to compete
oause gas should be reticulated at on diff·erent bases. The situation
the lowest possible r-ates.
woruld have been very diffe,rent if t!he
Gas and Fuel Oorporat:ion paid tax.
1
I join with 0I1:ihJe1r ·me·mbers of tlhe lit is not diffi·cult rtJo s·ee why the
OppoS1iltliJon in pr,aising tt!he chairman corpo~a;tiiOn flourisihed.
of t!he Gas and Fuel Corpomtion, Mr.
Mr. CURNOW.-ATe you upset
Neil Smit!h, ood other officers for
lt!heilr endeavoul'ls ·over the years ~to about !that?
provide fiT~st-cla~Sls se,rvice despdte !the
M1r. BIRRELL.-No, I am happy
shackles placed upon t!h'e oorporaJt:ion with tll:e Gas and Fuel Corpomtion.
by this Governmenlt. By its efforts in Honorable m~e·mbecr:"s should also
oonnect'1on with its amalgamation recogndze that {!or about 110 years
with Colonial Gas Holdings Ltd., the Geelong Gas Co. ran a
the corporation has demonstrated a most efficient gas supply s~e·rvi·ce in
high ·level of expertise. It renders ,t'he Geelong area. 'Jihe Gas and Fuel
invaluable service to this State.
Col'lpiOraltrion •is m!anaging tile retliculaltion of gas 't!here now and we do
Mr. BIRRELL (Geelong).-There not objedt to that ; at the same time
a:re some murky maltJtleTs. associated it must not be forgotten that the Geew.iJtih ithe genesis of t!he Gas and long Gas Co. was most effiFuel Corporation, and I think refer- cienJt. It is fai!r ·to pointt out that
ence should he made to 'them. ~he its top dividend was 8 per cent
corpor.artilon was created at a time unltJH its centenary year when itt
when pl'lice oontrol appllied. Un- added a bonus of 2 per cent. One
naturnl prices prev-ailed, and the could say that that was not a mamshares of :tJhe M~etl'lopo'liltan Ga:s Com- moth concern which reacted against
pany a's it ;fu~ wa:s weTe forced the public interest.
down. ~he prioe of gas was n:ot ecoMr. CURNOW.-Do you have shares
nomic. When the shares reached
in
the Geelong Gas Co.?
their lowest value fior !half a century,
~he Gavemment took over the comMr. BIRRELL.-! did at one stage,
pany.
bUJt not re•cently. A significant factor is thalt in recent years natural
When created, tt!he Gas and Fuel gas has been di~soovered and a grid
CorpoTation
worked
aga!in:st-or syJStem has become necessary. As is
a:I10n-gside-privaJte companies. There tlle case in many capi1tal>i,s.t countries,
is one outstanding fact which should it irS often deemed desirable m some
Govemnrent has always been, still
is, and wrill continue 't:o be tlhe ;tool
of prtivate ellltell>Tlise. During tlle la~st
finandal year lt!he· sum of $1·5 m11lion was wit!h~awn from thte oo~
OI'laltion by th'is Liberal Party Government ·i!Il an attempt to 1slow down the
corporation's development. The OppositiiO!n Tegaros :this tax on the
corporation-and a similar tax on the
State El·ec'tricity Oommission-as an
irndioat!]on of tfue GOivem.ment's art:titude tto 1i:ts oiWlil Go:ve·mmem enteTprise. W·e depl1ore 'i.t, ood hope fuat
public p~res.sure will foTce the removal of ·thi1s tax.

1
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aiircumstances !that power should be
under publi·c owner.s:hdp. That seems
to be ,fhe natural thing. The post
office and many ot:he·r organ'izaltions
are publicly owned.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Will the honorable member ror Gee long indicate in what way
hi·s rem·ark1s are reLated 'I:JO this Bill?
Mr. BIRRELL.-The Bill seeks to
amalgamate Colonia'! Gas Holdings Ltd. with the Gas and Fuel
Corporation. I am emphasizing why
this has come about in recent years.
The key that unlocked the door was
the discovery of natural gas and the
desire to channel it throughout Victoria. Advantages accrue in bringing
the supply of natural gas under one
control. Obviously, the tariffs will
be lower and the householders will
be happy with that result. I commend
the Minister for introducing this Bill.
The debate has been wide ranging.
The Bill is a step in the right direction,
and I say to the Minister, "Good on
you; I wish you well ".
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time
and committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Interpretations) .
Mr. AMOS (Morwell).-The inter·
pretation of "undertaking" in this
clause is1

The business and all the property and all
the liabilities subsisting immediately before
the proclaimed day.

Representations have been made to
me by the officers of the Gas
Industry Employees Union, who have
expressed some concern about the
employment of persons in the gas
industry, particularly those in the employ of the contractors working for
Colonial Gas Holdings Ltd. and
its subsidiaries, which are now to
become part of the Gas and Fuel
Corporation. It is considered that,
in future, a conflict may arise because
of the different awards that are
operating within the industry.
It is not uncommon for employees
of the Gas and Fuel Corporation
earning one level of salary to work
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alongside employees of the contractors engaged by the Gas and Fuel
Corporation who are earning as
much as $20 or $30 a week more
for doing the same work. If this were
allowed to continue, a degree of
friction would arise which could
cause industrial unrest and disrupt
the workings of the corporation. I
ask the Minister for Fuel and Power
to consider the matter and to take
steps to alleviate the problem.
Mr. BALFOUR {Minister for Fuel
and Power) .-1 thank honorable
members who have taken part in the
debate and who have supported the
Bill. The measure gave honorable
members the opportunity of discussing the wider ramifications of the
Gas and Fuel Corporation and I
listened with interest to what they
said.
Despite what members of the
Opposition have said, the success of
the Gas and Fuel Corporation over
the past few years has been due to
the discovery of natural gas and the
co-operation of the chairman and top
officials of the corporation with the
Victorian Government.
Without
complete understanding between the
Government and the corporation, it
would not have been possible to
achieve what has been done. As
honorable members have said, a
wonderful organization has been
established, and it is now recognized
as the biggest gas utility in the
southern hemisphere. Many people
and organizations, including, not so
long ago, a delegation from New
Zea·land, have asked the corporation
for advice.
It has been said that the colgas
factory in Footscray will continue to
be used. The Government supports the
corporation in this action. In the
1950s, Dr. Andrews carried out
various experiments in the use of
brown coal for gas making and for
other purposes. Since that time
important changes have taken place
and other technical processes have
been developed. Mr. Kennedy, who
was working with Dr. Andrews in
the Gas and Fuel Corporation, is now
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working with Australian Char Pty.
Ltd.-it is known briefly as ACPLand he is engaged in the technology of
producing hard char. The work that
is being undertaken at Footscray is
interesting. An officer is now in
Japan trying out the market to ascertain what types of material can be
sold and in what quantities. A good
deal of investigation has to be carried
out. This is important for Victoria,
particularly if products are to be
used for the manufacture of hard
char or activated carbon. I assure
the Committee that the Government
will support the corporation in its
ventures.
The piping of natural gas to
Ballarat, Bendigo, Castlemaine and
Bacchus Marsh has almost been
completed. Those towns will be supplied with natural gas at the standard
price. Reticulated tempered liquefied
petroleum gas is also sold at a
standard price. However, bottled
liquified petroleum gas is sold in
various places in Victoria, but is
subject to transport costs. Therefore, the price of bottled liquefied
petroleum gas could vary from place
to place. The Gas and Fuel Corporation is conscious of the need to
provide gas at the cheapest econoini.cal price.
·
I assure the Committee that these
matters will be kept under constant
review. It has been mentioned that
gas could be used for public transport. Some time ago, the corporation
set up a transportation study. The
chairman of the corporation has a
gas tank fitted in the rear of his
motor car. It works satisfactorily
and has a range of 400 miles. Other
·types of vehicles in the metropolitan
area are using liquefied petroleum
gas and I understand that this type
·of fuel is being used by some interstate transport operators.
I have had discussions with my
colleague, the Minister of Transport,
on the possibility of using liquefied
petroleum gas in buses in Melbourne,
and investigations are continuing into
that project. The Government would
·support . any moves .for the use of
Mr. Balfour.

(Land Tax Rebates)

liquefied petroleum gas for taxis, and
other types of vehicles working close
to their bases, which do not travel
at high speeds. The honorable member
for
Morwell
mentioned
employees. Naturally, this is a
matter for management, and I shall
be pleased to make his comments
known to the management.
The clause was agreed to, as were
the remaining clauses.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed
through its remaining stages.
DECENTRALIZED INDUSTRY
(LAND TAX REBATES)
INCENTIVE PAYMENTS BILL.
The debate
(adjourned from
September 26) on the motion of Mr.
Hamer (Premier and Treasurer) for
the second reading of this Bill was
resumed.

Mr. AMOS (Morwell).-This Bill
brings into effect a matter of principle. Many Bills are purely machinery measures designed to bring
about better administration of Government departments. But this Bill
is designed to implement party policy
and to change society in accordance
with political philosophy. I am, of
course, referring to the implementation of Labor Party policy, not Government policy.
I accept the
silent interjection of the Leader of
the Country Party; I could also refer
to the implementation of Country
Party policy.
Over the past four years, whenever
a land tax Bill has been before the
House, the Opposition and the Country Party have sought to assist decentralization by proposing amendments to the Bill but they have
been defeated by the Government
party. After four such occasions,
the Government now introduces
provisions which were put forward last year by the then honorable member for Sunshine, Mr. Lovegrove. I direct attention to Hansard,
volume 311, page 3431. The Land Tax
Bill was before the House and Mr.

Incentive Payments
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land or buildings for approved decentralized industry. The amendment
moved by the then honorable member
inter aliathis Bill be withdrawn and a new Bill intro- for Melbourne sought to exempt
duced with a view to declaring the rates of these municipalities from the proland tax and exempting land from the pay- visions of the Bill so that they
ment of land tax where
would not have to pay land tax on
(a) such land is owned and is used or is this land.
incidental to the use of other land by an
After the Government had accepted
approved decentralized industry within the
meaning of section 5 of the Commercial the amendment and the Bill had been
Goods Vehicles Act 1958.
passed by this House and another
place,
it was found that some other
When introducing his Bill, the
Premier stated that under this meas- matters needed attention. For inure an employer carrying on an ap- stance, the City of Traralgon pointed
proved decentralized industry, within out an area of land that could be
the meaning of section 5 of the Com- developed by a municipality to assist
mercial Goods Vehicles Act, who has in the decentralization programme
paid land tax, as owner, in respect of and to create a number of employthe land in which the decentralized ment opportunities in that city. But
industry is situated, will become it found if it had leased a factory to a
eligible to apply for an incentive pay- decentralized industry and given the
m·ent equal to that land tax. That industry an option to purchase,
basically conforms with the amend- which was later acted upon, either
ment moved by the then honorable the municipality or the industry
would have to pay land tax. That
member for Sunshine last year.
defeated the purpose of the amendI could go back to the year before ment moved by the then honorable
that and the year before again. Time member for Melbourne, which the
and time again, the Government re- Government accepted.
fused to accept amendments to assist
I subsequently raised the matter
its own decentralization programme.
To the credit of the Premier, the last with the then Premier and Treasurer,
time this matter was debated, on 12th Sir Henry Bolte. In a letter dated
December, 1972, the honorable 7th April, 1971, I suggested that the
gentleman indicated that the granting honorable gentleman would recall
of rebates of land tax to decentralized that when the Land Tax Bill was
industries was being examined by the debated his Government accepted an
amendment which exempted from the
Treasury.
payment of land tax those municipalSo, after some three or four at- ities Which used Part XLA. of the
tempts by the Labor Party and the Local Government Act to encourage
Country Party to use land tax rebates the development of decentralized inas an instrument for decentralization, dustries in their areas. I pointed out
the Government has adopted that that it would seem that if muni- ·
policy. When the Land Tax Bill was cipalities which attracted industries
before the House in 1970, the Gov- to their area gave them options
ernm·ent accepted amendments which to buy the land, the industries would
were moved by the then honorable be penalized because of the special
member for Melbourne, Mr. Clarey. land tax that would immediately be
The matter had been the subject of a payable at the rate of 5 cents in the
motion moved by me in the party $1.
room and the amendment was deThe then Premier stated in reply
signed to give some relief to country that he had deferred consideration of
municipalities that had used the the rna tter pending the findings of an
appropriate section of the Local Gov- inquiry and that, in any event,
ernment Act to assist in the decen- that section of the Act would not be
tralization programme by providing proclaimed for· ·some time. ·
Lovegrove moved an amendm·ent to
the second-reading motion that stated,
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Mr. HAMER.-It has not yet been
proclaimed.
Mr. AMOS.-I welcome the interjection of the Premier. On 17th
January of this year, I again raised
this matter with the present Premier
and Treasurer and asked if the Government had ·finally made a decision.
The honorable gentleman replied
that, as he had announced during his
second-reading speech when introducing the Land Tax Bill in December, 1972, representations made
about the 1970 Act had been referred
to an inter-departmental committee
whose job it would be to bring forward recommendations to the Government. The honorable gentleman
also stated that the committee was
not yet ready to do that and that it
may have to obtain additional information.
The House has now heard that the
recommendations of the committee
have not yet been implemented and
that the Government has riot decided
on a course of action. I hope we will
not have to wait too much longer
for the Government to decide
whether representations made by
municipalities which used the appropriate section of the Act to assist
decentralized industries will be successful and that the Government will
assist them in what they are doing.
Those municipalities used that provision in the belief that .they would
create more employment opportunities within their areas. Many municipalities have acted on their own to
provide incentives to industries and
they are to be commended for their
effort.
The Bill attempts to do what the
Labor Party and the Country Party
have been putting pressure on the
Government to do for years. As it
has on other matters, the Government has decided to act on part
of Labor Party policy which has
been put forward in this Chamber
over the years. If I were the Minister
of Labour and Industry, I would be
embarrassed at having to bring in
Bills to put into effect the policy of
the Labor Party which only twelve

(Land Tax Rebates)

months before I had denied would
have any benefit for the people of
Victoria.
This Bill will change the title of the
principal Act to "Decentralized Industry Incentive Payments Act 1972 "
so that land tax rebates can be
brought under the umbrella of the
Act. Provisions of the Act will appear
under the headings " Pay-roll Tax
Rebates " and " Land Tax Rebates ".
Naturally, the Labor Party does
not oppose the measure. It welcomes
it. Even though its provisions should
be extended, the Labor Party believes
the Bill will benefit decentralization
in Victoria. If there are other matters
of policy and fundamental change
which the Government would like to
introduce to assist in the development of the State, I suggest
that it should write to the Secretary
of the Australian Labor Party to
obtain a copy of its policy. It could
implement that policy fully without
going about the job piecemeal, denying the worth of Labor Party policy
in one comment and, in the next,
introducing measures to give effect to
it.
Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS {Leader of
the Country Party) .-The Country
Party supports this measure which is
an important step towards bringing
about decentralization.
As the
honorable member f.or Morwell
said, what is provided in the
Bill has been Country Party policy
for a long time. It is something which
has been put forward by both the
Country Party and the Labor Party
over the years.
I can understand why the Government has not accepted am·endments
moved to land tax Bills, but I cannot
understand why Liberal Party members representing country electorates
did not applaud the virtues of those
amendments. I do not blame them for
not voting for the amendments or
for walking out when a vote was
taken, but I blame them for not
raising their voices in support of the
amendments. Now the change has
come about in Governm·ent though
those members are still quiet. If
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they do not put their views to the
House, they are not properly representing their electorates.
In May of last year, prior to the
elections, I made a policy speech for
the Country Party and the number
of measures advocated in that speech
which has been put before the House
this session is surprising. Naturally,
this gives my party a certain amount
of satisfaction. Members of the
Country Party report to the people in
their constituencies and do what is
best for Victoria.
This measure is not quite the answer to the problems associated with
decentralization, but I applaud it and
I give the Governm·ent credit for
introducing it. Sooner or later, all
properties outside the metropolitan
area must be exempted from land
tax. The Country Party may disagree with the Opposition about
where lhe line should be drawn,
but that is a matter of detail, not
principle. For the umpteenth time I
point out that what is important is
that, although the Government is
making a move of considerable value
to decentralization, much more must
be done in an attempt to quieten Melbourne's growth rate, which is
frightening, as the Government
admits.
That can be done by providing full
exemption from pay-roll tax and land
tax to other parts of Victoria outside
the metropolitan area. No doubt
that policy will be accepted by the
Government in the near future. It is
something which can and must be
done if the most important problem
facing Victoria is to be tackled.
Mr. CURNOW (Kara Kara).-1
want to add my support to the Bill.
It is twelve months too late and the
Premier is trying to get every ounce
of blood he can out of the country
decentraliz,ed industries, because this
year they are going to have to pay
land tax. They will not be able to
claim any rebate until the year
ending 31st December, 1974. The
Bill is not as good as it sounds.
Mr. Guv.-Why do you support
it?
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Mr. CURNOW.-Of course one
must support the Bill because it will
give decentralized industries the concession, but not for twelve months.
You, Mr. Speaker, were one of the
few members who twelve months
ago supported the measure in principle. I congratulate you on this.
You also supported further concessions for home owners in the metropolitan area which were badly
needed and which I understand will
be brought in at a later date. Why
does the Premier have to draw every
ounce of blood out of these decentralized industries? He proposes to act
in the same way towards kindergartens and wHl not give full subsidies 1o pay for the wages of directressess untH 1974. What happens
between May and the end of this
year?
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! I point out to the
honorable member that the House is
not debating the subject of kindergartens; it is debating decentralized
industries.
Mr. CURNOW.-It took the Government long enough to grant payroll tax concessions, and the land
tax concessions will not become
operative for some time. To make it
worse, the new land tax rates
announced in the Budget will net
the State an additional $5 · 2 million
and concessions to decentralized
industries will cost the State only
$250,000. In those circumstances
it does not seem fair that the ~Gov
ernment cannot grant land tax rebates this year. This is a very poor
attitude on the Government's part
and I once more appeal to the
Premier to grant decentralized
industries of this State pay-roll tax
concessions from the year ending
31st December, 1973.
Mr. McCLURE '(Bendigo).-One
could not help but rise to debate the
comments of the Leader of the
Country Party, and those of the
honorable member for Morwell
should come under some scrutiny.
If this is Labor Party policy which
the Government is introducing, one
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is entitled to ask why the Labor
Mr. ROPER (Brunswick West).Party has
only two-and-a-half 1 rise as a member who represents
country representatives in this a city electorate. It was suggested
that the Opposition had two-and-aHouse.
Mr. CuRNow.-1 am the two-and- half country representatives. That is
so, but it has a substantial number
a-half!
of Victorian members; that is why
Mr. McCLURE.-The honorable this Bill is of concern not only to
member for Kara Kara is incorrect those members of the Opposition who
in his assessment. The half to which represent country seats but in fact to
I referred is the honorable member all of us. An honorable member reprefor Geelong North. I do not suggest senting an electorate such as mine is
that he is only half a member of the made aware every day of the blight
House but that the city of Geelong on Melbourne through the comis 50 per cent metropolitan and 50 plete failure of the Government for
per cent country.
so many years to undertake proper
The honorable member for Mar- decentralized policies. We suffer in
well mentioned his embarrassment Melbourne from the great increase
that the Government is now choos- in population that has occurred
ing to introduce legislation which partially through the depopulation
was initiated by the Opposition. I of country areas, as has been clearly
suggest that his embarrassment is shown by the Bureau of Census and
caused by the success the Govern- Statistics.
ment is having with its decentraMinor steps are now being taken,
lization policy and not because the through this Bill and the measure
policy is being implemented in a relating to pay-roll tax concessions,
tardy fashion.
to reverse a process which has been
continuing
for the past decade at
The Country Party suggests that
more needs to be done. This sort of least-the depopulation of country
statement can be made about vir- areas. These minor Bills are being
tually anything at any time. Country introduced after the horse and the
areas of Victoria, apart from a few population have bolted. With your
selected areas, through the conces- indulgence, Mr. Speaker, I wish
sions currently being offered are to discuss the depopulation of
developing so rapidly that services country areas. Between the years
1966 and 1971, five of the ten
and housing are booming.
statistical divisions in this State
Mr. Ross-EnwARDs.-Housing is lost population. I shall not go into
not booming.
the details. Between 1961 and 1966
all
areas gained population. In the
Mr. McCLURE.-As I explained to 1966-71
period five of the ten areas
the Leader of the Country Party last lost population.
Of those areas that
week, the housing industry is boom- gained population
Melbourne had
ing in the country and is at such a
easily
the
most
significant
gain, both
level that there are considerable
percentage-wise
and
also
in
absolute
delays throughout the country areas
in providing new housing. . The numbers.
honorable member for Kara Kara
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
mentioned that the concession of Wheeler).-Order! I ask the honor$250,000 is a mere pittance when able member to return to the Bill,
considered against the $5 milli9n or
so which is raised by means of which is to provide further incentive
land tax. I challenge the honorable payments to d.ecentralized industry.
member for Kara Kara to point out · The honorable member may discuss
how the Government could do more pay-roll tax rebates and land tax
than· remove land tax completely rebates but hardly· the drift of
population.
··
from decen.tralized industries.
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Mr. ROPER.-The aim of the Bill,
as announced in the Governor's
Speech and in a number of speeches
made by Ministers, is to assist the
general decentralization of the Victorian population, and to ensure that
the drift I am talking about ceases.
I am suggesting that the drift is so
serious that it is not possible for
minor measures such as this to stem
it.
The SPEAKER.----Order! I again
ask the honorable member to return
to the matters contained in the Bill.
They are clearly set out and the
honorable member is quite aware of
them. The drift of population is
certainly a side issue. The honorable
member has had ample opportunities
in debates on other Bills and on the
Address-in-Reply to the Governor's
Speech, which the honorable member
mentioned, to refer to the drift of
population.
Mr. ROPER.-Thank you for your
advice, Mr. Speaker. I will conclude
this section of my remarks quickly.
The reason I raised the matter was
that the Bill goes only a small part
of the way and honorable members
should realize that the Government's
action is a last-ditch stand, given
what is happening in the State. The
population drift is occurring not only
from the country areas of Victoria
to the cities but also in substantial
numbers to other parts of Australia.
Mr. Guv.-Is it not a natural drift?
Mr. ROPER.-It is a natural drift
given the type of Government in
office in Victoria! The Government
has no definite and comprehensive
policy to ensure that the population
of Melbourne is not allowed to continue to increase for ever.
The Bill inserts in the principal
Act the headings " Pay-roll Tax Rebates, and "Land Tax Rebates, but
whether the members of the Government like it or not, the provisions
contained in the measure are insufficient, in the present situation, to
do the job which is expected of
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them. The requirements in Victoria
at present are for substantial Government initiatives in decentralizing
the administration of virtually every
department. This may become the
concern of the Government at a later
date. There seems to be no overriding view of the requirements of
decentralization.
Mr. CRELLIN.-Where have you
been?
Mr. ROPER.-1 have been a member of this Chamber for the past five
months, and have not seen any evidence of an over-all policy on
decentralization. I do not know
whether the member for Sandringham read the Premier's policy
speech in which there was a grave
weakness in the area of a total
decentralization policy. Since being
elected I have made it a practice to
make at least one or two trips a
month to the country areas of
Victoria.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).---~I appeal to 'the honor-able
member for Brunswick West to confine his remarks to the Bill. I have
repeatedly asked· him to return to
the Bill.
Mr. ROPER.-Again I thank you
for your advice, Mr. Speaker, but it is
difficult to keep one's calm when one
is given advice by interjectors
on the Government back benches.
The ~land tax ·rebates pr.oposa•l spe-cifically referred to 'in th'is Bill is :insuffi•cient to deal with the problems
of country industry and. is not ltikely
to encourage manufa·cturing industries, which are the real requirements
of c·ountry areas, to go the·re. If one
wants to get rid of the population
of Melbourne-and I see y;ou look•ing
at ·me, Mr. Speaker-one must do
mor:e. than ~is provided for :in .the Bill.
One must ensure that manufacturing
concerns wh'ich go to country areas
obta'in greater financial benefit !than
'is available through the provisions
of this measure. :J:t ·must he ensu1."ed
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that those concerns obtain exemp- industries. It -is relevant to this BiH
tions from various taxes and receive to question the :basis on wh'ich depositive benefits to enable rthem to ·centra'lized industries are so recogcompete wHh city-based industries. nized, because the short title to the
Bill is " Decentralized Industry (Land
Mr. B. J. EVANS (Gippsland Tax
Rebates) Incentive Payments
East) .-The honorable member for Bill ". I should Hke to submit arguBendigo reminded me of a person ment on what comprises a decentra·
who after seventeen years of Hzed industry, because the criteria
drought, runs outside when ten points used
to determ:ine this are relevant.
of rain have faHen and shouts,
" Hurrah ", because rthe drought has
One of the major industries in
broken. In country areas the,re have my electorate is saw-milling.
It
been seventeen years of drought of seems ridiculous that tlie GovGovernment interest in de,central:iza- ernment has absolutely refused
tion. To deny this situation is to in .the past to recognize the saw-mHlignore the facts and figures proven ·ing industry as an approved decenby statistics which demonstrate with- tralized industry. A high proportion
out doubt that over the past six or of AustraHa's timber 'is imported
seven years, partkularly, .there has from overseas. Perhaps it is in the
been an influx of growth ·in the best interests of the ·country that
metropolitan area which 'is frighten- the Victorian timber indust·ry ought
ing to anybody thinking about the to be placed in a better position to
future of Victoria.
enable ~it to compete wi:th the imThe 'honorable member for Bendigo ported product. :r shall deal with this
·may have been ·correct when he said subject in a late-r debate.
that home building was booming in
Although the proposals·contained in
many country areas. However, he the Bill are welcome, they fall short
ignored the fa,ct that hundreds of of what ~is needed. For exa,mple, one
thousands of people do not want to could expect as much if not more
live ~in Melbourne and do want to growth in many country areas if
Hve in the ·country, but are unable encouragement were given to comto do so because jobs, amenities, merce, the profess'ions and many
avenues
of
employhomes and facilities for making a different
ment
other
than
secondary
industry.
living are not available there. What
this .Bill will achieve :is just a drop The decentralized indust·ry measure
in the ocean. Unless the Govern·men:t s:imply ·confines approval of decentrais prepared to grasp the nettle and lized industries to secondary inunderstand the basic reasons ·why the dustry.
growth of the city is taking place
I have not had time to ascertain
and Why 'industnies ·cannot or will not the proportion of people engaged in
go into the country, there is not decentralized 'industries in my electmuch hope for a substantial change orate, but I beHeve it 'is only a small
in the trend of population which is percentage of the total. Why should
evident from the available figures.
not some advantage be given to
bodies
engaged in the tourist indusI po'inted out recently that betry
to
help
them attra·ct more people
tween 1966 and 1971 t'he ratio of
into
country
districts? This would
growth in the Melbourne statistical
to
t'he
population
in those areas,
add
division to that in the remainde-r
and
many
of
these
inducements
of the State was al~most 28 to 1.
How can any honorable member sug- ought to be provided to industries
gest that decentralization is working other than secondary 'industries.
in Victoria? This was at the time
I shaH ·conC'lude my remarks by
when the Government introduced its saying tha:t the honorable ·member
original legislation on decentral,ized for Bendigo is doing his electorate
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and the country areas of V:ictoria a
The Bill is only part of an over-all
grave disservice by daiming that policy, and no one can claim that
conditions in the country are hoom- it is tthe entire answer. It is only a
ing and that things are going along contribution of an estimated $250,000
wonderfully well, when the fa·cts directed solely at decentraloized indusprove otherwise. The honorable mem- try. This is the major aspect.
ber cannot deny the statistks wh'k'h
I remind the House that some
have been presented .in the House on years ago an all-party commoittee of
a number of occasions •in recent · .this Parliament recom·mended that
weeks. If the honorable member does the Government's eff·orts in securing
not recognize that fact, he is doing a better balance of population should
a grave disservice to all the country be directed in the first place at decentralized industry. The committee
areas of Vi'ctoria.
defined " decentralized industry " as
The ·m·otion was agreed to.
·manufacturing and processing JndusThe Bill was read a second time tries. The Government has adhered
to that definition ever since. In :the
and committed.
future those efforts could be extenClause 1 was agreed to.
ded ·more widely, as has been suggested by members of the Country
Clause 2 (Amendment of No. 8383, Party. The Government is directing
s.1).
-its efforts in the very direction which
Mr. HAMER (Premier and Trea- was recommended by tl}e all-party
surer) .-For a sma'll measure which committee, and T believe that is the
has the fuH ·support of the House, right thing to do. The amount of
this Bill has promoted a certain $250,000 has !been spent in that direcamount of discussion. During the sec- tion, and it must be added to $8·5
ond-reading debate you, Mr. Speaker, million 1in pay-roll tax ·concessions
ruled that general dis·oussion on de- and other measures. It could be .more
·centralization was not relevant. that $8·5 million, depending on how
I
hope a further oppoTtunity many indust'fies com·e under the umwill arise for full discussion, brella. Since the 'legis•lation was first
because there is no doubt that this introduced, the number has risen by
is one of the major problems of our 300.
time. Nobody has pretended that this
I should like to answer the honorBill by itself does any ·more than able member for Mor.weH, who spoke
prov.ide one more incentoive out of about the special land tax provisions
the few financial incentives in the --they have not yet 'been proclaimed
hands of any State Government to -by which land 'held by a municipromote decentralization.
pality for the purposes o:f promoting
decentralized
industry,
although
M·r. WILTON.-It is a complete exempt
in
the
possession
of the
change of proposal.
municipality, would attract a special
Mr. HAMER.-It is par;t of -our land tax if it came into the ownerpolicy. I invite the honorable mem- ship of an industry. The committee
ber for Brunswi·ck West, on one of of whkh the honorable member
his forays into the 'COuntry, to study spoke 'has reached a conclusion, and
the po'licy speech which sets out in the next week or so I shall be
the L'i!beral Party's general policy. introducing a Bil'l whkh will clear
The honorable member wHl find that up this difficulty along with several
this is one of a number of measures others encountered iby churches and
which :the Gorvernment thought ap- ·municipalities. I am glad that this
propriate to try to bring about great- Bill has the support of the Com,m'iter decentralization of industry.
tee. No one can expect in any case to
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reverse the rapid growth of the metropolitan area overnight, but measures such as this, together with a
number of others, are already beginning to produce a result.
There are many parts of Victoria
-1 shall not distinguish between
them-which are now growing faster
proportionately than the metropolitan area.
·Mr. WILTON .--Where are
places?

these

Mr.
HAMER.-The
honorable
member should look at Wodonga.
Mr.
WILTON.-The
honorable
gentleman is always vague. Why
does he not give details to back
up his claim with facts?
Mr. HAMER.-How more precise
can I be than .to tell the honorable
member for Broadmeadows-Honorable members interjecting.
The CHAIRMAN (Mr. McLaren).The Premier should disregard the
interjections of the honorable member for Broadmeadows. The honorable member should not interject
from one of the several places which
he usually occupies. Interjections of
this type are quite disorderly.

Mr. HAMER.-Mr. Chairman, I
bow to your ruling, but I am sorry
because I was going to enumerate
several towns where there is a satisfactory rat·e of growth. The list includes the area represented by the
Leader of the Country Party and
other places such as Wodonga and
Sale. That is all I shall say about
the subject. I thank the Committee
for its support of the Bill.
The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 3 to 6.
Clauses 7 and 8 were verbally
amended, and, as amended, we'I"e
adopted, as were the rem·ain:ing
clauses.
The Bill was reported to the House
with
amendments, and
passed
'tlhrough its rem~:l'ining stages.

Grants Bill.

EDUCATIONAL GRANTS BILL.

Mr. HAMER {Premier and Treasurer) .-1 mo:veThat this Bill be now read a second time.

State per capita grants to independent schools were first made
in 1967. It was then that the policy
was laid down, and notwithstanding
som;e opinions ~to tthe oonitr:ary, it was
a poHcy whi·ch gained imm·ediate and
gene:t"ial acceptance by the people.
The principl·e of State per capita
gnants is no longer in questi.on.
Initi.ally

~he

gr.anlts were based on

an amou:nlt of $10 for each primary

pupil and $20 fior each seoonda·ry
pupil. In 1970 the gr:an.ts were increased to $20 and $40 respectively,
and in 1972 the grant for primary
pupils wa~s increased to $40.
Last year the Government adopted
the proposal put fiorw,ard by the
Commonwealith .1Jo share equally with
ilt m making per capita g.ran.ts equal
to 40 per cent of the assessed cost
on an Australian ~average of educating 'a ohild in a Go:vemm·ent school.

In 1973 the Govem·men.tt incre1ased
the State grants to allow fc()lr onehalf of tlle increased commitment
which that involved, and the legislati.on pa:s1sed last year provided thaJt
in 1974 the State gr<ant would equal
the Commonwealth grant under dle
then exis'tJing Commonwealth poHcy.
~he grnn1ts in 1973 w·ere $51 fo.r each
primacy pupil and $72 for each
seconda·ry pupil.
Commonweal1!h
policy
has
changed.
Our policy has not
changed. It was set down in precise
and unequiViocal terms in the Budget
spe·ech, .and I quote what I SaJidI want to make the Government's position
quite clear on per capita grants to private
schools. These grants from the State will
continue to all private schools without any
exclusions. Last year we promised to lift
per capita grants in two equal instalments
to a level equal to 20 per cent of the
assessed Australian average cost for 1972-73
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of educating a child in a Government school.
The second instalment of that promise will
be implemented in 1974, and there will be
no exceptions.
In 1975, a specifically Victorian measuring
stick based on similar principles will be adopted. The Government will consider representations from the independent schools
on the appropriate measure to be used. The
Government of Victoria does not see the excellent school as the enemy of the best. All
schools have their role in the total education
system. To take resources away from any
school, or to make it more difficult for
parents to send their children to that school,
does nothing to improve the standard of education as a whole. The Budget provision
for per capita grants to independent schools
in 1973-74 is $13 · 8 million. The State grant
for each primary pupil will be $62 in 1974
or $11 more than in 1973. For each secondary pupil the grant in 1974 will be $104, or
$32 more than in 1973. Again I repeat no
school will be excluded from these increased
grants.

11he Bill implem·ents :tha1t policy for
1974, and prov!ides for the payment
of per capita gvants to indep'endent
schools in 1974 in accordance with
,tJhe Budget statement.
The granlts wrll be paid in two
equal ).iinlstal·moots in the montt!hs of
April and October as in previous
yeail"s. The oonditi:ons applying to the
grants as proV1ided in the Bill a~e
ex:actly the same ·as the conditions
which applied in 1973.
Next year legislation will be introduced Ito provide for the paym;ent of
per capita g~ants dn 1975 and t!he
fiollowilng yeatl"S. In the m1e1antime the
Government will, in consultation with
the independent schools, proceed to
f<ormulate rth:e specific Vkto~rian
measuring ·SJtick ·as env1saged 1n the
Budget speech, which will be
adopted fior 1975 and future years. I
commend the Bill to the House.
On the moNon of M,r. FORDHAM
(Footscmy), the deba;te was adjourned.

It wa~s ordered ltJhat the debate be
adjourned until Wednesday, November 7.
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ADJOURNMENT.
COBURG
HIGH
SCHOOL-ESSENDON
HIGH SCHOOL-NATURAL GAS IN
CASTLEMAINE.

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of Education) .-1 moveThat the House do now adjourn.

Mr. MUTTON {Coburg).-! draw
to file altJten1Uon of tile Minister of
Education and the Mrims'ter of PubHe Woll'ks a probl·em causing ooncem riln my electoralte. For the informati'on of the hon;o[:able goo.ltleman,
last year a works progr.amme oonsitSlting of additt:ions and e-;,ct.en:sions to
the C'Oburg High School and costing
in the vicinity of $650,000 was commenced. It was expected thrut the
additions to the school would be
complelted by rthe end of thi'S m'onilh.
I bel~~eve -the intake fior .the 1974
school year will be in the vicmty of
between 150 and 200 new pupHs.
Due ltto labour and mateT'iJal shortages, ,the pro1·ect is unlikely to be
finalized to carter for :tlhe intake of
new pupils :fior tlhe 1974 school year.
I request the M·i:n,iSJter of EduoatJior:n
and the M1ni•ster of Public Works Ito
make an immeditate mquky itn:to the
proJect wilth the inltentior:n of tt1rying
to finatl'ize lfue works pil'Og;ramme so
thalt tthe buHding will be available tor
the intake of new pupils in 1974.
Mr. EDMUNDS t(Moonee Ponds).! draw to the attenltion of rthe Minister of Eduoati!On a p~oblem oonf.ro!llltJing the Parent-Te:achetr-S'tudent
~ssoci:ation of the Essendon High
Sdhool. That assodatiron hJrus f;orwarded a number of lette,rs to the
Education Depat!tment .reLalt'ing .to tJhe
oO!ll.Sttructi'on of a Com·mon weaLth
financed libl'lacy buHding a1t that
school. The- 'lratest reply received
from tlhe Educa~ton Dep~tmenlt, und~ the sjgnaJture of the secremry,
Mr. Scully, was dated 291th May,
1973. Mr. ScuHy aclmowledged tihe
let1ter fiorwaJI"ded by the assoo1ation
on 19th Aplfil, 1973, and saidA priority list is being established at the
moment in anticipation of funds for an extensive library programme. Your comments
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have been noted and will be taken into account when a priority is being established
for Essendon High School.

I ask the Minister to arrange for his
department to announce as soon as
possible when the priority list will
be made public. I particularly urge
that Essendon High School be given
a high place on the priority list.
Mr. EBERY (Midlands).-! direct
to the attention of the Minister for
Fuel and Power an unfortunate state
of affairs in the Castlemaine area concerning t'he conversion of gas appliances to natural gas. Today's press
reports that last night the Castlemaine City Council expressed concern about the number of people
who have been inconvenienced. The
conversions 'to natural gas started on
15th October. There are 1,150 consumers at Castlemaine and there are
500 people without hot water because
of the delay. I ask the Minister what
has caused the delay and what action
he will take to overcome the serious
hardship being caused.
Mr. THOMPSON {Minister of Education) .-1 know of the eagerness
of the Essendon High School to
obtain a new Commonwealth-financed
library which was referred to by the
honorable member for Moonee Ponds.
A couple of months ago I visited the
school at night and discussed possible
areas on which a library could be
sited. I will inform the honorable
member of the exact date as soon
as possible.
Mr. DUNSTAN {Minister of Public
Works) .-The honorable member for
Coburg is understandably concerned
about the delay in completing a
major contract at the Coburg High
School. I did not know that the
contractors were behind in the work.
I will make the inquiries the honorable member asked me to make and
see what can be done to expedite the
completion of the work without
undue delay.
Mr. BALFOUR {Minister for Fuel
and Power) .-I am aware of the unfortunate position referred to by the
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honorable member for Midlands. The
Gas and Fuel Corporation has had
some difficulty with the timing of the
conversion of appliances to natural
gas in the Castlemaine area. It may
be that those concerned were a little
optimistic about the time the conversion would take but, with the
experience it has had, this should not
have been a problem. Possibly, they
could have gone to Castlemaine a
little sooner than they did. It is unfortunate that some people have been
inconvenienced. Mr. Shaw visited
Castlemaine last night and arrangements have been made for additional
employees to work there. 'I hope it
will not be long before the town is
fully converted.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 10.29 p.m.
QUESTIONS ON NOTICE.

The following answers to questions
on notice were circulated:POWER SUPPLY.
(Question No. 322)

Mr. AMOS (Morwell) asked the
Minister for 'Fuel and Power1. Whether studies are being undeiitaken
by the State Electricity Commission into the
economics of nuclear power; if so-(a) what
studies; (b) whether the Australian Atomic
Energy ~o~m!ssion is assisting i~ such
studies, mdtcatmg what level of assistance
is being given; (c) what have been the
results to date, indicating whether the State
Electricity Commission could justify the cost
of constructing and maintaining a nuclear
power plant without other State electricity
authorities also participating in 1a nuclear
programme?
2. What are the present day estimates
per kilowatt of electricity generated by-( a)
brown coal-fired power stations; (b) a
nuclear power station built in Victoria and
opereted solely by the State Electricity
Commission?
3. Whether he will make available such
reports on the commission studies that have
been made to him?
4. What is the preselllt generating capacity
of the commission, indicating how many
megawatJts of electricity are available to
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the State grid from other sources and the
current State demand for electricity expressed in megawatts?
5. Whether any information given by the
State Electricity Commission to the Australian Atomic Energy Commission indicating how many megawatts of electricity would
be required by 1the year 2000; if so, what
was the estimate and whether this estimate
differed from that given by the commission
to ,the Public Works Committee inquiry into
the Latrobe River and, if in that event, why?

Mr. BALFOUR (Minister for Fuel
and Power)-The answer is1. (a) The State Electricity Commission
of Victoria for some time has been carrying
out a continuous study of •the compal'lative
cost of nuclear and brown coal power
generation.

(b) Officers of the Australian Atomic
Energy Commission have been consulted on
technical aspects of the current study.
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and the Hume power station (25 megawatt).
The 1973 winter peak demand in the Victorian system (2,934 megawatt) occurred
on 11th June at which time 3,273 megawatt
of generating plant was available.
5. No forecast of electricity generation in
Victoria by the year 2000 has been specifically provided to the Australian Atomic
Energy Commission but that commission
would have had access to forecasts by State
Electricity Commission of Victoria officers,
published in papers presented to the 1972
Conference of the Institute of Fuel in Canberra and to a symposium on " The Role
of Nuclear Energy in Australia's Development" held in Canberra in June, 1972.
These forecasts are in line with evidence
recently presented to the Public Works
Committee Inquiry on Latrobe River Water
Resources, in which the commission forecast that electricity generation in Victoria
in the year 2000 will be in the range 14,000
to 20,000 megawatt.

(c) Current studies clearly indicate that
nuclear generation would not be as economic
as brown coal genel'lation for the size of
generating units at present being installed.
However, nuclear generation may be competitive in the larger unit sizes which could
be accepted into the Victorian system in the
1980s.

Mr. CURNOW (Kara Kara) asked
the Treasurer-

2. The estimate contained in the commission's report on the Yallourn W3 and
4 project is $200 million for 700 megawatt
installed capacity, or $286 per kilowatt
generated, at 1972 cost levels, including
power station, fuel and transmission works.

Further to the answer to question No. 75
asked on 9th October, 1973, whether the
Treasury wilJ gr.ant further funds to the
Department of Health for the payment of
full salaries ·to untrained kindergarten
helpers from 28th May last; if not, why?

The Commission is at present carrying
out investigations to determine the most
suitable power generation projects to follow
Yallourn W3 and 4 but these investigations
have not yet reached a stage where it is
possible to prepare compal'lative generating
cost figures for brown coal and nuclear
generation. With rapid changes in technology and coSits it is not wise to speculate
on such estimates but an effective comparison will be made before a recommendation
is made to me on the next generating project. I expect to receive this recommendation within the next twelve months.

Mr.
HAMER
(Premier
Treasurer) .-The answer is-

3. The commission reports to me regul,arly
on all matters relating to electricity generation and references to nuclear energy have
been included for many years in the commission's annual reports to Parliament and
in reports seeking approval to specific
generating projects.
These reports are
av,ailable in the Library.
4. The installed generating capacity
available for connection into the Victorian
system on 30th June, 1973, was 3,863 megawatt. Commission owned plant contributed
3,006 megawatt, the remainder being provided by the Snowy scheme (832 megawatt)

UNTRAINED KINDERGARTEN
HELPERS.
.
(Question No. 362)

and

The new scheme for Government assistance to kindergartens by meeting the cost
of kindergarten assistants for the first time
will begin on 1st January, 1974. Provision
for this has been made in the Budget as
part of planned expenditure over the whole
field of health.

HOUSING FOR STATE
ELECTRICITY COMMISSION
EMPLOYEES.
(Question No. 395)

Mr. AMOS (Morwell) asked the
Minister for Fuel and PowerWhether there have been any moves by
a private company to build homes in the
Latrobe Valley to house State Electricity
Commission employees; if so-(a) what
company; (b) what are the details of such
proposal; and (c) whether any bank has
been asked to provide finance for the
proposal; and, in that event, which bank
and how much money has been sought?
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Mr. BALFOUR (Minister for Fuel
and Power) .-The answer isNo arrangements have been entered into
with private companies to build homes in
the Latrobe Valley for employees of the
State Electricity Commission.

EDUCATION DEPARTM'ENT
INTERPRETERS.
(Question No. 405)

Mr. ROPER (Brunswick West)
asked the Minister of Education!. How many interpreters are employed
by the Education Department on a full-time,
part-time, ·and casual basis, respectively?
2. Which languages are spoken by these
interpreters?
3. Where these interpreters are located?

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister
Education) .-The answer is-

of

1, 2, and 3.
There are two teacher advisors on fulltime attached to the child migrant education
situated at Special Services Division,
Queensberry Street, Carlton; one of them
is a native-speaking Italian and the other is
a native-speaking Greek.
The Psychology and Guidance Branch has
two tempor:ary teachers attached who are
also used as interpreters when the need
arises. One of them speaks Serbo-Croat
and is on six-tenths of the time at Queensberry Street, Carlton. The other speaks
Turkish; employed on full-time and is located
in •the Psychology and Guidance Centre at
Coburg.

MORNINGTON SEWERAGE
SYSTEM.
(Question No. 412)

Mr. DOUBE {Albert Park) asked
the Minister of Public Works, for
the Minister of Water SupplyWhether it is proposed to connect the
Mornington
sewerage
system,
which
presently discharges into Marine Cove, Port
Phillip Bay, to the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works outfall sewer discharging at Cape Schanck; if so, when it is
expected •that this change will take place; if
not, why?

Mr. DUNSTAN {Minister of .Public
Works).-The answer supplied by the
Minister of Water Supply isThe sewerage of the Mornington area is
principally a matter for the Momington
Sewerage Authority which is the responsible body constituted under the Sewerage
Districts Act for that purpose.

on Notice.

Approval has been given to that authority to relocate its treatment works in the
Belcombe area adjacent to the effluent outfall pipeline to Cape Schanck, at present
being constructed by the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works.
The Mornington Sewerage Authority has
engaged consultants to prepare designs for
the new purification pl:ant and the effluent
from this plant will be discharged to the
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works
outfall under agreement with the board.
It is planned that the first stage of the
new plant will be in operation towards the
end of the year 1975 but this will depend,
to a large extent, on the level of funds that
can be made available to the Mornington
Sewerage Authority.

AVONDALE PRIMARY SCHOOL.
(Question No. 414)

Mr. GINIFER (Deer Park) asked
the Minister of EducationWhat plans there are to provide improved
facilities at the Avondale Primary School in
respect of-(a) additional class-rooms; (b)
an art ·and crafts room; (c) the principal's
office ; (d) staffroom accommodation ; and
(e) additional teachers' chairs?

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of Education).-The answer is(a) to (d) In response to a request from
my department, a preliminary scheme for
the provision of all the additions mentioned
has been prepared by the Public Works
Department. It w:ill not be possible for the
work to proceed during the current financial
year and i!ts inclusion in the building programme for 1974-75 will be considered in
May, 1974.
(e) Because of a combination of delays
in the receipt of stocks from manufacturers,
priority being g.iven earlier orders and
difficulties brought about by the recent
storemen and packers strike, the despatch
of furniture from the Public Works Department's furniture S'tor-e-yard is considerably
in arrears.
The chairs on order for
Avondale Primary School will be delivered
as soon as possible.

CROWN LAND IN BRUNSWICK
. AND COBURG.
(Question No. 415)

Mr. ROPER (Brunswick West)
asked the Minister of Lands1. How many acres of Crown land there
are in the cities of Brunswick and Coburg
respectiv·ely?
· 2. Whether he will provide full details
and plans of such land?
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Mr. ·BORTHWICK (Minister
Lands).-The answer is-

of

In the City of Brunswick there are 17!
acres-7 hectares-of Crown land in seven
separate portions which are reserved for
some public purpose.
In the City of Coburg there are 154!
acres-63 hectares-in eleven separate
por:tions, which are also reserved as above,
the main areas being the reservations for
Pentridge, State Schools and the cemetery.

I am supplying the honorable member
with plans showing the location and purpose
of each reservation.

LAKE TYERS ABORIGINAL TRUST.
(Question No. 430)

Mr. B. J. EVANS (Gippsland East)
asked the Minister of Transport, for
the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs-
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The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler) took the chair at 11.4 a.m.,
and read the prayer.
ABSENCE OF MINISTER.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-! have to announce that
the Chief Secretary wiH be ·absent
until later this day.
QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE.

ALBURY -WODONGA COMPLEX.
Mr. EDMUNDS (Moonee Ponds).Following the meeting at WodongaA:lbury with the Prime Minister, the
discussions that ensued and the
signing of the agreement, can the
Premier inform the House what
Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Trans- .form· of land tenure is proposed for.
port).-The answer supplied by the anyone who \Yants to obtain a home·
Minister for Aboriginal Affairs issite or a factory site there?

Further to the question withou;: notice
asked on 18th September, 1973, whether the
Government has purchased any further
shares in the Lake Tyers Aboriginal Trust
or whether further shares are on offer to
the Government; if so, how many in each
case?

No.

HOUSING COMMISSION FLATS.
(Question No. 411)

Mr. JONES (Melbourne) asked the
Minister of Transport, for the Minister of HousingIn respect of Housing Commission properties in the electoral district of Melbourne!. How many flats draw hot water from a
central boiler or central hot water services?
2. How many flats have individual hot
water services?
3. How many houses have individual
briquette hot water services?
· 4. ·Whether the commission has any plans
to demolish the walk-up flats in 503-525
Rathdowne Street, CarUon?

Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transport).-The answer supplied by the
Minister of Housing is1. 2,534.
2. 1,343.

3. Nil.
4. No.

Mr. HAMER (Premier and Treasurer).-The question was left open
for future discussion between the
three
respective
Governments.
The first proposal was for leasehold save in exceptional circums'tances. It has now had a proviso
added that, in the case of residential
allotments, the form of land tenure
will be determined by the three Governments in the future following dis-·
cussions in the light of the Royal
Commission ·on land tenure which is
being conducted now by Mr. Justice
Else-1Mitchell.
BUILDING WORKS.
Mr. MUTTON (Coburg).-ln view
of the many compl·aints that have
been made concerning faulty work-.
manship in building construction, can
the Minister of Transport, on behalf
of the Minister of Housing, inform
the House what action has been
taken by the Government to overcome the prdblem?
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Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transport).-The matter is under consideration by the Government and
currently reports are being received.

ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION
AUTHORITY.
Mr. DOUBE (Albert Park).-1 ask
the
Minister
for
Conservation
whether the staff establishment for
the Environment Protection Authority is 171 but that only 150 have
been appointed. If so, is the reason a
shortage of money or some other
factor?
Mr. BORTHWICK (Minister for
Conservation).-! cannot verify the
accuracy of the figures quoted, but I
am aware ;that the authority is not
up to. fuH strength. However, this
has nothing to do with the ava'ilabili'ty of money. In a number of
instances, and particularly in certain
branches, positions have had 'to be
advertised as often as five times in
or-der to obtain suitably-q:ua'lified
persons for these important positions. This is one of the major
reasons why at present the staff of
the authority 'is not up to full
strength.

without Notice.

major bridge whi·ch is to be constructed a-c~oss the Yarra River in
that area. For ,this reason, for more
years than ·mentioned by the honorable member, the V~ictorian Government has been asking the Federa'l
Gorvernment to join wHh it in providing new dry-docking fac'ilities.
Studies have been made at Williamstown and at various sites alongside
the river.
'Mr. TREZISE.-What was the attitude of the Federal L~iberal Par.ty
Government?
Mr. HAMER.-As far as I recall,
there was no conclusive decision
one way or the other. Prolonged
negotiations took place on the type
of dock that 'Was to be providedwhether it should be a dry dock or
a floating dock. Those negotiations
and discussions had not concluded
when there was a change of Government in Canberra. This year the
negotiations have continued and in
May several highly placed officers,
accompanied by a Commonwealth
officer, were sent overseas by the
S'tate Government to report on the
most suitable form of docking
facilities for Melbourne. That report
has been made and I presume it
has been perused by the Federal
Minister for Transport. It certainly
has been perused by us.

DRY-DOCKING FACILITIES
IN PORT OF MELBOURNE.
Mr. WILTON (Broadmeadows).Can the .Pre•mier inform the House
whether the Vktorian Government 'in
1971 sought financial assistance fr-om
the it'hen Federal Government for
building a dry dock in Melbourne because of the possible ,c.Josure of Duke
and Orr's dock? In August, 1972, did
the then ·Federal Government advise
the Premier that no funds would be
'made avaHab'le by the then Federal
Government?

During my recent short holiday,
the Deputy Premier wrote to the
Prime Minister urging that the matter be expedited in the light of this
report. Recently the Prime Minister
wrote to me. As it happens I have
the letter with me. It is dated 28th
September and is in reply to the
Deputy Prem'ier's letter which was
dated 24th August. I quote this paragraph-

Mr. HAMER (Premier and Treasurer) .-The question of a new dry
dock ·for Melbourne has been 'in the
mind of the Victorian Government
since long before 1971. The present
dry dock opera ted by Duke and Orr's
is inadequate in size and not up to
world standards. It is due to be
closed ·when work begins on .the

My colleague, the Minister for Transport,
has informed me that he recently discussed
the dock proposal with the Minister of Public
Works in your Government. This discussion
followed a report submitted by a team
which had been overseas investigating alternative designs of floating docks. I understand .that Mr. Jones has since written to
Mr. Dunstan suggesting that formal negotiations should commence as soon as practicable.
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The SPEAK·ER.-Order! ·I did ask
the honorable member to withdraw
the words, " political fraud ".
Mr. WILTON.-Are you rulingThe SPEAKER.-Order! I am requesting the honorable member to
withdraw the phrase "political
fraud".
Mr. HOLDING.-On the basis that
it is unparliamentary?
The SPEAKER.-Order! That is
Mr. HAMER.-He made a perfectly reasonable and proper sugges- my decision. I believe " political
tion that there should be a meeting. fraud " is not a Parliamentary
I understand that three subsequent phrase.
meetings were arranged and then
Mr. WI1LTON.-All right, 'Mr.
cancelled by the Federal Minister. Speaker. I will withdraw the words
That is where the matter stands at "political fraud" and replace them
present.
by saying that the Minister is inMr. WILTON.-Is the Minister go- dulging in political gymnastics. He
ing to answer my question or not? is deliberately refusing to answer
I asked him whether the Common- my question, which was clear and
Did the Liberal
wealth Liberal Government refused straightforward:
Government in Canberra refuse
the money.
money in August, 1972? What is the
Mr. HAMER.-The best thing that answer, yes or no? Why do you not
could happen would be for the two rule, Mr. Speaker, and make him
Ministers to get together. Statements answer the question?
have been made at Federal level that
The SPEAKER.-Order! I am not
the Commonwealth is prepared to
here
to reply to argument by the
consider the construction of a dry
dock, and I think all that is required honorable member.
now is a discussion to bring the
Mr. WILTON.-I have withdrawn
matter to completion.
the words.
l\1r. WILTON.-You are a political
The SPEAKER.-Order! When a
fraud.
member or a Minister is asked to
reply to a question, it is his prerogaThe SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H. tive to answer it in the way that he
Wheeler).----Order!
I believe the
phrase, "a political fraud", used by wishes.
Mr. WILTON .----'He should be made
the honorable member, is unparliato have regard for the House.
mentary.
Mr. HOLDING {Leader of the
Mr. WILTON.-Well, he is.
Opposition) .-I presume that the
The SPEAKER.-Order! I require Premier quoted from a letter on a
the honorable member to withdraw file, and I ask the honorable gentlethe phrase.
man to lay the file on the table of
Mr. WILTON (Broadmeadows).- the library.
Mr. Speaker, I made the statement
FREE MILK AT SCHOOLS.
that the honorable gentleman was a
Mr.
MACLELLAN
(Gippsland
political fraud arising from the· fact
that I asked him a direct question, West) .-I am concerned that the
whether the Liberal Government in children of this State should have a
Canberra refused payment in 1972. balanced diet, and I am concerned
He is a political fraud.
about the product image ·of milk.

That is correct. Mr. Jones did write
to the Minister of Public Works, and
asked him six questions on the Victorian proposals for this dock. The
Minister of Public Works replied
stating our ideas but suggesting that
there were various alternatives
which should be discussed at a meeting.
Mr. WILKES.-He made a mess
of it.
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Can tlie Minister o{ Health inform
the ·House whether· his department
has studied the benefits which have
flowed. from the free milk programme and whether the Maternal
and Child Welfare Branch of his department has made any recommendations to the organization of mothers'
clubs within Victoria or to the
Federal Government in an endeavour
to retain the present free milk
scheme rather than a scheme for the
supply of free milk only to children
who. · are . in necessitous circumstances? The Commonwealth proposal will give the product an image
wHich is not to its advantage as an
industry. It implies that milk is· only
a dietary supplement. for people who
are poor rather than a nutritious and
wholesome drink which is readily
acceptable to the whole community.
· Mr.
SCANLAN '(Min'ister of
Health) .-The Victorian Government
has given deep consideration to the
implications of the Federal Government's proposal to phase out milk
for schools. It goes without saying
that the State Government is
strongly opposed to this proposal.
There is no doubt in the minds of
members of the 'Maternal and Child
Welfare Branch of my department
about the nutritious value of milk.
They are strongly of the view that
the free milk scheme for schools
s~ould be continued at both preschool and primary school levels.
This information has been conveyed to the Federal Government
which has suggested that .the
scheme should be phased out and
that certain biscuits should replace
milk, but the Department of Health
and the State Government consider
that the substitution of biscuits for
milk will only result in an increase
in the incidence of tooth decay and
will constitute a health hazard.
The Government considers that if
the free milk scheme is to be phased
out careful consideration must be
given by .the ·Federal Government
and by the Government of Victoria
to the date of its implementation, in
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yiew·of the fact that many contracts
have been entered into, one of which
does not ~xpire until July, 1974. the
question of compensation for the
dairy industry and/or suppliers of
straws, bottles and other items should
also be the subject ·of Federal and
State negotiations.
Mr. SIMMONDS.-They would not
be very substantial. ·
Mr. SCANLAN.~In one case an
amount, I believe, . of $63,000 for
drinking straws is involved. That
may be a small amount in the view
of the honorable member, but contracts must be honoured. · The State
Government also wishes to determine what schools should be designated as needy and so receive a continued supply of milk. We do not
believe that is a matter for decision
by the Federal Government.
We hope the Commonwealth Government will take into account the
matters that have been put to it by
the State Government so that there
is the least possible disruption to the
health of our children and so that
justice and equity are ensured.
DENTAL HEALTH.
Mr. FORDHAM (Footscray).Will the Minister of Health acknowledge the generous assistance which
has been given to the children of
Victoria· by the recent announcement
by the Federal Minister for Health
that the Commonwealth Government
will support dental clinics and the
training of dental therapists? Can
the Minister explain how, as a result of Federal Government's assistance, the school dental service will
be extended to children who are
older than those who are eligible at
present?
Mr.
SCANLAN
(Minister of
Health).-The Government thanks
the
Federal
•Minister
for
Health, Dr. Everingham, for his
contribution to the dental health
programme that originated and was
planned in Victoria as part of an
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over-all programme for an improvement in dental health. This programme is based on four key principles that have been enunciated
from time to time by the Premier.
Its first aim is the establishment
of a Department of Dental Health
within the Health Department. The
second proposal is an increase in the
dental student intake at the Royal
Dental Hospital in Melbourne. The
third objective-it is a corollary of
the others-is the establishment of a
school of dental therapy in St. Kilda
Road. The fourth proposal is the
fluoridation of the water supplies of
Victoria. This four-point programme
and policy which originated in Victoria was submitted to the Commonwealth Government with the request that it should support the Victorian Government.
I express the gratitude of the
people of Victoria to the Federal
Minister for Health for providing
the funds which the Victorian Government requested in July last year
towards this very important facet of
the over-all dental programme.
REPORT ON WEST HEIDELBERG.
Mr.
SKEGGS '(Ivanhoe).-Will
the Minister of Health give early
consideration to the Social Worker's
Report on West Heidelberg prepared
by the social worker of the City
of Heidelberg assessing the health
and community needs of that area,
which includes an extensive group
of low-income earners? Will the
Minister study the report and comment on it in due course?
Mr.
SCANLAN {Minister
of
Health) .-The answer is, "Yes".
PRICE CONTROL.
Mr. HOLDING CLeadeT of the Opposition) .-Has the Premier communicated with the Prime Minister
in respect of the Premier's ·recent
public statement that he would be
prepared to cede to .the Commonwealth power over prices? Does the
honorable gentleman propose to set
out in writing the terms and conditions of his off_er, and if not, why?
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Mr. HAMER ~cPremier and Treasurer) .-1 believe I answered this
question yesterday, and I refer the
Leader of the Opposition to my
answer. I ,shall not repeat it, except
to say that the proposals of this
State and of other States have been
made on a number of occasions, the
last occasion being at the Constitutional Convention in Sydney last
month.
REMEDIAL SERVICES FOR SOUTH
GIPPSLAND.
Mr. MciNNES {Gippsland South).
-I direct a question to the Assistant Minister of Education. As psychology and guidance officers are
employed in remedial centres in
Gippsland, will the Minister consider
the siting of a remedial or special
services eentre in South Gippsland,
preferably at Leongatha?
Mr. DIXON {Assistant Minister
of Education) .-The answer is,
"Yes".
GEE,LONG TECHNICAL SCHOOL.
Mr. BIRRELL {Geelong).-Will
:the Minister of Education comment
on the present position of the Geelong Technical School, which intends
to start a rebuilding program·me on
a new site, tenders for which were
called last ·month?
Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of
Education) .-It has been the intention of the Education Department,
following submissions from the honorable member for Geelong and
members of the Geelong Technical
School Council, to transfer that
school to the new site at Belmont.
Plans have been drawn up over the
past twelve months, and tenders
clos·ed last month. Unfortunately
there has been some delay because
of the high level of tenders received,
which were approximately 50 per cent
in excess of the original cost anticipated by the Education Department, and substantially in excess of
the expert estimate made by the
Public Works Department three
months ago.
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A conference has been called of aH
parties ·concerned and a decision will
be made early next week on whether
one of the tenders will ibe accepted
or negotiations will be conducted
with a tenderer on a revised rplan.
The decision was made to shift the
school in stages to Belmont and it
was intended in the first stage to
establish a general purposes block
and a large science block, along with
an assembly hall built on a contributory basis. It is still hoped to be able
to proceed on this basis but because
of the extensive rise in tender prices,
a conference will be called and a
decision made.
This question of tendering is indeed one of extreme w·orry to the
Education DepartJment at present because costs in the school building
field appear to !he rising at the rate
of 17 to 20 per cent per annum and
tenderers are allowing for a
further rise over the next year
at the sa·me rate. This is having an
alarming effect on the whole school
building programme and is using additional funds which the Government
intended to use for the ·construction
of other school buildings.

OZONE LEVELS.
Mr. ROPER (Brunswick West).Further to my question asked yesterday on the high level of ozone in
the air as determ'ined by the Env:ironment Protection Authority and the
likelihood that ~in future .there could
be similar occurrences, in light of the
fact that there might also be other
serious pollutants in the atmosphere
can the Minister of . Health advise
whether his department has any
contingency plans for an emergency
public health programme to assist
people Who may be affected by these
pollutants?
Mr.
SCANLAN {Minister of
Health) .-There are always p·lans
available to the Commission of Public
Health to overcome plagues, outbreaks of diseases and situations
such as that des·cribed by the honorable member. The powers of the
Minister of HeaHh are very wide in

without Notice.

this regard, as are the powers of
medical officers and health inspectors.
Facilities and plans are always available and I suggest to the honorable
member that a good illustration of
the efficiency of the department when
confronted with these problems was
the arrangements made recently
in Victoria when a suspected ·Cholera
victim was admitted to hospital from
an overseas air flight.
FREE MILK AT SCHOOLS.
Mr. LIND ·(Dandenong).-Can the
Minister of ·Education advise whether
it is a fact that over a long period
many offida'l complaints have been
;made by principals about the free
milk scheme for schools, relaNng
particularly to the lack of co-operation of supplies, the unhygienic conditions under which mi'lk was delivered
to and served by the schools, and
generally that the benefits of the
scheme were outweighed by the
a:mount of trouble caused in distributing the milk?
Mr. THOMPSON '(Minister of Education) .-I have not personally heard
compla,ints of that nature but they
·may well have been made by principals. By the same token, I will not
suggest that because in a few cases
milk may have been delivered in an
unhygienic manner, that is a reason
for the abandonment of the scheme
which has produced .marvellous physical spedmens, such as those honorable members we see opposite.
OZONE LEVELS.
Mr. WILTON '(Broadmeadows).-Is
the Minister for Conservation aware
that last Tuesday the Environment
Protection Authority announced that
the reading of the ozone figure in
the metropolitan atmosphere was 18
parts to 1,000, which is the
highest since monitoring began?
In view of the fact that Government
departments discharging pollutants
onto land or into the air or sea are
required, under the Environment Protection Act, to apply for licences,
can the honorable gentleman inform
the House which departments have
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not yet applied for licences under
the Act and the reasons why they
have not done so? Also, can the
Minister for Conservation indicate
what action he proposes to take to
ensure that these departments apply
for Hcences forthwith?
Mr. BORTHWICK (Minister for
Conservation) .-The Act does not
provide for licence applications to be
made to me. I suggest that the honorable member place his question on
the Notice Paper.
TOTALIZATOR AGENCY BOARD
PERCENTAGES.
Mr. TREZISE (Geelong North).1 direct a question to the Minister
for Youth, Sport and Recreation.
Will the honorable gentleman give
an assurance that the percentage
" take , from .the Totalizator Agency
Board at present being used to
finance non-racing sections of his
department will not be further increased whilst he is ·Minister or at
least during the life of his department?
Mr. DIXON (Minister for Youth,
Sport and Recreation) .-1 am not in
a position to determine the policy
of
the
Government
regarding
budgetary matters and I cannot give
that assurance.
REPORT ON WEST HEIDE,LBERG.
Mr. SKEGGS {Iv~anhoe).-1 direct
a question without notice to the Minister representing .the Minister for
Social Welfare in another place, and
it is supplementary to a question
which I asked earlier of the Minister
of Health. Will the honorable gentleman ask the Minister for Social Welfare to give early consideration to
the Social Worker's Report on West
Heidelberg prepared by the socia'l
worker of the City of Heidelberg
assessing health and community needs
of the area, and comment in due
course?
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Mr. I. W. SMITH {Minister of
Agriculture) .-I will ask my coleague the Minister for Social Welfare to confer with the honorable
member and the Minister of Health
so that his request can be dealt with.
NOXIOUS WEEDS.
Mr. DOUBE (Albe~t Park).----Is the
Minister of Lands aware that the
noxious weed, African bone seed, is
seriously infesting the ·Mornington
Peninsula and is inhibiting the
growth of indigenous or natural
plants? In view of the seriousness
of this infestation, I ask the honorable gentleman what assistance his
department is giving to local shires,
and what special steps are being
taken to combat this menace?
Mr. BORTHWICK (Minister of
Lands) .-The weed, African bone
seed, is a difficult plant to control
within the Australian environment. It
is not manifest only in the M'ornington Peninsula foreshore areas; it
is also common in my electorate, in
the You Yangs and in the Otways.
The Vermin and Noxious Weeds Destruction Boar-d believes the only certain way to remove this weed is by
hand. Considerable co-operation has
been received, particularly in the
Geelong area, from groups of people
who are voluntarily attacking the
plant.
During a recent overseas visit, I
made inquiries in South Africa
whether any predator was known
which keeps this weed under control,
but the South African authorities
have no knowledge of one.
It
is a matter of great concern to the
board, and at present there is no
known answer to the problem.
WONTHAGGI-NYORA RAILWAY
SERVICE.
Mr.
MACLELLAN
(Gippsland
West).-Will the Minister of Transport investigate the Wonthaggi-Nyora
railway service and particularly the
refusal of the railways to accept
parcels traffic and the off-loading of
passengers who have given notice of
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their intention to use the service,
which make it appear that the railways are knocking · ·back business
instead of looking for it?
Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transport) .-I am aware of the problems
referred to by the honorable member
for Gippsland West. I have already
instituted inquiries and hope to have
the answers in a day or two.
PETITION.
HOUSING COMMISSION RENT.

Mr. REESE (Moorabbin) presented
a petition from certain citize·ns of
Victoria praying that the House take
such action as it may to effectively
remove the application of recent rent
increases to Housing Commission
tenants. He stated that the petition
was respectfully worded, in order,
and bore 48 signatures.
It was ordered that the petition be
laid on the table.
BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE.
Mr. WILKES (Northcote). - By
leave, I move-

Prisons Division.

AVOIDANCE OF DISCRIMINATION
BILL.
Mr. EDMUNDS (Moonee Ponds)
mov.ed for leave to bring in a Bill to
make provision · against the exercise
of certain discriminations on account
of sex, marriage, religion, politics,
race, colour, or ethnic or social background in relation to the holding of
public offices a·nd the exercise of
statutory rights and duties and for
other purposes.

The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read
a first time.
PRISONS DIVISION.

Mr.
JONES
move-

(Melbourne). -

I

That this House take note of the report
of the Board of Inquiry into Allegations of
Brutality and Ill Treatment at H.M. Prison
Pentridge and deplores the Government's
failure to produce a comprehensive plan for
penal reform in Victoria, and calls for a
Royal Commission to investigate alternative
methods of correctional practice and law
enforcement in the State.

The Government has shown great reluctance to debate this important
subject, just as it was reluctant to set
up the Jenkinson board of inquiry to
inquire into conditions at Pentridge.
The pressure for what became the
The motion was agreed to.
Jenkinson report dates back as far
as May, 1970, but the actual condiPENSIONS SUPPLEMENTATION
tions which led to the report go back
BILL.
very much earlier.
Mr.
HAMER
(Premier
and
The more recent series of incidents
Treasurer) presented a message from began on 25th May, 1970, when
His Excellency the Governor recom- prisoners in " D " division, which is
mending that an appropriation be the remand and classification section,
made from the Consolidated Fund and " C " division stoned the walls
for the purposes of the Pensions and windows. Later that day the
Supplementation Bill.
warders protested and threatened to
Mr.
HAMER
(Premier
and strike over working conditions.
Treasurer) moved for leave to bring Violence continued throughout the
in a Bill to make permane·nt pro- succeeding months and pressure was
vision with resp.ect to the supplemen- put on the Government to appoint
tation of certain pensions, to. amend a committee of inquiry. No action
the Pensions Supplementation Act resulted.
1966 and for other puTposes.
Early in January, 1972, prison
The motio·n was agreed to.
officers threatened to strike again
The Bill was brought in and read because of the working conditions.
The then Minister for Social Welfare,
a first time.

That sessional orders be suspended so far
·as to permit the Notice of Motion, General
Business, listed on the Notice Paper in the
name of the honorable member for Moonee
Ponds to take precedence of all business set
down for this day.
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whether it will do much to change the
over-all situation in our prison establishments, particularly the maximum
or medium security prisons such as
Pentridge and, by analogy, probably
the Geelong gaol. : If implemented,
specific recommendations made by
Mr. Jenkinson will merely·take Victoria's prisons from the 1870s up to
1890s; they will not basically change
the nature of the prison· system.
One of the major problems is that
there is great uncertainty amongst
members of the Government about
what precisely. it is attempting to do
in prisons such as Pentridge. No clear
policy guideline has been laid
down by the Government, certainly
not in legislation, to establish
the purpose of punishment in gaols
such as Pentridge. ·Accordingly, it
is unfair to blame the custodial staff
for any deficiencies because they do
not know precisely what the aim of
their work is.
we
welcome
Mr.
Naturally
Whether, since the 22nd May, 1970, Jenkinson's recommendations for the
prisoners at Her Majesty's Prison, Pentridge, abolition of solitary confinement,
had been subjected to brutality, or other close confinement, and dietary restricform of ill-treatment by prison officers and, tions, and the replacement of the
if so, upon the circumstances surrounding Governor's court by open hearings
such treatment.
at which the prisoner has the right to
In other words, Mr. Jenkinson was put a defence. More advanced penal
not permitted to look back further systems brought about these reforms
than 22nd May, 1970, and he was not generally before the .first world war,
to examine the underlying causes but and it is shameful that it has taken
merely to look at particular specific the Victorian Government until 1973
cases and to find the specific cause to reach this stage. I do not regard
for those acts, rather than look at the the penal systems in most of the
general situation in the gaol.
other Australian States as being
Almost as soon as the board of particularly advanced either.
inquiry opened, representations were
However, largely owing to the
made to Mr. Jenkinson that he should terms of reference, Mr. Jenkinson's
adjourn the inqui·ry and ask the report is extremely conservative.
Government to broaden his terms of But it could hardly be otherwise.
reference.
Very properly, as he Although he talks about retributive
was placed in an invidious position, measures, he suggests that the GovMr. Jenkinson considered that he had ernment should be careful not to go
no right to ask the Government to against public opinion by moving too
broaden the terms of reference.·
far ahead.
As a result, Parliament has a report
Mr. Ross-EnwARDs.-That is not a
from the board of inquiry extending bad
point.
to two volumes, which is good up to
a point, considering its terms of reMr. JONES.-I concede that if one
ference. However, the range of the moves too far ahead one can alienate
report is so narrow that I doubt public opinion to the extent that there
who has now ·happily been transferred to the agriculture portfolio, refused to set up a committee of inquiry or a Royal· Commission. The
prison officers· pointed out that there
were brawls in the prison farm and
in other divisions. Prisoners had barricaded themselves in " C " division
and also in "H" division. Ultimately,
in May, 1972, the Law Institute of
Victoria called for an urgent Royal
Commission into conditions at Pentridge. On 3rd May moves for a Royal
Commiss ion were supported by the
Leader of the Opposition and lawyers
in criminal practice. 'It was not un'til
23rd ·May that the Government
gave ·way and appointed !Mr. K. J.
Jenkinson, Q.C., as a board of inquiry.
The Government refused to appoint a
Royal Commission. It set up terms of
reference for the board of inquiry
which members of the Opposition and
no doubt members of the Country
Party regard as unduly narrow. The
board of inquiry w·as asked to inquire
into and report upon1
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might be a backlash, but it is quite
a different matter to trim the sails
which follow the changing winds of
public opinion. The Government has
an obligation to move ahead in a
creative way and if the community
trusts the Government and thinks it
knows what it is doing, it is not.
necessary always to take the weather
vane approach to sociological problems and go with the prevailing
wind.
In the second volume of his report,
on page 67, Mr. Jenkinson quotes the
words of the late Sir John Vincent
Barry, who was one of Victoria's
greatest criminal judges. The words
are worth remembering. His Honor
saidI do not claim that the retaliatory features
of the criminal law are necessarily good or
morally :acceptable, though I think ·that for
the purposes of maintaining order and
internal peace there is more to be said for
them than some humanitarian critics are
willing to concede. I do contend, however,
that it is bad science and worse sociology
to disregard social realities and the actualities of the crimin:al process, and that the
improvement of the criminal law and its
inseparable adjunct, the punitive process,
is not likely to be achieved if we delude
ourselves ·about their essential characteristics and the factors that bring them
about. . .

At page 68 of the volume, Mr.
Jenkinson comments that changes
in the criminal law in prisons ought
not to be made in direct and extensive contradiction of that opinion.
Unfortunately, Victoria does not
have a particularly well-informed
public opinion on penal matters.
Neither has it a particularly wellinformed Government on social
welfare and the Prisons Division.
Not everything is bad in the Prisons
Division or in the Social Welfare
Department. Morale is low but there
are some encouraging signs. It is
true that the number of people in
prison relative to the over-all population in world terms is not particularly
high. The figure is lower in a number
of European and Scandinavian countries, including the Netherlands.
Mr. McLAREN .-As an indication,
that must be a good starter.
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Mr. JONES.-That is true, but the
proportion of people who stay within
the system and return to it is
extremely disturbing. When one
examines a specific case within that
context, and particularly the way in
which Pentridge is operated, it is
easy to come to the overwhelming
conclusion that Pentridge is nothing .
less than a social cancer. Many
recommendations have been made
concerning Pentridge over the years,
but little has been done.
Mr. Speaker, in the 1920s one of
your predecessors as the honorable
member for Essendon, Mr. Thomas
Ryan, often raised the need for a commission of inquiry into Pentridge.
The report of the debate on Votes on
Account in October, 1923, contains a
denunciation of the deplorable conditions in Pentridge. Fifty years later
not much has changed.
I was intrigued by a statement on
page 1708 of volume 165 of Hansard
by the Chief Secretary of the daya Nationalist predecessor of the present Liberal Party-Or. Stanley
Argyle, later Premier of the State. Dr.
Argyle saidIt is well for the community to remember
we are living in an educated age and it
is not too much to ask that the new
Governor of Pentridge shall possess a
university degree.

That was 50 years ago; we have not
advanced very far, as the honorable
member for Coburg knows better
than anyone else. In 1923 there was
an enormous row in Pentridge over
the sacking of the then famous Major
Walter Conder. Major Conder went
into the prison system determined to
reform Pentridge. He did not last very
long. Whilst at Pentridge he ordered
the removal of the roof in " C "
division. For the benefit of honorable
members who do not know it, "C"
division is £-shaped and there was
originally a roof covering the open
spaces. The roof was removed, the
Government of the day changed its
mind and Major Conder resigned in
protest. Fifty years later the roof is
still missing.
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Therefore, " C " division is a nineteenth century penal museum ·which is
still operative. It has accommodation
for 230 prisoners and currently accommodates 177. The cells are 4 ft.
6 in. by 9 ft.-they are smaller than
the cells in Port Arthur. Theoretically,
" C " division is used to house
prisoners with sentences of less than
three years. Some prisoners actually prefer being there, possibly
because in some cases the atmosphere is freer. They are not under
very strict supervision, because not
unnaturally it is a place that senior
officers do not want ·to know about
and keep well away from. There is no
labour in " C " division.
Many prisoners who . ar~ s~~u~ll~
fastidious prefer to be m C diVIsion than in some other divisionsfor example, in " J " division, where
there is accommodation for more than
one prisoner in a cell. Some prisoners
prefer to have single rooms than
to share dormitories and be subject
to sexual attack. Others do not want
to be in "B " division, which contains more serious offenders, with
much more intimidation and violence.
As a result, although " B " division
has better physical conditions, many
prisoners prefer to be in " C " division. " C " division prisoners have
earphones for radios but the shower
and toilet blocks are appalling and
the stench is revolting. Prison officers
are critical because conditions are
extremely bad with very little protection from wind and rain. There is
some vermin in the area, and it is
kept more or less under ~antral, but
this is an extremely undesirable place
and illustrates 'the worst aspects of
Pentridge.
I refer to Mr. Jenkinson's specific
report on the state of Pentridge.
Where possible I shall give page
references· so that honorable members who have copies can follow. The
first significant point that Mr. Jenkinson makes is on pages 30 and 31. On
page 30 he statesThe authorized staff for Pentridge numbers 355 officers of the Department of
Social Welfare, 6 Education Department
officers and 6 officers of the Department of
Health.
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On page 31 he statesThere is no formal educational qualification for appointment as a prison officer,
except success in examina~~ns condu<:ted
by the Social Welfare Trammg Council-

few members of the Opposition are
satisfied with thatto which Part VI. of the Social Welfare
Act commits the general supervision over
the theoretical and practical training of
prison officers.

Mr. Jenkinson made comparatively
favourable findings about "A", " B ",
" C " and " E " divisions because few
specific complaints were substantiated. It must be remembered that
Mr. Jenkinson very properly in this
report took a conservative view
when trying to establish proof of allegations against a specific prison
officer. It will be appreciated that it
is extremely difficult to get corroboration of violence against a specific
prison officer. One would not want
a prison officer or a prisoner to be
convicted on evidence that ·w·as less
substantiated than evidence that
would be required in a court.
It is not intended here to
make specific allegations against
specific prison officers.
Nevertheless, if one looks at the
system as a whole, one is entitled to say that even if allegations
against a specific prison officer cannot
be corroborated, no one who is
familiar with the gaol will deny,
least of all prison officers and those
close to prison officers, that there is
a strong undercurrent of violence in
" A," " B," " C," and " E " divisions.
Few persons are willing to come forward and give evidence to a board
of inquiry such as this because the
social pressure against dabbing in
certain officers is very strong indeed.
That is perfectly understandable.
Nevertheless, not much that Mr.
Jenkinson has to say about "A.,"
" B," " C " a·nd " E " divisions can
detain us here.
The most alarming section of the
report deals with his findings on" H"
division, to which I shall turn in a
moment.
Mr. MUTTON.-The whole structure
of the prison breeds viole·nce.
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Mr. JONES.-The whole of the
prison is really. structured around
violence.· There ·are two_ bas'ic type~
of prison systerrt · One is structured
around confrontation and violence
with a heavy emphasis on tension.
The other is based on the concept of
co-opeTatiori and the easing of tension. Penlridge is in the first category.
Mr. McLAREN.-Totally?
Mr. JONES.-Very largely; this
is one reason why the success rate
at Pentridge is very low and there is
an abnormally high proportion of
recidivism. In some cases, the
whole pattern of Pentridge is set by
" H " division. Within " H " division
a whole series of offences occuroffences against prison discipline and
offences which actually discourage
co-operation between prisoners and
warders. There is a whole range of
offences which would not be offences
in the world outside.
ln " H " division a prisoner can
speak to an officer only if he stands
on a painted cross. Originally there
was probably a rational reason for
this. When a prisoner wanted to
communicate with an officer he stood
on a certain spot so that the officer
could observe him and there would
be no possibility of the officer being
lured into a corner and belted over
the head.
Mr. I. W. SMITH.-Where is standing on a cross mentioned?
Mr. JONES.-It is at pages 102
and 104 of the first volume.
Mr. I. W. SMITH.-Was that
proven?
Mr. JONES-Yes, it was conceded.
I will give you the citation.
Mr. I. W. SMITH.-It is only an
allegation.
Mr JONES.-Mr. Jenkinson concedes that it is true. Prisoners can
commit offences at Pentridge which
are not offences outside; for example,
if a prisoner's bedding is not properly
folded, it is an offence.
Mr. Ross-EnWARDs.-That is the
same as in the Army.
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Mr. JONES.-Yes, there are rriany
parallels. Until recently, not saluting was an offence in " H " division.
Mr. Ross-EnwARDs.-Not now.
Mr. JONES.-No, that has been
changed, thanks to Mr. Gr~ndley .
The altering of tattoo marks IS also
regarded as an offence, as is being
in possession of letters more than 48
hours after they have been received.
If a prisoner loses a letter, the warders say, " Right. That is an offence ". In this way a great deal of
tension is created. If a prisoner has
a bad day, because he has not had
access to a lavatory during the night,
has had to use a night bucket, and
has made a mess of his cell, and if
he has not folded his bedding correctly, has failed to stand on the
painted cross when speaking to an
officer, and has altered a tattoo mark,
he will be faced with another series
of disciplinary charges. Until now,
a prisoner could be subjected to further penalities for offences 'which are
not considered to be offences outside
the prison. As I have said, tension,
which is an essential element of
Pentridge Gaol, is heightened.
The press has been quoting t~e
Jenkinson report in 'a somewhat misleading way because it has been concentrating exclusively on acts of
violence by warders against prisoners but I remind the House that
viol~nce also exists between prisoners and prisoners, and that there
are acts of violence by prisoners
against warders. Tension does not
exist only for one section in a prison;
it is endemic to the whole situation.
Mr. Ross-EnwARDs.-Prisoners can
be very violent men.
Mr. JONES.-Yes, some are very
violent.
Mr. Ross-EDWARDS.-And they
must be confined.
Mr. JONES.-Of course; but I ask
the Leader of the Country Party
whether he thinks the Victoria penal
system has any lesson to teach the
rest of the world. To the contrary,
I believe Victoria can learn a great
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deal from the penal systems of other
countries. We cannot be proud of
Pentridge.

there would have to be a higher proportion of prison officers at a maximum security prison.

Mr. I. W. SMITH.-It is only one of
thirteen prisons with fewer than
half the prisoners.
Mr. JONES.-Yes, and I am prepared to detail my complaints about
other prisons to the Minister of
Agriculture is he desires me to do so.
Another way of looking at the matter is to remember that although
there are thirteen prisons in the
system one prison, Pentridge, holds
nearly half the total number of
prisoners in the State.

The House should bear in mind
that the motion which is now being
discussed is not designed to have
propositions which are advanced
automatically adopted. It seeks a
Royal Commission conducted by
someone who is familiar with a
number of penal systems and who
can consider arguments which may
be advanced by the Minister of Agriculture, the Leader of the Country
Party, other honorable members by
me or anyone else and make recommendations to Governments.

The current tendency is to move
Mr. Jenkinson was in no way inaway from the concept of huge multivited
to consider alternatives to the
purpose penitentiaries such as AlcaHe was told in
traz and Wandsworth and to move present system.
effect,
"Here
is
the
system as it is.
towards smaller specialized prisons.
There are some matters which . we
The essential point to be made is cannot sweep under the carpet, but
that Pentridge is a medium security we look for a band-aid and aspirin
prison dominated by its maximum approach so that we can patch up
security elements. Of the total of the existing situation". Mr. Jenkinapproximately 1,200 prisoners there, son said, " Within the narrow terms
no more than 10 per cent or 15 per of reference that I have, these are
cent-20 per cent at most-are recommendations which I think will
dangerous or security risks.
Of
1,200 prisoners there are perhaps improve the existing situation."
only 200 who need to be closely conThe Opposition's view is that the
fined and may require the treatment basic sub-structure of the present
to which the Leader of the Country .system needs to be reviewed, not just
Party adverted. However, that treat- the superstructure. I ask the House
ment is not particularly appropriate to consider a hypothetical situation,
for the other 1,000 prisoners.
and suppose that there were 200 priIt seems that a solution to the soners who should be confined in a
Pentridge problem would be the es- maximum security gaol and that the
tablishment of a maximum security other 1,000 prisoners at Pentridge
prison. Governments are notoriously were decentralized by being sent to
reluctant to spend money on prisons. smaller single-purpose prisons which
The problem could perhaps be over- could be established on the perimeter
come by converting an existing of the metropolitan area or by the
prison, such as Geelong, into a maxienlargement of country prisons. At
mum security prison.
present there are 355 staff members
Mr. MACLELLAN .-What population at Pen tridge looking after 1,200
do you envisage that a maximum prisoners. Perhaps 200 members of
security prison would have to hold?
that 355 might be required to look
Mr. JONES.-A maximum of be- after 200 prisoners in a maximum
tween 150 and 200. But I do not security prison. I appreciate that thP
imagine that there would be more prison staff do not aU work at the
than two-thirds of the total in the same time, but the proportions are
prison at any one time. However, the same.
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Mr. MACLELLAN.-You would have
to see that the Minister made sure
that the prison was always full so
that the staff would not be wasted.
Mr. JONES.-That is not so. The
fact is that a maximum security
prison must have a very high proportion of staff compared with the
number of inmates, but in medium
or low security prisons the number
of staff can be reduced markedly
because there are inducements within
the system which will persuade
prisoners to behave.
Mr. LACY.-The prisoners may no't
wis'h to go to the country. How can
their relatives visit them?
Mr. JONES.-! believe the solution
of the problems which arise from the
removal of prisoners from the metropolitan area-and I concede that
many of them do not want to go to
places which are remote from their
families-is to introduce a system of
week -end furlough.
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ought to be done. There are many
antisocial or asocial prisoners and I
agree completely with the Leader of
the Country Party that many of them
are extremely dangerous men who
need to be kept under close scrutiny.
The honorable member probably
knows me well enough not to think
I would say otherwise. When prisoners who are antisocial or asocial are
taken away from society an assumtion seems to be made that if they
are kept out of society for a number
of years, they will fit back into
society on release. Of course this
does not happen. If men are antisocial when they go into prison, they
are generally more antisocial when
they come out. This is because
prison tends not to relate to the outside world. One of the most useful
words that Mr. Jenkinson used in his
report is the word " infantile ". That
word can certainly be applied to
prison industry, which can be compared with children's games.

I know there are enormous indusMr. Ross-EDWARDS. - For high trial problems about prison industry
security prisoners, too?
which one would need to work out
Mr. JONES.-No, I am not talking with the trade union movement.
about high security. I concede that Yesterday I spoke with members of
a high security gao 1 would have to be the Trades Hall Council Executive
quite close to the metropolitan area. about this matter.
Wallan or Geelong might be about as
Mr. Ross-EDWARDS.-Everyone on
far as one could go in those circum- good terms?
stances. But intermediate or lowMr. JONES.-We are the very best
security prisons would be suitable if
prisons followed, for example, the of friends. Many people who go into
Swedish system, where eligible prison are useless, idle layabouts.
prisoners apply for week-end fur- Many are silly fellows who have never
lough of 72 hours every six weeks or had a satisfactory work situation,
so. That would mean that their and do not work particularly well
wives would not need to travel with because they have had no job traintheir children to visit a fairly isolated ing. When they are sent to prison
country prison. The Government two or three times they sit around
would, I hope, provide a travel in " C " division playing cards for
warrant-a return warrant, naturally three years, and when they come out
-so that prisoners could make their it is idle to believe that they will
way back home and live within it for suddenly go back to the world with
72 hours every six weeks or so.
a mature attitude to the value of a
Clearly
one
way
in
If that were the case, a great trade.
which
the
problems
of
prison
·number of the arguments that people
are reluctant to be transferred from industry can be solved is to ensure
one prison ~o another would dis- that it is based on the real needs
appear. I believe this is a workable of society and the prisoner and not
way, and it is the way in which it on the needs of the prison system.
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In every prison in the world the
first thing visitors are shown is the
bakehouse. All prisons seem to be
inordinately proud of their bakehouses. In my view it might be more
sensible to abandon the bakehouse
and bring the bread in from outside,
because it competes directly with
outside industry. Very few people
who work in prison bakehouses will
go to work in the bread industry
after leaving prison.
Mr. Ross-EowARos.-Why?
Mr. JONES.-Because it is an
industrial situation forced upon the
prisoners to meet the needs of the
prison, and they do not expect ever
again to be involved in the bread
industry. They choose to work in
the bakehouse because the alternative
is that they have nothing meaningful
to do. Those who run prisons say
that the baking of bread will satisfy
the prison's needs; therefore, it is
a place for prisoners to work. Similarly they argue that the laundry
service satisfies the needs of the
prison system. But not many prisoners, by then, after leaving prison,
would go into the laundry industry.
Like the baking industry, this is a
contracting industry outside.
To work out a sensible programme
for prison industries, one must look
at the needs of the specific community. If there are decentralized
prisons, as there are in many European countries, one may have to look
at specific industry needs in the
particular area where the prison is
located. The skills which a prisoner
might have, or wishes to acquire,
might determine whether he was sent
to prison" A" or prison" B," depending on what the local regional interests were. I put forward this idea
for what it is worth. If the Parliament wants to take a practical approach to decentralization, prisons
could be a useful instrument for that
purpose.
Another factor which would relate
prisons more to society would be the
presence of female officers and
employees in prisons. One of the most
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wholesome things I noticed in Scandinavian prisons was the presence of
female employees. In Vestre Faengsel
the largest prison in Denmark, the
deputy governor is a woman who is
doing an excellent job. The Scandinavian prisons employ female nurses,
office employees, X-ray technicians,
trade instructors, and school teachers.
In Australia the almost automatic
reaction to this suggestion would be
to say, " Introduce a woman to
Pentridge? Madness!" Years ago there
was a female division in Pentridge
but it was removed and its removal
was regarded as a reform. It probably was a reform. Nevertheless, the
only women that prisoners see in the
course of what might be a long gaol
sentence are members of their families who visit them each fortnight.
But they have no physical or social
contact with these women, whom
they see on the other side of the glass
or the iron bars. Prisoners do not
work with members of the opposite
sex in any meaningful way.
It is very striking to notice that
at ·Fairlea women's prison six male
officers are employed. Honorable
members will be surprised to learn
that at the moment there is one male
prisoner at Fairlea. He has gardening skills and is used as a handyman
around the place. I do not know
precisely what his job specification is,
but I am told that he is doing a good
job. One of the healthier things which
one finds at Fairlea but not at Pentridge is that there are males around
the place and that there is more
approximation to the real society
which prisoners have left and to
which they will one day return.
Mr.
Ross-EowARos.-Does
the
honorable member believe there
should be female warders at Pentridge?
Mr. JONES.-! do not see why not.
Mr. Ross-EowARDs.-The honorable
member must be joking.
Mr. JONES.-Obviously, one must
proceed from the known to the unknown.
Some honorable members
believe that because something has
never been done before it is not worth
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exammmg. At present-particularly
if the Bill brought in by the honorable
member for Moonee Ponds comes into
operation-all discrimination on the
basis of sex will be eliminated in Victoria. If women apply for jobs at
Pentridge and have the requisite
qualifications, there should be no
reason why they should not be
appointed. At the moment the only
qualification is the passing of the
examination.
In practice some
women are not now eligible to apply.
Another factor which will help to
reduce the number of prisoners is the
elimination of imprisonment of the
perpetrators of victimless crim·es. I
know the Government is working in
this direction. I refer to the so-called
crimes without victim. Alcholics,
drug abusers and homosexuals would
come within this category. They
should have separate treatment and
not simply be warehoused in a large,
comprehensive prison such as Pentridge. So far this is not being done.
Where there is prison work in
Pentridge it seems to be performed in
a m·ost unsatisfactory way, and this
legitimately has aroused the ire of the
trade union movement. On page 105
of the report there is reference to
what is known in Pentridge as
" doing buttons ". This is making
small electrical components, I understand, for a firm called McMurdos,
about which I have had a question on
notice for some time but have not yet
received an answer. The prisoners
are urged to make these components
at slave labor rates, not in a rational
industrial sense but as an alternative
to boredom. There is a tremendous
amount of boredom in the prison
system. There is more boredom than
violence.
I would not want to
exaggerate the degree of violence
inside Pentridge, although what is
said by Mr. Jenkinson is graphic
enough.
Incidentally, one of the most
horrifying things about the Jenkinson
report is the way in which violence
inside " H " division was used
selectively. If· honorable members
look at the ·examples between pages
Mr. Jones.
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164 and 167 and refer to the descriptions of what has taken place inside
" H " division as provided by
prisoners John Reginald Killick and
Stanley Brian Taylor, it is clear that
a lot of the warders did have feelings
of violence towards some of the
prisoners in " H " division, and, in
the circumstances, I am not necessarily blaming them. However, the
-extraordinary thing which Mr.
Jenkinson found in his report was
infliction of violence in a selective
way. It was not necessarily directed
against the most violent prisoners.

It seems the warders thought very
cautiously about whether reprisals
might be exacted against them if they
bashed any of the more significant
prisoners such as Killick and Taylor.
The point Mr. Jenkinson makes in his
report between pages 164 and 167 is
that the extraordinary thing is that
the prisoners who did get beaten up
were prisoners who were not in the
main the more troublesome or more
violent. In other words, they were
the prisoners who did not have
influential friends outside who could
exact in kind any violence exhibited
by prison officers. That seems to me
to be an absolutely hateful and
outrageous situation, and honorable
members will find it very carefully
described between pages 155 and 160
of the report. Mr. Jenkinson goes
back to it again on page 180 when he
saidBut the board is convinced that no " H "
division prisoner offered less provocation to
prison officers than Mayne.

Garry Raymond Mayne had been in
" H " division from 8th September.
1970, until he was discharged on 21st
December, 1970. He had a short list
of convictions for petty crimes and
had been a jockey. He was not a
prisoner who had any claim to eminence in the criminal social hierarchy
and was not a person of great
stature.
It is true, what Mr.
Jenkinson says on page 1780n his behalf Mr. Lennon was able, in
almost every case, to find support for the
prison officers' denial ·of ill-treatment bv
pointing to the prisoner's failure to complain
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to the Gov,ernor or the visiting magistrate
or the chief prison officer of the division
about the ill-treatment which he was
belate.dly alleging before the board.

of what -is wrong with Pentridge. It
does not matter whether honorable
members take Salter's view or the
view of the f~mily. or the view of the
What one gleans from that is that prison warders; either way it disvery few prisoners had any faith in closes an unsatisfactory situation.
the system. There is a high degree This man, who is now aged 31 years,
of fatalism about the system and the left school at the age of thirteen
prisoners were unwilling to complain after completing form III.
He
because they were not in a very worked in mail. delivery until he was
favourable position and because convicted at the age of seventeen
further violence against them could years for a sexual offence against a
be carried out. They also do not girl. He served one and a half years
know much about the system and it gaol. He was originally in " G " diviis not unreasonable to state that they
sion but eventually was transferred
have not made much use of it.
to Beechworth. The judge recomOn page 186 of the report Mr. mended psychiatric treatment but no
Jenkinson makes the pointpsychiatric treatment was ever given.
There is in our prisoner population-as in He was then released and began work
the prisoner populations of other compar- as a tram conductor.
able societies-a small but increasing
number of persons whose habitual behaviour
is as persistently and as grossly predatory
in prison as it is in the free community.
Their victims in prison are other prisoners.
The agents of authority which m prison
serve as objects of their hostility, in lieu of
policemen, are prison officers. In comparison with their cruelties, the ill-treatment
which the board has found to have been
practised in " H " division was gentle chastisement indeed.

Then at the age of 24 years he
was convicted of a second sexual
offence on a girl and served two and
a half years gaol. The -judge recommended psychiatric treatment, but
again no psychiatric treatment was
given. He spent two and a half years
in " B " division. Having left school
at the age of thirteen, he studied
One would agree with that state- in gaol for and obtained his matriculament. Here is a statement which tion. When he was released from gaol
does not direct criticism against the he was employed as a clerk and ultiwarders. But what one wants to mately became the credit manager
know is why are those docile for the firm of Sportscraft Pty. Ltd.
prisoners herded together with the I will not read it to the House but
predatory prisoners? There are 1,000 I have a very commendatory referprisoners or thereabouts who have ence from Sportscraft Pty. Ltd. on
had no violent history herded with this man. During his second period
200 prisoners who have. The ques- of imprisonment he was divorced by
tion which the report should have his wife. At the age of 29 years he
asked is, " Why are they not was convicted on a third offence and
incarcerated in a different institu- sentenced to ten years' gaol with a
tion?" The prison does not perform minimum of seven years. He was
the function it should. There should put in "B" division again and-need
be special prisons for those who I say it again?-the judge recomattack other prisoners. The authori- mended psychiatric treatment. But
ties must make sure that other no psychiatric treatment was given
prisoners who are convicted of serious in gaol.
crimes are able to reform and do
not come back to prison for a further
Early in October, 1973, there
term.
were a number of violent incidents
I should like to raise the case of a associated with Salter. His account
particular prisoner which his family of it is that he was wanting to do an
have also asked me to discuss. It accountancy examination and the
concerns a John Richard Salter. The prison authorities wanted to transfer
Salter case is a striking illustration him to Castlemaine prison. He said
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Mr. JONES.-They involved sexual
he would go if he could do his examination there, but he said that there assaults, although. it is true that one
were no facilities for him to complete offence involved a sexual assault on
his examination and so he did not a much older person. Nevertheless
want to go. His account is that the where a prisoner is put in " H "
prison authorities replied that they division because he is violent or
would force him to go, and three or · because he cannot be protected from
violence in any other way, there
four prison warders, whom he has should be a psychiatric examination.
named to me but whom I will not It is still a poor system.
name in the House, then assaulted
Another example of the deplorable
him.
way in which the prison system is
being run-I do not know why it
The view of the prison authorities cannot be bettered-is the treatment
goes the other way. I should mention of persons found not guilty of murder
that Salter's last conviction was a on the ground of insanity. As the
sexual assault on an elderly lady. Minister of Agriculture pointed out,
The view taken by the prison auth- in answer to a question on notice
orities was that offences of the type last year, approximately 30-the
committed by Salter are particularly figure is now 32-persons in Pentdisliked by prisoners, and Salter has ridge have been acquitted of murder
been removed from " B " division on the ground of insanity but are
to " H " division because the other still held in that gaol pending the
prisoners habitually assaulted him in Governor's pleasure. In Victoria the
Governor takes a long time to be
" B " division. I am not concerned pleased. During that time, unless
to see whether Salter's account is they really deteriorate to the manic
correct or the account given by the stage and have to be hospitalized,
Social Welfare Department is correct these people are for practical purbecause it does not alter the situation. poses treated exactly the same as
I make the point that if he was convicted murderers, whose sentremoved from " B " division to " H " ences have been commuted by the
division to prevent him from being Executive Council. No honorable
bodily assaulted, clearly something member would defend the fact
is wrong with the way " B " division that no special provision has been
is run.
It was said that he made for people who have been found
not guilty on the ground of insanity.
assaulted a prison officer and that the Obviously
they are crying out for a
prison officer was injured in the foot. different form of treatment.
Again, one does not necessarily want
At page 188 of this report Mr.
to dispute that. In the case of Salter, Jenkinson
makes this observationon three occasions there was a failure
It is understandable that limited public
of the system.
funds should be expended on improvements
Mr. Ross-EDWARDS.-How can you
be sure of that?
Mr. JONES.-In each case the
judge sentencing the prisoner would
say, "That is a distasteful job out
of the way, but I have recommended
that he should get psychiatric treatment." No psychiatric treatment was
administered.
Mr. Ross-EDWARDS. - Different
types .of offences were involved.

of the penal system which are thought
likely to decrease recidivism of prisoners
who respond readily to rehabilitative
training, rather than on measures designed,
at great cost and with a limited prospect
of success, to effect a decrease in the
recidivism of the most intractable prisoners,
or on measures designed to provide the
intractable "hard core " of prisoners with
ar.PJrop::-iately segregated accommodation,
a~ain at grea,t cost.

That is an extremely short-sighted
view. The argument assumes that
it would cost a lot of money to establish a separate maximum security
prison and therefore it would not be
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worth doing; therefore one should
concentrate on prisoners who can be
saved. If, mathematically, 200 nonviolent and 1,000 violent prisoners
are involved it is precisely the
presence of those persons inside
Pentridge which makes it much more
difficult to save the other 1,000
prisoners.
The present system needs drastic
change. The attitude of the Social
Welfare Department indicates a
willingness to keep the outside world
away. This morning I was disconcerted to receive a letter from the
Minister for Social Welfare. I had
made representations that a former
prisoner at Pentridge, Mr. Robert
Scates, a draft resister, should be
permitted to visit the prisoners there.
Mr. I. W. SMITH.-They are
stirrers.
Mr. JONES.-Of course they are
stirrers, but this is because they are
so unlike the other prisoners who
have been at Pentridge. Whether or
not one agrees philosophicaUy with
draft resisters-! am sure the
Minister does not-they are people of
a particular cast of mind. Most are
pacificists and are strongly opposed
to the use of violence, not all perhaps,
but certainly this is so in the cases of
Mr. Scates and Mr. Ken McLelland,
who know the prison.
Mr. I. W. SMITH.-Why do they not
talk to the Governor or yourself
instead of stirring up trouble out
there?
Mr. JONES.-That is precisely the
point. The prison officers loathe
draft resisters with a peculiar kind
of intensity. They prefer any runof-the-mill thug, rapist or stand-over
man any day of the week to the draft
resisters. This attitude is not
confined to Victoria; I found it
existed
in
Sweden
where
draft resisters are also gaoled
and
are loathed
by warders
even though I think the· prison system there is better. Psvchologically,
the prison staff do not know how to
cope with people who are gaoled for
a viewpoint far removed from that
of the ordinary criminal who has been
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imprisoned for a long time. They
dislike and despise them enormously.
When prisoners like Scates and
McLelland asked of Pentridge prisoners, "Camllot the situation be better
than it is? Are you fully aware of all
the rights you have?" they raised
perfectly legitimate issues, but the
Government apparently regarded
them as outrageous.
I applied to the Minister for Social
Welfare for permission for Scates to
visit a prisoner who is serving a 40year term for murder, only to be told,
" No, he is absolutely to be kept
away." I recently had an experience
in respect of Fairlea Female Prison.
In 1972, Mrs. Joan Coxsedge, secretary of the Health and Welfare Committee of the Australian Labor Party,
served a short period in Fairlea. She
was one of a group of persons whom
the then Minister for Social Welfare
is reported to have offered a job in the
social welfare service if they wanted
it.
I wanted to act in a reasonable
manner and I wrote to the Minister
for Social Welfare well in advance
and said I wished to take Mrs. Coxsedge out to Fairlea, that I had not
visited Fairlea before and that
Mrs. Coxsedge knew the Fairlea situation verv well. She would have raised
questions and made suggestions
which I could put to the officers at
Fairlea Female Prison, to allow me
to have a more balanced view of what
was going on there. I thought it was
a perfectly legitimate request. If the
Government was seriously interested
in the prison service being opened to
objective and honest public scrutiny
rather than to prejudiced and biased,
it ought to have accepted that proposition. But no!
Mr. I. W. SMITH.-You were
interested only in cheap publicity by
taking her out there.
Mr. JONES.-The Minister says I
was interested only in cheap publicity
by taking her out there.
Mr. I. W. Sl'.UTH.-She would have
been.
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Mr. JONES.-1 am amazed that the
Minister does not see the silliness of
his ow.n proposition. If we had
wanted the press and the television
cameras to be present, we would
have taken them to Fairlea Female
Prison and we would have gone
through the motions for the benefit
of the cameras. I hope the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition would have
been there too, since Fairlea Female
Prison is in his electorate. We could
have gone there and knocked on the
door in the symbolic way with which
we are so familiar from the television.
I should like the Minister to withdraw
that unwarranted remark that he
made and apologize. If we had
wanted to pull a stunt for publicity
purposes, we could have done it
three weeks ago. I am not devoid
of ways of obtaining publicity, and
if I wanted to do it in a cheap way
I could have done so. I acted in an
honorable and reasonable way by
writing to the Minister and giving
him plenty of warning.
Mr. I. W. SMITH.-! know the honorable member would have acted
responsibly.
Mr. JONES.-! did not want to
raise the matter in this debate today,
but I was unreasonably provoked.
I direct attention to page 189 of the
Jenkinson reportSome of the violence done to " H " division
prisoners in 1970 and 1971 would be explicable primarily in terms of the psychological
idiosyncrasies of some " H " division prison
officers. But the board is persuaded that
most of the violence was not consciously
wanton sport; nor did it express ungoverned
anger. Violence was purposefully inflicted
with the object of deterring from misconduct
in prison not only those to whom it was
applied, but the many prisoners for whom
accommodation in the 39 cells of the division
could not have been found if it had been
needed, and who were to be deterred only
by report of the rigours of the division.

In other words, there are more violent
prisoners than can be accommodated.
In an attempt to keep down the level
of violence, a greater degree of
violence than is necessary is applied
to prisoners in "H " division so that
reports of that violence will deter
those who ought to be in " H "
division but cannot be accommodated
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there from acting violently. That is
the clear implication of what Mr.
Jenkinson said. He continued-The violence done ensured that the reports
did not lack deterrent · persuasiveness.
Violence in " H " division was one of the
solutions which some prison officers applied
to the problem they faced, of maintaining
a tolerable life for the great majority of
prisoners, and for their gaolers and overseers, against the depredations of the intolerable minority.

The present Government has been in
office since 1955 and the situation
has existed since the times of Major
Conder in 1923, and <;onsiderably
earlier. There is a wonderful passage
later on where Mr. Jenkinson speaks
about the riot on 22nd September,
1972, when he was actually at the
prison and heard what was going on.
He refers to this at page 205Most of them were in a relaxed, almost
jocular mood, but their abuse was ingeniously and obscenely vile and the noise of
the blows they struck from time to time in
unison on the cell doors, reverberating in the
cell block, was unnerving. On the 26th
June 1972 a small group of prisoners, at
least two of whom were mentally retarded,
found occasion to protest at the relegation
of another " H " division prisoner to a labour
yard.

One must ask-presumably Mr. Jenkinson did not-why mentally defective prisoners were housed in " H "
division? Is that the best that can
be done ·f<or them? Is there no
way of dealing with these people
separately? Is it said that they are
difficult to manage and :that all the
problem cases should be put together?
That is an intolerable way of running
a prison system even under this
Government. This passage appears at
page 190The pattern of violence to " H " division
prisoners reflected, crudely but plainly, the
utilitarian objects it was intended to achieve.
While the pretext for ill-treatment was often
a prisoner's unintentionally imperfect compliance with the rules of the division or
with a spoken command, the general objective was to terrify and, by fear, to inculcate
a determination not to return to the division.

The answer to that is clear. They
ought to be segregated. There ought
to be a separate institution with
different rules and a l·arge staff.
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I have spoken about Pentridge and
I now direct attention to something

at the far end of the scale, the prison
farm at Tillberga, a town in Sweden
about 80 miles from Stockholm. This
is a gaol which accommodates 120
prisoners but, usually, there are not
more than 100 there. An eightmember inmates council is elected by
the prisoners and it negotiates on
conditions and raises prison problems
with the administration. A similar
scheme is needed here. There is a
need for a higher degree of consultation.
In our system, everything
flows one way. There is no input
into the system from the prisoners.
At the Tillberga prison farm, prisoners
can apply for week-end leave every
fourteen days, every month, or every
six weeks. Usually, prisoners are released on furlough every six weeks.
There are fourteen residential sections in the prison. They look like
groups of home units. If one had
to suggest an Australian equivalent
to Tillberga, one would suggest something built by the Housing Commission or A. V. Jennings. There is no
security problem. The equivalent of
a Cyclone wire fence is erected, as
much to keep people out as to keep
prisoners in. Assuming that my
shoes are exactly 12 inches long, the
rooms measure 6 ft. 6 ins. by I 0 ft.
Prisoners have their own keys. The
first female warder has just been
appointed. The prison has a staff
of up to 55, many of whom are trade
instructors. There are only three of
the staff on duty at night, with two
warders awake and one asleep.
Since the new furlough system was
introduced, there have been 981 furloughs of which 22 have been misused. To say that a furlough has
been misused means that people have
come back late, generally a few hours
after the expiration of the 72-hour
period.
Mr. MACLELLAN.-If they have
55 staff for a 100 prisoners, the ratio
is high. Are they full-time staff?
Mr. JONES.-The staff figure includes trade instructors. I would be
glad to show my colour slides of
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Tillberga, which open a new dimension in photography, to the honorable
member for Gippsland West. At Tillberga, they concentrate on manufacturing. It has many amenities such as
a 9-hole golf course and a squash
court.
Mr. I. W. SMITH.-Ararat has a golf
course.
t1r. JONES.-But Pentridge does
not.
Mr. I. Vv. SMITH.-Pentridge is not
the only gaol in Victoria.
Mr. JONES.-The prisoners also
enjoy facilities for basketball. All the
prisoners work on producing prefabricated timber units for houses.
They construct virtually all par.ts of
the houses, except for a few components, such as windows, which are
brought in from outside. The Swedish
authorities examined the needs of the
area in which the gaol was to be
located and considered its economic
requirements.
They consulted the
trade unions on what was needed
there and on what activities could be
conducted by prisoners for which
workers could not be found and in
which they would not compete with
free labour. In the case of Tillberga it
was decided that the prisoners should
work on prefabricated timber units
for houses. The prisoners joined the
union and trade instructors from outside the prison are included as part
of the work force.
Mr. MEAGHER.-Is the shop steward
allowed in?
Mr. JONES.-Of course he is. If
prisoners vvithdraw their labour they
receive no wages.
Mr. THOMPSON .-Do they get long
service leave?
Mr. JONES.-1 believe that they
are entitled to long service leave.
Sweden has a system of portable long
If a prisoner goes
service leave.
straight fro·m work to gaol, that
is regarded as a continuing pattern ,
of employment.
The significant point of the Swedish
svstem is that at one stroke the status
the prisoner's . deoendants is
changed. At Tillberga the prisoners
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receive less pocket money than those
at any of the other Swedish prisons.
The prisoner has less to spend on
himself, but he earns full a ward rates
of pay and from the money he earns
he pays taxation and union dues. Most
of his pay goes to his wife and family
and a certain proportion goes to a
fund for the victims of criminal
attack.
The dependants of prisoners are no
longer mendicants depending on
social service handouts. They are
restored to the status of other members of the community in that they
are supported by the work of the
breadwinner of the family, despite
his presence in gaol. Sociologically,
the changed status of the dependants,
and providing the person with some
sort of dignity when he comes out of
THlberga, are most significant. M0St
of them are in goal for what, in
Swedish terms, are long periodstwo or three years. In this time,
they probably acquire a skill that
they did not have before.
The tragedy of the Jenkinson report is that it has not looked beyond
the boundaries of Victoria; it has
looked purely within the confines of
Coburg. To work out what planning
is necessary and where Victorian
prisons are going in the next generation, we need a Royal Commission,
and I ask the House to accept my
motion for the appointment of a
Royal Commission. The Government
had a marvellous :opportunity just
recently, when Sir Leon Radzinowicz
was visiting Victoria, to get this
famous criminologist to draft the
terms of reference for a Royal Commission, or even to ask him to act
as the Royal Commissioner.
Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of
Agriculture) .-I have listened with
interest to the honorable member for
Melbourne who spoke for one hour
and twenty minutes. I should have
liked the opportunity of examining
the honorable member's speech
quietly and calmly and then of replying to and rebutting the points he
made because many of them do not
stand up to critical examination as
1
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they are not correct. In the light
of the initiatives which the Government has taken in the broad spectrum
of social welfare and particularly in
prisons, the honorable member's remarks are far from accurate.
As I have not had the opportunity
of studying the honorable member's
speech, probably the best way of
dealing with the subject is to outline
the initiatives which the Government
has taken, explain the plans that it
has in this field and then deal with
the points m·entioned by the honorable member, as I have noted them,
although I may not deal with them in
the same chronological order.
Broadly, I compliment the honorably member for Melbourne on his
remarks although I was a little disappointed that he did not give a more
positive outline of his thoughts on
how prison reform might be undertaken in Victoria except to recommend the appointment of a Royal
Commission. Clearly, the honorable
member has studied the problem in
great depth and I would consider
him to be something of an expert on
the subject and one who should be
able to provide many ideas.
In a discussion of the prison system, it must be remembered that
during the 1960s Victoria led
the field in penal reform.
It
may well be that the rest
of the world has caught up and to
some extent moved ahead. This was
one of the reasons why the Government took the initative of establishing a separate Ministry of Social
Welfare and placing it in the charge
of an individual Minister. This was
a most important step by the Government in an endeavour to overcome the problem.
It was realized that prisons represented only one ·aspect of social
welfare-one of seven divisionsand therefore the Government had to
settle down and decide upon its
future planning. Although there had
been a burst of progress during the
1960s, Victoria had tended to remain at that level and had not taken
advantage of changes in penal systems adopted elsewhere.
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The Governtnent decided to send
the Deputy Director of Prisons on an
overseas mission. Perhaps I should
remind honorable members that one
of the great problems in initiating a
new department is in structuring
competent staff at the top. This did
take some time. Having achieved
that goal, the Deputy Director of
Prisons was sent overseas to study
the most modern methods of penology being practised throughout the
world. He has only recently returned
and his experience has greatly benefited the new Minister for Social
Welfare. He has been able to express
ideas about what he saw and investigated on his trip.
In addition to this activitly, 1the
Government has also taken other initiatives. The Government recognizes all the points which the honorable member for Melbourne made
about Pentridge, !and the problems
on which the press has commented
laboriously. It is an emotional area
and one on which a journalist wishing
to make a name for himself can
really let himself go. He can grab
· a headline whieh arouses fear and
terror and indicates something
terrible in the community. Naturally,
his article attracts public attention.
Despite the Government's attempts
to have the true story told by opening
Pentridge to journalists and others
so that they may look at the place
and state the facts, time and again,
their observations have not been
faithfully reported. In this atmosphere, it has been difficult to· portray
to the public the true situation, and
the
Government's
thinking
on
Pentridge.
Last year, I announc_ed that the
Government was aiming to get rid
of Pentridge in eight to ten years.
I also outlined the various initiatives
which should be taken. Legislation
was introduced to provide alternatives to imprisonment such as work
release, week-end imprisonment and
periodic detention, of which the most
significant is periodic detention.
Mr. JONEs.-But the legislation has
not been proclaimed.
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Mr. I. W. SMITH.-Although
Parliament may pass legislation, it
is necessary to obtain qualified staff
to implement a new scheme. These
persons are hard to come by and
qualified staff can be obtained and
trained only over a period of time.
As soon as this is done, the legislation
wiU be proclaimed. At least the
introduction of the legislation was an
act of good faith by the Government.
Not being content with providing
alternatives to imprisonment, the
Government also took other action.
The first was to work towards establishing a _maximum security prison,
which the honorable member for Melbourne has said ought to be done,
and I am pleased that he agrees.
Money has been provided in the present Budget, and construction work
will
commence
next
financia·l
year.
This wiH remove from
Pentridge many of the prisoners
about whom the honorable member
for Melbourne complained and whose
attitudes and actions have stirred
up the ills that have developed.
By removing these prisoners, who
number between 100 and 200, from
the Pentridge environment, communications within the prison and other
facilities will be improved. One of
the real problems at Pentridge is
at
the
various
communication
levels-between the prison officers
themselves and between prison officers and prisoners. These deficiencies
have caused some of the serious strife
over the past two or three years.
Apart from a new maximum security prison, the Government is also
looking ahead and planning a prison
for young offenders where permanent remedial facilities will be available. These two new prisons, combined with the alternatives to imprisonment, ought to remove the need
for Pentridge in eight or ten years.
I cannot say that they will, but that
is the Government's aim.
These thoughts ought to be expressed and understood; at least the
Government's thinking on these
matters should be made known. The
Government has moved a long way
in its planning for the future.
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In the meantime, as Pentridge cannot
be phased out overnight, it is necessary to do a number of things.
From the time I was Minister for
Social Welfare $1 million has been
spent on improving facilities there.
Honorable members may wonder, as I
do, where this money has gone. When
an institution as solid as Pentridge is
interfered with, the man hours and
labour involved are enormous.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-! have to announce that
the time allotted for this debate
under sessional orders has now
expired.
On the motion of Mr. THOMPSON
(Minister of Education), sessional
orders were suspended to allow the
debate to be continued for a further
30 minutes.
The sitting was suspended at 1.5
p.m. until 2.4 p.,m.

Mr. I. W. SMITH.-Before the
suspension of the sitting, Mr.
Speaker, I was outlining the initiatives that the Government has taken.
I referred to the overseas study tour
by the Deputy Director of Prisons, to
the expenditure of the Government
in improving conditions at Pentridge
and to the fact that a start will be
made next year on the establishment
of a maximum security prison.
One of the major problems to be
overcome at Pentridge is the lack of
adequate hospital facilities. The
Department of Health and the Social
Welfare Department believe that
during the financial year ending in
June, 1975, they will be in a position
to make major improvements to
medical and hospital facilities at the
prison.
· One of the most pressing needs is
to improve conditions in the remand
section. The Government is mindful
of this problem, and believes that the
first matter to be considered is why
people are on remand. A Government
study indicated that many people
were on remand because they were
not allowed to use their own collateral as surety to secure their release.
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This matter is currently being examined by the Statute Law Revision
Committee. Without prejudging the
determination of that committtee, I
think it will recommend to the Parliament that a prisoner on remand
should be able to use his own collateral to secure his release. If that is
done, the number of people on
remand will decrease. A further reduction could be made if people on
remand were given more ready access
to telephones and other means of
communication to enable them to
contact people prepared to put up
sufficient security to secure their
release.
It is important that additional recreational and study facilities should
be provided in the remand section of
the prison, and money has been allocated in this financial year for that
purpose. All honorable members who
have seen the facilities in the remand
section will agree that the provision
of additional facilities is long overdue.
The Government recognizes that
fact.
The motion moved by the honorable member for Melbourne refers
only to Pentridge, but he digressed
and discussed the whole prison
system. For that reason I think it is
fair for me to describe additional
initiatives taken by the Government.
At Fairlea Female Prison two special
cottages have been erected to help
in the rehabilitation of female
prisoners so that they can become
accustomed to a normal domestic
life-a life that they may not have enjoyed from childhood until the time
of their imprisonment. It is hoped
that in future this will enable them
to enjoy the normal ebb and flow
of life in a more vital ·and domestic
way.
Three staff cottages have also been
built at the prison. The money expended by the Government has gone
a long way towards overcoming
problems associated with female
prisoners in this State.
I should like to refer to a secondreading speech which has been de-:
livered in another place, but Standing
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Order No. 91 does not allow me. to
do so. However, I hope those who
read what I am saying will direct
their attention to it. The Bill to which
I refer stems from the Jenkinson
inquiry and will enable many of the
recommendations of the report to be
adopted.
The honorable member for M'elbourne recommended different forms
of confinement and referred to dietary
deprivation. Those deficiences will be
remedied by proposed legislation
which is now before another place
and which will later reach the
Legislative Assembly. The Government is certainly not content with
the initiatives I have just ·outlined.
Some exciting improvements to the
prison system are at present under
discussion and at the planning stage
within the Social Welfare Department. These improvements will reinstate Victoria as a world leader in
the treatment and rehabilitation of
prisoners. This applies particularly
to industrial development within the
prison system.
A large number of prisoners can
be helped to adjust themselves to a
way of life which would equip
them to go out into the community
and hold down good jobs which they
could see themselves occupying and
which would give them respectability
in the community and a place in the
social scale. They would then have
some responsibility to the community
and would be less likely to offend
against it. Attention ·is already
being paid to this matter and
finance has been provided in the
Budget for the appointment of a business manager and other business staff
to enable the current fairly large
industrial staff to cope with the
present work load and to plan ahead.
Exciting possibilities come with
-industrial development. As the prison
system is planned for smaller prisons,
each prison can adopt particular lines
of industrial approach. It could be
possible to establish a real life industrial situation in one or two selected
prisons. The prisoners would be paid
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an- award wage, and operate u~der
normal trade union conditions. . A
banking system could operate within
the system to make finance available
to the families of prisoners, instead
of its being obtained from the general
welfare fund, as is now the case. If a
matter before the court is so decided,
provision could a·lso be made for
some sort of crime damage repayment
and board provsions while the prisoner is in prison. All these possibilities become obvious with the sort of
development that the Government has
undertaken and is planning.
Because most Victorian prisons are
in rural areas and the department has
control of a fairly large amount of
land the need exists for a farm supervisor. Each prison farm has a manager, but the system has not been
as effective in practice as was envisaged in theory. It is necessary for
a farm supervisor to oversee the
various farm managers to ensure
combined development to assist in
the fairly extensive rural self-sufficiency of prisons.
One of the reasons why the cost
of incarceration is lower in Victoria
than in any of the other States is
not that the facilities are not as
good-they are quite often betterbut that there is a high element of
self-sufficiency because of the produce derived from various prison
farms. This is not accounted for in
the over-all cost. It would be quite
significant if it were accounted for.
This should be extended, particularly
because bringing some prisoners close
to Nature has a good effect on their
rehabilitation and tends to help them
to become self-sufficient. The farm
supervisor position will go a long
way towards furthering that aim.
One of the keys to the factors
I have mentioned is that the treatment available in the Victorian
penal system ought to be wide and
diverse enough to cater for whatever
the particular prisoner's requirements
are-1 do not necessarily mean his
requirements by choice. Prisoners
can be divided into about three categories. At one end of the scale are
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people who are incorrigible.
No
matter what one does or does not do
for them, they will always return
to the prison system. At the other
end of the scale are the people t-o
whom the same criteria apply in
reverse. No matter what one does
or does not do for them, they will
rehabilitate themselves. The key to
planning must be with the middle
group of people who, because of
what one does or does not do for
them, either wiH be rehabilitated or
will return to the prison system. This
is where particular attention must
be focused. It is necessary to have
a diversity of prisons and circumstances in which prisoners can be
placed. The ability of officers within
the prison system to assess people
is the key to the success of the
project.
Attention has been given in the
past and will be given in the future
to the existing assessment panels,
where prisoners have the use of
different treatment facilities and their
cases are reclassified and reviewed
from time to time. I have not been
satisfied that this system has been
good enough in the past, but it has
been improved, and a continuing
programme of improvements will be
implemented. All of this is aimed
ultimately at community involvement.
That is where the three alternatives
to imprisonment which I mentioned
earlier come in. I have explained
the pattern of Government thinking
which has emerged in the planning
of the Social Welfare Department to
cater for modern methods of
penology.
Other aspects of the prison system
which have been mentioned by
honorable members and in the media
deal with the filtering off from
prisons of people who commit crimes
which were once considered criminal.
but are now regarded as antisocial. I
refer to alcoholics and drugdependent persons in particular.
These categories of people will be
taken out of the prison system and
placed in establishments where they
Mr. I. W. Smith.
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can obtain different types of treatment. Honorable members will concede that this should happen.
Although the Alcoholics and Drugdependent Persons Act has only
recently come into effect, the Premier
and the Minister of Health have
agreed to implement a programme
which wiH remove these persons who
are constantly coming into the prison
system for short terms of imprisonment.
Short terms of imprisonment should
also be questioned. The Government
has considered this matter, and I hope
it will exercise the minds of members of the proposed Law Reform Advisory Council which the
Attorney-General last night foreshadowed in his second-reading
speech on the Law Reform Bill. I
doubt the wisdom of short-term
sentences, and particularly their
value for rehabilitation. It is impossible to treat a person in less
than, say, three months, although it
may be possible to treat him in a
longer time than that. Even the most
sophisticated methods of treatment
can hardly deal with a person in three
months, and most gaol sentences are
for three months or less. Changes
should be made in future so that these
people can be placed in the three
alternatives to imprisonment. There
should be community treatment
programmes. Hopefully, in the p'lanning of the Social Welfare Department, by community involvement
between
and
inter-relationship
the individual and his family
and the family and the community, the programme will be
spurred on and may be regionalized
in different areas. It is hoped this will
operate in time to reduce the number
of people coming before the courts.
Nevertheless, people will come before
the courts. and the assistance I have
outlined should be available so that
the process of short-term sentencing
can be replaced by a more meaningful
system.
At present, when a large number of
sentences are short and people come
and go quickly, it is difficult to have
an air of tranquillity and security
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in which prison officers can Director of Prisons at the time and
relate to prisoners and undertake was successful in obtaining in Engmeaningful rehabilitation measures. land the services of 26 prison officers,
It tends to portray an atmosphere of all of whom are highly qualified.
physical security rather than one of They are now integrating themselves
emotional security which I believe it into the penal system in Victoria. I
am sure the rub-off benefit of these
ought to have.
will instil into the minds of
Mr. CuRNOw.-! wish the Govern- officers
the
present
officers the need to
ment had kept you on social welfare, seek higher prison
standards
training. The
as you were doing a better job there result will be impetusofnot
only from
than where you are now.
the Government, but also from the
Mr. I. W. SMITH.-The honorable staff and this will produce continuing
member's comment is interesting, but improvements.
having made my contribution to
I wish to comment on a matter
social welfare I was not prepared
to keep in the main stream and row raised by the honorable member for
down it as I thought other people Melbourne. The honorable member
had contributions to make in that mentioned the prisoner John Richard
sphere. I am now pleased to be in Salter and informed the House
agriculture where I feel I can make that when this man was imprisoned
the judge had indicated that he
a contribution.
should receive psychiatric treatment.
Mr. CuRNow.-Is the Minister
going to row down the main stream I took the liberty of asking my colleague, the Minister of Healthof agriculture?
whose services cater for the psychoMr. I. W. SMITH.-No.
logical treatment of persons in the
Mr. CURNOW.-That will be no prison system-to check on this man.
I learnt that Salter, who is wellbenefit to the State.
known to Dr. Bartholomew, has had
Mr. I. W. SMITH.-The honorable extensive examination and treatment
member for Kara Kara will be
interested to know that staff facilities since 1959.
have recently been improved. This is
Mr. JoNEs.-What treatment?
a continuing programme. It applies
more particularly to the education of
Mr. I. W. SMITH.-! am not a
staff-a matter alluded to by the psychiatrist or a psychologist, nor
honorable member for Melbourne- was the judge who sentenced the
and it is important. In 1969 the prisoner, so I cannot indicate to the
standard of staff training was honorable member for Melbourne
improved and it is currently under exactly the type of services which
review with a view to effecting were available to this prisoner.
further improvements. I recognize the
desirability of having a higher stanMr. JONES.-Would you provide
dard than that envisaged by the cur- the details later?
rent review but honorable members
Mr. I. W. SMITH.-Certainly, I will
must remember that improvements
of this type cannot be achieved over- be happy to do that. My colleague,
night. A century of community the Minister of Health, indicated that
neglect will not be patched up on many occasions Dr. Bartholomew
in the space of a few short years. I had spoken to the prisoner, who has
hope the administration at all levels received extensive psychiatric treatin the department realize that it must ment. He was also an inmate at the
continue this on-going programme.
Royal Park Psychiatric Hospital for
The Deputy Director of Social some time. That is just one point of
Welfare recently travelled overseas the honorable member's remarks that
on a study tour. He was the Deputy I contest.
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·Mr. WILKEs ..;_Does the Minister
think the Jenkinson report·highlighted
the ·failure of the Government over
the years?·
Mr. I. W. SMITH.-There was an
unusual set of circumstances and a
build-up of tension within the prison
system which was largely highlighted
by people who were not traditional
prisoner types going into the prison
system.
Mr. JONES.-The draft resisters.
Mr. I. W. SM'ITH.-Yes. There was
a build.;.up of tension and it was
inevitable from what was happening
that a flare-up would occur. These
factors brought the matter to a head.
In retrospect the Social Welfare Department was on the right track and
its enthusiasm and its rapidly developing involvement has continued
to improve various aspects of social
welfare, particularly. the prison system. This has led to the Government
believing there is no need for a Royal
Commission. A Royal Commission
would be a long drawn-out affair. In
these rapidly changing times, a Royal
Commission, the preparation and presentation of its report and subsequent
action taken on the recommendations,
would perhaps occupy five years, by
which time many of the recommendations would be out of date.

I have outlined to the House the
initiatives which the Government has
taken. The Government was aware
of various penology methods and had
the intention and the capacity, so far
as it was possible, to implement the
best methods. I urge the House to
oppose the motion moved by the honorable member for Melbourne. The
Government has a team of experts
available but it will take some time
to implement the various reforms
that are needed. The Government
believed the appointment o.f a Royal
Commission was unnecessary and
still holds that view. The fact that
a person was sent overseas to study
prison reform at length indicates that
in the view of the Government prison
reform is an on-going process. I
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hope overseas study · tours will con·tinue in the 'future. The Government
has every intention in the world of
making sure that its methods of
prison reform are up to date and as
modern and humane as can possibly
be achieved. Given the necessary
staff and the community priorities, I
am sure success will be. achieved in
·
this regard.
The honorable member for Melbourne made the point that the Government was behind community think-:
ing, that it followed in the wind or
the sails of community thinking. I
disagree with this viewpoint as I believe .the Government has led community opinion in prison reform and
will continue to do so in an ever
increasing way.
The honorable member also mentioned leave for prisoners. Already
the Government gives leave to prisoners, particularly when it has some
This
relationship to the family.
policy will continue and will be
extended; it is ·very much in the
interests of prisoner rehabilitation.
However, I sound a note of warning.
The proposed maximum security
prison will have to be carefully planned. ln New Zealand when the
prison authorities encountered strife,
they over-reacted to the situation.
That did not occur when Victoria
experienced its strife some eighteen
months ago. I do not believe the
Government over-reacted as occurred
in New Zealand. In planning a maximum security institution, the Government will have to ensure that it is
not inhumane or depressing, as these
factors lead to strife. I believe the
situation has been reached in New
Zealand where there is a prison
capable of holding 250 prisoners but
there are no inmates because it is
felt the prisoners could not cope \Vith
the surrounds. This is the result of
over-reaction. I commend to the
House that it should not over-react
to the proposals advanced by the
honorable member for Melbourne.
The claim that the appearance
of Pentridge is partly responsible
for the tension is not entirely
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correct. . Although the physical
appearance of Pentridge creates
some tension, lack of communication is a more serious factor. This
was one of the difficult problems
I had to overcome. There was no
communication between the different
levels of prison officers or between
the officers and the prisoners. Although I confess that it is not operating satisfactorily yet, the Government is endeavouring to formulate a
system of communication whereby
senior prison officers will continually
be in contact with their juniors, and
each prison officer will have a responsibility for a certain number of
prisoners. In this way, perhaps communication can be better interrelated
and function better to help in the rehabilitation of the prisoners.
I commend to the House the
initiative the Government has taken.
I appreciate the comments of the
honorable member for Melbourne on
this question.
Mr. MUTTON .-What about other
honorable members?
Mr. I. W. SMITH.-The honorable
member for Coburg is stiff. I appreciate the concern of the honorable
member for Melbourne but after what
I have had to say I hope the House
is convinced that the Government
certainly is in the twentieth century
with its methods of penal reform.
Mr. MUTTON (Coburg).-I should
like to contribute to the debate but I
understand that under the procedures
of .the House the debate will now
terminate because it is 2.30 p.m.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! The debate will
terminate at 2.34 p.m.
Mr. MUTION.-I shall take advantage of those four valuable minutes
to lodge a strong protest on behalf
of the constituents of my electorate.
Pentridge Gaol is a State institution
situated in the centre of the electorate of Coburg. The Government
has spent thousands of dollars on an
inquiry, and a report now known as
the Jenkinson report has been submitted to the House. It is an insult to
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the intelligence of honorable members
that the debate on this matter should
be limited to only two hours, during
which only two members have participated ..
I take the opportunity during these
four lousy minutes of lodging my
strong protest on behalf of my constituents whose future has been held
in jeopardy since 1857, because of the
development of Pentridge Gaol in the
centre of their city. The Jenkinson
report only confirms what has been
known for the past 50 years, that
Pentridge Gaol is a cancerous growth;
it is archaic, dilapidated and degrading to the city. It is also a breeding
ground for dissension and disruption.
To deny both me and the honorable
member for Brunswick West the right
to speak in this debate is an insult to
us, contrary to the spirit of Parliamentary debate, and an insult to the
intelligence of honorable members.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! The time allowed
for the debate has expired.
LOCAL AUTHORITIES
SUPERANNUATION
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
The debate
(adjourned from
October 9) on the motion of Mr~
Dunstan (Minister of Public Works)
for the second reading of this Bill was
resumed ..
Mr.
KIRKWOOD
(Preston).The purpose of the Bill is to amend
the Local Authoriti~s Superannuation
Act. Members of the Opposition do
not oppose the Bill. We believe the
benefits which accrue to a person
contributing tO' the Local Authorities
Superannuation Fund are much lower
than are obtained from other similar
funds. Accordingly, the board should
be enabled to invest its funds in more
lucrative securities. In the past funds
have been invested only in semiGovernment and gilt-edged securities.
Many people who have been
interested in superannuation in other
fields, particularly in Tasmania and in
private superannuation funds, have
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had their fingers burnt, but nevertheless people concerned with the Local
Authorities Superannuation Fund
have too much common sense not to
gain from the experience of others in
the same field.
It is remarkable that, over the
years, action has not been taken to
uplift this superannuation fund because local government employees
have been challenging what has been
taking place. At present older people
who are nearing retiring age in the
municipal field will receive practically nothing in comparison with the
payments
made from the State
Superannuation Fund and good
private superannuation schemes. The
younger municipal employees will
gain from improvements to the fund
but it is unfortunate that, because of
the method of investment by the
fund, the older contributors will
suffer an injustice.
I hope in some way the Local
Government Superannuation Board
will be able to channel a large
percent,age of 'its funds to local
government. '·Members
of
the
Opposition are more than pleased
that at least some action will be
taken financially to assist those who
have striven over many years to give
service to Victoria.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time,
and passed through its remaining
stages.
SEWERAGE DISTRICTS
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from October 10) on the motion of Mr. Dunstan
(Minister of Public Works) for the
second reading of this Bill was
resumed.
Mr. GINIFER (Deer Park).This Bill complements a similar Bill
which amended the Water Act a short
time ago. It tidies up a couple of
legal aspects of the Act. relating to
properties and the obligation of
responsible sewerage authorities,
including the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works, where there
has been a change of boundaries or

(Amendment) Bill.

an amalgamation. No great principle
is involved. The Opposition does not
oppose the measure.
Mr. BAXTER (Murray Valley).The Country Party does not oppose
this machinery measure, which was
sought principally by the Provincial
Sewerage Authorities Association.
The first clause, which relates to the
amalgamation and obligations of
sewerage authorities, overcomes legal
problems which occur from time to
time, particularly when the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works becomes responsible for additional outer-Melbourne areas. It will
not affect country sewerage authorities except when there are amalgamations which occur only occasionly.
My party welcomes the clause
which will allow sewerage authorities
to invest in savings banks other than
the State Savings Bank. These
authorities should be autonomous.
They should certainly be able to
invest their funds in banks which are
most suitable to them and which best
meet their needs.
Clause 5 will allow sewerage authorities to send notices by ordinary
mail instead of registered post. In
these days, when we like to think that
the postal service is efficient, there is
no reason why authorities should incur the extra cost of registered mail.
Municipalities and water trusts use
ordinary mail.
The clause which absolves sewerage authorities from erecting signs
when a district is declared to be a
sewerage area is good. These days,
it seems that as soon as the notice
is set up vandals destroy it. Further,
sewerage authorities have incurred
difficulty with other authorities which
have regulations prohibiting the posting of notices.
The amendment which alters clause
6 of the Fifth Schedule of the
principal Act is also welcomed. When
an auditor disallows a section of the
accounts with which he is not satisfied, he must report the disallowance
to the Minister. The Country Party
supports the Bill.
The motion was agreed to.
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The Bill was read a second time,
and passed through its remaining
stages.
CHILDREN'S COURT BILL.
The debate (adjourned from October 9) on the motion of Mr. Wilcox
(Attorney-General) for the second
reading of this Bill was resumed.
Mr. JONES (Melbourne).-As the
Attorney-General said in his secondreading speech, this Bill deals with
an extremely important area of public
concern. Like the honorable gentleman, I shall speak only briefly during
the second reading-stage-perhaps I
shall spread myself in Committee.
Basically, the Bill consolidates
existing legislation. It brings into
effect certain provisions which indicate a changing attitude in society.
For instance, the age of majority has
been lowered to eighteen years, and
with people of that age having the
vote it is inappropriate that they
should come under the jurisdiction
of the Children's Court. The Opposition concedes that this is a necessary
change.
A number of procedural
changes are also being effected. For
example, in the past, magistrates of
the Children's Court were appointed
for particular bailiwicks or areas
throughout the State. Under this
Bill, the magistrates will be appointed
without restriction to any particular
place.
Another important change is that
'he maximum age of magistrates for
the Children's Court will be reduced
from 72 to 65 years. Again, the _9pposition welcomes the provision,
although certain anomalies will occur
with honorary justices. I't will be
possible for three honorary justices
whose combined ages tota'l 216 years
to sit in the Children's Court whereas
a magistrate who has reached the advanced age of 65 years will be
deprived of this right. This anomaly
will be further examined when the
Bill is discussed in Com·mittee.
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A number of significant changes
are proposed in the duties of probation officers, especially in investigations required by the Children's Court
or by the Director of Probation. One
important change is the provision
that it is the duty of the probation
officer to supervise a child in consultation and co-operation with the
parents. This is important and is
in 1ine with the general movement,
which I know the Government agrees
with and which the Opposition fervently favours, of de-institutionalizing the child where possible. It is
possible to de-institutionalize only
where a probation service is available
and if that service can work with the
parents, it may be possible to overcome troubles in the family relationship and 'that will be so much the
better.
Similarly, there are a few other
changes which I should like the Minister to explain during the Committee
stage. One relates to the standard
of proof required. Clause 20 proposes the re-enactment of section 22
of the 1958 Act with respect to the
form of procedure and the proof
required, although the words " best
information" have replaced the
words " best evidence ". One would
be hesitant to support this proposal
if it involved the acceptance of a
lower standard of proof. I appreciate that many forms which are
associated with adult courts are
unnecessary in the Children's Court
and could lead to an undue waste of
time by unnecessary court procedures. The use of the word "information " suggests something softer than
evidence. One can understand this
if it is desired to cut down the formalities and to speed up court procedure, but if it results in producing a
lower standard of proof in order to
ensure a conviction, then it needs
to be looked at with considerable
care.
Clauses 35 to 40 revise provisions
of the 1958 Act, and some of these
revisions are extremely sensible.
Regrettably, the explanatory notes
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on these clauses were not incorporated· in Hansard during the Minister's second-reading speech, so that
people who read Hansard in the
future will be unable to ascertain the
reasoning of Parliament on these
matters. The explanation is extremely useful and if the Minister wants
me to, I am prepared to relentlessly
read into the record the explanatory
notes, but perhaps it could be done
by resolution of the House.
Mr. WILcox.-If the honorable
member wants to make any special
point, it might be advisable for him
to read the notes to get them into
Hansard.

Mr. JONES.-1 will accept the
Minister's advice. Briefly, the scheme
of the clauses isClause 35 deals with the formal requirements as to probation orders, the assignment of a probation officer to the case of a
child and the obligation of the parent to
permit the probation officer to visit the
child and carry out his duties.
Clause 36 makes provision for the appointment of a supervising court and the
substitution of another supervising court
when the need arises.
Clause 37 enables a supervising court
to amend a probation order, other than by
extending the period of probation. Provision is made for application for amendment
of a probation order by the Director of
Probation, the probation officer assigned
to the case or by the child .Qr some person
on his behalf, together with provision for
appropriate notification as to the application and any 'amendment of the order.
Clause 38 deals with the application and
termination of probation orders.
It reenacts the substance of sub-sections ( 1)
and (3) of section 36 of the 1958 Act, with
verbal amendments flowing from the provision for supervising courts. However, it
omits the existing provision in sub-section
(2) of section 36 for extending the period
of probation.
Clause 39 relating to the procedure on
breach of a probation order, provides that
where it appears that a child has failed to
observe any condition of a probation order,
notice may be given to the child, directing
him to appear before the supervising court.
The provisions as to giving of the notice
and for issue of a warrant of apprehension
are similar to provisions contained in clause
32. The present clause also enables the
issue of a warrant of apprehension by a
justice and enables the Director of Probation to cause a child to be apprehended
without warrant, where the child appears

Bill..

to have broken a condition of probation.

In either case the child is to be taken before

the supervising court as soon as practicable
and in the meantime may be placed in
accordance with the Act. Where the Director
of Probation causes the apprehension he
is required to give notice of apprehension
to the appropriate court.

The provisions have resulted largely
from the work of the Statute Law
Revision Committee and a report by
the Chief Justice's Law Reform Committee. Like the Government, Opposition ·members are enthusiastic supporters of the Bill and we wish it a
speedy passage.
Mr.
WHITING
(Mildura).The Bill has been thoroughly examined by the Statute Law Revision
Committee, which submitted a
lengthy report upon it. The committee made a number of recommendations which it believed would improve
the administration and operation of
the Children's Court throughout the
State.
Those honorable members who
have seen the Children's Court in
Melbourne in action and the backlog
that occurs will realize the need for
streamlining the court's operations.
Members of the Statute Law Revision
Oommittee ·were most impressed with
the work undertaken by Mr. Slattery,
Stipendiary Magistrate, in this regard,
and his evidence to the committee
was invaluable.
Mr. WILCOX.-There is no great
backlog of cases.
M·r. WHITING.-One can detec't
evidence of confusion in •the minds of
parents and some of the offenders
who are to appear 'before the court
simply because of the number .of
cases that are heard on any one day.
The majority of members of the
Statute Law Revision Com·mittee considered that it was important that
children who are brought before the
court for alleged crimes or applications for care and protection should
be dealt with in the best possible
atmosphere. This could help to overcome some of the problems of delinquency in the community and also
encourage younger members of the
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community to ·seek assistance from
mem:bers of the Police Force and
social welfare officers, or ·who·mever they come into contact with.
If these children are involved in
a confused court situation, their
attitude towards protection and
guidance will not be improved.
Members of the Country Party believe
this is an important aspect of remedial
work in the State.
I could continue in that vein because one of the recommendations
of the Sta'tute Law Revision Committee ·was that there should be
more parent involvement in appearances at ;the court and in sitting
in on discussions with probation
officers of the Social Welfare Department. One of the difficulties that
young people face is when they are
virtually left by their parents to fight
their own battles. Everyone should
benefit if parent involvement can be
encouraged and arranged on more
occasions than at present. The Statute
Law Revision Committee has made
a recommendation to the Government to this end and the Government
has included that recommendation in
the Bill.
Another provision deals with the
age limit of special magistrates who
sit on the bench of Children's Courts.
This is interesting because the recommendation of the Statute Law Revision Committee ·was that the age
limit for special magistrates should
be reduced to 60 years instead of 72
years at present. The Government
in its wisdom has decided that the
compromise retiring age of 65 years
should be included in the Bill because
difficulties could be encountered if
special magistrates were required to
retire at 60 years of age and ordinary
stipendiary magistrates could continue until they were 65 years of age.
Petty jealousies could be created.
Mr. WILcox.-There could also be
problems in the country.
Mr. WHITING.-! agree with the
interjection of the Minister. The Bill
also provides for any two or three
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justices to sit together, or a stipendiary magistrate sitting alone or with
one or two justices to constitute
a court and although I agree that on
occasions there could be problems;
there is a solution if the Government
decides to proceed with the 60 years
age limit. The Statute ·Law Revision
Committee recom·mended the age of
60 years because it was considered
that the older a person becom.es, regardless of his wisdom on a particu-.
lar subject, he may not have t~e understanding to deal with persons of
seventeen years and under and may
not understand their attitude. This
was less likely to . happen if the
magistrate was under the age of 60
years. I support that point of view,
although I agree that there ar~ exceptions.
The Bill is mainly a rewriting of
the Children's Court Act and a
number of provisions are lifted out
of the old Act and placed in this Bill.
However, the orders regarding
offenders such as a probationary
period or a bond and the ne~d for
those orders to be transmitted to the
people who then deal with the cases,
was of concern to the Statute Law
Revision Com·mittee. In fact, the
committee recommended that provision be made in the Bill to keep probation officers and such people informed of the type of order made
and any follow-up provisions or variations that appear from time to time.
It is obvious that occasionally a bond
may be broken or some event may
occur that will require an alteration
to an order given by a Children's
Court. Embarrassing situations may
occur when this information is not
transmitted to everyone concerned
with the actual administration of the
order. Therefore, this provision is
well worth considering.
An interesting part of the committee's inquiries was a visit to
South Australia where juvenile aid
panels have been established recently.
This is a system of non-judicial treatment of certain offenders, and is
more or less a pre-sentence inquiry
into reasons for offences, reasons for
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truancy, and so on. In the early
stages, it appeared to the committee
that there was a need for this type
of pl'oject, with further streamlining
and development as the years go by.
A simHar body operates in Scotland. Not much information was
available and no actua·l evidence was
obtained to prove that this group,
referred to as a social work services
group, which was actually attached
to the Scottish Education Department, had brought about any improvement in the situation in that
country. The South Australian committee was hopeful that it would be
possible to take some inquiries out
of the court-like atmosphere that
exists, no matter how hard one tries
not to have the institutionalized
approach, which, unfortunately, is
still present in most Children's
Courts. Removing inquiries away
from the court atmosphere and
endeavouring
to
help
parents
to guide children with delinquent
tendencies is good in theory.
The Minister or the department
should keep this proposal in
mind. This discussion type of
approach may have better results
than the more institutionalized court
atmosphere where the person concerned may tend to " clam " up completely, be unable to appreciate the
seriousness of the situation he is in
and take little or no heed of the
advice given by the court, although
that advice could be well-intentioned.
Generally, the Country Party supports the Bill, although obviously
amendments will be necessary in
future years to meet developments
which occur.
The changing patterns of the media
have a big influence on the attitude
of young people in the community.
I suppose an enormous impact has
been made by the introduction of
television into the country. A different phase is now beginning, in which
young people have become accustomed to television programmes and
are a little more choosy in the type
of programmes they want. However,
they are still greatly influenced by
Mr. Whiting.
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certain programmes that have achieved wide publicity. The programmes
have perhaps only a subliminal effect
on the attitude of young people, but
it is certainly there. These are
things which will develop as time
passes. The Country Party supports
the Bill, with some slight criticism.
My party is happy that the Government has decided to accept some
recommendations of the Statute Law
Revision Committee and trusts that
it will take cognizance of other recommendations in the passage of time.
Mr.
MACLELLAN
(Gippsland
West) .-1 support this Bill and, as
a member of the Statute Law Revision Committee, I welcome the
opportunity of commenting on it.
The Attorney-General should note
that most children who appear before
the Children's Court plead guilty, a·nd
that once that plea has been made,
the only concern of the bench is for
the best interests of the child. The
matter ceases to become one of legal
confrontation; it becomes one of
determining what is best for the
child.
It is also a fact that all clerks of
court in this State are men. I do not
think a lady clerk of courts has ever
been appointed, and therefore there
has never bee·n an appointment of a
lady magistrate who has risen from a
clerk's position. The inevitable result
has been that the position of magistrate is dominated by males and they
are the source of appointment of
special magistrates who sit in the
Children's Court. It is an area which
is almost exclusively a preserve of
males.
I do not think this system can be
completely reversed because it would
be years before a lady clerk of courts
became a magistrate in the Children's
Court, unless a woman justice of the
peace was appointed a special
magistrate and allowed to sit in the
Children's Court. Many female law
graduates have the time, capacity,
background and knowledge to enable
them to serve usefully in Children's
Courts and they could assist the
be·nch to adopt a more satisfactory
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approach, particularly where a plea of
~Ir. WILCOX (Attorney-General).
guilty has been accepted and the -I thank honorable membe·rs for their
only concern is the best interests of contributions to the debate. It is
the child. There is no concern at that obvious that they have taken an
stage with details of proof of an intelligent interest in rthe provisions
of the Bill, and I appreciate their
offence.
I should like the Attorney-General comments.
The honorable member for Melto institute an inquiry to ascertain
whether female law graduates with a bourne has indicated that he will
proper background to the legal have more to say during consideration
aspects of a case could be appointed of the measure in Committee, and
as honorary special magistrates to I shall not attempt to anticipate what
join other special magistrates in he has in mind. However, he referred
Children's Court hearings so that to clause 20 and to the use of the
they may bring to it the balance of words " best information ". I think
family life which is achieved by that fits the context of the clause.
quite well, because it provides that
parents.
at the hearing of any charge against
Frequently, when amendments are a child or any application in respect
being made to an existing Act, it is of a child, the court shall proceed
simply a matter of attempting to without regard to legal cause and
patch up the legislation and improve ceremonies and shall direct itself by
it slightly, and not going into the the best information it can procure
background. In this case the Parlia- or that is laid before it. It imports
ment has not gone into the back- into the legislation something of the
ground of the system to ascertain matters to which the Deputy Leader
where the people are coming from.
of the Country Party referred when
This field is almost the sole pre- speaking of juvenile aid panels in
serve of male men1bers of the legal South Australia and to something
profession, if I can put it that way, similar in Scotland.
in the sense of magistrates who were
The Children's Court is an inappreviously clerks of court. When a propriate jurisdiction in which to
child is represented by counsel or a have too much form and ceremony.
solicitor almost always it is by a Of course it is necessary-particumale member of the legal profession. larly when charges have yet to be
It is only rarely that women appear. proved-to have proper standards
The system is out of balance and I approved and required. Again I am
think the Attorney-General should mindful of what the honorable memapproach the legal profession to ber for Gippsland West said when he
ascertain whether some women who mentioned that in many cases guilt
are not in practice because of their is admitted and it then becomes a
own family responsibilities might matter of what is best in the interests
wish to maintain their interest in the of the child. In those circumstances,
law by serving as honorary magi- looking to the best interests, not only
strates in Children's Courts. It might of the child but of any person, one
improve the administration of the law must go beyond strict evidence. I
in Children's Courts and bring to :them think that is the only intention behind
a better balance and a better aware- this clause of the Bill.
ness o.f the needs of children.
The Deputy Leader of the Country
The motion was agreed to.
Party also mentioned the retiring age
The Bill was read a second time There could be difficulty in country
areas, where on my information about
and committed.
ings take place, because any
Clause 1 was agreed to.
one-third of Children's Court hearClause 2, providing for repeal of of special stipendiary magistrates.
stipendiary magistrate may, in the
the Children's Court Act 1958.
Session 1973.-57
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absence of a special Children's Court I would not confine it to law
magistrate, constitute a Children's graduates, I believe the honCourt. It would be difficult if such ora:ble member made a good
a person were disqualified from act- point when he said rthat some
ing as a Children's Court magistrate law graduates might well be in a
because he happened to be between position to act as honorary magisthe ages of 60 and 65. I know the trates and bring the benefit of their
honorable m·ember will appreciate experience-no doubt as women-to
that point.
the Bench. One should not oYerlook
the fact that in matters handled by
I have the greatest respect for the Children's
Courts, women play a very
Statute Law Revision Committee, as considerable
part in two occupations.
I said so eloquently only yesterday. The
the policewomen-one
first
is
Having said that, I may perhaps be
have great regard for the
permitted to say-practical diffi- must
activities of policewomen in the
culties are the real reasons-that I whole
of the Children's Court jurisdo not think there is any particular diction--and
second is the social
age at which a person becomes able workers whothebecome
involved in
or unable to look after cases which
these
cases.
I
think
the
magistrates
come before Children's Courts. There -m·ere men as they are-would
have
must be some tendency, as ·age adto
take
notice
to
be
very
careful
vances, for abilities to lessen. How- the women involved. The point is ofa
ever, I have found that although I good one.
have a fair way to go before I reach
that stage, there is no substitute for
I am grateful that the House has
experience. When it comes to judg- accepted the measure in general,
ment of people, younger people are realizing that it is an attempt to
frequently much tougher than older make some progress towards the
people.
better working of this important
Mr. WHITING.-The honorable jurisdiction.
gentleman is starting to mellow.
The clause was agreed to, as were
Mr. WILCOX.-I started that when clauses 3 and 4.
I was about 21! I am always happy,
Clause 5, providing, inter aliaparticularly during the Committee
(
The Governor in Council may appoint
stage, to accept the assistance of any1)person
to be a children's court magishonorable members. One comes to trate.
appreciate it very much.
Mr. JONES {Melbourne).-The
The Deputy Leader of the Country Opposition considers that the proviParty also mentioned juvenile aid sions in sub-clauses (1) and (2) of
panels. The Statute Law Revision clause 5 are really far too broad. As
Committee found that there was not
sufficient evidence to justify pressing the sub-clauses stand, it appears that
on with that aspect yet.
The there are only two pre-conditions for
a person to be appointed as a
operative word is "yet".
magistrate. The first is that one must
The honorable member for Gipps- be a person. I take it that a company
land West mentioned particularly that could not be appointed. The second
there are no women magistrates. pre-condition is that one must be
That is something he might care to under the age of 65. They are the
direct to the attention of the Public
Service Board. I also see the point only two qualifications. In practice
the honorable member made about it is unthinkable that the Minister will
women sitting on the Bench with seek to appoint as a Children's
Children's Court magistrates. Some Court magistrate somebody who has
honorary magistrates do so, as the no training and interests in the area.
honorable member indicated. I think If that is the case, such a specificathere is scope there, and although tion should be written into the BiH.
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There are minimum qualifications
set down in the Supreme Court Act
for the appointment of Supreme
Court judges. The Act does not say
that the Governor in Council may
appoint any person to be a Supreme
Court judge; it lays down the job
specifications. The County Court Act
provides that if the Governor in
Council desires to appoint a County
Court judge certain pre-conditions
must be met. For a magistrate to be
appointed to an ordinary Magistrates
Court, pre-conditions are laid down,
but in the Act now under consideration the qualifications for becoming
a Children's Court magistrate are
that one must be a person, and that
one must be under the age of 65.
I moveThat, in sub-clause ( 1), the words " any
person to be a children's court magistrate"
be omitted with the view of inserting the
following words:-" as children's court
magistrate any person who has undergone
· a prescribed course of training, including
legal interpretation of the law relating to
children's courts, such person to have a
special interest in the welfare of children
and be familiar with the operation of probation and Social Welfare Department
services."

If it is thought that the proposed

wording is mellifluous, that is because I have lifted it from page 4 of
the report of the Statute Law Revision Committee ordered by the
Legislative
Assembly
on
19th
April, 1973 to be printed. The point
I make-and I hope the AttorneyGeneral will accept this-is that if
the specifi,ca.tinn laid down there
simply describes the kind of people
that the Attorney-General would wish
to appoint in any case, why not put
it in the statute? It can hardly be
regarded as obnoxious or contrary to
the spirit of the statute and is in fact
what was specifically recommended
by the Statute Law Revision Committee. It is inevitable that the honorable gentleman would appoint people
as Children's Courts magistrates who
have special training, skills or interests in the field. If it is reasonable
for Supreme Court judges, County
Court judges and magistrates in
Magistrates Courts to have their
qualifications written into the Act,
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why should the specification in this
case be so sparse? The other point
is a matter of general principle. It
seems to be the tendency on the part
of this otherwise nearly faultless Government to make provisions in
statutes rather vague and then say,
" It is aU right ; we will fix it up
administratively. It does not matter
what the legislation says, leave it to
us-trust us and we will ~make sure
that :the spirit embodied in :the wording of the Act but not actually written
into it is carried out as we administer
the Act."
The unthinkable could happen: The
Labor Party could come to power.
Imagine the plentitude of powers we
would have because when we
examined the -statute-book we would
see that there were no restrictions on
the Executive-everything is left to
the Executive.
The wording included in the legislation always seems
to provide that everything is left to
the Government to fix up. The
Government does not think it is a
matter for the Parliament. I appeal
to the Government on behalf of the
Opposition to accept the suggestion of
the Statute Law Revision Committee
by accepting the amendment I have
moved.
(Mildura).Mr.
WHITING
I am interested in the amendment
moved by the honorable member for
Melbourne because, as the honorable
member pointed out, it is vir-tually a
straight lift-out from the recommendation of Statute Law Revision Committee. However, I would be interested to hear the Attorney-General
comment on the actual method of
appointing the Children's Court
magistrates at present. As was mentioned earlier, this Bill is a re-write of
the original Children's Court Act.
The Attorney-General should give
serious consideration to accepting the
amendment, particularly in view of
the threat made by the honorable
member for Melbourne that someday
his party may be the Government and
it could use the powers " willy-nilly ",
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act literally and appoint "any person" as a Children's Court magistrate. I hope that that stage is never
reached.
The Country Party believes the
Attorney-General should give serious
consideration to accepting the amendment. If the honorable gentleman has
a satisfactory explanation on the present method of appointment of
Children's Court magistrates, the ·
Country Party would not necessarily
support the amendment moved by the
honorable member for Melbourne.
However, as it was a recommendation
of the Statute Law Revision Committee, if the Attorney-General does
not have a satisfactory explanation,
the Country Patty would suppmt the
amendment.
Mrs. GOBLE (Mitcham).-! support the suggestion of the honorable
member for Melbourne. I believe it
would be advisable to have written
int<;> the Ac~· the proviso that people
acting as Children's Court magistrates
s.hould receive legal train'ing along the
lmes suggested by the honorable
member for Melbourne. He suggested
that one day the situation may arise
when the Labor Party forms the
Government, but another horrifying
thought has come to mind. Some
years ago we had a Country Party
Government, and I suggest it is not
beyond the bounds of probability that
it could happen again. The AttorneyGeneral should take these rna tters
into consideration. It is important
that what is intended should be
written into the legislation. Although
the intention of the Attorney-General
is good, I believe Parliament should
take care of these things by putting
them into print.
Mr. WILCOX (Attorney-General).
- I have noted the views of honorable
members who have spoken on this
clause, but the Government does not
propose to accept the amendment
moved by the honorable member for
Melbourne. There are good reasons
for that decision! I appreciate the
thinking of the Statute Law Revision
Committee and I do not disagree
with it because that is really what is
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happening at present. I was asked
to explain how Children's Court
I shall
magistrates are appointed.
explain how they are appointed.
Stipendiary magistrates who serve the
State are well qualified in law. They
are not admitted as practitioners-as
barristers or solicitors-but that is
only because their course of training
does not permit that to occur. To
be admitted as a legal practitioner
in this State a person must fulfil a
period of articles in a law office. Magistrates are drawn from the ranks of
clerks of the courts who qualify for
appointment as magistrates by pass~ng examinations during their serVIce as a clerk of the court. No time
is available for clerks of courts to
perform their articles as is required
of people who practise the law in a
fulle! sense.
However, stipendiary
magistrates study the same subjects
as those who practise the law. They
undergo considerable training, as the
honorable member for Melbourne well
knows. Some of them do obtain their
law degrees and a few have even
been admitted to practice.
Those who serve in the Children's
Court are more properly known as
special stipendiary magistrates. They
are called that only because they are
allocated to preside in Children's
Courts. Although they are special
stipendiary magistrates who have
been allocated to preside in the
Children's Court, they are well trained
in the law. Any stipendiary magistrate can be appointed as a special
stipendiary magistrate for
the
Children's Court. Family law is in
the range of subjects available in law
courses today, so magistrates have
some introduction and knowledge to
that law.
The other magistrates who are
able to serve in the Children's Courts
are honorary magistrates. As I indicated earlier, quite a number are
women, who have had extensive
social welfare experience. I refer to
the suggestion of the honorable member for Gippsland West and agree that
there is scope for using the services
of women law graduates. They could
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well be appointed. I would not be
too worried to ascertain that they
had the necessary qualifications to
permit their appointment.
Their
background would be of paramount
importance. In regard to special
stipendiary magistrates or honorary
magistrates who have presided in the
Children's Court, I have not heard
any complaint concerning the conduct
of their courts, so they must be
operating satisfactorily.
I repeat to the Com·mittee what
I said in my second-reading speech.
There are practical difficulties involved by providing a BiU which has
stringent provisions. For instance, if
a particular qualification requirement
was to be written into the Act, the
Government could not insist that
those who had been acting as. magistrates for some years should lose
their appointment 'because they lacked
the required qualification. As I have
stated, I shall give attention to the
training of ·magistrates but I believe
that question should be considered
apart from the Bill. I should like to
ret,ain the opportunity to look carefully at the claims of people appointed
as honorary magistrates. Experience
in s'ocial welfare activities, I believe,
is a good start.
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(b') where no children's court magistrate
is present at the time for holding the
children's court-of any two or three
justices or a stipendiary magistrate sitting
alone or with one or two justices.

Mr. JONES (Melbourne).-Subclause (1) of this clause commences(1) Every children's court shall consist(a) where a children's court magistrate
or children's court magistrates is or are
present at the time for holding the
children's court-of not more than three
children's court magistrates; and

Paragraph (b) of this sub-clause is
the provision in which I am interested. It provides(b) where no children's court magistrate
is present ·at the time for holding the
children's court-of any two or three justli.ces or a stipendiary magistrate sitting
alone or with one or two justices.

I moveThat, in paragraph (b) of sub-clause (1},
the words " any two or three justices or " be
omitted.

If my amendment were accepted
the paragraph would readwhere no children's court magist~ate is
present at the time for holding the children's court-of a stipendiary magistrate
sitting ·alone or with one or two justices.

I note the point made by the Deputy
Leader of the Country Party earlier
about the anomalies that would be
caused if the 60-year-old retirement
I do not disagree that honorary age recommended by the Statute Law
magistrates should at least have some Revision Committee were adopted.
working knowledge of the law which Stipendiary magistrates would be
they would have to administer. I will able to act only unti'l they attained 60
follow up this matter because I am years of age. An anomaly will be
very interested in the work of the written into the Act if an honorary
Children's Court and in the proposals justice, trained or untrained, can sit
which have been made to increase on a panel of three up to the age
the use of women as honorary of 72 years, but a trained stipendiary
magistrates. For the reasons I have magistrate must bow out at the
outlined I do not accept the amend- age of 65. You, Mr. Acting Chairment moved by the honorable mem- man, as a justice of the peace could
ber for Melbourne. However, I clearly be appointed an honorary magistrate
and you could stagger on in that
emphasize that this matter will not appointment
un:til you attained the
be lost sight of.
age of 72 if you wished. I think you
The amendment was negatived, and will agree that it is an anomaly, when
a qualified stipendiary magistrate has
the clause was adopted.
to retire at 65 years of age. I am
Clause 6, providing, inter alianot sure what the collective noun
(!) Every children's court shall consist- for aggregates of justices of the peace
is.
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Mr. JONES.-A gaggle of justices,
as suggested by the honorable ~em
ber for Gippsland West can continue
· up to a collective age of 216 years.
There may be three elderly j':l~tices
with very real personal quahttesI do not say that ironically-and with
a deep understanding and sympathy
for children, but there could also be
appointed three justices who were
completely out of touch. It can be
taken for granted that in a group of
three people the youngest would n?t
necessarily be the most sympathetic
and the oldest the least sympathetic,
but when laws are enacted to cover
the need for a general rule, special
exceptions cannot be taken into
account.
Mr. WILcox.-I might surprise you.
Mr .. JONES.-I can anticipate the
Minister's words. I appreciate the
practical problem.
It might be difficult to get a special
stipendiary magistrate to a country
town but it would be comparatively
easy to wheel in some justices.
I support the provision for justices
because it may be the only way of
achieving the desirable practice of
having women sit on Children's Court
benches. It would also be a tolerable
situation to have a stipendiary
magistrate flanked by two honorary
justices in a Children's Court whether
or not he continued on to the age
of 72 years; but it seems pecluliar
that a professional magistrate is excluded and the honorary justices can
carry on. Society is moving to the
stage of requiring professional barbers, painters, builders, lawyers and
doctors. I cannot see why in the
administration of justice there should
not be a requirement in the law to
provide for professional magistrates
for the Children's Courts, and hopefully with the assistance of honorary
justices. It is absurd and anomalous
for three justices of the peace to be
able to sit to the age of 72 years,
whereas the magistrate would have
to retire at the age of 65 years.
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Mr.
WHITING
(Mildura).Members of the Country Party naturally would be opposed to this
amendment, not for the ethical
reasons put forward by the honorable member for Melbourne but because we agree that magistrates or
special magistrates should have the
proper training and b.ackground. to
carry out their particular duties.
However, the odd occasion would
arise when a Children's Court was
required to be convened at short notice in areas where it would not be
possible to obtain the services of a
stipendiary magistrate for perhaps
2, 3, 4 or 5 days.
The provisions of this Bill are sufficiently flexible to allow two or
three justices to form a Children's
Court and to hear evidence or whatever may be required for a very brief
period or to remand a case to a
Children's Court where a stipendiary
magistrate or a special magistrate
would be sitting.
Unless provision is made for any
two or three justices to sit as a court,
this would not be possible. The zeal
of the honorable member for Melbourne for professional status for all
members of the community could be
carried to the extreme with the provision of trained, professional jurists.
One could imagine the dispensation
of justice being carried out by jurists
who had enough background knowledge of the law to understand what
was going on. It has been said before that the strength of the system
of justice in this country and other
countries is that we are judged sometimes by our peers, which is not a
bad thing.
Mr. JONEs.-One could hardly call
a 71-year-old justice a peer of a defendant in the Children's Court.
Mr. WHITING.-There are astute
71-year-old honorary justices of the
peace and some good 36-year-old
honorary justices of the peace, and
one would have to take the luck of
the draw if a case to which I referred
arose. It would be only an unusual .
set of circumstances where it was
necessary to convene a Children's
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Court of two or three justices without the benefit of a stipendiary magistrate or a special magistrate.
The point about honorary magistrates is one which could well apply
in this instance. M'rs. A. E. Galvin,
the widow of an esteemed member
of this Parliament, provided valuable
evidence to the Statute Law Revision
Committee. She sits regularly in the
Bendigo Children's Court as an
honorary magistrate. It would be
unfortunate if Mrs. Galvin and people
of her character and ability were not
able to give the community the benefit of their experience. Untrained they
may be, but these people have much
experience and knowledge of existence in this hard world. They should
be able to place their store of knowledge at the disposal of other members of the court and of parents of
children in trouble. That, of itself,
is no mean help. The Country Party
opposes the removal of the phrase
from the clause. So would many
members of the community.
Mr. WILCOX {Attorney-General).
-The honorable member for Melbourne has persuaded me that an
anomaly exists; I readily admit that
one exists in relation to age. Whilst
I was considering what the honorable
member said, the honorable member
for Gippsland West was able to
whisper in my ear about difficulties
which he envisaged. Then I heard
from the Deputy Leader of the Country Party and I am now persuaded
that the clause should be left as it is.
I undertake to discuss the matter
with officers of my department while
the Bill is between here and another
place. It is possible that the difficulties to be overcome are not great.
What weighs on my mind is that
hcnorable members may be thinking
of Children's Courts only as courts
where persons are charged with some
offence. For three-quarters of the
year which ended on the 30th June,
1973, 3,496 cases of children who
were in need of care and protection
were dealt with by the courts. Nearly
half of those cases arose in the country. A magistrate would readily deal
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with these cases. It is not a question
of a child being guilty of any offence;
it is a question of bringing a child
into the care of the Social Welfare
Department as promptly as possible.
I repeat that I will examine the practical difficulties to ascertain whether
they are as real as is suggested.
The amendment was negatived.
The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 7 to 14.
Clause 15 (Procedure in indictable
cases).
Mr.

WILLIAMS

(Box

Hill).-

I am concerned to learn from the

annual report of the Social Welfare
Department that juvenile crime has
risen alarmingly, by 60 per cent, since
1968. I consider that Box Hill is an
affluent area but juvenile crime exists
there as well as anywhere else. Procedures other than criminal procedures must be adopted to cope with
this increase in juvenile crime. The
problem should be tackled by instituting an educational campaign. I have
spoken about this with the principal
of a high school in my electorate. I
am told that young people are encouraged to steal from self-service
stores and other places where there
is easy access to chocolates and so on.
This is another breakdown in our
society. Children who do not want to
steal buy things and then tell others
that they have stolen them.
There should be education by
police officers and others in our
schools, including high schools, about
this. The situation is a reflection of
the times but it is disgraceful that,
in our affluent society, there should
be such a great increase in such
actions as stealing sweets and so
on.
The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 16 to 46.
Clause 47 (Restrictions as to
evidence of previous appearance in
Children's Court).
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Mr. EDMUNDS (Moonee Ponds).Paragraph (b) of sub-clause (1) of
clause 47 statesNo question shall be asked of ·any person
called as a witness in any legal proceeding
within the meaning of section 3 of the
Evidence Act 1958 (other than a proceeding
in a children's court) about any application made to .a children's court on any
other ground than that such person has
committed an offence.

The Statute Law Revision Committee,
of which I am a member, heard much
evidence on this point. I was surprised to learn that Children's Court
histories were available to social
workers of all description and that
the information contained in them
was used for case work and a variety
of other purposes, such as the
recording af statistics. This is disturbing. The committee heard evidence that police could go to an
employer and use their knowledge of
what had happened in a Children's
Court and make submissions to
him about one of his employees.
Children's Court records were used
in many ways other than as a straight
record of events involving an individual. Clause 42 on page 9 of the
report of the Statute Law Revision
Committee statesThe Committee was disturbed by evidence that, contrary to the spirit of the
Children's Court Act 1958, the histories of
children appearing before the Children's
Court had been and were still available to
a witness who appeared before the Committee.

I was disturbed about that, and so
was the committee as a whole. I
direct this to the attention of the
Attorney-General. I ask him to
ensure that his depa~tment issues an
instruction that these records are not
to be made available for the uses to
which I have referred.
I had trouble with my conscience
when the report of the committee
was being compiled.
I was
seriously concerned about what
happened to Mr. Ron. Walsh. He was
elected as a member of the Victorian
Parliament only to find that his
Children's Court "criminal" history
was freely available to members of
the Government and for all sorts of
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purposes, with the result that,
eventually,
he had to
stand
down from the Legislative Council.
The Children's Court is a closed
court and goes to considerable
trouble to ensure that outsiders are
not present. I attended the court with
the Honorable M. A. Clarke, M.L.C.,
and we were impressed at the way
in which proceedings were conducted
and how everybody involved was
careful to ensure that the child's
identity remained within the court.
The circulation of a perso:n's record around the community indicates
that some irresponsible officer has
been associated with the keeping of
records. Like many other members
of the community, I believed the
records of the Children's Court were
sacrosant and there was no means by
which they could be put to any other
use.
I ask the Attorney-General whether
he has bee·n aware of this and seek
an assurance that he will ensure that
instructions are issued through his
department that these records shall
remain within the privacy of the
department and not be used even in
the pursuit of social studies, because
obviously they could still be used for
nefarious purposes by unscrupulous
individuals.
Mr. WILCOX (Attorney-General).
-Strictly speaking, two of the
matters raised are not relevant to the
clause under discussion but I will
not be too formal about that. Clause
47 imposes a number of restrictions
on the evidence that may be given of
previous appearances before the Children's Court. As I read one of the
sub-clauses, it provides that after the
expiration of three years from the
Children's Court appearance no evidence of that attendance can be given
in any other court.
Mr. WHITING.-Does that apply to
the Court of Disputed Returns?
Mr. WILCOX.-Yes. However, I
think the honorable member for
Moonee Ponds has something else in
mind. Reference was made in the
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report of the Statute Law Revision
Committee to a section of the law
which states that a member of the
Police Force shall not furnish to any
perso·n information relating to proceedings in the Children's Court. I
think the honorable member queries
why the rstriction should apply only
to members of the Police Force. I
presume he contends that it should
apply to anybody who has dealings
with cases that come before the
court. I appreciate the point and I
will be happy to draw it to the attention of the Minister for Social
Welfare.
The matter does not come within
my jurisdiction but I am not sure
why the restriction should apply only
to a member of the Police Force. I
should think that generally speaking
it should apply to anyone who has
dealings with the case. Obviously,
when a child is committed to the care
and protection of the Social Welfare
Department records must be transferred from place to place, so that
any particular problem can be dealt
with immediately. I shall take the
matter up with the Minister for
Social Welfare.
Mr. EDMUNDS (Moonee Ponds).1 drew the matter to the Minister's
attention under clause 47 because
the Statute Law Revision Committee tended to think there was a
separate record for Children's Court
offences and another record for offences committed when that child
became an adult. The difficulty is
that so many records are kept
throughout the community. I presume that there is a record at the
Children's Court, and that the police
will have a record of any child they
have apprehended, as will the Social
Welfare Department.
Mr. WILKES.-And the Liberal
Party.
Apparently,
Mr. EDMUNDS. somebody is able to get hold of these
records on occasions. The AttorneyGeneral has given the assurance that
the keeping of these records will be
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tightened up so that the general belief in the community that Children's
Court records are not available to the
public will become a fact.
Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS (Leader of
the Country Party) .-On this subject, I bring to the attention of the
Attorney-General a case that came to
my knowledge of a person who applied to become a member of the
Victorian Police Force and his Children's Court record was mentioned.
I do not know whether it had any
bearing on whether he was rejected
or accepted. Such a record should
not be looked at when a person applies for a position. Officially, Children's Court convictions are wiped out
after a certain period and it is unthinkable that a person applying for
a Government position should have
his record brought up.
Mr. EDMUNDS.-The same thing
applies to applicants for military
service.
Mr. ROSS-EDW ARDS.-I have
had no experience of that, but I ask
the Attorney-General to examine the
matter.
Mr. WILCOX {Attorney-General).
-I will couple that matter with the
point raised by the honorable member for Moonee Ponds. It raises a
very important question relating ·to
privacy, which probably I should not
mention at this stage.
The clause was agreed to, as were
the remaining clauses and the
schedule.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed
through its remaining stages.
WATER SUPPLY WORKS AND
SERVICES BILL.
Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works) .-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

Authority is sought in the 1973 Water
Supply Works and Services Bill for
expenditure of $31 · 5 million on
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and Services Bill.

works of water supply, irrigation,
drainage, sewerage, flood pvotection
and river improvement throughout the
rural areas of the State of Victoria.
The Bill provides authority for expenditure during the period of appvoximately twelve months until the next
Water Supply Works and Services Bill
has been approved by Parliament.

The explanatory memorandum and
table attached to the Bill contain the
necessary information on which honorable members can base their contributions. I commend the Bill to
the House.
On the motion of Mr. WILTON
(Broadmeadows), the debate was
adjourned.

Hon0rable members should note
that works and services Acts authorize expenditure during calendar years
and that actual cash allocations,
which are made by the Treasurer in
accordance with priorities determined
by the Government, ~relate to financial
years. The amount allocated for
expenditure on works during the
1973-74 financial year is $19·24 million. The expenditure of this sum is
authorized 'Partly by the provisions
of the Water Supply Works and
Services Bill presently before rthe
House and partly by the preceding
Water Supply Works and Services
Act. Although portion of the amount
included in the Bill is a re-authorization of expenditure included in the
previous Act, this does not mean that
there was any shortfall of expenditure
in 1972-73 when, in fact, the cash
a'llocation of $17,990,430 was fully
expended.

Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works) .-I move-

Parliamentary authority is sought
in the Bill for $31 · 5 million so that
works may be continued beyond the
end of the present financial year until
another works and services Bill is
passed in the spring sessional period
of 1974. The explanatory statement
and memorandum which accompany
the Bill provide details of works proposed to be undertaken and amounts
to be expended during the current
financial year.
A'Pproval of the Bill will enable
the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission and other authorities
operating under the various Acts
to continue, within the limits of
funds made available, essential works
planned for the 'most efficient use of
the water resources of the State.
Mr. Dunstan.

That the debate be
Wednesday, October 31.

adjourned

until

Mr. WILTON (Broadmeadows).The Minister has not given much
detail in his second-reading speech,
which, in fact, consists of only two
pages of notes.
The honorable
gentleman indicated that the explanatory memorandum and table that
are supplied with the Bill contain
further information. That is true
and they consist of a considerable
number of pages. The proposed
legislation concerns water works and
sewerage for the whole of the nonmetropolitan area of the State and
honorable ~members will be involved
in a lot of work in conferring with
the various bodies concerned. It has
always been a contentious subject.
I submirt to the Minister that an
adjournment of the debate until next
Wednesday is not reasonable for a
Bill of this type. An adjournment of
the debate for two weeks would not
be unreasonable. I ask the Minister
to consider this suggestion. From
experience, I am sure that if the Minister allowed an adjournment of two
weeks nothing would be lost, because
measures of this type often remain
on the Notice Paper for weeks.
l\1r. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works) .-I appreciate the point
raised by the honorable member for
Broadmeadows who is handling the
Bill on behalf of the Opposition.
From my experience of Bills of this
type, which has been gained over a
period of some seventeen years, I
realize that honorable members representing country areas are aware
week by week 'Of what is happening
in their electorates. They would
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therefore know how such a Bill would members would be able to catch up
affect their electorates. The debate on on work that they had not been able
the Water Supply Works and Services to do during sittings of the House.
Bill is an occasion for honorable The Minister has been kind enough
members to raise :matters generally to indicate that the debate will not
concerning water supply, drainage, proceed if the Opposition is not ready,
irrigation, flood protection, and so on. and that assurance is satisfactory.
As a rule little reference is made to
Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
the provisions of the Bill, although Works) (By leave) .-I should like
understandably honorable members the Country Party and the Opposition
express concern that insufficient to agree to the adjournment of the
money is being made available to debate until 31st October. As is the
various waterworks trusts.
customary practice--and one which
I believe it would be possible for was followed when a member of the
most if not all honorable members Country Party, who, through unforwishing to speak on the Bill to tunate circumstances, was unable to
resume the second-reading debate proceed with a debate-arrangements
immediately without unduly affecting can be made for the debate to be
their contributi'ons. The honorable postponed until another time.
member f:or Broadm.eadows said that
The motion was agreed to, and the
the proposed period of adjournment debate was adjourned until Wednesis insufficient to allow honorable day, October 31.
·
members to contact some of the
waterworks trusts, of which there are
PUBLIC WORKS AND SERVICES
212, sewerage authorities and river
BILL.
improvement trusts. No alteration
Mr.
DUNST
AN
(Minister of Public
can be made to the Bill; it is simply
an appropriation Bill. The approval Works) .-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.
of 'Parliament is sought for the
expenditure of additional money on It seeks the approval of Parliawater supply works and services. ment to appropriations for works to
When the legislation has been pro- be carried out by the Public Works
claimed, it will take the place of rthe Department for a number of GovernAct under which money has been ment departments and for hospital
expended during the 1972-73 financial projects under the direction of the
year.
Hospitals and Charities Commission.
If I agree to an adjournment of the It also provides a variety of other
debate for a fortnight it will be three allocations, including grants.
weeks before the Bill appears on the
Following the practice over the past
Notice Paper because, by agreement two years, a printed explanatory
between the Government, the Opposi- memorandum is attached to the Bill.
tion and the Country Party, the House The memorandum defines the approis to adjourn for the week in which the priations and the proposed expendiVictoria Racing Club's spring carni- ture for the year ending 30th June,
val is being held. I do not know what 1974. For the information of members,
position this Bill will occupy on the expenditure figures for last financial
Notice Paper, but if the honorable year are also provided. Detail is inmember is not ready to proceed when cluded for each i tern appearing in the
it is called on, the Government will table.
defer the debate for another day.
The legislation seeks appropriations
Mr. WILKES (Northcote).-I am in for approximately a twelve-month
favour of the House not meeting in period which commences from the
the week to which the Minister has passage of this Bill, until a similar
referred; in fact, I advocated that it measure passes through Parliament
This, therefore, means
should meet for three weeks and then next year.
not {Ileet for a week so that honorable that the Bill provides for expenditure
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to be incurred against the various
items in the table during th~ balance
of this financial year, as well as a
period during the first portion of the
1974-75 financial year.
From the time that this Bill is passed, unexpended appropriations under
last year's Act, which is still current,
will be cancelled and expenditure on
works under progress and future
works committed to contract will be
charged against the provisions of this
Bill until it is superseded by the
1974-75 Act.
The total allocation amounts to
$181· 772 million, an increase of
roughly $20 million over last year.
Again, by far the largest expenditure
is provided under item I, covering
education projects-the largest sum
ever sought from Parliament for
works for the Education Department
-but to this must be added grants
made available by the Commonwealth
Government.
This financial year, a total of
$75 · 665 million, comprising $58· 725
million from State sources and
$16·940 million from Commonwealth
Government grants, will be available
for primary, secondary and some
tertiary educational institutions. The
State allocation represents approximately 74 per cent-an increase of
3 per cent--of the total works and
services funds entrusted to my
department up to 30th June, 1974.
These allocations for educational
purposes represent an increase of
$16·397 million against the 1972-73
expenditure.
Last year I c-ommented on the need
to use consultants and draughting
services, and the honorable member
for Deer Park elaborated on it. A
total of $1·398 million was paid by
way of consulting fees last financial
year. The honorable member for Deer
Park agreed that that was a lot of
money to spend on outside consultants.
I am pleased to advise
members that recently clearances
were obtained from the Treasury for
additional staff to be appointed and
these positions have now been advertised by the Pubic Service Board. I
Mr. Dunstan.

Services Bill.

cannot be sure that the additional
staff will have the effect of reducing
the use of consultants. The nature
of work by my department is changing quite dramatically from the use
of standardization, in many instances,
to work of a " one-off " nature. This
trend is developing because of the
considerable amount of work in the
inner suburban area where land is
limited and also because of the requirements of the Karmel committee's report adopted by the Commonwealth Government.
A matter of concern is the erosion
of the purchasing power of the dollar,
most evident in the inflationary
spiralling costs associated with the
building industry. Apart from the fact
that wages have increased considerably, many materials are in short
supply and there are unavoidable
delays in the completion of projects.
The general effect, as observed by my
department, is that costs have increased this year by approximately
15 per cent and completion times for
contracts are at least 25 per cent
more than they were twelve months
ago. The fact that there appears to
be no attempt being made in Canberra
to control a catastrophic situation
can only be deplored. Further problems associated with industrial
unrest are causing the building
'industry to be uncertain in its performances.
Included in the funds available to
the Education Department is an
amount of $7,026,550 which does not
become available until 1st January,
1974. The Education Department has
established committees known as
"task forces" which are currently
preparing programmes, some of
which are complete. It is expected
that the department will be able to
commit and spend this money during
the financial year.
One of the problems facing the
service has been the matter of
accommodation, and at this point I
should like to pay a tribute to the
State Accommodation Committee,
which reports to m·e as a result of
representations made by the various
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departments
for
accommodati?n
needs. -·Mr. R. Beer, the Chief
Property Officer of my depart~ent,
who is a member of the committee,
then has the responsibility of converting the approval of the committee's report into fact.
The
property office, under Mr. Beer, works
under considerable stress and I am
grateful, as I am sure all Gov:ernment
departments are, for the services they
render. This year it is expected .t~oat
a start will be made on the provisiOn
of new public offices in Geelong,
Ballarat and Bendigo, in that order,
and the work will be spread over the
next three years. In addition, accommodation in the metropolitan area
will improve with the purchase. of
new buildings and the constructiOn
of others in the not distant future.
The Government is conscious that
the efficiency of the Public Serv.ice
depends, in part, on proper work~ng
conditions including accommodation
conducive 'to a good working environment. This is known as the quality
of life and job satisfaction.
Over the past twelve months consideration has been given in some
depth to the difficulties encountered
by sea-going vessels because of sand
bars at the entrance to estuaries and
inlets. Sand bars at Lakes Entrance,
Queenscliff and, to a smaller extent,
Werribee River, Patterson River and
Mordialloc Creek, are constantly in
need of maintenance dredging. Unfortunately, no plant of any capacity
is available ·which can handle the huge
volumes of sand associated with the
larger sand bars. Officers of my
department have been investigating
the performance of a shallow draught
side casting dredge developed by the
United States Corps of Engineers.
Following reports to me, a feasibility
study has now been undertaken for
the provision of such a dredge to the
Ports and Harbors Division. This
study is in its last stages. It is
evident that a dredge of this nature
would be a considerable acquisition,
not only in the access through sand
bars, but also because of its shallow
draught characteristics and sand disposal methods, which would be of
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considerable value in the renourishment of starved beaches. Discussions will take place with the
Treasurer once the feasibility study
has been completed.
Some honorable members will have
seen the marine models at the Ports
and Harbors Division laboratory at
Port Melbourn·e. They are also aware
of the environmental study in the
Westernport catchment area. However the effect from a marine point
of view of recl~mation, the discharge
of trad~ wastes and the construction
of port facilities, is not known and
can best be determined by a marine
model of Westernport in which can
be studied tidal prisms, current
patterns and flushing qualities. Major
port developments in other countries
of the world are the subject of marine
model
studies.
Alignment
of
wharves, breakwaters, and so on,
and a knowledge of tides and currents
can influence design of the port and
save several millions of dollars in
both construction and maintenance
costs.
Recently I had the benefit of
inspecting a model study of Botany
Bay in operation. Honorable members will be aware of the port
development taking place in Botany
Bay and the large-scale reclamation,
dredging and the extension of the
runways in that locality. The effects
that these are having on the waters
of Botany Bay can be seen and
studied on the model. I am convinced that a similar study is necessary if the behavioural patterns of
Westernport are to be fully known.
Consequently, my department has
engaged the foremost laboratory
experts in the world-the Delft
Hydraulic Laboratories from Le
Hague, in the Netherlands-as consultants in undertaking preliminary
studies which, I hope, will lead to the
construction of a model of Westernport. A desk study has been completed and currently a programme of
field surveys and equipment required
is under way. This will enable a
design to be prepared and estimates
of costs of the study determined. If
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approved, this model study, together
with the environmental study will
give a total picture which sho~ld be
of considerable value to the Government in determining future development of the Westernport region.
Another matter which has concerned my department and the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works, which share responsibility for
the foreshore protection works of
Port Phillip Bay, has been the erosion
of beaches and the foreshore generally and the disposition of sand in
many areas which involve maintenance dredging. Consultation between
my department and the Board of
Works has resulted in the engagement of Delft Hydraulic Laboratories
as consultants to advise on a study
of the characteristics of the waters
of Port Phillip Bay. The study will
embrace field survey work from
which the action of wind, wave, currents and tides can be related to the
effect on the foreshores. It is also
expected that the effect of structures
and foreshore works on the littoral
movement of sand will become
evident. This study will be comprehensive and take a few years before
results will be obtained. From these
it is expected that a greater knowledge of the bay hydro'logy will
emerge and this should be of considerable assistance in determining the approach to be adopted by the Public
Works Department in its work of
foreshore and beach protection and
beach renourishment.
Last year I mentioned that the
reorganization and methods study of
my department was well advanced,
and I am pleased to be able to inform
the House that the implementation
has now been completed, with the
exception of the computerization of
the recording, reporting and financial
control programmes. It is hoped
that during this financial year this
aspect of the reorganization will also
be completed.
The reorganization
has been successful and it will be
evident to all members that the
department's performance and efficiency have considerably improved.
Mr. Dunstan.

Services Bill.

Last year the department introduced, for the first time, an annual
review of its works. I am sure that
honorable members will have been
impressed by this publication, which
they received earlier this year. There
is no statutory provision for my
department to hand down an annual
review, but one was produced last
year, and I am glad it was appreciated
by honorable members. Currently,
the preparation of the second annual
review is in hand and I am pleased
to advise that this issue will be available in February, 1974. I commend
the publication to honorable members
who, I am sure, will find a great deal
of useful information concerning the
works and the organization of the
department. This comes under the
category of open Government. I commend the Bill to the House.
Mr. GINIFER (Deer Park).I moveThat the debate be now adjourned.

I hope the Minister, in the spirit of
open Government, will allow me
access to the Director-General of
Public Works, so that I may discuss
with him some of the matters
referred to by the honorable gentleman.
The motion for the adjournment of
the debate was agreed to.
Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works) .-I moveThat the debate be adjourned until Wednesday, October 31.

Without repeating what I said on the
motion for the adjournment of debate
on the Water Supply Works and
Services Bill, I assure the honorable member for Deer Park that the
director-general and senior officers
of the Public Works Department will
be only too pleased, at any time convenient to the honorable member, to
make available themselves, any
records, documents or anything else
which may assist him.
Mr. GINIFER (Deer P.ark).-As I
am handling this Bill for the Opposition, I should like to have the opportunity of consulting an officer of the
Public Works Department before the
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meeting of our party next Tuesday.
As the debate on the Bill is
to be adjourned until Wednesday
next and as it appears that I wiU
not have an opportunity to present
a report to the party meeting, I seek an assurance from the
Minister that, if necessary, the resumption of the debate will be
adjourned until the following week.
Mr. WHITING (Mildura).-I support the proposal of the honorable
member for Deer Park. The Minister
of Public Works referred to dredging
operations at Lakes Entrance. That
work and some other items are
located in the more remote parts of
the State and if it is not possible to
adjourn the debate to a date later
than next Wednesday, I seek an
undertaking from the Minister that
further time will be given if it is
required by members of my party. I
seek that undertaking.
Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works) (By leave) .-I am only too
pleased to give that undertaking on
behalf of the Government.
The motion was agreed to, and the
debate was adjourned until Wednesday, October, 31.
EDUCATIONAL LANDS BILL.
Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of
Education) I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

Its purpose is to c1arify. various sections of our Acts relating to tertiary
institutions namely, the Melbourne
University Act, the Latrobe University Act and the Victoria Institute
of Colleges Act. It relates to those
sections which cover the acquisition
of land, whether by agreement or in
a compulsory form. At present there
is uncertainty as to the procedure
and uncertainty as to the Minister
involved. These issues are removed
by this amending Bill. A parallel
sectio·n has already been introduced
in the State College of Victoria Act.
The Monash University Act has not
been amended in a similar manner because it is intended to introduce another Act relating to Monash University and covering a number of
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other aspects, including the acqUISItion of land. I commend the Bill to
the House.
On the motion of Mr. ROPER
(Brunswick West), the debate was
adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Wednesday, October
31.

STATE COLLEGE OF VICTORIA
(STAFF) BILL
Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of
Education) .-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This short measure is submitted to
the House o·n the advice of Mr. R. M.
Northrop, Q.C., who was briefed by
the Crown Solicitor to express a
view on the appointment to the State
College of Victoria of employees
seconded from the Education Department. It has been the practice over
the years for the Education Department to second, on a temporary
basis, a considerable number of staff
to the teachers' colleges which, until
1st August this year, were administered by the Education Department.
Approximately 40 per cent of the
staff are provided in this manner.
When the State College of Victoria
was granted a large measure of
autonomy in the control of teachers'
colleges, the question arose whether
the same system should be continued.
The advice received from Mr. Northrop was that the State College of
Victoria Act would need to be
amended to make this possible. The
purpose of this measure is purely to
carry out that intention. It will be
noticed that the provision applies not
only to members of the staff who
are officers of the Education Department but to other members of the
Public Service. Some members of
the office staff in the State colleges
are seconded from the .Public Service.
Basically, the Bill merely validates
a practice which has existed for many
years. It has become necessary because of a change in the constitution
of the teachers' colleges. I commend
the Bill to the House.
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(Amendment) Bill.

On the motion of Mr. ROPER
(Brunswick West), the debate was
adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Wednesday, October 21.

(Operations).
Each of the coordinators is required to ensure
that(a) There is uniformity of action
in respect of policies and practices
in the Police Force;

POLICE REGULATION
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
Mr. ROSSITER.-(Chief Secretary).
-1 move-

(b) there is effective co-ordination of activities in all police districts;
(c) all members of the force are
receiving broad and useful experience in all aspects of police
work; and
(d) officers and members with
potential for promotion to higher
rank are kept under notice.
Their roles therefore have inherent command, supervisory, coordinating, inspectorial and investigative elements. These positions are
unique within our police service.
The officers presently holding the
two positions are the only ones with
an operational command responsibility over officers of equal rank. The
metropolitan co-ordinator, himself a
chief superintendent, oversees the
command of ten metropolitan chief
superintendents and the country coordinator, again a chief superintendent, has similar oversight of four
chief superintendents and eight
superintendents.
The Chief Commissioner of Police
is concerned with the situation
because by reason of equality of
rank the two officers concerned are
obliged to " suggest " rather than
" direct" and to "advise " rather
than to " command ". Accordingly
he has recommended the creation of
the rank of " commander " which
will be superior to that of chief
superintendent and inferior to that
of assistant commissioner.
The Government accepts the
recommendation and the Bill before
the House amends the Poliee Regulation Act 1958 to(a) Create the rank of commander;
(b) empower the Police Service
Board to make determinations in
respect of the rank; and

That this Bill be now read a second time.

Its purpose is to strengthen the chain
of command by the establishment of
an additional senior rank within the
structure of the Victoria Police Force.
At the present time, the officers exercising the headquarters command
over the Police 'Force are, in order of
precedence, the Chief Commissioner,
the Deputy Commissioner and five
Assistant Commissioners.
For the purposes of efficiency, the
State is divided into 22 police districts, ten in the metropolitan area
controlled by the ·Chief superintendents and twelve in the country area
controlled by either chief superintendents or superintendents.
The Chief Commissioner has delegated certain areas of responsibility
to his Assistant Commissioners, one
of whom, the Assistant Commissioner
(Operations), controls all uniformed
policemen and policewomen performing general duties within all police
districts, as well as special groups
such as the mounted branch, search
and rescue, motor boating, licensing,
gam'ing and vice squads and the dock
police.
In view of the wide span of control
vested in this Assistant Commissioner the command organization in
the operations department has been
so devised that one chief superintendent has ·been appointed regional
co-ordinator of the ten metropolitan
districts and another regional coordinator of the twelve country
districts.
In addition the metropolitan co-ordinator acts as deputy
to
the
Assistant
Commisioner
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(c) to make appropriate references to the new rank in the Fourth
Schedule of the Act relating to scales
of pensions, allowances and gratuities.
I commend the Bill to the House.
On the motion of Mr. WILKES
(Northcote), the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Wednesday. October
31.
GOVERNOR'S SPEECH.
ADDRESS-IN-REPLY.

The debate
(adjourned from
October 18) on the motion of Mr.
McClure (Bendigo) for the adoption
of an Address-in-Reply to the
Governor's Speech was resumed.
Mr. PLOWMAN (Evelyn).-It gives
me great pleasure to support the
motion for the adoption of an
Address-in-Reply to the Governor's
Speech. I should like to express,
through the Governor, my loyalty to
Queen Elizabeth II., and the loyalty
of her subjects who live within the
boundaries of the Evelyn electorate.
I express to His Excellency the
Governor the appreciation of the
people of Evelyn for his efforts over
past years during his term in Victoria,
for the many visits he has made to
the electorate of Evelyn, and for the
interest he has taken in the people
and their projects within that area. I
also pay tribute to Lady Delacombe,
who has supported her husband in
what has not always been an easy
job. They deserve some appreciation
from the people of Victoria. As this is
His Excellency's last term as Governor of Victoria I wish him and Lady
Delacombe and family a well earned
retirement.
I pay a tribute to Mr. Russell
Stokes, the former member for
Evelyn, who represented the electorate for fifteen years. He was well
known 'in this Parliament and the electorate for the gentlemanly way in
which he dealt with all matters that
came before him and for the way in
which he a~Iways endeavoured to do
the best he could for the constituents
Session 1973.-58
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whom he represented. I wish Mr. and
Mrs. Stokes a well-earned retirement.
The Evelyn electorate, which I have
been given the honour to represent on
the retirement of Mr. Stokes, covers
an area of 2,500 square miles with
almost 27,000 people on the electoral
roll. I might be a little biased when
I assert that it is without doubt Victoria's most pictureque electorate. It
takes in all or part of ten mun'icipalities extending through the outer suburban development areas of Lilydale,
South ·Morang, Warrandyte and
Mooroolbark, as far north as Lake
Eildon and from Warburton and
Marysville in the east to Kilmore and
Broadford in the west.
The chief features of the electorate
are the regions of the Yarra Valley,
the Upper Goulburn Valley and the
mountains to the east. It is also one
of the leading tourist areas of the
State. The Sir Colin ·MacKenzie Sanctuary is probably know to most Victorians and to very many overseas
visitors. Outside the metropolitan
area it is the largest tourist attraction
in Victoria. Even Sovereign Hill has
not quite caught up with it.
The Evelyn electorate also offers
to the tourist the sights and
facilities of the water storages
of Lake Eildon, Upper Yarra
dam, Maroondah dam and O'Shannessy dam, ·mountain scenery, snowfields, 'fishing and bush walks. The
tourist industry is growing rapidly in
the area and in time will be a major
contributor to employment in the
electorate.
Most people in the Evelyn electorates are employed in primary
production of all types,
particularly the beef, dairy, wool and fat
lamb industries. A developing wine
grape industry is being established in
the Yarra Glen area. Before the turn
of the century the Yarra Glen area
was the leading wine grape growing
district of Victoria. The introduction
of the phylloxera virus entirely
destroyed the wine grapes vineyards.
That industry is growing rapidly in
the Yarra Valley and we look forward
to some good vintages in the near
future.
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Second to primary production in
the electorate-and it is a form of
primary industry-is the timber industry-forestry and associated· industries. Almost every town in the
electorate relies to some extent on
this industry. Pulping timber is produced from the poorer species of
trees. Softwood timber comes from
the rapidly growing softwoods such
as pinus radiata planted in .the area.
Trell'is, surprisingly enough, is produced in large quantities. In fact,
a factory at Healesville is th~ largest producer of trellis in Australia.
The Australian :Paper Manufacturers
Ltd. factory is •located at Broadford.
And, of course, housing and building
timber is produced. It is not hard to
understand that the timber industry
is of tremendous importance, not only
to the Evelyn electorate but to the
Goulburn area, 'Mansfield, and :areas
to the north of the State. ·
·

Address-in-Reply.

of the primevalists should be
considered. Areas should be set
aside for national parks and for
forests completely untouched by
mankind so that future generations
can see what forests looked like in
their natural state. However, to take
this policy to its extreme would be
to cut off our nose to spite our face.
The world is short of building timbers
and we have a wonderful natural
resource at our disposal which can
be regenerated by controlled, longterm farming of the forests. It would
be a retrograde step to close up vast
areas of forests simply to please the
extremists.
In referring to decentralization of
industry, His Excellency spoke about
restraining the growth of Melbourne
and promoting growth centres in
the country. Country growth centres
should be promoted 'but, 'in addition any viable proposition for
decentralization of industry must be
examined. The situation which arose
at Eildon has been directed to the
attention of the House by the honorable member for Reservoir. Australian Consolidated Industries Ltd., a
large corporation, decided for its own
reasons to close down its operations
there. Of course, we live in a free
society, not a totalitarian State, and
the company has the right to determine where it should conduct its
operations.

The Victorian Sawmillers Association, in conjunction with the Forests
Commission, has recently undertaken
an education programme. To a great
extent, it is addressed to councillors
and leading citizens. It puts forward
the point of view of the timber industry in the region and dem9nstrates
that the multiple use of forest areas
can be beneficial to the community,
particularly in view of the world
shortage of building timbers.
In the past, it has been said that
timber millers have not been blame~
As a result of the efforts of the
less and-as the extremists among extremely hard-working officers of
the conservationists put it-have the Division of Industrial Developraped our forests. The association ment arrangements have been made
does nor deny that such things have for another industry to purchase the
happened in the past but, in recent plant vacated by Australian Consoliyears, the Forests Commission has dated Industries Ltd. The success of
controlled logging and milling opera- the efforts of those officers follows
tions in conjunction· with a regenera- the falling through of other arrangetion programme and it can be proved . ments about a fortnight ago. Now,
that these operations. benefit the Custom Carpets will set up operaforests.
tions in Eildon from 1st January,
The education programme has been 1974. Those of us who have been
1ndertaken because of fears of 'the connected with these happenings are
tctivities of extremists among con- greatly appreciative of the work done
;ervationists, Whom the sawmillers by the Division of Industrial Development.. One could not work with the
~au primevalis'ts, •and who would
ock up vast areas of natural~y occur- officers of the division without being
·ing forest. Certainly,- ·the policies impressed by their enthusiasm and
Mr. Plowman.
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drive. They deserve much credit for
arranging for this new industry being
set up at Eildon.
But there are many other small
towns in Victoria whose lives depend
upon their solid populations as opposed to shifting populations. These
small towns, such as Alexandra and
Yea, to mention only two within the
Evelyn electorate, would benefit
greatly for the growth of population
which would follow the introduction
of industry, which the towns could
certainly accommodate. They have
facilities which are being rapidly upgraded to offer the work force of any
incoming industry. The employees of
the industry would enjoy better living
and working conditions than they
had in the city.
An Army unit has been based at
Healesville for many years. As a
result, 91 permanent residents are
added to the population of the town.
Seventy children are at school in
Healesvi'lle. M·ost of those 91 people
take part in some sort of activity
within the town; they are very well
integrated and contribute to the overall welfare of Healesville. People in
the town are concerned that the Army
unit is likely to be shifted
to a centralized location at Seymour or Puckapunyal.
lf we
are serious about aecentralization, we should be concerned that
this sort of thing might happen. It
would be a sad day for the people
of Healesville if the Army unit, the
School of Army Health conducted by
the Royal Australian Medical Corps,
was to leave the town.
One group in the community which
has not been blessed until recently by
the enormous prosperity of the country, and which has suffered fluctuations in its fortunes over the years, is
the primary producer. Until twelve or
eighteen months ago, primary producers werf'! suffering from one of"
the worst f''cessions that at least my
age group and probably the one
before have ever seen. It is pleasing.
to see that with one exception, which
is East Gippsland, the outlook for
primary producers is particularly
bright with prospects of good prices
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for· products · and an exceptionally
good season.
Whilst speaking of prosperity in
primary-producing areas of the State,
I should like to refer to the
"apparent'' high· prices currently being paid from meat-1 use the word
"apparent" with inverted commas.
One of the causes of the depression in the farming comm~nity was. the poor prices being
paid ·until. I,'ecently for mutton and
lamb in comparison with the cost of
production and cost of living and the
inflatiqn that was prevalent in the
community. The primary producers
w~te told .that they had to become
more efficient, produce more meat,
ariiaiga~ate .holdings and so on. They
·have done these things in a creditable
way al).d it is pleasing to know that
th~y are, now obtaining the benefits.
the consumer price
According
index for th~. June quarter of 1967,
the prices being paid for mutton and
lamb wer~ on a par with prices for
othe'r products. Beef was in a similar
positi9n c)ild has m·anaged to maintain reasonabfe parity with the consumer price indeK for
other
fooas. With ~he inflationary pressures! the cori~umer price index
gradually moved .upwards over the
years 1968 to 1~73. The prices of
mutton and lamb not only' did not
maintain, paritY. with those being paid
for other consumer goods and other
food~. but ,in fa_ct ~ame down at quite
a rapid rate until the lowest point
was r.ea<;hed .. possibly in the June
quarter of 1972 .. Prices of other goods
had risen. rapidly in the June quarter
as well' as the. Sentember and Decemb~r qUarters of 1972.
Recently, publicity has been given
to the extremely high prices being
p~id for meat .. Earlier, I referred to
the . apparent high prices for
mutton and .Jamb. Prices are now
back .in .parity with priees of other
commodities in the consumer price
index and for the sake of the primary
producer I trust that in future the
p~ri t.Y: .wl.Q l?'e: .ret~j.q~d., .V this occurs
it will bene,fit individuc;d . producers,
coilntry' towns ·,which rely almost .entfrely''on the'prO'sperity of the _pfim.ary

to
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producers, and also the community at
large. Any reduction in the prosperity
of primary producers eventually
affects manufacturers and the whole
community.
Perhaps one of the most important
aspects touched upon by His Excellency was the maintenance of the
rights of the individual. Often, when
dealing with Government departments or semi-government authorities, the individual can get bogged
down by red tape and indecision, and
experience the inability of being. unable to obtain clear cut answers on
the matters that are bothering him.
I should like to refer to those individuals who are being dispossessed
by the State through the acquisition
of their properties for freeways, highways, water storages, schools and so
on. In April this year, legislation
was introduced in an endeavour to
improve their position and to clarifiy
certain parts of the problem to make
it easier for the individual.
However, the system falls down in
the vital factor of communication.
The prime concern should be for the
individual who is being dispossessed.
An individual finds it extremely difficult to obtain a clear-cut answer
about the future of his property. In my
own electorate, the Country Roads
Board has dealt fairly with most
cases relating to the Hume Freeway
and one or two are still pending.
Other individuals who fall within
this category are those who have
properties which will be affected by
the potential water storages at Watson's Creek, Sugarloaf Creek and
Yarra Brae. An interim development
order has been in operation in the
Watson's Creek area for approximately fifteen years. The prices of
properties have been artificially
lowered by the existence of the interim development order. A person
can sell his property to the Board of
Works provided that he can prove
necessitous circumstances.
As I said, the prime concern should
be for the individual and it should
be for the individual to decide when
he wishes to sell-this is before a
Mr. Plowman.
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notice to treat is issued. As has
happened in the past, and doubtless
will happen in the future, the State
will need to acquire land for public
purposes, and for the community
benefit generally. It is important
that the owners concerned should be
informed fully in the matter and that
they should have easy access to information on when they can sell their
land, what compensation they will
receive and so on.
Although some of the people affected in the Yarra Brae area might
oppose the scheme, in time they will
come to accept the Government's decision quite happily, provided that
they are fairly treated when they receive compensation and in their
dealings with the semil-government
authority concerned.
Finally, Mr. Speaker, I .thank you
for your help to me as a newly-elected
member and for the courtesy offered
by yourself, the clerks and staff of this
Parliament and members of this
Parliament. It makes a great deal of
difference to a newly-elected member to receive this type of treatment.
I dare say now that I have made my
maiden speech, the courtesies can be
forgotten, and that is fair enough.
During my term in Parliament I
shall endeavour to represent the
people of the Evelyn electorate with
diligence to the best of my ability
and to contribute what I can to the
functioning of this Parliament.
Mr. MUTTON (Coburg).-! offer
my sincere congratulations to the
honorable member for Evelyn for the
forthright and contemplative speech
he has delivered to the House as his
contribution. I join with him in
expressing my loyalty on behalf of
the electorate which I represent to
Her Majesty, Queen Elizabeth II.
When an honorable member is given
the honour of :making his first .contribution in this House, the respect and
reverence with which he is treated by
honorable members is amazing. It is
a pity that this approach could not be
copied in other debates.
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I take the opportunity of making employed in working gangs on the roads
under an armed guard, and were housed in
a contribution to the debate on the two
rows ;Qf huts.
motion for the adoption of the
Address-in-Reply to the Gover- If my information is correct, those
nor's Speech on a subject which two rows of wooden huts are now
was vigorously discussed this morn- the notorious " C " division. The stateing. I refer to the problem which ment continues, and it is worthy of
exists at Pentridge Gaol in my elec- notetorate.
The citizens of Victoria
The local people strongly objected to the
realize that under our democratic penal establishment, which later gave place
system Parliament has been set up to to the extensive institution now existing at
make laws and a judicial system has Coburg.
been established to punish the people In 1857, seven years later, the Penwho break the laws. Consequently, tridge Roads Board, or the people
a penitentiary system has been set up that constituted the board, were most
to harbor the people who have upset at the actions of the Public
broken the law. It is with regret that Works Department. A deputation of
one remembers the early history of these people approached Governor
Coburg. In 1849, because of strong LaTrobe, but in line with some of the
basalt deposits located 5 miles from actions of the present Government
Melbourne town, Governor LaTrobe and its departmental officers, these
decided to send a body of 27 prison- people were lulled into a false sense
ers to a place called Pentridge, of security. This docum·ent, which
named after the Pentridge Roads was obtained by me from the historiBoard, to quarry bluestone. From cal files of the Coburg City Council,
this humble beginning grew the states that as a result of the depuPentridge
stockade.
In
1851 tation Governor LaTrobe made the
construction work started on the following statement:The surrounding inhabitants by depubuilding that is still there today.
The monstrosity that was completed tation remonstrated wi1th Governor LaTrobe
about the stockade being placed there·,
in 1857 is the same structure as that when
he assured them that the stockade
about which the honorable member was merely temporary similar to those in
for Melbourne spoke so fluently Richmond and Collingwood of which intertoday. Deep resentment was expres- view sufficient evidence can be adduced.
sed by the early citizens of Pentridge, In other words, in 1857 Governor
which ultimately became the Coburg LaTrobe led the people of Coburg
area.
astray simply by saying that Pentridge
was to be only a temporary
Mr. MACLELLAN.-Was there a
establishment. Pentridge is the same
Mutton there then?
today as it was in 1857, which is a
Mr. MUTTON.-The Mutton name long time for a temporary project to
was well known in Coburg. It is exist. After reading through hisinteresting to note the strong opposi- torical files data and extracts from
tion that was voiced by the early in- magazines, I am convinced that little
habitants of the Coburg district has been done to Pentridge over the
against the establishment of the past 100 years. I am also convinced
prison. For the information of hon- that many departmental officers have
made false promises about its reorable members I will read an extract moval.
from the Victorian Historical MagaThe existing buildings at Pentridge
zine, which, under the heading of
are old, dilap,idated and run-down in
Pentridge, statesappearance. The facilities are inadeIn 1850 it was decided to establish a quate. It has always been an encumstockade at Pentridge. Sixteen prisoners
brance and a stumbling block to any
were transferred there, with Mr. Samuel
Barrow in charge, there being in addition Government that has graced the
27 conviCits belonging to Port Phillip, Houses of this Parliament. So much
transferred from Sydney. The men were so, that I was prompted to ask a
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series of questions in the House should have been spent on the estabwhich were answered this week. My lishment of a maximum security prireason for doing so was mainly to son ~n an area away from Coburg.
learn the amount of money that has I remind honorable members that
been wasted over at least the past · Coburg is ·a city of 75,000 people.
ten years on the· administration of
Mr. BILLING.-Where would you
Pentridge, I also wanted to know the
· amount the Government proposed to put a maximum security prison?
Mr. MUTTON.-There are many
spend in Coburg in future. The
figures supplied to me by the Minis- suitable places.
I have received
ter for Social Welfare are worth corresp«;>ndence on this matter from
noting because any money that has many organizations in country areas.
been spent on Pentridge from the Responsible people living in the City
time of its establishment has been of Ararat asked me to do as much
an absolute waste of public moneys. as I could to see that their plea for
These figures indicate that this wast- the establishment of a maximum
age of public money is still con- security prison in that city was recognized. They see it as a means of
tinuing.
developing the city and of encouragMr. WILKES.-What about the ing decentralization.
bakery?
It appears that the unfortunate
Mr. MUTTON.-A colossal amount citizens of Arara t-I do not use the
of money was spent on the bakery. word "unfortunate " in any disI do not know for what purpose. respectful sense-are clutching at
There is no better bakery in Victoria any straw in prom.oting th.e developthan the one at Pentridge prison. A ment of their city. Th.ey be,lieve that
sum of $347,000 was spent to estab- if a maximum . security prjson is
lish the bakery at Pentridge. The established there it will attract other
figures I have here show that the developm.¢t?tS.
'
amounts of money spent over the
In
my
opinion,
t9ere is only one
past· ten years by the Government
site
for
a
maximum
security prison,
on certain projects at Pentridge Gaol
and
that
is
French
Island.
That has
amount to $2,206,596.
always been my belief,· and it is the
This expenditure related only to belief of my predecessor. It is also the
capital projects, and had nothing to belief of other honorable members.
do with administrative costs, salaries, It is essential that a maximum secuand so on. The Social Welfare De- rity prison should be sited away
partment also furnished details of from built-up areas. This has been
expenditure for works which the Gov- advocated over the past 100 years,
ernment intends to carry out over the but nothing has be~n done, with one
next few years. The sum involved is exception, whi<;h is most heartening.
$2 ·104 million, in· other words, about The Minist.e~ of Agric:;ulture. on behalf
$2 million has been spent in the past of the Minister for Social. Welfare,
two ·years and· $2 million is to be has said that within eight or ten
spent in the very near future. This years · it is hoped· t~e Government
sum ·of about $4 million will have will have successfully phased out
been expended simply to provide tem- Pentridge Gaol. I hope th:at is right.
porary·· facilities at Pentridge, and I hope it is not just another promise
could have been spent more wisely. which will. not be honoured. I hope
the M~nister sticks .to his guns.
The Government has not given sufThe fact that Pentridge is in the
ficient· consideration to the welfare
of the prison officers, the welfare of middle of Coburg is always. at the
the prisoners and the safety of the forefront of the minos of people in
people who live in areas of my elec- my eJectorate: Wpeneyer a brea~torate which are adjacent to the out occurs from tbis so-called maxiprison. The · · money I mentioned. mum . security pri.son.. from which a
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child could escape the people become
extremely apprehensive, and· the
feeling persists until the escapees are
recaptured. The prison authorities and
the Government rarely acknowledge
that there has been an escape, for
fear that they will be embarrassed
by the reactions of people who live
near the gaol. Escapes put the lives
and the welfare of people who live in
the vicinity of Pentridge in jeopardy.
That cannot be denied.
As an illustration of what I have
said, I point out to the Hou.se that·
a few years ago, in 1965, people in
my electorate were in fear because
of the escape of two prisoners from
Pentridge-Ryan and Walker. They
escaped from Pentridge on 19th
December, killed a warder, George
:fodgson, and violently assaulted a
Salvation Army Officer, Brigadier
l-Iewitt. That occurred within 100
rards of Pentridge Gaol. While they
Nere at large, the life of another
)erson was taken at Albert Park.
fhe escape commenced at Coburg,
inished at Albert Park and involved
he loss of two lives and serious
njury to another person. Brigadier
fewitt received a magnificent sum
tf $4.20 to assist him to pay his
aedical bills.
There have been other escapes
ince then, but they have not inolved loss of life. However, honrable members must concede that
1 any
escape from prison the
ossibility of loss of life exists. I
ave asked questions in the House
bout the number of escapes which
ave occurred. I wonder whether
1y honorable member knows how
tany prisoners have jumped over the
)-ft. bluestone wall at Pentridge
1d fled into the City of Melbourne.
In less than ten years there have
eighteen escapes from Pentridge
aol. If a situation develops similar
1 that which existed in 1965 when
ralker and Ryan escaped from Pent:lge Gaol, there could be loss of life.
is fortunate that the escapes in
e past ten years did not involve
e violence which occurred in 1965.

~en
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In his reply to a question that I
asked, the Minister for Social Welfare
made a stupid statement. I cannot
understand why a person of his intelligence, in charge of a large organization such as the Social Welfare
Department, should try to hide behind
a protective cloak. On 23rd October I
asked the MinisterWhether the Government has given consideration to the danger that confronts the
people 'living adjacent to the prison in the
event of an escape; if so, whether the Government will set up a fund to protect the
welfare of these people?

It must be borne in mind that eighteen

escapes from the maximum security
section at Pentridge have taken
place in less than ten years. The
different methods adopted in escaping are remarkable. Pentridge is like
a bush gaol. On one occasion a
prisoner persuaded some of his prison
associates to nail him inside a box,
and-like the honorable member for
Melbourne-he " picked the box "
and got out.
The reply given by the Minister for
Social Welfare was ridiculous and is
evidence of the type of person who
is the chief administrator of the
Social Welfare Department. The
answer wasThe low incidence of escapes has not
warranted special consideration of this
aspect.
It is felt that any such person
injured in course of an escape would be
entitled to seek compens:ation from the
Crimes Compensation Tribunal.

The first sentence of the reply refers
to "the low incidence of escapes".
If eighteen escapes in less than ten
years is a low incidence, I have something to learn. But that is the type
of reply one receives from a responsible officer, the chief administrator
of the Social Welfare Department.
It is also high time the Government made a complete investigation
into the administration of prisons
throughout the State. The Government should realize that the Minister
for Social Welfare has enough on his
plate at present. The responsibility
for the administration and supervision
of prisoners should be transferred
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back to the Chief Secretary's Department because officers of that department would be in a better position
to carry out the maintenance, guidance and supervision of prisoners.
This afternoon I heard some interesting statements by the M'inister
of Agriculture in reply to the honorable member for Melbourne about the
setting up of various divisions of
Pentridge Gaol. That is nothing new.
Fifty years ago officers employed at
Pentridge Gaol, working night and
day, made recommendations until
they were sick of doing so. At least
25 years ago a recommendation was
made that the administration of
Pentridge Gaol should be split into
three groups, with a governor to
supervise each group. Nothing was
achieved. The prison officers concerned then, like the officers today,
knew that although they could make
recommendations, the Government
would not take action.
In 1949 the- Government of the day
ordered a report, which was presented by Mr. Whatmore, the then
Director-General of Prisons. Even as
long ago as 1949 recommendations
were being made by penal officers to
the department. At the conclusion of
his report, Mr. Whatmore saidPentridge is the largest and most secure
gaol in Victoria and absorbs a very high
percentage of the total prisoners. This has
some advantages, but there are distinct
limits to the optimum size of a gaol. It is
reasonable to assume that large-scale development projects and future increases in
population will emphasize the need for development of district gaols.

As I said earlier, probably the residents of Ararat have also read this
report. The report continuesThis will decentralize the department's
activities and provide more suitable facilities
for segregation of types.

Mr. Whatmore, in making that recommendation in his report for 1949,
was only reiterating what had been
said over and over again by other
responsible people. But the Government of the day and succeeding Governments failed miserably to put into
operation the reports of these reasonable and experienced men, who
Mr. Mutton.
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had long service in the administration, care and welfare of prisoners
in Pentridge Gaol.
Today the Minister of Agriculture made a statement about the
Government's intention to phase out
Pentridge Gaol. It was heartening to
read an article published in the Sun
News-Pictorial of 27th September
under the heading "Pentridge is to
go-Hamer". The article states,

inter aliaThe Jenkinson report had increased the
Government's determination to phase out
Pentridge, the Premier, Mr. Hamer, said
yesterday.
He said he could not give a timetable
for this.
But Pentridge was obsolete and the
Government hoped to phase it out step by
step.

The Minister of Agriculture, on behalf
of the Minister for Social Welfare,
stated a time of between eight and
ten years.
In answer to a question which I
placed on the Notice Paper, the Minister stated today that it was the Government's intention to spend another $2 · 25 million in the next few
years on improvements at Pentridge.
Why should this money be spent? It
is a waste of public money, if the
Government is fair dinkum in its
intention to phase out Pentridge in
eight to ten years' time. The Government should have another look
at the proposed expenditure over
the next few years, because it
would be ludicrous to spend
$2. 25 million if Pentridge is
to be phased out in eight to ten years'
time. I honestly do not believe the
Government has that intention, but I
shall hold it to its word. I trust I
shall be the honorable member for
Coburg for the next six years.
My predecessor openly boasted that
in the 27 years he represented the
electorate of Coburg on no less than
67 occasions he rose in this House
and advocated the removal of Pentridge. I feel honoured and justified
to adopt that same approach. I know
that the people of Coburg want the
removal from their midst of this monstrosity which is a continuing danger
t~ those living in the vicinity.
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When the decision was originally that the inmates of Pentridge behave
made to house a penal detention and learn to discipline themselves.
centre there in the days of Governor They have a most unsavoury job. It
La Trobe, an area of 112 acres of land must be remembered that some of
was set aside for this purpose. the inhabitants of Pentridge Gaol are
About three years after the actual .imprisoned for periods ranging from
detention centre was erected, to six months to 40 or 50 years. A warprotect the local residents, a blue- der must spend his working life bestone wall 10 feet high and two and hind iron bars, working under almost
a half miles in length was con- similar conditions to the prisoners. In
structed. It was the prime intention many respects, the staff officers and
to prevent the prisoners from getting the warders are, in my opinion,
·out. The authorities believed the wall treated just the same as the prisoners.
would sway the people in the area
I cannot speak too highly of the
into a sense of false security, and that responsibility
exhibited by prison
it would appear that no one could get officers and warders.
I might add
out or into the prison. It is on record that it is only recently
that the
that a few years later someone got warders decided that they may have
into Pentridge from outside and, of to take direct action to force the
course, there have been many Government
into recognizing some of
escapes. This indicates how much their urgent requests.
I shall give an
protection was provided for the
illustration
to
honorable
members of
people of Coburg.
certain conditions which existed at
During his discussion on the Pentridge since its inception until
Jenkinson report, the honorable mem- about 1970 or 1971. Honorable member for Melbourne fully and bers who have driven along the
eloquently described to the House the Hume Highway past Pentridge Gaol
problems confronting the prisoners. and looked at the gaol would have
In passing I remind honorable mem- seen the form of construction of the
bers that the prisoners are incarcerated in prison to make them realize building. At each corner there is a
that they have to observe the laws of battlement or what is called a
the community. I do not believe in buttress. Inside the buttress is a
brutality under any circumstances. cylindrical stairway which leads to
Accordingly, a. person who is placed the top of the buttress. At all hours
in a detention centre like Pentridge of the day the buttresses are manned
Gaol should not be subjected to any by warders on observation duty. The
form of brutality. However, in addi- warders must walk up and down
tion to considering the welfare of the the steps to get to the observation
prisoner, we must also consider the point. Until 1970 or 1971, no toilet
welfare and future of the staff facilities were available other than a
officers and warders who must super- kerosene tin which each warder took
vise the prisoners.
up the stairs when commencing duty
The prison officers and warders and brought back with him at the end
perform remarkably fine work. At of his term of duty. I have stated the
every hour of every day of their facts. The illustration I have given is
working lives, they can be subjected only a small indication of what octo some form of physical assault. curred at Pentridge Gaol-probably it
The prison officers are placed at was never ventilated before because
the detention centre to perform matters of this type have always been
a duty on behalf of the citizens of hushed up.
the State. They are entrusted with
Until 1970 the sewerage facilities
the responsibility of ensuring that at Pentridge were something to be
people do not escape from custody. reckoned with. However, the GovernIt is also their responsibility to see ment of the day, which realized that
Session 1973.-59
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unless· it did something the warders
would have gone on strike and there
would have been chaos, decided to
spend a considerable sum of money
to provide sewerage facilities for the
warders.
Mr. BIRRELL.-Was that money
wasted too?
M·r. MUTION.:....._Jt was not a waste
of money, but it took the authorities
125 years to provide the facility.
Mr. BIRRELL.-You are saying that
any money that is expended in future
will be wasted.
Mr. MUTTON.-1 was arguing for
the removal of Pentridge. If the Government is fair dinkum in its decision
to phase out Pentridge in ten years,
it should not spend further funds
there. It took 125 years for the Government to expend money on the
provision of sewerage facilities at
Pentridge. The service was long
overdue.
I shall now refer to the conditions
appertaining to certain divisions at
Pentridge. These conditions have a
bearing on the welfare of the
prisoners. I refer to the notorious
" C " division which has been a bone
of contention to many administrators
for many years. It is still the same as
it was when Pentridge was estab~
lished. Over the years recommendations have been made to rectify some
of the shortcomings in ~, C " division,
but no action has been taken; The
reason I mention this is to show that
although the Government expended
a colossal amount on sewerage
facilities for certain sections of
Pentridge Gaol, it has not extended
the facilities to the well-known and
notorious " C " division. Prisoners in
" C " division are housed in cells 4
feet wide and 8 feet in length. The
cells do not have electric light or
sewerage facilities. However, the
prisoners are supplied with a commode which they use at night. In the
morning, they bring it out into the
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courtyard and empty the contents
into a cesspool. That procedure has
existed at Pentridge since the prison
was established. It is absolutely disgusting and degrading to think that in
this day and age men are placed
in a cell 4 feet by 8 feet
where they sleep on the floor on
a palliasse, accompanied by the
nauseating odours of the toilet, which
is nothing more than a bucket.
" C " division has always been used
as an illustration by responsible
people in an endeavour to " blow "
the Government out of a false sense
of security. On 18th October, 1951,
Mr. A. R. Whatmore, the former
Director-General of Prisons said"C" division is sub-standard even compared with any other division or prison in
this State. It cannot be remodelled and
should be demolished.

As reported in the Age. of 2nd
December, 1953, a former Chief
Secretary, and good member of the
Labor Party in the early days, the
late Mr. L. W. Galvin said" C " Division should be demolished and
the site developed into a hospital block.

If anybody knew of the conditions

existing at Pentridge,
former Chief Secretary,
Rylah, who was reported
of 9th November, 1955,
said-

it was a
Sir Arthur
in the Age
as having

The conditions in " C " division were a
complete disgrace to the communi·ty. The
Government was determined to eliminate
" C " division as soon as possible.

Mr. RAFFERTY.-What are you
going to do when the Government
removes the gaol?
Mr. MUTTON.-I inform the
Minister of Labour and Industry that
of the 112 acres of land taken over
by an early land grant for Pentridge
Gaol, approximately 40 acres were
excised twelve years ago for the construction of a teachers' training
college, which has become one of
the most important buildings ever
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erected in Victoria, and for the
development of Newlands High
School, which is a credit to my electorate. If members of the Government party who are now interjecting
have any doubts about the use to
which the land could be put if Pentridge Gaol is demolished, I shall be
glad to offer some suggestions.
I hope I remain the member for
Coburg for at least the next eight to
ten years. I shall then have the
opportunity of knowing whether the
statements I have heard today from
responsible Ministers of the Crown
are fair dinkum and are in keeping
with the honesty that should be
expected from them.

On the motion of Mr. GUY (Gisborne), the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until next day.

ADJOURNMENT.
NORRIS BANK PRIMARY SCHOOL,
BUNDOORA - BRUNSWICK NORTH
PRIMARY SCHOOL-EUROPEAN CARP
-SUNBURY POP FESTIVAL.
Mr. THOMPSON
Education).-·

(Minister

of

That the House do now adjourn.

Mr. WILTON (Broadmeadows) ..:._
direct to the attention of the
Minister of Education a letter I have
received from the secretary of the
school committee of the Norris Bank
Primary School in Settlement Road,
Bundoora. The committee has made
a strong protest to me over what
it . terms the misuse of departmental
funds. The letter states that a new
septic treatment plant was installed
at a cost of $7,500, but for reasons
which the committee has been
unable to determine, _some " bright
spark " from the Public Works
Department or the Education Department has removed the switchboard
which operates the plant, with the
I
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result that the pump will not work. A
$7,500 septic system is now in operative.
The department has already spent
$300 in pumping out the system and
I understand that the septic pit is now
due to be again pumped out. There
are 200 children attending this school.
The Minister will agree that this is a
ridiculous example of lack of liaison
between the Education Department
and the Public W arks Department. I
have no doubt the switchboard was
removed for a good reason but the
school committee cannot understand
why it was not replaced immediately.
I ask the honorable gentleman on
behalf of the committee to take the
matter up with somebody in his
department to ensure that. the switchboard is replaced immediately.
Mr. ROPER (Brunswick West).refer the Minister of Education to a situation relating to the
Brunswick North Primary School.
On 25th September of this year,
I had correspondence with the Minister relating to the building programme
for 1973-74, and I received a reply
yesterday which indicated that while
drawings were being called for, there
would be no commencement of work
at that school in the 1973-74 financial
year.This matter is serious. Bruns.wick
North Primary School is one of the
most overcrowded schools in Victoria
and the position will deteriorate in
the next twelve months. The school
committee has been attempting to obtain additional accommodation for the
past four years, when enrolments
began to increase substantially. The
school has 860 students at present
and twenty permanent class-rooms.
It is situated on 2! acres of land, and
six portable class-rooms have been
placed in the yard. Therefore, almost no yard exists in which the
children can play and there is no park
within reasonable distance. Next
year an additional 70 pupils will attend the school and they will require
an extra two portable class-rooms,
which means that eight portables will
I
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have been provided in the year. There
is no adequate library in the schoolan ordinary class-room 'is being used
for that purpose. If ·a staff meeting
were caUed, all the teachers could not
fit into the ·room. There is no arts
and crafts room.

of my constituents found a 9-lb. fish
on his back lawn which was flooded
by nne of the northern rivers. Another
found many 9-lb. European carp in his
flooded field of oats.
Mr. GUY (Gisborne).-1 direct a
matter to the Minister for Youth,
The school enrolment was 95 for Sport and Recreation. I understand
grade 6; 126 in grade 2; 145 in grade that Odessa Promotions Pty. Ltd., the
1; and 170 in the beginners grade. company which organized the last
Brunswick North 'Prim·ary School will two Sunbury pop festivals, has made
shortly become one of the largest representations to the honorable
schools in the State. In view of these gentleman about promoting another
difficulties, I ask the Minister to con- festival at Sunbury on the Australia
sider a number of possibilities. Com- Day week-end in 1974. These
monwealth money is being made festivals have been organized by
available for disadvantaged schools. responsible people and have provided
This school has a high proportion of tremendously good entertainment for
children of migrants and parents in a the young people, not only of Mellow socio-economics group and it bourne but of the whole State. I
must be one of the schools entitled understand that, among other reto assistance. Under the scheme in presentations, the company asked
relation to the present building pro- that special legislation be enacted to
grammes something could be done. If prevent landowners from selling
it is not, the school will be in an im- tickets so that people could take up
adjacent to the festival site
possible position next year. From positions
and see the festival for a charge lower
the point of view of staff and students than that made at the entrance gate.
its prospects are extremely bad.
I inform the honorable gentleMr. HANN (Rodney).-! direct a man that the Bulla Shire Council
matter to the attention of the Minis- wrote to me on 23rd October
ter for Conservation. It concerns expressing concern about the festival.
the wide spread of the dreaded fish, The letter states, inter alia-the European carp. This fish was
to a request for information
first introduced into Gippsland and, asInto·response
Council's attitude to the grant of
despite various attempts by Govern- such permits, ·the company has been
ment departments to prevent it from informed-" that
spreading, it now infests most of
(a) a permit is required under Shire of
Bulla planning scheme,
the waters in the north and northeast of Victoria. It also exists in the
(b) a permit is required from Melbourne
River Murray, which I realize is not
and Metropolitan Board of Works
under the Melbourne and Metropart of Victoria. However, what
politan
Interim
Development
happens to the River Murray
Order Extension Area No. 1.
affects the tourist industry of the
Since you requested in your letter ·an
towns along its banks and the effect
indication from council as to the attitude
of European carp on fishing is serious. in respect to the granting of a permit for
I ask the Minister to consider conferring with :the Government of New
South Wales and the Commonwealth
Government and their respective
authorities with the view of adopting
a full-scale campaign to eradicate this serious threat to fishing in our inland waters. One

the proposed 1974 "Pop" Festival, I am
to inform you, that council does not favour
the issue of a permit under the Shire of
Bulla planning scheme and would not support any application· to the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works for a permit
under the Melbourne and Metropolitan
Interim Development Order Extension Area
No. 1.
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the Australian Fisheries Council comprises representatives of the Commonwealth and State Ministries concerned with fisheries, and the matter
The letter does not indicate that the has been constantly under its attenshire council is completely and tion. A special arrangement between,
utterly against the festival but it say, New South Wales, South Austwants to make its concern clear to ralia, and Victoria-and perhaps the
the Minister because of the re- Commonwealth-would be redundpresentations made to him. I do not ant.
want to see a confrontation within
Mr. DIXON (Minister for Youth,
the electorate. As I have said, I am
Sport
and Recreation).-! inform the
in favour of the festival, but with honorable
member for Gisborne that
those matters in mind, I ask the I should be happy to receive a depuMinister to receive a deputation from tation from the Shire of Bulla. As
the Shire of Bulla as soon as possible. the honorable member said, I have
already met repr~sentatives of
Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of Odessa Promotions Pty. Ltd. to
Education) .-The honorable member discuss the Sunbury festival. It is
for Broadmeadows spoke about the the opinion of the Government that
septic tank at the Norris Bank the festival does contribute to the
Primary School. I shall be happy to life of our community and I should
confer with the Minister of Public certainly like to see it go on. There
Works, or even the Minister for Con- . have been some problems in the past
but improvements have been made
servation, to help clear the air.
each year. The Government would
I know that the primary school of like to see further improvement.
which the honorable member for
It has been suggested to the proBrunswick West spoke is in urgent
need of additions. I have noted the moters that they should provide for
points the honorable member made other activities for people who may
and I will discuss them with the become bored with pop music. For
Director of Primary Education to instance, ballet has been suggested
and, as a Director of the Victorian
ascertain what can best be done.
Ballet Guild, I should like to see a
Mr. BORTHWICK (Minister for couple of ballet performances at the
Conservation) .-It is true, as the festival. Outdoor performances were
honorable member for Rodney indi- arranged at Como some years ago
cated, that despite the prohibition on and they were greatly enjoyed. Posthe movement of European carp in sibly, there could be a play. Bicycles
this State it infests inland waters east and a few trampolines should be
of Melbourne and, at least in the available. Bounce-ball games could be
western section of the State, it has arranged. Horses could be made
found its way to Lake Hawthorne. available. There are many activities
Victoria and other States, through which could be incorporated in the
the Australian Fisheries Council, have festival.
been trying to find any method at all
My department is investigating the
to combat these species. A great matter of people watching the
deal of research has been carried out festival from adjacent land to see
and is still being carried out in whether it can help the promoters to
Europe, where the fish is common, obtain a fair return for their efforts.
to find either biological or chemical
The motion was agreed to.
means of controlling the fish. To
date, this has been unsuccessful. As
The House adjourned at 6.20 p.m.
the honorable member would know, until Tuesday, October 30.
Session
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